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Abstract
Economic restructuring over the last thirty years has been associated with social, economic and
physical decline in some neighbourhoods in British cities. This is evident for some neighbourhoods
in the unpopularity of housing, the preponderance of abandoned properties and the out-migration of
residents. Furthermore, decline is alongside a range of attendant social problems and restricted
local employment opportunities. The prevalence of housing that is difficult to sell or let in these
unpopular areas has prompted the description ‘low demand’ neighbourhoods (Bramley and
Pawson, 2000). This study explores the scope for reconceptualising ‘low demand neighbourhoods’
as ‘low value neighbourhoods’. The validity of this conceptualisation is explored through analysis of
Lower Super Output Areas (LSOAs), focusing in particular upon those areas where aggregate
house prices are lower than might be expected in view of their neighbourhood socio-economic
characteristics. Neighbourhood socio-economic trends are assessed via mixed methods to identify
multiple causal ‘drivers’ of decline and recovery. Where possible these drivers are visually
represented using Geographic Information Science (GISc) techniques to demonstrate patterns and
dynamics both spatially and temporally. Data drawn from Local Information Systems (LIS) –
detailing anti-social behaviour, housing benefit claimant rates, levels of void properties, the extent of
worklessness, educational attainment and crime – are employed to explore experiences of decline
and recovery in case study ‘low value’ neighbourhoods.
Urban regeneration policy at the neighbourhood scale is also considered as another driver of
change. The thesis reports the findings of case study research on neighbourhood initiatives in the
‘rustbelt’ US cities of Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Baltimore and St Louis. In turn this informs the
exploration of case studies to illuminate policy and other drivers of change in Housing Market
Renewal (HMR) areas in Manchester. The thesis details the results of regression models
constructed to help assess the relationship between patterns of demand for housing and the
different drivers of change across neighbourhoods in Manchester. The results show a marked
correlation between low value neighbourhoods and low educational attainment. When applying a
locally weighted spatial dynamic to the low value neighbourhood regression model, a clear intraurban geographical divide emerges, linked to the variable pattern of educational attainment and the
geography of void properties. Furthermore, there is an indication of inner suburban new build in
some parts of higher value neighbourhoods.
The thesis discusses the potential for such GISc models and LIS to display differences between
neighbourhoods in the domains of health, transport, income, ethnicity, population, migration and
policy. Less easily measured activities operating within low value neighbourhoods are also
considered in addition to secondary aggregate data. Case study interviews show the degree to
which in-migration has stimulated increased demand for housing, and in turn prompted the
reduction of planned demolitions in pathfinder areas. Furthermore, information gathered from policy
actors involved in HMR is used to assess the scope for raising housing market value via
regeneration activity. For instance, investment in new build housing as a physical regeneration
strategy can raise aggregate house prices and provide confidence to unpopular neighbourhoods.
Despite these gains, the risk of neighbourhood dysfunction needs to be factored into regeneration
investment, especially if there are potential problems of affordability, displacement and social
breakdown for incumbent residents.
Policy recommendations to encourage sustainable
neighbourhoods suggest that HMR pathfinders should improve incorporation of social and
economic drivers of demand to a predominantly supply-led environmental (built) regeneration
initiative.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1.

Importance and relevance of the research

Neighbourhoods are a vital part of life experienced by residents in cities throughout the world
(Power and Houghton, 2007).

They are units of space that allow residents living within them

advantages of health, wellbeing and opportunity.

For those cities that are economically

restructuring due to industrial decline, the transition has difficult social, economic and environmental
consequences (Peck and Ward, 2002). Out-migration by more upwardly mobile residents without a
sufficient in-migration can result in high concentrations of empty houses in some city
neighbourhoods.

The unpopularity of the neighbourhood from visual blight adds to incumbent

resident problems such as negative equity, social breakdown and a loss in the sense of community
(Lupton, 2003a). Attractive housing and neighbourhood choice is therefore important to encourage
retention and in-migration for a more sustainable neighbourhood. Neighbourhood regeneration
housing policy in British cities via HMR (Housing Market Renewal) has intervened by both thinning
out stock whilst widening the choice of tenure and value in new build housing (Cole and Nevin,
2004a). This policy raises important issues in this thesis for debate and research, such as whether
the programme can stifle or promote neighbourhood functionality. Furthermore, in applying debate
and research to policy it provides evidence and decision making for foresight into the regeneration
of housing in unpopular neighbourhoods (CLG, 2000b). The relevance of this thesis is therefore to
add knowledge to the regeneration of neighbourhoods, especially to those in low demand that need
a holistic intervention approach to become less polarised and more sustainable (Bramley and
Pawson, 2002).

1.2.

Introducing the aims and objectives

The central aim of the thesis is to examine the regeneration of neighbourhoods in low demand for
housing at the city scale and in a HMR (Housing Market Renewal) area.

‘Low demand

neighbourhoods’ are defined as places where housing in an unpopular neighbourhood is difficult to
sell or let (Bramley and Pawson, 2000). The characteristics of low demand neighbourhoods are
generally those that have low value, concentrated void properties, and out-migration. Low demand
neighbourhoods are a focus of this study to address the more localised experiences encountered
by economically restructuring cities in the Midlands and North of England.

In researching the

decline and recovery of low demand neighbourhoods, the study shows the difficult challenges they
face and their vulnerability to wider structural change.
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Study of low demand for housing in neighbourhoods enables a cross tenure study of
neighbourhood profiles ranging from private to social owned housing. Other housing drivers such
as tenure and price need to be incorporated into the research to fully understand how
neighbourhoods decline or recover. Drivers of decline and recovery also include the impact of
education, crime and safety, worklessness and employment, environment and transport, and health
(Mumford and Power, 2003). Urban policy as a driver is also significant as actions made in area
based regeneration programmes can play a part in neighbourhood improvement. It is these drivers,
their spatial and temporal dynamics, and the patterns that are played out in neighbourhoods that
can provide knowledge of how neighbourhoods operate and therefore how localised disadvantages
(and advantages) have an area effect (Smith et al, 2001; Buck and Gordon, 2004).
The objectives in meeting the overall aim are discussed in more detail in the methodology chapter
(Section 3.4), in listing the objectives they are as follows:
1. Explore the spatial patterning of decline and recovery in low demand neighbourhoods.
2. Analyse how spatial and temporal dynamics influence trajectories of low demand
neighbourhoods in their decline or recovery
3. Explore the ways in which neighbourhood drivers can cause decline or recovery in low
demand neighbourhoods
4. Uncover the extent to which GISc, GIS and LIS provide an effective means of
understanding neighbourhood change
5. Generate policy implications that can be attributed from the research
As an introduction, these five objectives are now outlined prior to showing the overarching research
questions and the techniques used to answer them. The first objective is to explore the spatial
patterning of low demand neighbourhoods as they decline, remain the same or improve. Spatial
patterns are mainly referred to in a technical sense via the mapping of neighbourhood characteristic
categories such as educational attainment averages.

Dynamics of neighbourhood decline and

recovery is the second objective and refers to the influence of time and space causing
neighbourhood change. For instance, educational attainment average in a neighbourhood could
rise or fall over a period of time.

Averages could also spatially vary between different

neighbourhoods depending on how close neighbourhoods are to each other or to a school.
Analysing dynamics are also examined in terms of neighbourhood trajectories, where particular
driver measurements can change from different starting points and at different speeds that could be
either accelerating or decelerating. For instance, educational attainment in one neighbourhood
could be improving at a uniform, increasing or decreasing rate.
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Drivers of neighbourhood change as the third objective is used as it allows understanding of what
types and categories can influence the causality of decline and recovery - whether it is physical,
social or economic. For example, neighbourhood recovery could be caused by drivers that reduce
neighbourhood crime levels, improve perceptions or suggest the need for an injection of
regeneration activity. The fourth objective relates to those drivers that can be quantified, accessed
and mapped.

From these quantifiable measures, the potential in using LIS (Local Information

Systems) to track neighbourhood change can be realised, including the ability to display the
patterns and dynamics of neighbourhood drivers of decline and recovery. A final objective of the
research is to generate policy implications for neighbourhood regeneration with a focus on the HMR
programme. These implications include additional recommendations for urban regeneration and
HMR policy. Policy implications also consider the government programmes and initiatives that act
as drivers of neighbourhood recovery.

1.3.

Introducing the research questions

The focus of the research is to answer questions on the regeneration of neighbourhoods in low
demand with an emphasis on interventions made by the HMR (Housing Market Renewal)
programme. Use of GISc techniques are used to provide support in understanding the drivers of
recovery between neighbourhoods, and therefore aid in monitoring, strategy development and
service delivery in the regeneration process. The research questions relate to three sub-divided
themes that are either conceptual, technical or in policy.

These encapsulate the key issues

identified in the literature on low demand neighbourhoods, the measurement of neighbourhood
change, and the nature of HMR in the context of regeneration and renewal policy over time
(Chapter 2).
First, the thesis seeks to extend current thinking on how best to conceptualise low demand for
housing (see, for example, Bramley and Pawson, 2000) by exploring the scope for alternative
conceptualisations linked to the ideas of ‘low value neighbourhoods’, ‘neighbourhood sorting’
(Jargowsky and Kim, 2005), and ‘neighbourhood functionality’ (Bauder, 2002). These concepts
also build on more general ideas of neighbourhood decline and renewal (Mumford and Power,
2003) and in extreme cases (mainly in the US) abandonment (Keenan, 1999; Scafadi et al, 1998).
In doing so the study rigorously provides findings as to whether market improvements via a largely
physical new build and demolition approach, increase the risk of encouraging dysfunctional
neighbourhoods.
Second, the thesis considers technical questions, with the aim of building upon research into GISc
and GIS such as LIS. This is carried out in order to more effectively display the spatial dynamics
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and drivers of neighbourhood change (CLG, 2007b; Hillier et al, 2003). Findings from this technical
question demonstrate the potential for visualisation and spatial analysis of original datasets from
local authorities (e.g. ASBO counts and benefit claimant rates) at a micro neighbourhood scale (e.g.
LSOA) – something that has not featured previously in UK-focused research.

Measuring

neighbourhood change in this way emphasises the benefits such as providing ‘hard’ evidence and
monitoring change, whilst providing a robust set of drivers that practitioners can use and improve as
appropriate to their regeneration efforts.
Third, the thesis researches policy-related questions by providing a deeper understanding of what
activities, issues and policy are being directed at HMR pathfinder neighbourhoods. The thesis
contributes initially by revealing the impact of HMR as discussed in HMR literature (Nevin and Cole,
2004a) and in critical debate (Cameron, 2006; Allen, 2008).

Empirical research via statistical

measures and institutional insight within a HMR area demonstrate the effectiveness of this
particular urban policy for regeneration. In doing so the research can find whether neighbourhood
intervention has room to be addressed strategically over many neighbourhoods rather than
focussing on (non)intervention in a few neighbourhoods. For instance, the advantages held by
residents in more prosperous neighbourhoods could be more effectively redistributed to more
deprived neighbourhoods in a city. This is a major challenge for the regeneration of low demand
neighbourhoods and one that raises contentious and ethical considerations depending on what
intervention (e.g. housing new build and demolition) is carried out where (e.g. HMR pathfinder
areas selected nationally with a low demand for housing).
In summary, the three research questions are as follows:
1. Conceptual: What are the patterns, dynamics and drivers within and between low demand
neighbourhoods?
2. Technical: To what extent can local information systems track neighbourhood change?
3. Policy: What is the impact of area based policies such as HMR having in the regeneration
and renewal of low demand neighbourhoods?

1.3.1

Conceptualising neighbourhoods with low demand for housing

Conceptual questions also bring out the tension as to whether intervention (or non-intervention) is
resulting in dysfunctional neighbourhoods or alternatively creating liveable neighbourhoods with
rising demand.

The notion that neighbourhoods can be deemed dysfunctional is prevalent in

literature that considers deviations from acceptable societal behavioural norms concerning
criminality, drug misuse or integration within local communities (Cameron, 2007). Dysfunctional
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neighbourhood concepts are also considered as those neighbourhoods that deviate from a
multitude of characteristics, including levels of criminality, educational achievement and the
presence of a functioning housing market (Bauder, 2002). From these definitions, dysfunctional
neighbourhoods can further considered with respect to neighbourhood effects and cultural
exclusion where the demographic context of poor neighbourhoods is argued to instil 'dysfunctional'
behavioural norms and values amongst residents (as part of under classes and sub-cultures),
triggering a pathological cycle in which socio-economic distress is maintained over time through
neighbourhood-based social interaction (Bauder, 2002; Gelder and Thornton, 1997).

Setting

dysfunctional neighbourhoods within a wider concepts can be found in literature that consider urban
social geography that explore why populations get sifted by social class and race to produce
distinctive neighbourhoods (Knox and Pinch, 2006; Davies and Herbert, 1993)
Dysfunctional neighbourhoods can be more rigorously identified using quantitative regression
techniques. For instance dysfunctional neighbourhoods can be displayed as those furthest from the
line of best fit which denotes the average housing value equalling other neighbourhood
characteristic averages (such as average crime levels). In identifying dysfunctional neighbourhoods
in this way it is assumed that the line of best fit is representative of a functioning neighbourhood.
Consequently, those neighbourhoods furthest from the line of best fit are identified as more
dysfunctional as they deviate more from a multitude of societal and economic norms (Cameron,
2007; Bauder, 2002). In discussing dysfunctional neighbourhoods, the study addresses whether
neighbourhoods in HMR areas have a sufficient ‘neighbourhood mix’.

Neighbourhood mix is

referred to as the balance of physical, economic and social characteristics found within a particular
neighbourhood.

For instance, there may be an imbalanced neighbourhood mix holding

characteristics such as mono-tenure housing, high unemployment and low aspirations.
Furthermore, discussion of dysfunctional neighbourhoods can contribute to debate on whether it is
better to be poor in a mixed neighbourhood than in one that is homogeneously poor (Atkinson and
Kintrea, 2001). Dysfunctional neighbourhoods could be argued as more homogenously poor, more
polarised from mainstream society and averse to containing a mixed community (Martin and
Watkinson, 2003; Berube, 2005; Katz, 2004). By identifying dysfunctional neighbourhoods that
deviate from the ‘norm’, an exploration into the environmental, economic and social forces driving
dysfunctions can be carried out.
Social forces operating and researched in neighbourhood analysis are drivers such as social
exclusion.

This is important as socially excluded people and places suffer from a series of

problems such as unemployment, discrimination, poor skills, low incomes, poor housing, high crime,
ill health and family breakdown (SEU, 1998, 2001). Furthermore, social exclusion is relevant to
neighbourhood analysis as socially inclusive neighbourhoods are argued to have a better chance of
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recovery (Lupton & Power, 2002).

Furthermore, this research can add to the lack of spatial

evidence of social exclusion, in addition to neighbourhood studies that often mistakenly equate
wards with neighbourhoods (Burrows and Bradshaw, 2001). A final conceptual question theme
relates to sustainability and its connection to low demand neighbourhoods. The thesis will provide
additional comment to a government agenda in promoting sustainable communities by looking at
neighbourhood sustainability (CLG, 2008a). Neighbourhood sustainability in this research links to
the long-term viability of places (Berube, 2005) and the affordability of housing in neighbourhoods
that enable incumbent residents to remain in a neighbourhood (Allen et al, 2005). In extending
ideas of low demand for housing in neighbourhoods discussion extends to issues of supply,
housing market processes and market failure (Ferrari, 2007; Cole et al, 2004). With regards to
policy this is related to HMR pathfinders and their development towards a road to renewal (Cole and
Nevin, 2004).

1.3.2. Technicalities in neighbourhood measurement, visualisation and application
Technical questions focus more on the use of GISc (Geographic Information Science) and GIS
(Geographic Information Systems) such as LIS that can geographically display the patterns,
dynamics and drivers of neighbourhood change. Questions particular to this technical theme allow
a greater insight as to the potential for visualisation of data that have a geographical location link
focussing on the neighbourhood scale. The technical questions are addressed through innovative
use and modelling of LIS data (CLG, 2007b).

Original data sets and information are used to

understand activity in the specific MSP (Manchester Salford Pathfinder) using its TNC (Tracking
Neighbourhood Change) system (MCC, 2008; Clayson and Nelson, 2005; Cole and Nevin, 2004b).
This system includes amongst others, datasets on ASB (Anti-Social Behaviour), Housing Benefit
and direct HMR intervention activity (Appendix A). The analysis is carried out by blending more
substantial ‘hard data’ time series market analysis with GISc mapping of intervention and indicators.
Limited quantitative findings in other neighbourhood research are enhanced by comparing
relationships of neighbourhood value from house price sale to a myriad of neighbourhood
characteristics.
Data sets are integrated with other sources of multi-indicator geo-referenced data such as: property
price sales by type and tenure (Land Registry); crime on vehicle and property (Police Authority);
and worklessness in claiming benefit (Council records). Neighbourhood measurements can be
further integrated with geography using GISc and GIS (Heywood et al, 2006; Longley et al, 2004) in
understanding society (Pickles, 1995; Goodchild, 1997; Martin, 1997) and aiding policy decision
making (Campbell and Masser, 1995; Nedovic-Budic, 2002; Wong, 2006). This is aided by more
advanced technology such as micro-simulation techniques (Ballas et al, 2005a), early warning
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systems (Holme, 2004a), and US city GISc approaches (Sawicki and Flynn, 1996; Hillier et al,
2003; NNIP, 2007).
GISc approaches aid in uncovering neighbourhood spatial dynamics that demonstrate the change
in various indicators depending on the distance between locations. For example the level of crime
and racial violence can be related to the geographical proximity to a high concentration of
homicides (Morendoff et al, 2001)

With respect to low demand neighbourhoods spatial dynamics

can show how house prices change within a neighbourhood depending on their distance from each
other. For instance, a poor quality or small house that is in proximity to a high concentration of
higher value properties will benefit via a spatial dynamic.

These spatial dynamics can be

represented via GWR (Geographically Weighted Regression), a technique used to analyse spatial
nonstationarity. Spatial nonstationarity is defined as when the measurement of relationships among
variables differs from location to location (Fotheringham et al., 2002). Unlike conventional
regression, which produces a single regression equation to summarise global relationships among
the independent and dependent variables, GWR generates spatial data that express the spatial
variation in the (local) relationships among variables. The use of GWR can be illustrated with
reference to a study which examined the relationship between population density and median home
value in Philadelphia (Mennis, 2006). In this Philadelphia example, a linear regression model that is
global in nature will not be able to accurately characterise the relationship between explanatory and
dependent variables when the relationship is positive in some portions of the study region and
negative in others. For Philadelphia suburban neighbourhoods, the density-house price relationship
is likely to be negative where expensive homes are likely to be sparsely populated. Density-house
price relationships for neighbourhoods closer to the city centre are more likely to be positive with
high value and high density explained in part through their historic roots as centres of wealth, highend commercial activity, and higher education within the city core (Mennis, 2006).

GWR can

therefore draw out some of these local spatial relationship differentials that are lost when using
more global regression results for the city as a whole. Nonstationarity within GWR is also useful as
this calculates differences in measurements depending on the distance between each (stationary)
neighbourhood. In applying this technique to neighbourhood analysis within an HMR context it can
reveal how key explanatory drivers (e.g. education) have local spatial relationships to the
dependent house price and neighbourhood values. For instance, the technique can illustrate how
closer spatial proximity to poor performing schools may further drive low value neighbourhoods in
HMR areas into decline.

1.3.3. Neighbourhood regeneration and renewal policy as a driver of recovery
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Policy question themes are important as they can be used to focus recommendations for urban
policy such as HMR. Whether policy in itself acts as a driver of neighbourhood recovery is one
such policy question theme that is explored. For instance, intervention via housing policy (Bramley
et al 2004) and urban policy (Cochrane, 2007) are considered important for neighbourhood
regeneration and renewal in the UK (Bramley and Pawson, 2002) and US (Accordino and Johnson,
2000; Scafadi et al, 1998). The spatial context of national (DETR, 1999; CLG, 2000a; SEU, 2001),
North West regional (GONW, 2007; NWRA, 2006; CLG, 2005) and city-regional (ECOTEC, 2007;
CLG, 2006) urban policy are also critical for an understanding of neighbourhood recovery that are
illuminated in the case studies. Policy at the neighbourhood spatial scale is of most importance for
this study, especially following a more popular resurgence in ‘local’ interests by government such as
the Neighbourhood Renewal Unit (NRU, 2008a) as introduced by the Communities and Local
Government department (CLG, 2008a). A focus on neighbourhoods in HMR areas is important as it
is often a sensitive and contested subject area for debate (Macauley, 2006). This dispute often
centres on the socio-economic consequences of the programme from property-led regeneration
strategies such as housing demolition, upgrading and new building (Raco and Imrie, 2003). This
thesis reduces this gulf by addressing objectives that seek to understand neighbourhood decline
and recovery via multiple factors that are social, economic and environmental (built). The study can
therefore add to evaluation and recommendations that have been attributed to HMR in policy
documents (Cole and Nevin, 2004a; NAO, 2007; Audit Commission, 2006) and the critique in
academic literature directed at HMR (Cameron, 2006; Allen, 2008).
The three overarching conceptual, technical, and policy questions are synthesised with semistructured interview techniques with appropriate agents. Agents are referred to in this research as
someone (or something) that facilitate on behalf of another person. For instance, input is provided
by expert neighbourhood agents such as tenant and resident community leaders, as they have
direct understanding of the neighbourhood and act on the resident’s behalf. Indirect understanding
of the neighbourhood cases is uncovered through agents such as local authority decision makers
that may have a more strategic understanding of the neighbourhood cases. Areas of expertise are
also recognised as theoretical knowledge of neighbourhood decline and renewal can be gained by
agents such as academics that provide insight without reference to specific cases. The thesis
meets the needs of both qualitative and quantitative researchers by integrating both techniques into
this study. In doing so, the thesis addresses the cry for multi-disciplinary collaboration that
incorporates qualitative researchers familiar with the policy agenda, and quantitative researchers
ready to exploit increasing data availability with sensitive and sophisticated statistical models
(Lupton, 2003b). The methodology in conducting the research is covered in more detail in Chapter
3; prior to this the structure and content of the thesis chapters are now introduced.
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1.4. Thesis structure
The concept of ‘low demand for housing in unpopular neighbourhoods’ (Bramley and Pawson,
2000) is referred to in this study as ‘low demand neighbourhoods’.

These are integrated into

relevant literature debates as set out in Chapter 2. Low demand linked themes place low demand
neighbourhoods in the context of UK national, regional, sub-regional and city-regional scales.
Debate is raised as to whether low demand is a problem, and how neighbourhood micro-processes
act as neighbourhood drivers in a similar way to area effects (Atkinson and Kintrea, 2001). Specific
references to gentrification processes in neighbourhoods are outlined as the research covers issues
of income, affordability and displacement.

Furthermore, neighbourhood connection is made to

wider government objectives such as social mix, social exclusion and sustainable communities. US
literature on a more protracted experience of abandonment and housing market failure provides
insight into low demand neighbourhoods such as those in HMR areas in the UK.

The wider

available US literature on neighbourhood GIS tools and evidence in tracking change are also drawn
on for potential integration for the UK cases.

The chapter also shows how low demand

neighbourhoods fit into the historical policy context of property-led urban regeneration initiatives
endorsed by both major political parties since the post-war period. Other policy considerations are
made such as how neighbourhood intervention is required within the context of wider regional and
city-regional government strategies.

Specific area based policy such as HMR is framed by

revealing what the approach is and where it is located.

Following this is a description of the

reactions, evaluation and recommendations that have been associated with the programme.
Chapter 3 provides a methodology to focus the aims, objectives, questions and techniques of the
research. The research epistemologically and ontologically uses a critical realist philosophy (Sayer,
2001). This philosophical approach enables an integration of case studies to illustrate and uncover
the patterns, dynamics and drivers of neighbourhood decline and recovery (Yin, 2003). More fixed
questions and techniques are used in order to provide greater depth to the aim and objectives of
the research.

Both the quantitative and qualitative research strategies in a mixed methods

approach are adopted in the use of this study. A triangulation of these two research strategy
methods are shown including an outline of when the techniques were synthesised.
US experiences of neighbourhood GISc and initiatives are discussed in Chapter 4. Neighbourhood
regeneration in the US provides insight via study of literature, interviews, fieldwork and GISc.
Insight into UK and Manchester case study research is directed from these findings to potentially
apply GISc techniques and consider urban renewal strategies. Research is drawn mainly from a
three month US fieldwork visit that incorporated interviews with key academics and consultants in
urban planning.

Further explanation and insight has been formed from field visits to
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neighbourhoods in the cities of Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Baltimore and St Louis. Housing and
neighbourhood regeneration is set against US historical and industrial restructuring to consider
drivers such as topography, population, employment, tenure, education, taxation, political
boundaries, income, race and credit lending. US federal, state and local initiatives for housing and
neighbourhood regeneration are outlined.
Chapter 5 provides inter-neighbourhood analysis to form a strong neighbourhood UK case study
selection process.

Empirical neighbourhood evidence is central to this chapter to uncover inter-

neighbourhood change for Manchester in terms of its patterns, dynamics and drivers. Data is
extracted from the TNC in order to develop an understanding of the data used in a LIS.

A

multivariate regression model and standardised residual scatterplot is used to aid in selecting the
neighbourhood cases. Neighbourhood selection is also set within certain parameters such as:
different distances from the city centre; in an HMR area; sharing the same ward; and experiencing
extreme variations in prices and tenure. More robust techniques are applied using factor and
principal component analysis in order to explore what neighbourhood drivers can be categorised
into components that share similar characteristics.

A second regression model justifies and

explores the case study selections in the first multi-indicator (rather than multi-component)
regression model. Further empirical data analysis outlines the differences in the case studies by
displaying comparative descriptive statistics for the selected neighbourhoods. Longitudinal analysis
within the case studies is made to incorporate a temporal dynamic by showing the changes in
house prices and sales.

Final empirical analysis is made through the application of GWR

(Geographically Weighted Regression) that incorporates a spatial dynamic by applying a weight to
indicators depending upon geographical distance between neighbourhoods (Fotheringham et al,
2002a).
Intra-neighbourhood analysis in Chapters 6 and 7 focuses within the boundaries of the selected
neighbourhood cases in order to test empirical findings and provide further understanding of
neighbourhood realities.

The case study neighbourhoods are placed in historical and spatial

context with reference to demographic change in boundaries such as the city and city-region. The
perceived (and real) sub-neighbourhoods are discussed in the case studies from interview findings
with TARA (Tenants and Residents Association) representatives. This is in addition to the analysis
of maps and field work used to uncover neighbourhood characteristics. The political context of the
local authority plans and strategic frameworks in relation to the neighbourhood cases are also
provided. Furthermore, descriptive statistics highlight current housing market and neighbourhood
characteristics. These descriptive statistics are supplemented by presenting longitudinal analysis of
price and sales of properties in the case studies. Statistical trends are explored by setting the
findings within the current wider regeneration in North Manchester. Intra-neighbourhood research
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techniques use evidence provided from elite interviews with those that have knowledge of each
case study and are practitioners, decision makers and experts.

Reference is made to the

importance of the selected intra-neighbourhood case studies in their economic, social and
environmental regeneration.
Chapter 8 discusses the potential of using data, GIS and GISc - especially in relation to decision
making and policy as a driver of neighbourhood change. Current data, systems and future use of
GISc are considered to address potential and shortcomings in neighbourhood analysis. Alternative
data and systems are discussed with reference to key missing data domains and data sets that
could be used below ward level. Interview findings are used to consider new categories important
to the drivers of neighbourhood change that could be gathered through primary data collection or
secondary data sets. Discussion of alternative data, indicators and boundaries from the US are
made by exploring the use of block geographies and the current network of US data systems.
There is a discussion of the role of information in the policy design and delivery process, integrating
insight from US initiatives and as guided by the PAT Report 17 (CLG, 2000) in the UK. From this
the cycle of strategy development, operations and service delivery, and performance monitoring are
considered against neighbourhood regeneration initiatives.

Policy driver considerations are

included from interview findings in relation to the HMR programme such as local authority cooperation, political cycles, funding constraints and political boundaries. Policy drivers impacting on
neighbourhood characteristics in a HMR area also explore cross cutting relations to PBIs (People
Based Initiatives), Strategic Frameworks, Area Agreements, and Regional Growth.
Chapter 9 provides a discussion as to what extent neighbourhood vulnerability and dysfunctionality
is being (re)created in neighbourhoods conceptualised as in low demand. This discussion draws
together previous analysis and findings to bring out underlying realities of low demand
neighbourhoods. The findings are formed from semi-structured elite interviews, empirical spatial
analysis between neighbourhoods and from field work within the neighbourhood case studies.
Interviewees include experts and practitioners in the public and private sector that work in
neighbourhood regeneration and have an association with HMR. The content of the discussion
explores questions relating to neighbourhood housing markets in terms of supply, demand, and low
derived demand in HMR pathfinder areas. This is integrated with a discussion of market failure and
externalities that prompted HMR as an area based programme to stimulate housing markets.
Discussion also engages with the concept of low value neighbourhoods and how they relate to the
renewal of housing markets within a HMR area. Neighbourhoods to be considered in ‘low value’
are where the aggregated value of houses sold in a neighbourhood is less than expected when
compared against a multitude of neighbourhood characteristics. It is argued that housing market
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recovery in some pathfinder neighbourhoods need to be measured along with other physical,
economic and social indicators of recovery.
Chapter 10 more reflectively provides conclusion, recommendations for policy, and implications for
further research. These are given whilst linking back to the critical realist philosophical approach
and case studies used.

Aims and objectives are demonstrated by summarising findings with

respect to questions asked and techniques used.

Policy recommendations from the research

findings are concluded as they provide useful knowledge for use in practice such as in the HMR
programme. Implications for future research are discussed with reference to outlining areas to be
explored and building on the thesis results. In doing so, future debate raised in researching the
neighbourhood regeneration of low demand neighbourhoods can integrate and bridge the gap of
available literature (Chapter 2).
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Chapter 2: Regeneration and Renewal of
Low Demand Neighbourhoods

2.1. Introduction and definitions
This chapter engages with literature to bridge knowledge associated with the regeneration and
renewal of low demand neighbourhoods.

Literature on low demand for housing in unpopular

neighbourhoods will be initially discussed with a particular interest in HMR (Housing Market
Renewal) areas. Low demand neighbourhoods are placed in context by relating them to national,
regional, city-regional and sub-regional scales.

Following this, themes consider whether low

demand neighbourhoods are a problem and how neighbourhood micro-process drivers relate to low
demand.

Ideas of low demand at the neighbourhood scale will also integrate with literature

regarding area effects more generally.

Specific reference to gentrification processes in

neighbourhoods will be outlined as regeneration debate often centres on associated issues of
income, affordability and displacement.
An introduction is given to low demand neighbourhoods in relation to wider government objectives
such as social mix, social exclusion and sustainable communities. US insight into low demand is
placed alongside neighbourhood regeneration in the UK, in doing so the literature will refer to key
US housing based renewal experience. These considerations can draw on the more severe and
protracted US experience of neighbourhood decline and abandonment that has a wider literature
base. US interest in more extreme degeneration can be applied to similar problematic trends of
housing market failure initially feared in HMR areas in the UK. The more widely available US
literature on GIS (Geographic Information Systems) and GISc (Geographic Information Science) in
visualising neighbourhood change will also be ‘imported’ to add knowledge to UK literature on tools
for neighbourhood measurement and use in policy.
In addressing urban policy, the chapter also provides an overview of the debates and literature that
are applicable to neighbourhood regeneration and renewal programmes in the UK with a focus on
HMR (Housing Market Renewal). Literature on more general urban policy covers the development
of property-led urban regeneration initiatives endorsed by both major political parties since the postwar period. This is followed by more general urban regeneration policy considerations such as
whether there should be intervention in the first instance. Specific area based policy such as HMR
is placed in context in addition to a review of policy literature relating to the regional and cityregional agendas. In outlining HMR policy, the review highlights what the HMR approach is and
where it is located. HMR developments in terms of reactions, evaluation, and recommendations to
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the programme are also outlined. As per the three question themes, the literature reviewed is subdivided into three parts that are either conceptual, technical or in policy.

Conceptual Literature in the Renewal and Regeneration of Low Demand
Neighbourhoods
2.2. Low demand neighbourhoods in UK national, regional, sub-regional and cityregional context
Conceptually, small scale neighbourhood research needs to be placed contextually within higher
aggregated spatial units at the national, regional, sub-regional and city-regional scales.

At a

national scale, large city exodus has contributed to low demand neighbourhoods and has been
driven by many historic factors.

These wider historical factors include: Britain’s long industrial

decline; interventionist slum clearance and mass council building programmes that led to large poor
estates in inner cities; and long-term support for low-density, suburban owner occupation fuelling
flight for higher earners (Power and Mumford, 1999). Low demand neighbourhoods in this study
are placed in the context of cities that formerly had a large industrial base in the North of England.
In terms of tenure, low demand neighbourhoods are considered to include social rented sectors in
northern English cities and former coalfield areas (Bramley and Pawson, 2002).

Three broad

categories of causal factors underlying low demand are recognised in the North of England, these
are:
‘Regional and sub-regional impact on demographic trends often linked to economic structural
changes; changes in housing preference such as the decline in popularity for social housing; and
neighbourhood level micro-social processes that lead to stigmatised areas of poverty, crime and other
problems leading to further deterioration of conditions and abandonment’ (Bramley and Pawson,
2002, p.396).

Further causes of low demand in the regional context involve demographic changes such as
migration that are often seen as linked to economic restructuring and employment changes
(Bramley and Pawson, 2002). Distinctions of intra-city variations in demand are made when looking
at low demand neighbourhoods, especially as it is argued that:
‘Demand for housing often varies considerably within as well as across city boundaries. The paths of
popular areas continue to diverge from areas on the edge of abandonment’ (Mumford & Power, 2003,
p.19).
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North West regional and city-regional understanding can provide some context and knowledge to
the Manchester based case studies. Regeneration activities in Manchester (Peck and Ward, 2002;
MCC, 2004) by the HMR MSP (Manchester Salford Pathfinder) is set within three ADFs (Area
Development Frameworks) that cover South Manchester, North Manchester and New East
Manchester Ltd (MCC, 2006a; MCC, 2006b). In order to regionally link Manchester to the region,
the M62 corridor study provides a significant piece of research in the North West that highlights low
demand in weak housing markets (Nevin et al, 2001).

The M62 study was commissioned in

response to the increasing demand for new build accommodation in contrast to the increases in
turnover and vacancies in the social rented and owner occupied terraced sectors in the North West.
From this study, many factors in relation to low demand neighbourhoods are directed to the need
for housing market intervention strategies in the region. For instance, there is a belief that:
‘The market will not clear surplus and obsolete housing in difficult and costly locations, and that
intervention could improve the quality of neighbourhoods and speed up the structure of change in the
housing market’ (Nevin et al, 2001, p.116).

Furthermore, it is argued that without intervention strategies the low demand issue will become
more prevalent with greater concentrations of social exclusion in the region (Nevin et al, 2001).
Using these higher spatial scale studies as context, the study can focus more directly on what
debates are relevant for neighbourhoods. One such area of debate to consider is whether low
demand neighbourhoods are a problem.

2.3. Low demand neighbourhoods: Are they a ‘Problem’ ?
This section will further elaborate on how low demand neighbourhoods are defined, how they fit into
debate found in literature, and whether they are a problem. To more clearly define the concept of
‘low demand neighbourhoods’, it is taken from an initial view that there is a low demand for housing
in unpopular neighbourhoods, this is where:
‘A neighbourhood contains housing that is difficult or impossible to let or sell because there are not
enough households in the area looking for homes’ (Bramley and Pawson, 2000, p.6).

Literature on urban areas in the UK experiencing low demand for housing has emerged from a base
of writers since the 1990s (Keenan et al, 1999; Niner, 1999; Bramley et al, 2000; Townsend, 2006;
Cameron, 2006). Incidence of low demand for housing is argued to increase at a turning point
between 1993 and 1994 having previously been on a slightly reducing trend. This rising incidence
of low demand is observed when ‘hard’ indicator data showed that vacancies increased significantly
in the North and the Midlands (Bramley and Pawson, 2002).
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Despite demand for housing being

the central term describing areas that are difficult to sell or let, issues relating to housing supply are
also found in literature and need to be considered (ECOTEC, 2005c). For instance, unpopular
neighbourhoods can be argued as the manifestation of an ‘inappropriate supply’ if the current
neighbourhood population is less than the supply of housing. As a consequence when discussing
low demand neighbourhoods both the changing demand for housing by people as well as the
changing physical housing supply are recognised. More recent texts embrace the idea of merging
both demand and supply for housing market analysis by considering local and neighbourhood
housing markets (Bramley et al, 2008; Watkins, 2008).

As well as using market studies

incorporating demand and supply, there is still prevalence in neighbourhoods of housing market
failure and empty properties not being sold on the market. For instance, void properties are still
occurring with a national rise in vacant properties up by 10,000 to a total of 672,924 between 2006
and 2007 (New Start, 2007; Lloyd and Storey, 2008). In order to further understand the drivers of
low demand neighbourhoods, literature discussing the micro-processes that operate within
neighbourhoods need to be considered.

2.4. Micro-processes and drivers in low demand neighbourhoods
Neighbourhood drivers are forces that cause a change in neighbourhood decline or recovery.
Within this study the drivers considered are social, economic and physical (e.g. environment - built
and natural) – whilst incorporating political drivers involved with urban regeneration policy. Whilst
separating out key neighbourhood regeneration drivers, their inter-connectedness should also be
recognised:
‘Real improvements in quality of life depend on acting on the connections between health care,
criminal justice and community safety, and between housing, education and employment. Local
circumstances will decide the essential balance of the strategy between physical, social and
economic regeneration’ (Hull, 2002, p. 220)

Inter-connectedness of the drivers causing decline and recovery in low demand neighbourhoods
can draw on literature that discusses micro-processes. Micro-processes recognise the pecking
order in status formed through: local knowledge; education; area reputation; and levels of
deprivation and poverty (Bramley et al, 2007a). As a consequence neighbourhood micro-processes
in this research are akin to neighbourhood drivers that are multi-faceted and played out at the local
level. Micro-process drivers of low demand neighbourhood problems are also thought to be due to
ineffective neighbourhood management and lack of employment opportunities. For instance, it is
argued that the potential for recovery will be achieved by changing the way we manage
neighbourhood problems and create the potential for many more jobs in inner cities (Mumford &
Power, 2003). Other considerations on the causes of low demand at the neighbourhood level relate
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to economic and migration trends, over-building due to inaccurate projections of housing need, and
changing aspirations in tenure and housing type (Mumford & Power, 2003).

Furthermore,

significant drivers causing low demand neighbourhood problems are argued to be caused from:
‘A predominance of one tenure; monolithic provision (for e.g. thousands of two or three bed houses in
one locality); concentrations of a particular dwelling type (for e.g. high rise flats or back of pavement
terraces); economic inactivity and unemployment; and concentrations of elderly people dependent on
benefits’ (Nevin et al, 2001, p.vii).

Neighbourhood dynamics and drivers that are a focus of this research are found in academic work
and consultancy reports (Lupton and Power, 2004; Pryce, 2004; Grigsby et al, 1987; ECOTEC,
2005a). Drivers and dynamics are often used interchangeably when addressing problems of poor
neighbourhoods (Lupton, 2003a).

For instance it is seen that ethnicity and immigration are

important in shaping neighbourhood dynamics, especially as disadvantages by many ethnic
minority groups are a key driver of neighbourhood poverty (Lupton, 2003a). Dynamics are also
referred to in other work studying housing submarkets and tend to mean factors that affect
submarkets (Pryce, 2004). The use of dynamics as drivers of micro-processes is not dissimilar to
US studies of neighbourhood decline and recovery.

A significant book from the US on The

Dynamics of Neighbourhood Change and Decline (Grigsby et al, 1987) discusses housing and
income drivers with reference to: succession (shift from one economic group to another, usually
with a change in occupancy); physical decline; and support for more effective planning from the
centre (i.e. central government) when focussing on neighbourhoods. For the MSP a commissioned
consultancy report directly refers to drivers of change with reference to the local housing market
(ECOTEC, 2005a). As mentioned for the purpose of this study, drivers refer to categories that can
cause neighbourhood decline and recovery. Whereas, dynamics are referred to as the spatial and
temporal changes that are experienced by the driver categories. Using an example, house price
would be a driver; changes in house price over five years in a neighbourhood would be the
temporal dynamic of the house price driver.
Housing in this study is focussed on as it is considered an important driver in neighbourhood
recovery. This is to meet arguments that good housing helps to improve health, reduce crime and
enhance the quality of life through better social integration (Edgar and Taylor, 2000). Economically
centred housing literature used whilst considering low demand neighbourhoods include those
involving housing market change (Cole et al, 2004; Cole, 2007; Smith and Munro, 2008). Housing
literature will also be drawn on as low demand neighbourhoods are characterised by housing
related problems such as - high vacancy levels, rapid turnover, short waiting lists (in social housing)
and falling house prices (Niner, 1999). Housing models of demand can also be drawn on that
include city specific cases such as Manchester (CLG, 2007d; Bramley, 2007; AGMA, 2007). A
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comprehensive piece of housing based literature that covers localised demand is a study of five
neighbourhoods in the North West. In the Blackburn and Darwen case, micro-processes include
drivers of ethnicity (15% Asian population), poor condition of properties in all tenures, and a
possible over supply (Holmans and Simpson, 1999).
Tenure is an important driver for housing demand in Neighbourhoods as for instance there are
problems such as competition among RSL (Registered Social Landlords) to attract new tenants
from a dwindling supply of applicants (Cole et al, 1999). Neighbourhood research therefore needs
to consider cross-tenure as well as specific tenure challenges discussed in more contemporary
debates in renewing social housing (Murie et al, 2007). This is even more pertinent following policy
commissioned reviews such as how social housing can best respond to key issues and a review of
social housing regulation ((Hills, 2007; Cave, 2007). As well as the micro-processes and drivers
considered in this section such as demography, ownership and tenure; the geographical
neighbourhood area boundary under study will provide different results.

In considering the

neighbourhood as a geographical unit, its connection to debate regarding area effects will now be
made.

2.5. Connecting area effects and low demand neighbourhoods

In connecting the neighbourhood micro-processes or drivers of change, the spatial patterning of the
drivers in an area or neighbourhood is important for this study. The spatial patterning of the drivers
can draw from literature that discusses both area effects and neighbourhood effects. Area effects
raise debate as to whether circumstances in an area, such as concentrated poverty, further act as a
driver in creating problems for resident recovery (Dorling, 2001). This area effect that is argued to
be restricting the drivers of recovery, could also be applied to neighbourhoods in what has been
described as having a neighbourhood effect (Buck, 2001; Overman, 2002; Ioannides and Zabel,
2003; Friedrichs et al, 2005). More recently, writers have continued to argue that area effects occur
when they state that:
‘There can be no doubt that poor people are concentrated spatially and that over time some areas
improve, while others seem resistant to change’ (Smith et al, 2001, p.1344).

It is argued that spatial aspects matter mainly because the disadvantaged tend to have a much
more ‘localised’ orientation than the population as a whole despite the complexities of labourmarket disadvantage (Green, 2001). The debate on area effects also raises questions on spatial
policy and whether area-based initiatives are justifiable.
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Scepticism about the existence of area effects has underpinned the view that people based policies
targeted at individuals and households are more effective than area based interventions.

For

instance, person centred policy is considered more appropriate when it is expressed that:
‘Acceptable responses are programmes to improve individual’s human capital, through education,
training, or other meansNthe problem facing the unemployed and those in low-paid manual
occupations is that global market forces have made stable jobs harder to find and have increased
competition for those jobs’ (McCulloch, 2001, p.1368).

Further caution should be taken when studying area effects and spatial policy as the results may be
distorted as residents move out of a neighbourhood. For example, it is argued that if people tend to
leave disadvantaged neighbourhoods as soon as they have enough resources, then there will be an
exaggerated view of the size of the neighbourhood impact as there is a tendency to observe the
people who succeed there (Buck and Gordon, 2004). Area based analysis problems such as this,
should acknowledge the ‘ecological fallacy’ where caution should be held in claiming causality when
correlating different drivers of neighbourhood change.

For instance, neighbourhoods with high

levels of deprivation averages should not assume that all residents in the neighbourhood are
themselves deprived.

Despite this caution, arguments for area effects are prevalent and can

interact with other low demand neighbourhood problems such as the level of social mix in a
neighbourhood.

2.6. Social mix in neighbourhoods
It has been suggested through empirical findings using data from a survey of households, that it is
worse to be poor in a poor unmixed area than one which is socially mixed (Atkinson and Kintrea,
2001). Studies into the neighbourhood impacts of social mix through the development of new
housing for owner-occupation appear to highlight the positive impact of social mix. For example, in
a study on owner-occupation and social mix in three Scottish estates, it was found that home
owners bought properties in deprived, stigmatised and formerly run-down areas. In doing so it was
argued that this changed the housing estates for the better (Atkinson and Kintrea, 2000). Caveats
are placed on social mix studies as historical and spatial context are recognised as a factor in the
success of the social mix in neighbourhoods. For instance, in a study of Glasgow’s deprived areas,
Glasgow is seen to experience contextual differences of a weak economy and a ‘peripherality’ of
deprived areas (Atkinson and Kintrea, 2001).
Mixed community strategies have been observed as being partly derived from US experiences.
These experiences have been seen to animate the British government’s recent interest in piloting
mixed communities in England’s most deprived estates (Berube, 2005). Governments are argued
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to have a desire in promoting mixed communities as this strategy may encourage other important
policy goals. For example, it may be easier for governments to improve school performance, or
reduce health inequalities, if people are more socially and economically integrated. Further
emphasis on a regeneration of low demand neighbourhoods through mixed communities can be
seen through the government’s SEU (Social Exclusion Unit) belief that communities function best
when they contain a broad social mix (Berube, 2005). A further neighbourhood regeneration case
study involving social mix is New Earswick in York that formed part of the Joseph Rowntree
Housing Trust SAVE programme can be seen as a positive attempt to encourage a mixed
community (Martin and Watkinson, 2003). New Earswick in 1997 was becoming stigmatised and in
danger of becoming an unpopular housing estate due to:
‘Changes in society and housing policy; increasing poverty and unemployment; recession and
economic restructuring; a reducing national pool of affordable housing by more than a quarter; and a
loss of social rented housing to many of its middle-income households to owner-occupation’ (Martin
and Watkinson, 2003, p.4).

The SAVE programme strategy allowed fifty per cent of re-lets in the village to be offered on the
open market for full sale or shared ownership, excluding housing for older people with warden
services and those wishing to ‘buy to let’. The results from the SAVE programme in 2002 indicate
that the mixed tenure strategy has been successful in terms of property values, reduced turnover,
increased demand, reduced stigmatisation, improved reputation of the area and improved
household mix (Martin and Watkinson, 2003). As well as success in the owner-occupied market it
was found that seventy percent of social landlords took some action to mix tenure on their estates.
Furthermore, ninety percent of housing association and councils reported that they will now usually
promote mixed tenure on their new developments (Martin and Watkinson, 2003). Despite this
social mix success from mixed tenure, it is argued that regeneration success cannot depend on a
strategy of housing and tenure mix alone (Allen et al, 2005). For instance, other factors of resident
satisfaction are important such as the provision of a high quality physical environment and a range
of high quality local services such as schools, shops and leisure facilities. Furthermore, a mixed
tenure approach may raise debate on the process of gentrification and its consequences such as
displacement or replacement of certain socio-economic groups.
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2.7. Gentrification in low demand neighbourhoods
The regeneration of low demand neighbourhoods may promote the repopulation of neighbourhoods
by high earners or middle classes. This study therefore needs to engage with literature covering
gentrification. Gentrification was initially coined as the process of working class areas of London
being occupied by middle class groups that upgraded the condition of the housing stock as they
moved in to a neighbourhood (Glass, 1964). The process of gentrification is argued to occur rapidly
until all or most of the original working class occupiers are displaced and the social character of the
district is changed (Glass, cited in Lees and Davidson, 2005). More contemporary literature now
considers gentrification as a broad phenomenon of middle class occupancy in previous working
class areas (Smith, 1996; Lees and Davidson, 2005). Furthermore, new-build housing in urban
areas is conceptualised as gentrification where:
‘Waves of the gentrification process are now occurring, with ‘new-build gentrification’ as one of the
mutations of the gentrification process during the post-recession or third-wave era’ (Lees and
Davidson, 2005, p.1166).

Gentrification is viewed by some authors as fundamentally a social class issue. For instance it is
argued public intervention and the private market are conspiring to form a policy of revenge
(revanchism) against minorities, working people, the poor and the homeless (Smith, 1996). An
intentional strategy of ‘revenge’ on lower socio-economic groups by those of higher incomes or
capital could be argued as somewhat tenuous. This is because a strategy of ‘revenge’ may be
difficult to argue if flows of capital do not necessarily have an emotive and personal agenda.
Despite the confused use of class ideas relating to emotions of revenge, elements of gentrification
ideas could be considered in understanding low demand neighbourhoods.

Rather than discussing

if there is a vengeful public policy emerging in public spaces, the security and safety of people in
spaces such as neighbourhoods may be of more relevance (Atkinson, 2003). For instance, it can
be argued that the use of CCTV (Closed Circuit Television) is for the security and safety of the
wider general public rather than a public-private elite policy of revenge (Atkinson, 2003).
Difficulties in analysing low demand neighbourhoods in relation to gentrification are as similar to the
development of social mix - due to temporal and spatial contextual differences. For example,
attempts have been made at a comparative analysis of New York and Toronto to consider
theoretical ideas of revanchism (Smith 1996) and cultural ideas of the emancipatory city (Lees
2000). Similarities in the two cases are drawn such as displacement of residents, from this it is
suggested that there is a more generalised ‘North American gentrification’ (Slater, 2004). Whether
similarities between the two cases give a concrete reason for a ‘continental’ style grouping of ‘North
American gentrification’ in their analysis is unclear and difficult to assess. As a result there is a
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need for contextual awareness and to remain open-minded on competing (or co-operating)
discourses in researching complex intersecting processes with respect to time and space (Slater,
2004).

Despite contextual constraints, ideas from more heavily researched and deeper

experiences of low demand neighbourhoods can add to gentrification, affordability and
displacement debate. Furthermore, findings can add to debate of whether gentrification in relation
to affordability and displacement affects the long-term viability of neighbourhoods.

2.8. Social exclusion and sustainable communities in neighbourhoods
When looking at the regeneration of low demand neighbourhoods the incidence of social exclusion
may also occur and threaten sustainability. Social exclusion has been defined as when people or
places suffer from a series of problems such as unemployment, discrimination, poor skills, low
incomes, poor housing, high crime, ill health and family breakdown (SEU, 1998, 2001).

With

respect to neighbourhoods it has been suggested that they have a better chance of recovery if they
are socially more inclusive (Lupton & Power, 2002). Furthermore, social exclusion is suggested to
be analysed across tenures, with social relations analysed at the level of small residential areas
(Somerville, 1998). Some findings have indicated that social exclusion is compounded in areas of
disadvantage such as low demand neighbourhoods:
‘There is reasonably clear evidence of a non-linear association involving a markedly greater
deterioration in the worst areas.

This would support a view that in this case, concentrations of

disadvantage do contribute to social exclusion (Buck and Gordon, 2004, p.250).

In recognising low demand neighbourhoods in relation to social exclusion it has been suggested
that there is a lack of spatial evidence mainly due to political and methodological factors (Burrows
and Bradshaw, 2001). A political aspect is the timing of initiatives such as the time-lag between
implementation and evaluation. Other political influence may be due to some research gaining a
disproportionate amount of political influence. Politically influential literature is also argued to use a
limited range of methods in a number of specific contexts that can be subject to over-generalisation
(Burrows and Bradshaw, 2001). Despite this scepticism, little is understood about area-based
causes of social exclusion leading to recommendations that deeper local studies are required to
tease out the effects (Glennerster et al, 1999). Local neighbourhood studies of social exclusion can
be used to uncover the association with sustainable communities. In linking sustainability to the
neighbourhood, it is argued that:
‘The sustainability of a neighbourhood is related to the quality of life residents enjoy, their desire to
remain living in the area and the attractiveness of the area to those living outside’ (Hull, 2001, p.303)
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The promotion of sustainable communities is widespread in government commissioned reports
(CLG, 2006a; CLG, 2007e; CLG, 2008; ECOTEC, 2005c).

Academic papers also argue that

communities in neighbourhoods will be more sustainable if there are a range of housing options for
individuals and families as they age, as their household size changes, and as their income
increases or decreases (Berube, 2005). Sustainable communities are also linked to the housing
market as it is argued that trends in price, quality, tenure and mobility will have an impact on the
long-term viability of places (Berube, 2005). From other neighbourhood case studies, affordability
for housing was a key factor in neighbourhood sustainability. For example, young adults on low
incomes who are forming new households were able to stay in an area because of the range of
affordable housing options available (Allen et al, 2005). Caution should be made in taking aspects
from this study as the three neighbourhoods used were not ‘typical’ of a low demand
neighbourhood.

This because all of the areas had low levels of unemployment, low benefit

dependency, and house price rises that have been above their local authority average (Allen et al,
2005). Furthermore, the newly forming households that were beginning to earn higher incomes
moved out of the neighbourhood and were therefore not picked up. In summary, the presence of
social exclusion in neighbourhoods can provide arguments that they are unsustainable
neighbourhoods.

Regeneration efforts to counter these problems are occurring in the UK.

In

addition, lessons can be drawn from US intervention that has a more protracted experience of low
demand and abandonment in neighbourhoods.

2.9. US (United States) link to low demand neighbourhoods
Experiences are not confined to the UK when discussing neighbourhoods with low demand for
housing. The phenomenon has also been widely discussed in relation to neighbourhood decline
and abandonment in economically restructuring cities in the US (Jacobs, 1961). By bringing in a
discussion of the US experience of neighbourhood problems it can allow some thought and insight
in to how decline and recovery develops. A US national study assesses 200 of the most populous
central cities in the United States to make a more generalised comparison with European
occurrences (Accordino and Johnson, 2000). The findings provide evidence that the problem of low
demand and abandonment (located mainly in the Northeast, South, and Midwest) is in part because
urban areas have a declining population. This fall in population is argued to have fallen at a more
dramatic rate than in Europe over the last few decades. As well as comparative demographic
change differences between the US and Europe, policy initiatives implemented on both sides of the
Atlantic can be drawn on. US and UK initiative comparisons are made such as the development of
Enterprise Zones, Community Development Corporations, and public-private partnerships for
regeneration. Despite these initiative similarities it is argued that the key difference with US city
urban decline is the scale of the problem (Shutt, 2000).
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Economic insight from the US experience of housing abandonment in neighbourhoods can be
found, especially in reference to property tax default and foreclosure. For instance it is hypothesised
that when a landlord is faced with paying back dated taxes due to a decline in rental income, the
owner would rather allow the city’s authorities to divest him or her of the building rather than pay the
taxes due (Scafadi et al, 1998). The result of abandonment by a landlord is suggested to create a
further disinvestment and low maintenance of the properties by other landlords in the
neighbourhood. This in turn leads to unsafe conditions and negative-externalities, as well as a
decline in revenues to the associated city economy (Scafadi et al, 1998).

In short, drivers of

neighbourhood decline in the US are in part from low rental income, visual blight of poorly
maintained and abandoned properties, and population loss. These drivers can also be integrated
with other problems such as crime, health, education, transport and employment that are discussed
in relation to neighbourhood effects in the US (Friedrichs, 2005; Section 2.5). In further drawing on
US experience of neighbourhood decline and renewal, US advances in neighbourhood mapping
can provide insight to the UK with regards to displaying neighbourhood change.

US and UK

developments in GISc and GIS are now provided in terms of measuring and visualising
neighbourhood change, as well as highlighting their relevance in practice.

Technical

Literature

in

the

Renewal

and

Regeneration

of

Low

Demand

Neighbourhoods
2.10. Measuring neighbourhood success in the US and UK: GIS, GISc, indicators
and data
As part of this neighbourhood focussed study, any reference to geographic systems have been
referred to with the acronym GIS. Any engagement with GISc is used in terms of the geographical
information science behind the systems (Heywood et al, 2006).

Definition of GISc in this study is

seen to involve fundamental issues arising from the creation, handling, storage and use of
geographic information (Longley et al, 2004). GISc in this research also includes the impact of GIS
on individuals and society and the influences of society on GIS (Pickles, 1995; Goodchild, 1997;
Martin, 1997). Any lack of available data in this study such as health domains draw on other cases
and literature that have managed to integrate variables using GIS (Gatrell and Markku, 2003).
Furthermore, integration with variables that are available such as housing can draw on literature
exploring their use with GIS (Martinez, 2000).
Many recommendations (including part of this thesis) concentrate on the need to measure ‘success’
or ‘failure’ on regeneration of neighbourhoods in low demand using statistical indicators and
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domains.

Literature can be drawn on that incorporate renewed interest in indicators and

measurement when considering the interplay of policy and methods (Wong, 2006). For instance,
indicator use by policy makers have begun to make a resurgence due to the renewed interest in a
measured evidence base and decision making support.. For US cities, neighbourhood indicators
are argued as important in measuring changing social, physical and economic conditions (Sawicki
and Flynn, 1996). In doing so, domains and indicators are used to aid in uncovering the drivers of
change in low demand neighbourhoods, such as the indicator of crime on the domain of public
order (Flint, 2006). Indicators are also used in statistical modelling to support forecasts of property
abandonment risk in US cities such as Philadelphia (Hillier et al ,2003).

Challenges to using

neighbourhood statistical modelling are seen to include:
‘Defining housing abandonment, integrating secondary data from multiple sources, incorporating
temporal and spatial aspects of these data, and measuring the ability of various data elements to
predict abandonment (Hillier et al, 2003, p.92).

Caution and lessons learned through indicator analysis are highlighted, such as an imperative that
the numerical results have a specific policy purpose. For example, geographical indicators play a
special role as geographic units such as wards often get tied to political representation and
participation for those living within the boundary. Measurement and multiple indices in the UK are
still widely used in government decisions and policy making, for instance the IMD (Index of Multiple
Deprivation) (CLG, 2004a; CLG, 2007a, Deas et al, 2003) is one such measure that ranks multiple
indicators of deprivation as confined within a particular census drawn boundary (Martin, 1998b;
Martin, 2001; Martin et al, 2002). GISc and GIS used in practice link to significant reports from
central government and associated research groups. For instance the importance of quantitative
geographical information in the selection and analysis of socially excluded areas have been
highlighted by the SEU in the governments PAT (Policy Action Team) report number 18 that
stresses the use of better information (SEU, 2000).
In linking application of GISc in practice, literature is available that discusses the integration of GIS
with organisations such as local authorities (Campbell and Masser, 1995; Nedovic-Budic, 2002). In
the collection of decision making evidence for HMR, CLG (Communities and Local Government)
formerly ODPM (Office for the Deputy Prime Minister) have guidelines and recommendations in
providing data and using GIS as a tool to support the HMR programme (CLG, 2004b; CLG, 2006c;
CLG, 2008e). This highlights the potential and challenges of using GIS and is primarily aimed at
market renewal policy staff and practitioners, as well as analysts and GIS staff in local authorities
experiencing low demand (CLG, 2004b). It is further stated to be of interest to Regional Housing
Boards, Regional Planning Bodies, Government Offices, Regional Assemblies and Regional
Development Agencies in low demand areas (CLG, 2004b).
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Challenges in providing the

appropriate metadata (the descriptive information about the spatial data aiding in understanding the
nature and content of the data) on spatial data is due to the multiple use of metadata by Local
Authorities and other stakeholders. International and national standards in data use can be drawn
from when considering good practice such as ISO (International Organisation for Standardisation)
and BSI (British Standards) awards. Examples of geographic data standardisation are those such
as ISO 19107 Geographic Information: Spatial Schema (ISO, 2003) and BS7666 Address:
Describing the Address of Locations (BSI, 2006).
A GIS LIS (Local Information System) in use by the HMR Manchester-Salford pathfinder is the TNC
(Tracking Neighbourhood Change) system that maps domains such as housing, education, crime
and worklessness (MCC, 2008; Clayson and Nelson, 2005; Cole and Nevin, 2004b).

Another

developing system is GEDI (Geographic Enquiry and Display Interface) that is a fully integrated
web-based system for maintenance, dissemination, visualisation and analysis of spatial data (GEDI,
2008). Significant to the Manchester Salford Pathfinder are the NIMS (Neighbourhood Information
Management System) being developed at Salford City Council incorporating technically advanced
triggers that act as an Early Warning System (Holme, 2004a; Holme, 2004b; SCC, 2004; SCC,
2006). Systems such as these are becoming more commonplace with a research study finding a
total of 179 variables collected by local regeneration information systems, and the web addresses
of 69 information systems in the UK (CLG, 2007b; Foley, 2007). For those areas covered in the
HMR pathfinder, significant data and systems are being developed such as the NNIS (Newcastle
Neighbourhood Information Service) (Newcastle City Council, 2002; 2005; 2008).

A more

comprehensive list of current data and information systems are provided in a table in the
appendices (Appendix C: Table C.3). Discussion of GISc and tools for regeneration are outlined
and discussed further in Chapter 8 with reference to cities in the US and the UK. This chapter
covering literature now focuses on the policy question themes that refer to urban regeneration in the
UK and HMR more directly.

Policy Literature for Neighbourhood Regeneration and HMR
2.11. The case for a policy of intervention
The need for interventionist housing policy in low demand neighbourhood regeneration is
recognised. Key concerns for policy-makers include:
‘Justification of public spending if housing is going to be unoccupied; balancing investment in regions
with low demand if other regions have a housing shortage; being realistic about regeneration of all
poor neighbourhoods; deciding whether worst neighbourhoods should get most attention and have
intervention first; evaluating whether there is an urban renaissance if people are leaving cities;
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questioning what and who social housing is for; and recognising whether low demand is a housing
problem or a reflection of something else about neighbourhoods (Bramley and Pawson, 2002, p.407).

In meeting these concerns a case is argued for intervention in low demand neighbourhoods. This is
opposed to a belief that the housing market will simply reach equilibrium over the longer term. For
instance, social rented sector intervention is needed as the state has a direct responsibility for the
management of council housing and a financial and regulatory stake in the running of a housing
association or RSL (Registered social landlord) (Bramley and Pawson, 2002). Intervention in the
private rented sector is also argued due to: housing benefit underpinning the majority of private
renting in low demand areas; owners being trapped in negative equity; and unsaleable properties.
This leads to little incentive for new buyers to invest or lenders to lend, and adverse neighbourhood
externalities due to little incentive to invest in house repair (Bramley and Pawson, 2002). It has
been proposed that where economic performance is weak with declining population levels, some
‘thinning out’ of housing stock focussed on less popular types of housing in poor condition will be
required (Bramley and Pawson, 2002). This is thought to require policies involving restructuring in
non-central inner areas of cities and within cities with historically large public sector housing stock.
Furthermore, it is argued that housing market restructuring may logically need to involve
transforming former council housing into the private sector, or achieve a similar result through
demolition and replacement (Bramley and Pawson, 2002).

2.12. The development of property-led urban regeneration

Housing intervention within neighbourhoods is associated with the rise in property-led intervention
referred to in literature as urban regeneration (Roberts and Sykes, 2000; Jones and Evans, 2008).
In outlining the historical development of property-led urban regeneration, between the 1940s and
1960s there was a transformation of the post-war legacy via slum clearance and a desire to end an
acute shortage of housing.

This transformation was in part aided in policy by CDAs

(Comprehensive Development Areas), a designation under the Town and Country Planning Act
(1947) that allowed a local authority to acquire property in the designated area, using powers of
compulsory purchase in order to re-plan and develop urban areas suffering from war damage or
urban blight (Percy Johnson-Marshall Collection, 2008). The success story lasted up until the end
of the 1970s when the housing system was facing pressure that would lead to enormous instability
and change (Bramley et al 2004). A return to redevelopment and rehabilitation returned in the early
1990s with policy approaches such as City Challenge that have had some criticism (Fearnley, 2000)
as has most (if not all) urban policies that have proceeded since (Cochrane, 2007).
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Housing and physical infrastructure are part of the current New Labour government urban policy
regeneration programmes.

They have also been part of previous Conservative government

programmes throughout the 1980s and early 1990s where urban policy was dominated by propertyled regeneration (Raco and Imrie, 2003). It was within the ideology of the previous Conservative
government that regeneration through neo-liberal property-led regeneration was believed to
generate investment and create a ‘trickle-down’ of wealth into local communities. In this way,
regeneration through property focussed on the use of public subsidies, tax breaks, and the
reduction in planning and other regulatory controls. In using these mechanisms it is argued that
they would create a context to encourage corporate capital to invest in cities (Raco and Imrie,
2003). Partly as a result of these policies inequality had been rising, and this legacy within urban
inner cities is what New Labour looked to address when they came to power in 1997. For instance,
growing inequality is highlighted in that:
‘Over the last two decades the gap between these worst estates and the rest of the country has
grown, and we all have to pay the costs of dependency and social division’ (Blair cited in Raco and
Imrie, 2003, p.4).

Urban regeneration strategies also integrate a ‘modernisation’ strategy that emphasise community
responsibility rather than direct state provision.

Modernisation involves devolution of power to

communities from the state by facilitating rather than providing (welfare) services, with a vision that
communities and individuals can take responsibility for the conduct of their own lives’ (Raco and
Imrie, 2003). It is argued that the discourse surrounding HMR policy has tended to move beyond
the immediate housing issues of low demand and vacancy to the wider ‘modernisation’ agenda at
neighbourhood, city and regional levels (Cameron, 2006). Reaction more specifically to HMR is
outlined further in this chapter (Section 2.16) and it is also accepted that this study moves beyond
issues of housing to consider its relationship with the neighbourhood. Furthermore, the research
focuses on the regeneration of neighbourhoods with a low demand for housing set in the context of
regional and city-regional government regeneration strategies.

2.13. Impact of regional and city-regional government regeneration strategies
Neighbourhood regeneration initiatives operate at varying spatial and governance scales. As a
result they should therefore be placed within their national, regional and city-regional context. For
instance at the national level, neighbourhood renewal policies have initially been directed from topdown national urban regeneration policy initiatives (SEU, 2001).

The neighbourhood scale

initiatives have in part been guided by significant national government publications from the Urban
Task Force (DETR, 1999a) and the Urban White Paper (CLG, 2000a).

Nationally driven

neighbourhood regeneration policy activities also need to be placed in context with regional
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planning.

For instance, regional context is important if efforts to co-ordinate neighbourhood

allocation of housing are made in relation to the regional housing market (GONW, 2005). Regional
governance considerations for this study and the North West are from guidance such as the
NWRHS (North West Regional Housing Strategy) developed from the NWRHB (North West
Regional Housing Board) as governed by the GONW (Government Office for the North West)
(GONW, 2005; GONW, 2007). More recently the NWRHS is now merged into the RSS (Regional
Spatial Strategy) and is administered by the NWRA (North West Regional Assembly) (NWRA,
2006). The NWRA also commissions household growth estimates to provide some regional macrocauses of housing, neighbourhood and urban change (NLP, 2005). Regional strategic plans such
as creating sustainable communities provide further contextual regional policy that will have an
impact on neighbourhood decline and recovery (CLG, 2005).
Other nationally devolved administrative processing of evaluation, monitoring and strategy to the
regions incorporate city (MCC, 2007b) and city-regional aspects (ECOTEC, 2007). City-regions are
seen as the enlarged fuzzy territories from which urban areas draw people for work, services or
leisure and businesses operate supply chains and access producer services (CLG, 2006).
Relevance of city-regions to this research is the consideration of a Manchester city-region that has
development and economic plans that outline this fuzzy territory view (Manchester Enterprises Ltd,
2006).

As previously discussed, the region and city-region policy influence are important to

contextualise neighbourhood realities.

The varying scales in understanding change and

governance are important but are not considered in too much detail for this housing and
neighbourhood focussed study. Policy literature covering scaling up the neighbourhood to varying
governance levels can be found in documents that refer to locally joined up neighbourhood renewal
strategies (CLG, 2000b). Context is important, although focus on neighbourhoods should be part of
the central aim of this study that seeks to examine decline and recovery aided by regeneration in
areas where HMR policy is operating.

2.14. HMR overview
In exploring neighbourhood regeneration, part of this study will explore programmes such as HMR
that seek to revive neighbourhoods through the renewal of housing markets. Regeneration and
renewal literature involving the HMR programme can be found in general texts on housing policy
(Lund, 2006; Mullins and Murie, 2006; Balchin et al, 1997; Maclennan, 2005; Malpass and
Cairncross, 2006). Further literature on urban regeneration in the UK references HMR as urban
regeneration beyond the city centre (Jones and Evans, 2008). From this literature, the philosophy
behind the HMR programme is seen as one that:
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‘Integrates housing, planning and regeneration strategies to produce a process of renewal which
reverses the negative socio-economic trends which cause decline of housing market within a subregion. The approach attempts to restore choice and balance in housing markets which have become
increasingly ill-suited to the preferences and aspirations of existing residents or potential incoming
households’ (Cole and Nevin, 2004a, p.14).

The creation of HMR integrates with the wider Sustainable Communities Plan. For instance, the
Sustainable Communities Plan aims to tackle the quality of public spaces, housing supply issues in
the South East, and low demand in other parts of the country (CLG, 2003a). For the North West
Sustainable Communities Plan, it is more specifically targeting housing issues such as: a mis-match
between supply and demand, with some areas suffering from low demand and housing market
failure; other areas of high demand pricing housing out of the reach of local people; and housing
stock suffering from poor condition and obsolescence with almost 10% of the private sector stock
deemed unfit (CLG, 2003b).

In reviewing the changes since the initial publication of the

Sustainable Communities Plan, it is reported that with regards to areas of low demand and rundown neighbourhoods:
‘In the North and Midlands, Communities and Local Government, is investing £1.2 billion over 5 years
in 9 pathfinder areas which have been hit hardest by low demand. In many cases this will mean a
programme of housing market renewal to bring run-down housing stock up to a standard fit for the
21st Century. Pathfinders have already refurbished over 13,000 homes’ (CLG, 2006a, p.1)

To place the sustainable communities plan in context it was initially created as part of the
developments from the Urban Sounding Board Chaired by Lord Falcolner. The panel included key
experts from all sectors including academics such as Anne Power (LSE) and Brian Robson
(University of Manchester) and this forum is where many discussions of HMR were largely formed
(NDS, 2001). The sounding board also formed part of the key Urban White Paper (CLG, 2000a)
that sought to approach an ‘urban renaissance’ by engaging with both place and people. For
instance place is considered important as it is argued how we live our lives is shaped by where we
live our lives. Furthermore, in engaging with people it is argued that the policies, programmes and
structures of governance should be based on engaging local people in partnerships for change with
strong local leadership to tackle social exclusion and economic sustainability (CLG, 2000a). It is
this wider vision of an ‘urban renaissance’ that sought to revive neighbourhoods with low demand
for housing manifest by rising property voids. HMR as part of this ‘urban renaissance’ agenda were
located in the Midlands and North of England via central government designated pathfinders that
would be independently administered as separate to local authority activities. The location of the
HMR pathfinders will now be outlined.
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2.15. Location and overview of HMR pathfinders
The HMR programme initially located nine pathfinders in England for intervention (See Figure 2.1),
with each pathfinder being allocated a budget, target number of homes and sub-pathfinder areas for
target intervention (Appendix F: Table F.1).
Figure 2.1: Nine Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder areas in England

Source: CLG, 2007g
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The nine pathfinder areas, their respective budget for 2006-08, the target number of homes and
sub-pathfinder region are summarised in a table in Appendix F (Table F.1).

For the MSP

(Manchester Salford Pathfinder) case that is the key focus of this study, its significance as a highly
funded pathfinder at the outset (Budget 2006-08) can be seen due to it being the second highest
funding bid of £110M from CLG (Communities and Local Government) and second highest overall
funding from all sources at £482M. Furthermore, the MSP volume of projected house building is
another significant aspect for this case study with the third highest forecast quantity of 120,000
houses budgeted in the original applications (Appendix F: Table F.1).
In further introducing HMR for the MSP an overview of the programme is available (MCC, 2005). In
addition, Prospectus and Executive Summary documents stress the initial goals of the MSP to
provide a balanced housing stock that can capture the households benefiting from the wealth
generated by the regional centre (MSP, 2003a, MSP, 2003b). This is in addition to MSP interim
reports to CLG on the performance, updates to the scheme, and the annual review (MSP, 2005a;
MSP, 2005b; MSP, 2005c;MSP, 2006). As part of the internal research needs within the pathfinder
key documents focus on property interests, these include interests in housing markets (MSP 2007a;
MSP, 2007f), property purchases (MSP, 2007b, MSP, 2007d), housing demand (MSP, 2007c, OEF,
2005; OEF, 2006), and new build properties (MSP, 2007e). Wider social issues in the pathfinder
are considered with current interest in ethnic minority needs (MSP, 2008g). These are in addition to
prior resident perception (CRESR, 2005; ECOTEC, 2005b) and neighbourhood typology (Ferrari,
2005) studies for Manchester and Salford. This wide array of research foresight and intelligence
helped to guide pathfinder intervention strategies that are evaluated and commented on by national
government, consultancies, academics and journalists. This includes research findings in this study
that can comment on literature involving reactions, evaluation and recommendations for HMR.

2.16. Reactions, evaluation and recommendations for HMR
Reports following the first phase of the HMR Pathfinder programme argue for a continued need for
a market renewal initiative (Cole and Nevin, 2004a). This is supported by national government as
outlined within the National Evaluation of the HMR Pathfinder Programme-Baseline Report (CLG,
2007g) and via a national audit of HMR (NAO, 2007). For the Manchester Salford Pathfinder there
is central government support as highlighted in the Audit Commission’s initial Scrutiny Report and
subsequent Performance Review (Audit Commission, 2003; Audit Commission, 2006). There is
also an argument expressing that market intervention is deemed necessary as it can aid in reducing
the problems of concentrated deprivation where there are weak housing markets (Cole and Nevin,
2004a). HMR intervention has also been praised through its large funding into research and market
research with over £10m of pathfinder market intelligence research (Nevin cited in Macauley, 2006).
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Furthermore, it is argued that public sector demolition of sites in reducing the surplus of housing has
been a success of HMR activity as the:
‘Redevelopment and clearance of obsolete neighbourhoods has meant that for the first time in
decades the crude surplus of housing is falling’ (Macauley, 2006, p.16).

Conversely, a wide array of negative feeling has been targeted towards the HMR programme by
some groups.

Criticism is from an assortment of pressure groups, academics and political

operators who often have an instinctive opposition to this approach of regeneration (Macauley,
2006). Specific critique is in relation to the evaluation of HMR progress that is difficult to measure
accurately.

It is also thought that there are few similar policies to HMR for comparison, and

furthermore the regions and neighbourhoods affected will each have specific local circumstances
(Cole and Nevin, 2004a).

From this, the absence of a comparative template means that a

benchmark is unavailable in measuring aspects of regeneration programmes. Difficult to measure
aspects are those such as the nature of the process, the mode of programme delivery, the intended
beneficiaries, the links with other strategies, and the process of community engagement. In the
absence of evaluating success the early stages of the HMR programme has been mainly successful
in ensuring effective delivery, consensus and cross-border co-operation (Cole and Nevin, 2004a).
Other obstacles experienced by those involved in the HMR programme are argued to be the rapid
changes in general to the housing market, the impact of speculation, negative sensationalist media
publicity, and funding restrictions (Macauley, 2006). It is also argued that reducing the physical
manifestations of the problem in low demand areas do not necessarily solve the underlying causes
of the problem (Nevin cited in Macauley, 2006). Furthermore, it is reasoned that price rises in most
pathfinder areas have failed to keep pace with the national and regional averages (Macauley,
2006). From these arguments it can be seen that HMR success is not conclusive and further
research and study will be needed to draw evidence as to its continuation. This uncertainty is
drawn from the complex issues and entrenched multi-dimensional neighbourhood problems that it
aims to solve.
With respect to strategic integration it is thought that a strategic review could improve access to
additional resources and allow focus at different levels. For instance, different resource allocation
levels could include nationally as a unique kind of regeneration initiative, at the Pathfinder level and
in terms of progress on the ground (Cole and Nevin, 2004a). Other key recommendations are to
keep a broad view of the wider regeneration task and align the programme with other interventions.
For instance, it is argued that the test of whether the HMR approach to area-based renewal is
successful will be the extent to which the wider parameters of intervention in markets are kept in
view whilst aligning interventions with other services, strategies and spending regimes (Cole and
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Nevin, 2004a). Finally, the future and challenges of HMR by Pathfinders and their partners is
argued to be dependent on their ability to combine depth of analysis with speed of response as the
programme evolves (Cole and Nevin, 2004a). This indicates that due to the evolving nature of the
policy, to achieve success in meeting the programme’s aims in an accurate and timely manner, a
richer evidence base including monitoring tools is needed.
In order to augment the national review of HMR pathfinders, it is important to note the way in which
individual pathfinders have analysed local housing markets and concepts of low demand.

In

reviewing the housing market change for pathfinders, reports by the Audit Commission highlight the
use of datasets that are similar in a number of respects to the TNC system employed by MSP (Audit
Commission, 2009). Firstly, all pathfinders use aggregated point level house price sales (from the
Land Registry) to analyse housing market success. To identify differences with national averages,
comparisons are made against the median house price across all pathfinders over time. The house
prices of the 15th percentile are also shown for each pathfinder as a means of identifying areas
experiencing low demand (defined as those for which the value of 15th percentile is no greater than
70 per cent of the corresponding figure for England as a whole). Thresholds such as median and
15th percentile house prices within pathfinders are also compared to the particular region to see if
they are closing the gap in relation to their own regional housing market.
To integrate with low demand, pathfinders use the IMD (Index of Multiple Deprivation) to monitor
wider socio-economic circumstances in areas showing signs of poor environment, low educational
achievement, above average unemployment, low wages and high crime. An example in analysing
this data is BNG (Bridging Newcastle and Gateshead), which in 2009 had 7.1 per cent of residents
living in the top one per cent most deprived LSOAs nationally. Individual domains also show that
the BNG pathfinder has concentrations of the top one per cent most deprived areas nationally in
terms of income, employment, education and health (Audit Commission, 2009b). Percentage of
vacant or void properties (in private and social tenure), including long-term void (over 6 months) are
also analysed to demonstrate further the extent of low demand within pathfinders. Short term
change is less robustly measured from ‘hard data’ sets when reporting population and BME change
as they mainly draw from census data recorded every 10 years.

For economic development

indicators, pathfinder analysis considers economic growth, income averages and worklessness (in
relation to benefits). For instance Elevate (East Lancashire) report that:
‘Levels of economic growth as measured by levels of Gross Value Added (GVA) per head (a measure
of productivity per person) are lower than national and regional levels and have been falling behind
since the end of the 1990's. The latest median income figures for residents of the sub region range
from £22,323 in Rossendale to £17,842 in Hyndburn. Resident income levels in Hyndburn, Burnley
and Pendle are among the lowest in the country. The most recent data shows 28 per cent of the
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working age residents of the pathfinder area are claiming some form of benefits’ (Audit Commission
2009b).

With regards to current studies being carried out specific to each pathfinder, the performance
review of market intelligence provide a current round up of what is being carried out (Audit
Commission, 2009). These reviews are not well detailed but are the only main public source that
provides some information on how each pathfinder measure housing markets and low demand.
Those pathfinders that state specific studies in the performance reviews are within Hull, BNG
(Bridging Newcastle Gateshead) and Elevate. With regards to housing market and low demand,
Hull is currently commissioning a private rented sector study in addition to a housing needs and
aspirations study. Wider neighbourhood analysis that includes socio-economic circumstances are
analysed using GIS (Geographic Information Systems) applications as similar to TNC (Tracking
Neighbourhood Change) used by MSP (Manchester Salford Pathfinder). BNG (Bridging Newcastle
Gateshead) are continuing to develop the NNIS (Newcastle Neighbourhood Information System) for
monitoring housing markets and measuring neighbourhood vitality. Elevate (East Lancashire) are
monitoring market dynamics through refinement of its neighbourhood vitality index. These studies
and tools for housing market and low demand analysis can be researched in more depth by working
alongside the other pathfinders as has been carried out in this collaborative CASE study with the
MSP.
Academic critique of HMR is that it is not an approach that is directly concerned with the housing
conditions or socio-economic well-being of existing residents (Cameron, 2006).

As a result,

environmental (built) improvements need to interact with other social community-led regeneration
policies. For instance, interaction between HMR and the NDC (New Deal for Communities) (CLG,
2008b; CLG, 2008c; ESDS, 2008) need to be jointly considered as the localities overlap. HMR
therefore can be argued not to provide a fully joined-up or holistic area-based regeneration policy.
This is especially so if HMR does not directly transform the housing and economic prospects of
incumbent low income residents in a neighbourhood. To counter this challenge, it is viewed that:
‘Only through implementation of housing market renewal on a substantial scale can evidence begin to
reveal whether it provides holistic urban regeneration and urban regeneration that focuses on the
interests and needs of the poor and disadvantaged’ (Cameron, 2006, p.15).
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2.17. Chapter summary
In summary, literature began to emerge from the 1990s on ideas of neighbourhoods with low
demand for housing. This was where housing was becoming difficult to sell or let due to few
households looking for homes in certain neighbourhoods. Significant regeneration attempts are
within neighbourhoods in the North and Midlands in England.

Specific to this study,

neighbourhoods are placed in context of the sub-region and city-regions of the North West. Low
demand neighbourhoods are considered important for study, as the underlying drivers and the
‘problem’ areas in which they operate can be improved or ameliorated. In addressing housing
market failure and correction, research and intelligence can aid understanding of micro-processes
operating at the neighbourhood level. These micro-processes (akin to drivers) are for instance
formed through local knowledge, education and area reputation, and to a large extent from levels of
deprivation and poverty.

These levels of deprivation and poverty mean that multi-dimensional

understanding of neighbourhood drivers, such as housing, education, and employment need to be
integrated when carrying out study of low demand neighbourhoods.
Low demand neighbourhoods are important as unpopular and deprived areas tend to be more
localised in orientation than the population as a whole. Neighbourhood improvement studies should
integrate with social and economic aspects to include people who are difficult to track as they move
over space and place. Successes in neighbourhood recovery are difficult to track when considering
processes such as gentrification. For example, gentrification can have consequences such as
retaining and attracting more affluent residents whilst risking displacement of incumbent residents.
Where there is a concentrated social mobility problem in neighbourhoods, approaches that tackle
social exclusion and promote sustainable communities need to be considered. With regards to low
demand neighbourhoods encouraging sustainable communities they should strive for a sustained
population, value, occupancy, and popularity.

For instance, sustainability is enhanced if there are

a range of housing options for individuals and families as they age, as their household size
changes, and as their income increases or decrease. In responding to the sustainable communities
plan and neighbourhood regeneration, GISc and GIS can more technically provide assistance for
evidence, strategy, and evaluation. Technical assistance for regeneration can draw from more
extreme US experience of decline and the development of GISc tools that are often more advanced
in neighbourhood research.
For low demand neighbourhoods in the UK, the available literature provides a strong case for
intervention with respect to housing both in the public and private sector. Property-led regeneration
is taken from the historical context and legacy of post-war slum clearance and house building. This
in part reduced housing shortage up until the 1970s and was aided through policy such as CDAs.
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Conservative (1979 to 1997) and Labour governments (1997-current) use of property-led
regeneration have continued with a return to redevelopment projects in the early 1990s via policy
initiatives such as City Challenge. Since 1997, New Labour approaches have been set against a
modernisation strategy, an emphasis on devolution to local community and neighbourhood scales,
and more focussed attention on tackling inequality, poverty and deprivation. In introducing HMR
policy, the philosophy attempts to integrate housing, planning and regeneration strategies in
reversing negative socio-economic trends which cause the decline of housing market within a subregion. The development of the pathfinders, mainly in the North and Midlands of England since
2002, were established from national debates and forums such as the Urban Sounding Board.
These debates in part formed the genesis of HMR via significant literature such as The Urban White
Paper, and agendas that sought to promote social inclusion and sustainable communities. Support
for HMR is countered by opposition that tends to focus on sensitive (and sensationalist) issues of
speculation, affordability, displacement and demolition.

Promotion of mixed tenure and

communities are set against a programme that may not be a complete ‘solve-all’ strategy to
alleviate deprivation and poverty. In defence of HMR it is argued that the programme needs more
time and resources, part of which can be aided by improved information and research.

A

methodology to improve research on low demand neighbourhoods and urban regeneration policy is
now covered in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3: Methodology

3.1. Methodology Structure

The aim of this chapter is to present the methodology used in undertaking the research. This is
firstly carried out by giving a structural framework of the key methodological dimensions (Table 3.1).
Dimensions include the overarching research philosophy and case studies that connect to the more
concrete aims, objectives, questions and techniques. The research uses a critical realist approach
and this chapter defines and explains how the philosophy fits in with this study (Section 3.2). As the
research also takes a case study approach the chapter provides an overview of how the case study
selection is incorporated (Section 3.3). The aim and objectives of the research are expressed in
more detail along with the specific questions that are posed (Section 3.4). In answering these
questions, as well as exploring and developing further questions, an introduction to the techniques
used in this research are given (Section 3.5 – 3.6). This chapter demonstrates the mixed methods
approach in the study that uses both quantitative and qualitative research techniques.

The

triangulation of these two research strategy methods will be shown including an outline of when the
techniques were synthesised (Section 3.7). A table of the methodology structure is now provided
for reference as the methodology is unravelled during this chapter (Table 3.1)
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Table 3.1: Methodology Structure
Critical Realism

Research Philosophy
(Ontology and Epistemology)
Scale and Type: Low demand and ‘low value’ neighbourhoods

Case Studies

Context:

Economically restructuring Locations in UK and US
UK HMR (Housing Market Renewal) Pathfinder Areas
US cities in ‘Rustbelt’ Area

Focus:

Manchester City Administrative Boundary
- Inter-Neighbourhood Analysis
HMR MSP (Manchester-Salford Pathfinder) - Intra-Neighbourhood Analysis

Aim

To examine the regeneration of low demand neighbourhoods at the city scale and in a HMR (Housing Market Renewal) area.

Objectives

1. Explore the spatial
patterning of decline
and recovery in low
demand
neighbourhoods.

Questions

Techniques

Quantitative
Analysis

2. Analyse how spatial and
temporal dynamics influence
trajectories of low demand
neighbourhoods in their
decline or recovery.

3. Explore the ways in
which neighbourhood
drivers can cause decline
or recovery in low demand
neighbourhoods.

4. Uncover the extent to
which GISc, GIS and
LIS provide an effective
means of understanding
neighbourhood change.

5. Generate policy
implications that can be
attributed from the research.

1. Conceptual:

2. Technical

3. Policy

What are the patterns, dynamics and drivers
within and between low demand
neighbourhoods?

To what extent can GISc, GIS and LIS track
neighbourhood change?

What is the impact of area based policies such
as HMR having in the regeneration and renewal
of low demand neighbourhoods?

1. Mapping of neighbourhood indicators and interventions
-

Inter-neighbourhood analysis using data in TNC (Tracking Neighbourhood Change)

2. Introductory comparison of the data important in the 2 case study selections
Mixed Methods
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-

Provide comparative statistics for the 2 selected neighbourhoods to outline some key differences

&
3. Exploratory Statistical Neighbourhood Analysis for City of Manchester at LSOA (Lower Super Output Area) using TNC Data:
Triangulation
-

Regression model 1: To select 2 neighbourhoods for case study analysis
Regression model 1: To explore key relationships between House Price and other Neighbourhood Characteristics
FA (Factor Analysis) and PCA (Principal Component Analysis): to reduce the chosen indicators to more succinct attributes
Regression model 2: To explore principal component variables against the overall house price average dependent variable
Regression model 2: To justify the case study selections in the first multi-indicator (rather than multi-component) regression model
Z-Scores: To justify case study selections displaying numerically extreme outliers in histograms against a normal distribution
GWR (Geographically Weighted Regression) Model: To explore spatial dynamic of key relationships between House Price and
Neighbourhood Characteristics

4. Intra-Neighbourhood Analysis using Land Registry Data 2000-2006
Qualitative
Analysis

Longitudinal analysis within the case studies made by showing the changes in house prices and sales

US Fieldwork:
1. Semi-Structured Elite Interviews (see Appendix D; Table 3.2):

&
Data:

(a) Developing the initial domain and driver framework (see Appendix E)
(b) Gaining insight from conceptual, technical and policy related questions (see Appendix E)
(c) Conducting and attend demonstration sessions of TNC and other GIS
UK Qualitative Analysis:
1. Semi-Structured Elite Interviews (see Appendix D; Table 3.2):
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Further developing the domain and driver framework (see Appendix E)of neighbourhood change
Discussing and seeking explanation for the quantitative data findings (see Appendix E)
Gaining alternative reasons for the cause of neighbourhood decline and recovery in the case studies and in HMR areas more generally
Refining and developing question themes and emerging key questions (see Appendix E) for neighbourhood change in HMR areas

2. Attending Tenants and Resident Association Sessions:
(a) Listening to the voices of active community members, police, developers and councillors
3. Attending Local Authority RAG (Research Advisory Group) and desk work at HMR MSP (Manchester-Salford Pathfinder)
(a) Gaining insight to activities and decision making by agents in the pathfinder programme
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3.2. Critical realism as a research philosophy
As mentioned in the introduction, in order to frame the research within a particular philosophy a
critical realist approach has been taken (Sayer, 1992). Ontological aspects of the philosophy that
relate to the nature of being incorporate two key features, these are to: (1) celebrate the existence
of reality independent of human consciousness; and (2) ascribe causal powers to human reasons
and social structures. For epistemological aspects that relate to the nature of knowledge, two key
features are also recognised, these are to: (1) reject relativism in social and scientific discourses;
and (2) re-orientate the social sciences towards its emancipatory goals (Yeung, 1997). As per the
second ontological aspect of the philosophy, ideas relating to causality are central to the critical
realist approach of this research.

For instance, the research attempts to emphasise that

phenomena such as deprivation can be caused by something such as the driver of education in a
neighbourhood. It should be noted that the approach recognises underlying causality even if no
causality can be proved. For instance, it has been argued that causal powers may not be activated
or that effects are overridden by the exercise of other causal powers (Sayer, 2001). The use of a
critical realist approach in this research aims to engage with spatial disciplines such as geography
and planning. In doing so, the research in part contributes to a re-theorisation of space by providing
spatially focussed findings enveloped within a critical realism philosophy (Pratt, 2006).

The critical realist approach in this study is distinct from positivist, interpretivist, feminist and
structuralist approaches. In doing so, the study does not seek to reject but challenge these other
philosophical approaches. A realist approach focussing on causality can be used to challenge both
‘positivist’ and ‘interpretivist’ approaches in the social world (Fitzpatrick, 2005).

Positivism is

challenged by disengaging with closed systems that concentrate wholly on the search for
observable empirical regularities derived through statistically significant correlations between
variables. In challenging purely interpretive approaches, the philosophical approach used in the
research accepts that meanings that people attach to social situations are relevant but cannot be
entirely relied upon to understand social phenomena.

With respect to feminist thought, the

philosophy allows understanding of neighbourhoods beyond gendered constraints without fully
rejecting gendered causality (Fitzpatrick, 2005). In essence, using critical realism means that a less
dogmatic and unrestricted research approach can be taken in researching the regeneration of
neighbourhoods in low demand.
In applying critical realism to this research three steps are used in the search for a corroboration of
models and causal mechanisms (Pratt, 1995). Firstly, the research uses a non-linear, iterative and
ongoing process that enable a refining of the models and mechanisms as the research is carried
out. Secondly, the ongoing nature of the research means that the research can be continually
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conceptualised and reconceptualised. Thirdly, the research is carried out by using the appropriate
use of techniques for understanding a particular reality via retroduction.

This means that the

appropriate method and technique for each research objective is more clearly realised as models
and concepts are refined and developed. In using the correct technique to meet the research aims
and objectives, the use of both quantitative and qualitative techniques are carried out. Qualitative
use of semi-structured interviews is endorsed under critical realism, as interviews can maximise the
information flow by making use of communicative and social skills (Sayer, 1992). Furthermore, the
technique is endorsed under critical realism as it can adapt to preconceived questions and ideas in
the course of interview. The interviewee sample framework and snowball method (Section 3.6)
under critical realism is also possible as building of knowledge is made using multiple, disparate
and non-typical interviewee subjects. For example, they are selected one by one as the research
proceeds and as an understanding of the membership of a causal group are built up (Sayer, 1992).
As a final point with regards to endorsing a mixed method approach and triangulation of results, it is
argued that critical realism allows a more appropriate criterion for corroboration via the convergence
of evidence (Hudson, 2003).

3.3. Integration of city, HMR and neighbourhood case studies
As the research methodology incorporates case studies, it is important to outline case study
epistemological merits and limitations. Firstly, the case study approach allows integration with the
causal drivers operating at the neighbourhood scale. For instance, it has been argued that:
‘The (case study) method allows investigators to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of
real-life events such as individual life cycles and neighbourhood change’ (Yin, 2003a, p.2).

Furthermore, case study methods are encouraged when studying complex interaction of
phenomenon such as community organization at the neighbourhood scale (Yin, 2003b).
Challenges to this approach involve the difficulty of placing case studies in context that in turn
increases the amount of explanatory and causality variables. For instance, it is argued that the
inclusion of context:
‘Creates more variables than data points, the richness of study needing multiple data sources of
evidence, and the need for analysis strategies even if all the relevant variables are quantitative’ (Yin,
2003b).

Despite these challenges, once placed in some context the use of case studies in this research can
aid in illuminating neighbourhood decline and recovery. The case studies used in this research are
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directed at smaller scale geographies, namely the neighbourhood scale.

Neighbourhoods are

aggregated to conceptualise case study areas such as HMR (Housing Market Renewal), city, cityregion, regional, national and global scales where differing sets of governance structures and policy
areas operate. This research initially focuses on inter-neighbourhood analysis at the city-scale case
of Manchester as defined by its administrative local authority boundary. This boundary contains
neighbourhoods formed by political-geographies developed in relation to the census at LSOA
(Lower Super Output Area). LSOA ‘off the shelf’ neighbourhood boundaries are used with a view to
further explore whether they can be related to other neighbourhood boundaries (e.g. block
geographies) and perceptions (CRESR, 2005; ECOTEC, 2005). These neighbourhoods contained
within the city of Manchester case are analysed in order to explore variable relationships using data
sets accessed from MCC (Manchester City Council) and its LIS (Local Information System) called
TNC (Tracking Neighbourhood Change). For instance, the dependant variable of house prices is
used to draw statistical findings in relation to other independent variables that make up ‘global’ city
results for all 257 neighbourhood cases at LSOA level.
The specific intra-neighbourhood case studies (i.e. within a single neighbourhood boundary) are
selected through exploratory regression scatterplots that plot LSOA using a house price dependent
indicator against other independent indicators such as tenure and educational attainment. Those
LSOA with lower than expected price for property against neighbourhood characteristics are used
to pinpoint neighbourhoods.

It should be noted that the statistical method used for selecting

neighbourhood case studies are used to conceptualise low value neighbourhoods rather than low
demand neighbourhoods due to its dependent variable focus on aggregate house price. Despite
this difference, low value neighbourhood selections can be used to provide a surrogate for low
demand. This is due to the low value selection considering low demand related factors such as
being in an HMR (Housing Market Renewal) area and having a less than expected value against
uniform neighbourhood characteristics.

These parameters are discussed in more detail when

selecting the neighbourhood case study selections in Chapter 5 (Section 5.2). Furthermore, this
method provides a more objective selection of neighbourhoods using outliers of the ‘normal’ (line of
best fit) housing market in the Manchester city-scale case. Once the neighbourhood cases are
selected, inter-neighbourhood analysis such as GWR (Geographically Weighted Regression) is
carried out between neighbourhoods to provide a Manchester city-scale case study (Chapter 5).
Intra-neighbourhood case study analysis is carried out within the selected case studies (Chapters 6
& 7) using secondary longitudinal house price change, comparing descriptive statistics (between
neighbourhood cases and comparison to wider Ward and City averages), drawing on primary
interview findings, fieldwork and attendance at resident meetings. The intra-neighbourhood case
studies are used to tease out more qualitatively any further neighbourhood drivers of decline and
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recovery (including spatial patterns and temporal dynamics). These specific intra-neighbourhood
findings are used: (a) to add weight to the statistical and GISc findings by confirming and/or
rejecting them (Chapter 5); and (b) to further enrich the results by providing findings that may have
fallen short due to data limitations (Chapter 8). As previously mentioned the intra-neighbourhood
case selections are partly formed via parameters such as location in the HMR MSP (ManchesterSalford Pathfinder). Therefore, as well as guiding towards what can be considered low demand
neighbourhoods, selection in a HMR area allows focus on this particular policy initiative. In order to
provide further understanding of decline and recovery in neighbourhoods in the MSP HMR policy
area, wider knowledge formed from other pathfinders will add to the more general HMR experience.
The HMR pathfinder areas at the inception of the programme in 2002 are mapped in the literature
and policy review chapter (Figure 2.1). The addition of these cases are used more for insight and
context, as are the US ‘rustbelt’ case cities that share the more structural characteristics of
industrial decline. It should be stressed that these wider cases in other pathfinder areas and in the
US are carefully rejected in their use for direct comparative analysis considering their different
historical and spatial context.

3.4. Research aim, objectives and questions
Aim:

To examine the regeneration of low demand neighbourhoods at the city scale and
in a HMR (Housing Market Renewal) area.

The aim of the research is exploratory in nature whilst focussing on specific aims, objectives and
questions. As highlighted above, the main aim of the research is to examine the regeneration of
low demand neighbourhoods at the city scale and in a HMR (Housing Market Renewal) area. Two
concepts are used when examining regeneration at the neighbourhood scale. Firstly,
neighbourhoods in ‘low demand’ as reviewed in the literature where housing in an unpopular
neighbourhood is difficult to sell or let (Chapter 2). Secondly, neighbourhoods in ‘low value’ where
the aggregated value of houses sold in a neighbourhood is less than expected when compared
against a multitude of neighbourhood characteristics (Chapter 5). To spatially frame the analysis
the research explores relationships of inter-neighbourhood analysis at the city scale. Intraneighbourhood analysis is made within neighbourhoods selected by empirical regression models
and the given parameters such as case studies falling within a HMR area. In meeting the aim and
objectives, questions are posed and appropriate research techniques are used to provide answers.
This research provides three broad question themes that relate to concepts, technical application
and policy. Prior to revealing these questions, the main objectives in meeting the overall aim of
thesis are as follows:
1. Explore the spatial patterning of decline and recovery in low demand neighbourhoods.
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2. Analyse how spatial and temporal dynamics influence trajectories of low demand
neighbourhoods in their decline or recovery
3. Explore the ways in which neighbourhood drivers can cause decline or recovery in low
demand neighbourhoods
4. Uncover the extent to which GISc, GIS and LIS provide an effective means of
understanding neighbourhood change
5. Generate policy implications that can be attributed from the research
These five objectives need to be expanded on to gain a clearer understanding of the research
methodology.

Firstly, in exploring spatial patterning the research uses mapping techniques to

convey neighbourhood information.

Using maps such as those used in LIS can display

recognisable patterns. For example, patterns can be shown for drivers (e.g. education) in
neighbourhoods throughout the city at a point in time, as well as showing more complex patterns if
considering temporal or spatial changes. The temporal and spatial changes are understood as part
of the second objective that seeks to analyse dynamics of neighbourhood change. Analysis of
dynamics is made for trajectories of change, where indicators change from varying starting points at
differing accelerating or decelerating speeds.

For instance, educational attainment in one

neighbourhood could be improving at a uniform, increasing or decreasing rate.

Drivers of

neighbourhood change as the third objective is used as it allows understanding of what types and
categories can cause decline and recovery such as those that are environmental (natural or built),
social or economic. Further drivers could be political in character with government regeneration
programmes influencing the decline, recovery or stability of neighbourhoods. More technically, the
fourth objective is to uncover the extent to which GIS (Geographic Information Systems) and GISc
(Geographic Information Science) with a focus on LIS can display the patterns, dynamics and
drivers of neighbourhood change. The final objective in generating policy implications relate more
directly to HMR policy, especially implications for neighbourhood regeneration in an HMR area that
is a focus of this study. The central questions in meeting overall aim and objectives are as follows:
1. Conceptual: What are the patterns, dynamics and drivers within and between low demand
neighbourhoods?
2. Technical: To what extent can LIS track neighbourhood change?
3. Policy: What is the impact of area based policies such as HMR having in the regeneration
and renewal of low demand neighbourhoods?
These initial research questions connect and provide more direct detail to the five key objectives.
The initial formulation of questions centre on three key question themes that encapsulate many of
the issues involved in understanding low demand neighbourhoods in HMR areas. The three key
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question themes outlined are categorised either as conceptual, technical and policy related.
Conceptual questions were to be developed to more theoretical ideas relating to neighbourhood
change, these are related to more general questions of low demand, neighbourhood decline and
renewal, and in extreme cases (mainly in the US) neighbourhood abandonment.

Technical

questions focussed more on the use of GISc and GIS such as LIS that can display the patterns,
dynamics and drivers of neighbourhood change. Questions particular to this technical question
theme allow a greater insight as to the potential for visualisation of data that have a geographical
location link at the neighbourhood scale. Policy question themes involve the impact of HMR more
directly and seek to address policy as a driver of neighbourhood change. Furthermore, policy
question themes aim to uncover how low demand neighbourhoods change within HMR policy
areas.
These three broad questions are developed and refined as the research brings to light important
issues relating to the aim of the thesis. The question formulation is formed from the literature and
policy review (Chapter 2) that led to an initial domain and driver category table as displayed in
Appendix E (Table E.2). This category table is used to develop questions found from similar issues
and insight from the US fieldwork. US fieldwork includes interviews, demonstrations and visits with
academics and practitioners (Appendix D) with experience and knowledge of conceptual, technical
and policy aspects in relation to urban neighbourhood decline and renewal.

Further question

development occurs from the quantitative GISc analysis in the Manchester case. These results and
findings are then used to provide a more nuanced question bank that can be posed to the UK
interviewees (Appendix D) with reference to either the neighbourhood cases, the interneighbourhood analysis at the Manchester city-scale or more generally to HMR pathfinders.
Further aspects in developing questions using more qualitative interviews are outlined below whilst
discussing methodology techniques.

3.5. Quantitative research techniques using neighbourhood statistics and GISc
In addressing the research questions, quantitative techniques have been used to measure,
visualise and analyse neighbourhood change.

Use of quantitative data includes comparative

statistics of the data important to the two neighbourhood selections as well as exploratory statistical
analysis between neighbourhoods in Manchester.

As part of the statistical analysis key

relationships between house price and other neighbourhood characteristics are made. There is
also a reduction of chosen indicators to explore more succinct neighbourhood categories as
potential neighbourhood drivers. Spatial dynamics are also revealed using techniques that map
quantitative data, whilst temporal dynamics are shown in longitudinal house price and sales data for
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the neighbourhood case study selections.

The remainder of this section will show the detail of

applying these techniques and integration with theory to provide findings for the research questions.
With respect to the technical question which asks to what extent can GISc, GIS and LIS provide an
effective means of understanding neighbourhood change, links are made to other studies that have
mapped socio-economic change and housing inequality at a national and local level (Dorling, 2005).
These cartographic projections and techniques are drawn on as it is argued that they can show how
society in the UK has changed or appears to be changing (Dorling, 2004). In doing so, the maps
can be used by planners in local authorities, health authorities and a wide range of statutory and
voluntary organisations (SASI, 2007). For GISc elements of the research it is guided by application
of techniques including correlations, regression, factor analysis and principal component analysis
(Field, 2005; Fielding and Gilbert, 2000; Smith, 2005). Direct geographical links to statistics enable
the visualisation of geographic patterns and relationships, as well as spatial statistical
measurements (Mitchell, 1999; Mitchell, 2005).

The use of regression models and mapping

techniques are developed further by applying the indicator data to GWR (Geographically Weighted
Regression) (Fotheringham et al 2002; Fotheringham et al 2006; Nakaya, 2001; Mennis, 2006).
This technique is used to provide a more robust understanding of the spatial dynamics in demand
for property in low demand neighbourhoods. GWR also emphasises local geographic weighting
that adds a further dimension to this study as it concurrently provides city-scale global regression
relationships within the neighbourhood analysis.
Datasets initially used and directed at the Manchester case study are those found within the TNC
database used by MCC that maps key indicators and interventions.

An exploration of wider

datasets and indicators not found within TNC are also made (Chapter 8).

For instance, the

exploration of census data (Martin, 1998a, Martin, 1998b; Martin, 2000; Martin et al, 2002) is carried
out in order to understand the Manchester case in more depth and to discover what other indicators
could be considered. Other limitations include data timeframes, as for instance census data is
disseminated over a ten yearly time period with the last census being carried out in 2001. Initial
exploration of census datasets are made from the ONS (Office of National Statistics) drawing on
various scales of geography in the UK with an eventual focus on LSOAs (ONS, 2007a; ONS,
2007b; ONS, 2007c; Vickers et al, 2003).
Further datasets in use are explored by researching LIS that are used in the US and the UK. An
exploration of data and indicators used within similar systems to TNC, such as the NNIS (Newcastle
Neighbourhood Information Service) (Newcastle City Council, 2008) give alternative ideas as to
what indicators could be used and weighted even if the primary data cannot be appropriated. The
potential use of LIS in the UK is drawn on and analysed for use at LSOA (CLG, 2007b). US LIS are
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also useful and well developed with the Urban Institute acting as a central hub providing links to
many of them at the NNIP (National Neighbourhood Indicators Partnership) (NNIP, 2007). The
exploration of other data and systems is important for analysis to potentially improve the capturing
and visualising of neighbourhood decline and recovery.

For example with reference to TNC,

missing data and indicators may not track: migration patterns; the residential patterns of BME
(Black Minority Ethnic) households; the use of housing and neighbourhoods by incoming groups
such as asylum seekers/refugees and economic migrants; and the historical legacy of past regional
and local planning policies and regeneration initiatives (Ferrari, 2004).
In the use of data provided by the TNC LIS, emphasis is directed on low demand neighbourhood
related indicators such as low house price, out-migration and voids in order to display patterns of
neighbourhoods that are in decline or recovering. The indicators are mapped against property
renewal interventions such as HMR in order to answer questions that relate to the impact of housing
and area based urban policy. The TNC system maps some intervention activities that can be
layered on the indicators used. Examples of HMR interventions that are mapped are discussed in
the individual case study chapters (Section 6.2 & 7.2). Interventions such as these are placed in
the context of other initiatives and are mapped to display the wider regeneration activities that have
an influence on neighbourhood decline and renewal. For example, wider regeneration interventions
include NDC (New Deal for Communities) investment, Building Schools for the Future, investment
in health facilities and the Surestart program.
Further quantitative analysis is carried out from correlation and regression models of a house price
‘dependent’ indicator against other independent indicators that consider physical, social and
economic neighbourhood characteristics.

Independent housing related indicator examples

analysed are those such as tenure, property type, voids and turnover rates. Other indicators used in
correlation and regression models are from domains such as crime, education and unemployment.
For instance: crime indicators include burglary rates and anti-social behaviour counts; education
indicators include primary and secondary school exam pass rates; and unemployment indicators
are those such as percentage in receipt of housing benefit, incapacity benefit or job seekers
allowance. From the correlation findings of these indicators the analysis reveals the strength of
indicators that give some understanding as to what drivers influence decline and recovery
neighbourhoods.

Construction of regression models using similar dependent and independent

variables also construct values as to what indicators have an impact on neighbourhood value.
Justification of case study selection is in part provided by the distribution of the data and the outliers
in the sample. Outliers were identified by using z-scores to allow for comparability across the
indicators and setting them against a normal distribution. Z-scores are calculated via an equation
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that is the actual value minus the average of all observations divided by the standard deviation of all
observations. Confidence intervals were used and a cut-off within + or -1.96 provided a 95%
probability that the selected value is representative of the model (and 5% by Chance). In combining
mapping techniques and statistics, other GISc techniques are useful techniques in visualising
neighbourhood change over space.

GWR is used to analyse spatially varying relationships

between fixed indicator points, referred to as spatial nonstationarity (see section 1.3.2;
Fotheringham et al, 2002). In doing so GWR formulates a regression model that incorporates the
role of weights at a particular location that in turn provides an emphasis on locality in the analysis
(Fotheringham et al 2006).

As a final technique, graphs of house price change in the

neighbourhoods, and relative to wider scales such as the ward and city scale, uncover more
longitudinal housing market change. The additional data obtained from MCC, sourced from the
Land Registry (Land Registry, 2008), aids in understanding – between 2000 and 2006 – the overall
price of houses sold and the number of housing units sold. These are further analysed by breaking
the housing sales into type – this includes detached, semi-detached, terrace or flat types that in
some instances are new build sales (e.g. new build and semi-detached).
In summary, the quantitative techniques are used to aid in the selection of neighbourhood case
studies, as well as provide descriptive statistics and maps of neighbourhood indicators and
regeneration interventions. Correlations and regression of house price and other neighbourhood
characteristics are used to rank important relationships. Factor and principal component analysis
reduces the chosen indicators to reveal more succinct potential neighbourhood drivers that are
further used to provide component regression relationships with price. This multi-component (rather
than multi-indicator) regression model is used to justify and emphasise the neighbourhood
selections, as are the z-score statistics that display any extreme outliers against a normal
distribution. Final quantitative analysis is the exploration of local and global spatial dynamics using
GWR, along with temporal dynamics involving graphs of house prices and sales in the case studies
over time. All of the findings from these techniques are blended with qualitative findings and in
some instances act as prompts in interview questions (Appendix E).

3.6. Qualitative research techniques and the sample of elite interviewees
Qualitative techniques in this study are used along with quantitative techniques to address the
research questions, in order to meet the aims and objectives under a critical realist philosophy.
Qualitative techniques are defined as a process of examining and interpreting data in order to elicit
meaning, gain understanding, and develop empirical knowledge (Strauss and Corbin, 2008).
Furthermore qualitative research is defined as:
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‘A situated activity that locates the observer in the world and collect a variety of empirical materials –
case study; personal experience; introspection; life story; interview; artefacts; cultural texts and
productions; observational, historical, interactional, and visual texts-that describe routine and
problematic moments and meanings in individuals’ lives’ (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003, p.17).

Findings in this research to be appropriated via qualitative techniques are mainly from: case
studies; interviews (Appendix D); cultural texts and productions (e.g. local maps, photos and
archives acquired from interviewees); and observational, historical, interactional, and visual texts
(e.g. appropriation of literature and observations through attendance at TARA (Tenants and
Resident Association) meetings (Trinity TARA, 2007), RAG (Research Advisory Group) and desk
work at HMR MSP. The methodological applications of these qualitative techniques focussing on
semi-structured interviews unearth the majority of findings in the intra-neighbourhood analysis
(Chapters 6 and 7) and discussion chapters (Chapters 8 and 9).
The choice and sample of specific interviewees were selected to give thematic coverage and
provide a balance of neighbourhood actors. This is in order to give an informed account of housing
renewal and neighbourhood regeneration experiences.

For instance, interviewees selected

(Appendix D) are those recognised as being key actors with a prominent role in the neighbourhood
cases or involved in regeneration policy (namely HMR) in the private, public and voluntary sectors.
The typology constructed for interviewees of key actors involved is provided below (Table 3.2). The
typology has three themes to cover the questions initially conceived as conceptual, technical or
policy related. Typology categories are divided into five streams that include: case study relevance;
policy framework area; area of expertise; professional type; and professional role. Within each
stream specific interviewees may be associated in single or multiple forms.

For instance an

interviewee may provide information that is both case and non-case specific, and may also be an
expert in all thematic areas. The key sampling methods in this study is in covering all professional
roles to discover as many competing view points as possible. These professional roles are split into
eight main categories: Academic; Consultant; Resident Association Chair; Government Official
(Local, Regional, National); Private Developer; Housing Association Official; Estate Agents and
Development Agency Official.
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Table 3.2: Typology for Interviewees
Case Study
Relevance

Policy Framework Area

Area of
Expertise

Professional Type

Professional Role

1.Case Specific
2. Not Case
Specific

1. National Policy
2. Local Authority Policy
3. Pathfinder Policy
4. Neighbourhood Case
Study

1. Conceptual
2. Technical
3. Policy

1. Expert
2. Decision Maker
3. Neighbourhood
Residents

1. Academic
2. Consultant
3. Residents
Association Chair
4. Government
Official
(Local, Regional,
National)
5. Private Developer
6. Housing
Association Official
6. Estate Agents
7. Development
Agency Official

In further outlining the professional roles covered in the interview framework, government official
roles are sub-divided into differing political institutional scales to include national government such
as: CLG (Communities and Local Government); regional organisations such as NWDA (North West
Development Agency) and GONW (Government Office for the North West); and local government
such as MCC (Manchester City Council), ADFs (Area Development Frameworks) and Wards.
Academic and consultant professional roles were selected as categories to provide ‘expert’ and
information. Qualified opinion is provided either indirectly (i.e. not case specific) or more directly if
there is case study knowledge.

In order to reduce bias in selecting agents from a purely

‘professional’ strategic perspective, interviews are made with key resident consultation group
leaders and members that may have a more direct informed knowledge of what is occurring in
particular case study neighbourhoods.
Community leaders were used as representatives of the neighbourhood as they avoided time
constraints in interviewing samples of residents.

Furthermore, leaders often have a wider

understanding of the majority of the activities and issues occurring in the neighbourhood.

In

addition to community leader input, the independent voices of residents were heard during TARA
meetings attended by the chair (leader interviewed), police, developers and local councillors. The
selection of an estate agent within the professional role category has been chosen as the
information gained from this agent would cover knowledge that would have been acquired from
many other sources.

For instance, information from an estate agent in the case study areas may

be more informed than landlords with property in the area. Remaining professional role categories
are those that have interests in development and regeneration including private sector developers,
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RSL (Registered Social Landlord) representation via a housing association official, and public
sector development agency officials.
Further categories in which the interviewees could be grouped are observed in order to direct the
appropriate set of questions. For instance, as well as knowledge by profession, interviewees could
provide case study or more general information on neighbourhood regeneration. Policy framework
areas are observed in terms of whether they cover national policy, local authority policy, pathfinder
policy, and neighbourhood case study. Areas of expertise are selected to cover the key initial
questions posed as per the methodology structure (Table 3.1) involving conceptual, technical and
policy expertise. For example, in generating more technical knowledge interviews are made with
academics, consultants and government officials (local, regional and national) that have experience
with LIS in researching low demand neighbourhoods.

This technical category can therefore

address research questions that refer to issues such as the spatial patterning of low demand
neighbourhoods and give insight to what indicators (and thus drivers) may impact on
neighbourhoods. With regards to ‘professional type’, the sub-categories of expert, decision maker
and neighbourhood residents are used to further clarify and cover the interviewee skill sets and
knowledge. In summary, the ‘professional type’ category is used to ensure coverage of the type of
profession as well as the role that the interviewee undertakes.
As a final point with regards to the timing and selection of interviewees a ‘snowball’ method is used.
The snowball method enables the generation of further interviewees found from an initial small
number of contacts and interviews (Bryman, 2004). A limitation in a snowball method is recognised
in that the referral of previous interviewees may provide bias to those interviewees considered and
recommended. This bias may occur due to the subsequent interviewees having similar opinions,
experiences and institutional constraints (Richards, 1996; Cochrane, 1998; Lilleker, 2003). Despite
this, the access to senior government officials via the CASE (Collaborative Award in Science and
Engineering) partner is invaluable to the elite interview part of the research. Timing of interviews
and other research methods conducted are discussed further below following a brief outline of how
the qualitative and quantitative mixed method techniques were triangulated.

3.7. Mixed methods, triangulation and timing of techniques

The research design involves a triangulated combination of quantitative and qualitative techniques.
For instance, results from regression models of house price change are triangulated with interview
findings in order to explore causal processes suggested by multivariate analysis. Repeated use of
this form of triangulation is intended to ensure the reliability of each successive method or source of
data employed as part of the research, increasing confidence in the findings (Bryman, 2004).
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Within this research the synthesis of quantitative and qualitative techniques is used to reveal layers
of verifiable external social reality. Initial findings were generated from the first set of US fieldwork
and interviews. These were then used to inform a second stage in the fieldwork which involved
collation and analysis of secondary neighbourhood scale quantitative data, employing techniques
such as PCA (Principal Component Analysis) and GWR (Geographically Weighted Regression). A
third stage involved neighbourhood case study research, comprising the assembly of primary
qualitative data (through semi-structured interviews) and collation of secondary cross-sectional
quantitative data.

The chronology for this three-stage fieldwork exercise is outlined in Table 3.3, which demonstrates
the interconnections between the constituent techniques and sets out the timing of the different
stages of data collection and analysis over the course of the studentship (Table 3.3).

Some

techniques within the three stages were carried out simultaneously when gathering data and
conducting analysis (e.g. field visits and interviews). Overlap in research gathering and analysis
occurred for example due to restrictions in accessing interviewees at requested times, especially as
the interviewee choice and order was determined through interviewee recommendations via a
‘snowball’ method (Appendix D). Despite this overlap in timing of techniques, their synthesis was
possible during the final write-up stage, where all findings could be drawn together and analysed
collectively in relation to the research questions specified.
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Table 3.3: Key Research Sets, Techniques and Dates
Set and Technique
Oct
05 to
Dec
05

Jan
06 to
Mar
06

Apr
06 to
Jun
06

1. US Qualitative Interviews and Fieldwork
Developing the Initial Framework of Questions
US Elite Interviewees (10)
Explore LIS in US
Understand Housing related Neighbourhood Regeneration
Projects
Generate further questions for Manchester Case
Field visits to cities and neighbourhoods
2. Quantitative Analysis
Neighbourhood Selection using Regression Scatterplots
LIS (including TNC) – Review and Data Use
PCA (Principal Component Analysis) / FA (Factor Analysis)
Global Regression
GWR (Geographically Weighted) Regression
3. UK Desk Research, Qualitative Interviews and Fieldwork
Literature and Policy Reviews, Methodology, Research
Plan and GIS Training
Desk work at HMR MSP (Manchester Salford Pathfinder)
UK Elite Interviews (27)
Refining the Question Framework and Findings
Confirming & Enhancing Neighbourhood Driver Framework
of Correlations and Causality
Attend Tenants and Resident Association Sessions
Attend Local Authority RAG (Research Advisory Group)
Field visits to neighbourhood case studies
Synthesis, Write up and Dissemination
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3.8. Summary of methodological approach
In summary, applying a critical realist philosophy provides a less dogmatic approach, allowing for
both abstract and concrete empirical research elements to meet a given aim.

In using this

philosophical framework a dismissal (although not an absolute rejection) of other philosophical
theory is considered such as positivist, interpretive and feminist approaches. Structuralist elements
are touched on in using critical realism although structure and agency is considered in terms of
‘macro’ structural levels of industrial restructuring cities whilst focussing on ‘micro’ structural
elements at the neighbourhood level. The key use of this philosophy is to engage with the identified
ontological strands of reality independent of human consciousness and causality being ascribed to
social phenomenon.

Epistemologically, the use of this philosophy engages with a rejection of

relativism to seek emancipatory goals with social and scientific discourses. In applying critical
realism to this research flexibility is provided by a non-linear, iterative and ongoing process that
allows for conceptualisation and reconceptualisation. With respect to the aims and objectives the
philosophy allows understanding of the patterns, dynamics, and drivers in the renewal of low
demand neighbourhoods through abstraction. In doing so, layered abstractions provide a clearer
identification of connections between drivers (e.g. education) and place (e.g. neighbourhood).
Case studies are also used as part of the methodology that primarily focuses on the neighbourhood
scale.

Aggregation at the city-scale for inter-neighbourhood analysis allows understanding of

causal neighbourhood decline and recovery for the city case of Manchester. Intra-neighbourhood
case studies are also selected, via a multi-variant regression modelling exercise exploring LSOAs
with lower than expected house price sales against multiple neighbourhood characteristics. These
case studies enable neighbourhood change research to be applied at a smaller scale and within a
HMR area. Insight and context is brought from cases such as other HMR pathfinder areas and
neighbourhoods within economically restructuring cities.

As per the methodology structure the

central aim of the research is to be met via five main objectives (Table 3.1). These aims and
objectives can be further considered to build a useful base for further study in this field. In reaching
these objectives three main question themes involving conceptual, technical and policy matters are
raised. Sub-question themes were developed and explored (Appendix E) during the research using
quantitative and qualitative techniques to allow more deep rooted answers and generate further
questions.
Mixed methods of qualitative and qualitative techniques are used and triangulated to provide
greater confidence in the findings and enable a greater cross-checking of results.

Qualitative

techniques mainly involve semi-structured interviews in the UK and US (Appendix D) covering
professional role categories within a developed interview typology (Table 3.2). Other qualitative
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techniques include observations witnessed during field visits, attendance at resident meetings, and
desk based study at the CASE (HMR MSP) partner’s offices. Quantitative techniques primarily
involve statistical neighbourhood analysis and longitudinal study of house price trends using data
located within a LIS (Appendix A) and land registry data. The chronology in using the techniques is
varied although three main timescales of strategy techniques are: US qualitative research
interviews; desk based quantitative statistical and mapping analysis; followed by a return to UK
qualitative interviews and fieldwork. From these techniques a substantial amount of case study
material (Chapter 4-7) is collected and discussed (Chapters 8-9) to provide answers and meet the
initial questions framed under the critical realist philosophy.

The initial research material and

findings are now revealed in Chapter 4 by providing insight into US low demand neighbourhood
initiatives in addition to use of GISc in the US to support regeneration and renewal.
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Chapter 4: US Housing and GISc in Neighbourhood Renewal
4.1. Introduction
This chapter provides findings and discussion of US housing and neighbourhood renewal initiatives
integrated with the use of GIS (Geographic Information Systems) and GISc (Geographic Information
Science). Specific GIS are discussed with regard to their use as systems, in addition to GISc for
the analysis of neighbourhood decline and recovery (Section 2.10).

US low demand and

abandoned neighbourhoods are outlined with regards to neighbourhood renewal initiatives. Key
drivers for discussion are set against US historical and industrial restructuring, these drivers include
topography, population, employment, tenure, education, taxation, political boundaries, income, race
and credit lending.

US federal, state and local policy initiatives linking housing renewal in

neighbourhoods are also outlined such as eminent domain, Hope VI, Section 8 housing, redlining
and LIHTC (Low Income Housing Tax Credits). In discussing GISc and policy developments in
neighbourhoods, the city case studies of Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit and St Louis are
demonstrated.
Philadelphia is discussed in terms of its local government lead NTI (Neighbourhood Transformation
Initiative), whilst Chicago’s neighbourhood planning approach is referred to as part of its 1909 plan
legacy. Detroit is examined for its important historical features leading to its industrial decline and
current neighbourhood renewal predicament, whilst St Louis is outlined for its similar trajectory of
decline and current partnership projects for renewal. Prior to conclusion, the US findings and their
implications for the city of Manchester in the UK are made with a focus on neighbourhood GISc and
renewal policy initiatives.

This research has been formulated through interviews with key

academics and consultants associated with urban planning departments of the University of Illinois
(Urbana-Champaign), Wayne State University (Detroit) and Pennsylvania State University
(Philadelphia). Further explanation and insight has been formed from field visits to neighbourhoods
in the cities of Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Baltimore and St Louis. US policy approaches to
housing renewal in neighbourhoods, and its associated use of GISc, have also been researched via
shared demonstrations of GIS and conducting literature searches.
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4.2. US application of GISc in housing and neighbourhoods
The relevant spatial hierarchies to consider for data collection and manipulation within the US
context are (Figure 4.1); individuals at point level, Blocks (with the road closest to the parcels
properties or land forming the block), Block Groups (Aggregated blocks – 4 to 6 city blocks) and
Census Tracts (Aggregated to 3 or 4 Block groups with approximately 400 properties that can in
some cases be described as neighbourhoods). Census Tracts (US Census Bureau, 2007) in some
instances can be based on historic Ward boundaries.

Administrative aggregation can also be

analysed at County, City and Metropolitan, State and Federal (National) spatial scales.

In

considering the various spatial data aggregation and scales a brief discussion of the advantage and
disadvantages associated with the use of GISc and models in the renewal of distressed
neighbourhoods in the US city cases will be made. Firstly, advantages of GIS are their strategic
level use as they allow understanding at multiple geographic scales and allow analysis within and
between areas at the same aggregated scales such as neighbourhoods (CLG, 2004b).

For

instance, complex computations can be easily used and visualised to give wider neighbourhood
comparisons or more contextually specific neighbourhood indicator transformations within a larger
city scale.

Advantages of using such systems as a strategic approach could also be when

analysing wider neighbourhood change through methods such as triage, spill-over effects or
locating areas of transition for investment.
Figure 4.1: US Census Geography Types

Source: US Census Bureau, 2008
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A medical analogy of triage is used to potentially renew the optimum amount of neighbourhoods
especially as there are only limited amount of resources available for a city. The categorising and
sorting of neighbourhoods for investment in this way prioritises those neighbourhoods with severe
distress to be dealt with first. More advanced triage methods may be more financially efficient if
those neighbourhoods with a high chance of revitalisation are given more advanced ‘treatment’ in
order to ensure their survival. This approach raises serious ethical considerations though if there is
to be a selection basis for the choice of housing or neighbourhoods for renewal. Consideration of
spill-over effects for neighbourhood renewal is the analysis of adjacent neighbourhoods to where
investment or initiatives are taking place. This means that carefully selected renewal efforts may
enhance areas beyond those directly being effected. In selecting neighbourhoods for renewal it has
also been suggested that neighbourhoods that are in transition, either regenerating or
degenerating, should be considered for intervention as they may gain more successful results (GIS
and Renewal Consultant, 2006). Those neighbourhoods that do not show signs of movement (e.g.
through indicator analysis) may be more stable and require less attention compared to those
fluctuating, although further analysis should be carried out to ensure that severely stressed but
stable neighbourhoods are not ignored.
Input by neighbourhood stakeholders for qualitative research on indicator categories may be
restricted if stakeholders cannot contest pre-determined indicators used in LIS

(Assistant

Professor (2), 2006). Attempts at overcoming this problem of limited public input are those such as
incorporating public participation or by simulating neighbourhood perceptions geographically. The
limitations of using GIS as a complete solution to neighbourhood renewal has been argued as the
processes will be unable to fully engage with new and emerging theory.

For instance, it is

considered that arguments and theory as told through stories or narrative may give a clearer
account of social phenomenon such as explaining how neighbourhoods function (Professor (2),
2006). An example of using narrative could be in the example of an explanation of the migratory
patterns of residents as explained by residents themselves. This explanation may then reveal
understanding for instance of resident’s accumulation of social capital and how the migratory chain
works. Despite the limitations in GIS, a merging of methods can produce greater strategic insight,
for instance GIS evidence of clustering patterns (e.g. of low income residents) could be used to
centre attention on which residents narratives are needed to understand the dynamics and drivers
that created such patterning.
Electronically accessible GIS are advantageous for users to communicate and gain information on
neighbourhood renewal. This ease of access is extended even more for those cities that have a
digitally ubiquitous environment (omnipresent or ‘everywhere at once’).

If the ubiquitous

environment for example is a city with a widespread networked infrastructure (e.g. wireless city) it
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would mean that planning for service delivery could be scheduled when required or at different
times. The plan for Philadelphia to become the first fully networked wireless major city in the US is
one initiative that may lay the platform of a ubiquitous environment (Wireless Philadelphia, 2007).
With reference to the advantages of GIS integration in planning a ubiquitous environment, three key
points are argued to be addressed, these are that for a ubiquitous environment there should be a
technological geographical standard, private and security issues should be addressed and there
should be a greater sharing of information that engage with behavioural changes (Professor (1),
2006).
With reference to sharing of information, issues on data rights are becoming more prevalent. In
referring to a ubiquitous environment and data sharing, it is argued that the data does not need to
be centralised as long as there are connections between the users. Furthermore it is thought that
for a more progressive distributive system there should be data available where no party has a
monopoly on the data and no knowledge of who is using the data (Professor (1), 2006). The
current mode in the use of data is a situation where data has to be released if public money has
been used to gather it, or the user has to pay the marginal cost of appropriating data if private
money has been used to gather it. Data protection and the individual rights of individuals should be
considered though in free distribution of data, for instance in most cases restrictions are made at
the individual data level. US current restrictions are at an aggregation of more than nine individuals
(Professor (1), 2006).
In discussing spatial data infrastructures, decentralisation of data access and ownership should be
considered against the need for a centralisation of data networking between local, national and
global data sets.

It is argued that data should be networked both horizontally (between similar

scaled data gatherers and holders – e.g. local) and vertically (between scales of data gatherers and
holders – e.g. local, national and global) using the internet as a holding resource for the data
(Assistant Professor (2), 2006). An excellent example of horizontal data sharing at the local level is
in the BNIA (Baltimore Neighbourhood Indicators Alliance) that aims to promote and support local
data and indicators to improve neighbourhood quality of life in the city of Baltimore (BNIA, 2007).
The BNIA also promotes varied availability and networking of data and indicators by working with
citywide non-profit organizations, city and state government agencies, neighbourhoods,
foundations, businesses and universities.

In doing so, the result is thought to support and

strengthen the principle and practice of well informed decision making for change toward strong
neighbourhoods, improved quality of life, and a thriving city (BNAI, 2007). Organisations promoting
such networking of data nodes administered at the national level are the NSDI (National Spatial
Data Infrastructure) and the NGPO (National Geospatial Program Office) (NSDI, 2007; NGPO,
2007). It should be noted that the inability for a fully centralised or decentralised data holding node
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is partly linked to certain limitations held by organisations in their data gathering incentives and
regulation. For example, local authorities will not fully engage with all data gathering or retention
due to costs involved, liability risks or no actual data being available.
Final remarks on the advantages and disadvantages of using GISc and their use in neighbourhood
renewal strategies involve the impact of transport. The mapping of transport routes will give a
better spatial understanding as to the neighbourhood impacts of services such as pedestrian
access, cycle lanes, roads, rail, and airports. Due to the complex interaction of drivers within and
between neighbourhoods it is argued that transport cannot be analysed in isolation with other
drivers (e.g. school catchment areas) and should be considered as an element that is cross-cutting
(Professor (2), 2006). On the whole it can be argued that GISc should be used at the beginning of
the process in influencing future outcomes (i.e. the plan) as it can be strongly argued that modelling
is better than guessing. The model may only be secondary in the decision making process by most
organisations in the public or private sector in some instances. From a more theoretical view, GISc
can be considered more as a symbol for rational planning (e.g. in neighbourhood and housing
initiatives) practices, for example if systems are used in a local authority capacity it may
symbolically demonstrate that there is political will to address a particular place.

4.3. US application of GISc in housing and neighbourhoods: Examples
LEAM and similar specific advances in spatial analysis (Rey and Anselin, 2006) for tracking
neighbourhood decline and renewal will now be outlined. LEAM (Land-Use Evolution and LandImpact Assessment Model) can be defined as a system that in a regional approach attempts to give
better understanding to the relationships between the human economic, cultural activities and
biophysical cycles from a changing land use perspective (LEAM, 2007). The systems regional
approach is considered as it is suggested that regional approaches to US planning are more widely
used (Associate Professor of Urban and Regional Planning, 2006). The system itself has benefits
in that it is process driven unlike static time-framed conventional GIS systems such as TNC
(Tracking Neighbourhood Change) as used by MCC (Manchester City Council) (TNC, 2008).
Furthermore, the system uses high performance hardware and software meaning that it can model
large areas when scaling up or projecting patterns such as land-use change. Higher performance
also allows more defined resolution when aggregating data from a smaller spatial scale.

The

projections are a key strength in the system as it uses rich quantitative (past and present) data,
initially from census tracts converted to zones, to calculate future trajectories and allow ‘what if?’
scenarios to be used (Klosterman, 1999), thus providing a greater informed forward-thinking in
planning support systems for regions and in neighbourhoods (Klosterman et al, 2001).
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Through a demonstration, observation and discussion it was found that residential development
probabilities could be predicted through the overlaying of land-uses, whilst considering the data
calculating residential frequency against the attractiveness or desirability of an area.

In these

calculations the results therefore incorporate the future demand for an area whilst taking into
account any errors that evolve through random chance factors. This combined factor approach
determining probabilities and temporal dynamics is defined as a ‘hybrid’ approach. As a final point
it is thought that through LEAM’s dynamic systems approach to human and environmental changes
should be able to address policy responses in using GIS visual representation. Public participatory
elements are also incorporated into the system through dialogue with residents in an advisory
capacity. This advice is considered to then allow benefits both to the individuals and communities
in the neighbourhoods and to aid the development of the model itself.
Another GISc tool that uses statistical data is the GeoDa application as developed at the SAL
(Spatial Analysis Lab) at The University of Illinois (Anselin 2003; GeoDa, 2007). The GeoDa model
builds on attempts to bridge GIS and statistical software by applying spatial weights to particular
indicators. For instance, an understanding of spatial econometrics can be made if the system
incorporates economic statistical elements (e.g. income) that have weights that are spatially
visualised. In carrying out such weighting the model also carries out a spatial test that compares
distributions and clustering of indicators in order to reveal the significance in the distribution of the
indicators. An example of current use of spatial models in research is the use of house sales price
data from Seattle to distinguish between rented and owner occupied properties (Research Fellow
(1), 2006). This spatial modelling in this instance is in order to reveal whether ownership distinction
is more important than the division between public and private assisted housing. The results are
thought to give implications on publicly assisted Section 8 housing vouchers, identifying the
concentration of low income neighbourhoods and identifying the thresholds for the tipping points of
neighbourhoods (Research Fellow (1), 2006).
With reference to the city of Philadelphia the systems developed from the Philadelphia NIS
(Neighbourhood Information System) will be outlined as this system is a good example of a pioneer
GIS neighbourhood tracking tool for use in renewal (NIS, 2008a). NIS has been developed by the
CML (Cartographic Modelling Laboratory) and uses aggregated census indicator data to provide
GIS visualisation of neighbourhood change (CML, 2008). In outlining the system:
‘NIS features property and social indicators and is able to research individual properties; run queries
to locate comparables; plan, site and evaluate housing development programs; and study
neighbourhood conditions with user-defined maps, charts and reports. The integrated database also
supports housing and vacancy research at the University of Pennsylvania’ (NIS, 2008b, p.1).
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Four separate search databases are used within the system and involve the neighbourhoodbase,
parcelbase (Figure 4.2), crimebase and muralbase websites.

For the neighbourhoodbase

analysing aggregated neighbourhood change works with collected data over entire areas and
focuses on vacancy, abandonment, and characteristics of the population. This GIS has been the
platform for further citywide digitally networked projects that include consultancy work (Avencia,
2007) as part of the Philadelphia NTI project and continued evolution of NIS by CML.
Developments by Avencia are those such as statistical cluster analysis and the evaluation of
housing and urban regeneration policy (GIS and Urban Renewal Consultant, 2006).
Figure 4.2: Philadelphia City Government ‘Parcel Explorer’ GIS

Guidance literature produced from the Urban Institute (Urban Institute, 2007) in the US is available
that addresses Building and operating neighbourhood information systems (Kingsley, 1999).
Further literature is available on using systems in practice, such as ‘dynamics’ focussed documents
identifying the dynamics of change in concentrated poverty (Kingsley and Pettit, 2007) and projects
developing a dynamic neighbourhood taxonomy (RW Ventures, 2008). Other web-based indicator
models are available and focus on individual cities throughout the US. Examples include those
such as Dataplace (Dataplace, 2007) that holds housing data linked via the national housing
gateway Knowledgeplex (Knowledgeplex, 2007).

The Fannie Mae Foundation supported Kids

Count (Kids Count, 2007) resource has a spatial tracking system that concentrates on data specific
to young people. A networked centralisation of neighbourhood renewal tracking systems in many
major US cities are available through the NNIP (National Neighbourhood Indicators Partnership)
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(NNIP, 2007) supported by the Urban Institute (Urban Institute, 2007). These data and information
systems are listed by city in the appendices (Table C.4).

4.4. US patterns, dynamics and drivers in housing and neighbourhood renewal
Despite the contextually specific patterns, dynamics and drivers relevant to each particular
neighbourhood and city, some more generalised points relating the US case to the UK Manchester
case can add some insight. First of all, the topography on which the US case cities have been built
each have large environmentally unrestricted tracts of land that is more conducive to urban sprawl
and suburbanisation.

If government policy with respect to promoting suburban new build is

prevalent, the extensive land available for development in the physical built environment may mean
that there is less resistance to issues relating to land scarcity.

Increased US government

fragmentation may also reduce the ability for more rigorous guidelines and incentives to reduce the
potential for suburban flight and a widening of spatial inequalities.
Population has been highlighted as a key driver of neighbourhood decline in the selected
economically restructuring cities (Professor (3), 2006). For instance, Detroit has experienced heavy
decline in population and associated impacts with a 50% loss of residents since the 1960s. The
impacts from such population decline in the metropolitan areas are argued to depend upon the
initial strength of the neighbourhoods prior to their change (Research Fellow (1), 2006).

The

composition of skilled and unskilled residents may construct part of neighbourhood strengths. If
employment opportunities change through a skills shift from mass employment of manual and
unskilled industrial work to fewer available higher skilled (e.g. technological) and low-skilled (e.g.
cleaning) service sector work, it may further impact on income levels and unequal distributions.
Reductions in income levels and greater inequality of income distribution of residents in
neighbourhoods, enhanced through industrial restructuring, could further exacerbate spatial
disadvantages if the few wealthier residents have no incentives to live close to the city centre and
move to the outer suburbs.

With reference to elements of labour as agency and industry as

structure in economically restructuring cities, attention also needs to focus on whether skilled labour
follows the economy, industry and firms or vice versa. An example of these agency and structure
changes are those such as industrial competitors and employees moving to the South and West of
the US aided through tax breaks available in these redevelopment areas (Research Fellow (1),
2006).
Other important points relating to the US experience of neighbourhood decline and renewal are
considerations of US homogeneity due to the long historical effect of being risk averse (Professor
(3), 2006). For example the large scale post-war (WWII) government subsidy backed home loans
have enabled a large middle-class of homeowner to form homogenous neighbourhoods.
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A

demographic re-sorting has further created a structure where neighbourhood change is focussed on
this homogenous middle income group. The demographic re-sorting of neighbourhoods is based
upon the buyer’s considerations such as the physical housing tenure, the attached school system
rights, the liability of tax to pay (linked to school rights), the right to vote (as not a high
consideration) and the investment as an asset (Professor (2), 2006). This re-sorting can be seen to
provide a fragmentation of the post-war homogenous middle income group. It should also be
stressed that the motion of the working class in this structure and process of re-sorting has been
and still is absent. In making group distinctions based on income it is argued that education has a
strong influence on the income levels of a particular resident (Professor (2), 2006). For instance,
the ability to get good high school grades and having the financial means to go to university will
tend to result in higher paid employment in certain sectors.
The role of education structures need further attention as education drivers have been noted as
having significant influence on the impacts of neighbourhood decline and recovery in the US
(Assistant Professor (1), 2006). The main educational institutional categories to consider include:
state financed schools with entry determined by geographical catchments or sibling continuity;
charter schools that can be either secular or religious without geographical catchment; or private
schools based on the ability to afford fees. Choice of schools are therefore indirectly related to the
choice of neighbourhood (if there is a desire to relocate) will be based on: the resident’s perception
or in reality of having a favourable school catchment area; family connections to a particular school;
parental secular or religious views on their child’s education; and the ability to pay. It is suggested
that education is crucial to the improvement of neighbourhoods and its residents. Especially as it
ensures neighbourhoods have educated residents that have the life skills to develop and indirectly
support sustainable communities, the continued support and promotion of viable public schools are
considered essential (Professor (4), 2006). With regards to education other measures such as the
de-linking of school catchment areas with geographical residence may also provide some reduction
in spatial disadvantage. Moreover, it is argued that school admissions should not be selected
purely on the basis of geography if a local school has a disproportional level of investment and a
disproportionate standard of education (Assistant Professor (1), 2006).
As well as exploring indicators such as education and income that can uncover neighbourhood
decline or recovery, analysis of resident credit scores should also be considered (Assistant
Professor (1), 2006). For instance credit score analysis has its advantages as it has links to income
and can further take into account those residents with no health insurance that form part of this
credit score. This may identify those persons and if aggregated particular neighbourhoods that are
most vulnerable.

Further associations with credit can be considered when looking at rent or

mortgage defaults, repossessions and predatory lending to certain residents and neighbourhoods.
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Lending practices and outlined rules and regulations should be considered as they may have a
bearing on the vulnerability attached to borrowers and the scope for lenders to increase risk (HUD,
2007). As a final point on credit and lending it has been highlighted that speculative purchases of
property in redevelopment areas have not been a widely recognised issue in the neighbourhoods
located in the selected US cities (Assistant Professor (1), 2006).
As well as education, race and ethnicity can be considered to have strong correlations with income
(Professor (2), 2006), although causality links are difficult and sensitive to prove. There is a clear
high spatial concentration statistically and visually of low income BME (Black Minority Ethnic)
groups in the selected US cities, meaning racial or ethnic type may have some bearing on income
prospects. The clustering of BME groups therefore needs to be analysed further to uncover further
key drivers beyond income such as desires for community cohesiveness and proximity to friends
and relatives. The impacts of immigration by lower-income groups are further intertwined in racial
and ethnic spatial concentration especially if it is argued that in the US there has been a strong
correlation between the working class and immigration (Professor (2), 2006).
The drivers of tenure availability and choice are also relevant to US housing and neighbourhood
decline and recovery.

To increase the demand for ‘undesirable’ housing tenure in US city

neighbourhoods that have a mix of social and private housing, it has been suggested that in some
instances an upgrading of social housing may provide some stability rather than extreme measures
such as demolition of public or private stock (Professor (2), 2006). If social housing is built within
low demand neighbourhoods, social housing nodes surrounding private housing may also provide
more stability to halt or reverse decline. Building of social housing nodes in this way may improve
areas by ensuring occupancy remains in an area and simultaneously allow residents to have the
ability to leap between dwelling tenure. Form the process of upgrading social housing and building
social housing nodes, the desirability and demand of an area may improve (Professor (2), 2006).
An increased demand for a particular neighbourhood will also increase the amount of queue time
for potential social tenants. Through the analysis of the queuing time for housing it may also allow
a methodological alternative to sale price in understanding the desirability of an area. The use of
analysis in this way may reveal that a longer queue suggests that there is a stronger demand for
residence that would not be recognised by sales price. Despite these suggestions of social housing
manipulation through upgrading and rebuilding of social housing in some heavily abandoned areas,
the solutions in US neighbourhoods in some cases centre on a ‘writing down’ or demolition of
housing.
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4.5. US federal, state and local initiatives in housing and neighbourhood renewal
The powers of Eminent Domain are currently extremely relevant and controversial to changes in
neighbourhoods and planning practices that are used in renewing distressed neighbourhoods. As
similar to CPO (Compulsory Purchase Orders) in the UK, Eminent Domain allows a legal transfer of
private housing stock or land to the public sector for a change of use or redevelopment by the
private sector. This Supreme Court decision has enabled state powers to take control over private
housing for instance if the proposed future use will be for the greater good of the community (such
as increased jobs and tax base for services).

Controversy created through this ruling is

concentrated on the ethical issues of reclaiming private property, with a counter argument that
argues for a greater public realm and a positive increase in state power if an erosion of the publiccity purse is becoming problematic. The landmark case that formed this regulation change was
Kelo vs. City of New London, Connecticut in 2005 where privately owned property was transferred
as part of a redevelopment plan that incorporated a furthering of economic development (Kanner,
2006). The result was that the court held a 5-4 decision that the general benefits a community
enjoyed from economic growth qualified such redevelopment plans as a permissible ‘public use’
under the Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment. To further make opinion on this case, further
analysis should be made to the particular local context especially if the verdict opens the way for
similar cases for neighbourhood renewal that share no traits of this case. Scrutiny of this case is
needed if it can be accepted that the court decision was seen as a violation of property rights and a
misinterpretation of the Fifth Amendment (Nnor shall private property be taken for public use,
without just compensation) whose consequence would benefit large corporations at the expense of
individual homeowners and local communities (Berliner, 2006).
Hope VI is another important housing initiative directed at the federal level that aims to support
disadvantaged neighbourhoods. The Hope VI plan was developed in the 1960s (recognised in law
by 1998) by HUD (US Department for Housing and Urban Development) that sought to revitalise
the worst poor public housing projects. The plan centres on the ideas of New Urbanism and
Defensible space. New Urbanism can be defined as a project that stresses dense communities
with a design that promotes a pedestrian friendly environment and has access to public transport.
Defensible space aspects are those which emphasise design with an engagement with private
property that creates an emphasis on security and ownership in a community.

The Hope VI

initiative also incorporates a greater funding of housing assistance vouchers as a proportion of
physical construction of buildings. The success and failures of the initiative are still open to debate
and funding continues to be allocated although the initial direction for public housing rehabilitation is
seen to be shifting towards demolition of undesirable areas. For instance, this rehabilitation to
demolition shift is highlighted when it has been stated that Hope VI:
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‘Has funded the demolition of housing which was often decent, just in the wrong—too desirable—
place at the wrong time. It has displaced many thousands of poor families to meet the demands of
private developers’ (Williams, 2007, p.1).

Other neighbourhood regeneration housing voucher assisted schemes provided at a federal level is
from the Section 8 (Housing) initiative. The Section 8 program provided through the passing of the
1974 Housing and Community Development Act enabled residents to pay for approximately 30
percent of their income in rent with the federal government meeting the rest of the balance. The
vouchers are attached to a particular residence in the private sector and the recipient cannot
transfer the voucher to another private property, although they have the choice to reside in one of
the allocated section 8 houses. This in theory presents the ability for assisted renters to reside at
any of the allocated properties in the US. Advantages to this scheme are that environmental quality
should be assured due to the subsidised units having requirements that meet federal government
housing standards. Criticisms of the scheme though are those such as voucher dependency, lack
of full ownership and long waiting lists.
The practice of ‘redlining’ has held a certain resonance in the history of housing mobility by
residents and has added to the spatial composition of neighbourhood residents particularly for BME
communities.

Redlining is a term describing the process where prior to the government Fair

Housing Act in 1968, lending services denied or increased costs to buyers due to their geographical
residence. The zoning plans had gradients coloured blue-yellow-green-red (Coded A-D) and were
backed by the FHA (Federal Housing Administration) insisting that these zoning guidelines be
adhered to for insurance to be given. The drawing of zones on publicly available maps meant that
neighbourhood residents were discriminated against and were often manifest along racial type.
Further bounds based on racial type were enforced by government through restrictive covenants
(from 1948) that made buyers agree in purchasing a property on condition that the purchase would
be from the same racial group and thus prohibited upward mobility in house purchase to AfricanAmerican owners. The outcomes of redlining and restrictive covenants were a promotion of a
suburban shift generally by white residents and concentrated racial segregation in the less affluent
inner cities. Despite these practices ceasing in 1968, the impact has in part created a legacy of
clear geographical inequality visualised by race.
LIHTC (Low Income Housing Tax Credits) are another initiative made in law at the federal level
(administered at the state level) that aims to reduce spatial polarisation and concentration of
distressed neighbourhoods especially in the US cities cited. The credits aim to act as an incentive
for the use of private equity in the building of affordable private housing for low-income residents.
To qualify for the project a developer must sign a LURA (Land Use Restriction Agreement) that
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agrees to provide a percentage of housing that are for those residents whose income is at a certain
percentage less than the median gross income for the area (usually 20%-30% available for
residents with less than 50%-69% income of an areas median gross income). The advantage and
incentive for the developer is a reduction in their taxable income (i.e. Before the Tax calculation) as
opposed to other methods such as tax reduction where reductions in tax are given from the
developer’s full income value. This scheme is thought to provide a greater supply of newer housing
for purchase by those on lower incomes, as lower income residents without the initiative would tend
to rent in a greater proportion than owner-occupation. This in turn gives further arguments that the
LIHTC project provides some tenure balance to neighbourhoods and providing affordable larger
homes for low-income multi-families.
With respect to government initiatives and regulation it has been suggested that a key element in
the renewal of distressed neighbourhoods is by changing of the rules of the development process
(Professor of Urban Affairs, 2006). For instance, regulations and incentives that stress a reduction
in urban sprawl may encourage developers and residents to return to the inner core or at a
minimum allow a management of decline more responsibly. Other similar suggestions for better
regulation in the development process and urban sprawl are through a better management of
growth boundaries at both the state and federal levels.

Land use affirmative action is also

suggested to be a more progressive initiative as it strives to create a more equal social, economic
and physical environment for a city’s neighbourhoods and communities. In short, it is argued that
more favourable opportunities should be made available to spatially disadvantaged groups such as
ethnic minorities, the elderly, people with disabilities and veterans through the use of affirmative
land use action.
Inclusionary zoning administered at the local level may be another initiative that can impact on
housing and neighbourhood renewal. Inclusionary zoning also known as inclusionary housing is
one such measure administered at the local level that regulates private housing developers by
insisting that they provide a certain percentage (10-30%) of affordable housing within their
development projects. By putting deed restrictions on building in areas with housing shortages the
promotion of affordable as well as market rate housing may reduce the spatial polarisation of poor
and affluent neighbourhoods. Further benefits from the practice of inclusionary zoning are the
potential to increase life chances of lower income groups if their peers or role models are middle
class neighbours, and more importantly there is access to higher performing schools within the
school catchment area. Arguments against these measures are that inclusionary zoning acts as an
indirect tax on private developers and may discourage them from building in areas with housing
shortage.
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4.6. US city developments in housing and neighbourhood renewal: Philadelphia,
Chicago, Detroit and St Louis
An outline of city and metropolitan government strategies in neighbourhood and housing renewal
will be made with reference to specific initiatives and experiences in the cities of Philadelphia,
Chicago, Detroit and St Louis.

In the Philadelphia case extensive efforts in neighbourhood

regeneration approaches are being made due to the deep rooted physical, economic and social
problems faced by the city. A population loss from approximately 2 Million people in the 1960s to a
current count of 1.2 Million (Professor (4), 2006) has been a serious challenge and impetus to the
renewal efforts. The funding appropriation of $300 Million in government bonds by the Major John
Street 7 years ago being used to lever neighbourhood improvements has made some progress as a
catalyst for revitalisation. The NTI is a key government led project that has been created from this
localised political and economic capital in an attempt to renew the cities neighbourhoods. The main
goals from this multifaceted project are stated to:
‘Strengthen entire communities, to ensure quality housing, clean and secure streets and vibrant
cultural and recreational outlets. This effort will enhance job creation, public safety and economic
opportunity. NTI is changing Philadelphia from the ground up’ (City of Philadelphia, 2007, p.1).

In order to attain this, 6 goals have been identified and include planning (with community based
support), blight elimination (such as removal of abandoned cars and graffiti), blight prevention
(using city codes to target public nuisances), land assembly, housing investment and
neighbourhood preservation, and the strategic levering of resources. Furthermore, the key principle
behind NTI is to use neighbourhood vision and a city wide strategically planned approach that is
data orientated and systematically driven.
In conjunction with NTI, the TRF (The Reinvestment Fund) also has a significant role in the
revitalisation of neighbourhoods in Philadelphia.

The TRF was founded in 1885 as a small

community development organisation and is now currently a major neighbourhood investment
funding organisation operating throughout the Mid-Atlantic. In essence the TRF is a community
lender that works with the city government using GIS and planning expertise. With respect to
disadvantaged neighbourhoods TRF advocates the building of wealth and opportunity for lowwealth people and places through the promotion of socially and environmentally responsible
development (TRF, 2007). TRF place an emphasis on strategically using capital for the public good
in what some commentators have described as getting ‘more bang per buck’ in the levering of
neighbourhood renewal. The key sectors to gain from the levering of capital investment are in
housing, schools, business and clean energy use. In the sector of housing the Re-development
Agency as part of the city government, facilitates the financing of such initiatives, especially through
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its powers in the use of eminent domain to reclaim land and properties (RDA, 2007). The Redevelopment Agency has become a lead agency in the developing of affordable housing due to its
increasing power and role as a financial facilitator.

It should be noted though that the Re-

development Agency has limits in housing and community development policies, strategies and
priorities for the city, as the Re-development Agency is restricted by contract with the city’s OHCD
(Office of Housing and Community Development).
Whilst giving an overview of the three initiatives and organisations such as the NTI, TRF and Redevelopment Agency it is apparent that emphasis is made on neighbourhood spatial planning for
the whole city boundary, not just development in neighbourhoods that could be considered most in
need or vulnerable. Holding a degree of scepticism some arguments can be made in favour of this
approach at a larger (plurality of neighbourhoods within cities, rather than singular neighbourhoods)
spatial scale. The Avencia consultancy group advocate addressing neighbourhood change through
an emphasis on GIS as part of a wider neighbourhood spatial planning approach. For instance the
Philadelphia city government’s use of GIS is the Parcel Explorer system that uses analysis to
explore triage, spill-over and transitory neighbourhoods (Figure 4.2). Despite these strategic GIS
approaches, what initiatives are actually carried out may be a matter of political influence. For
example, some city district councillors will have influence and compete with other councillors for
their own district fund package that will shape the areas targeted for investment. Despite these city
wide approaches to neighbourhood renewal, drivers beyond the city boundaries may impact on
efforts within the city. For instance the use of wage and land tax breaks for firms outside of the city
may push jobs and wealth away from the inner city and distressed neighbourhoods. In Philadelphia
despite land being more expensive outside the city, the lower employee tax outside of the city is
pushing employment out of the city boundary (GIS and Urban Renewal Consultant, 2006).
When considering neighbourhood renewal approaches in the case of Chicago, the 1909 Chicago
Plan has had a large historical and current influence (1966 Comprehensive Plan of Chicago). The
resonance and significance of the plan have permeated into Chicago’s planning approach as the
plan proposed moral up-building and physical beautification of Chicago, which included better living
conditions for all people, reclaiming the lake front for the public, and increasing the park areas and
public playgrounds (Chicago Public Library, 1997). Aspects that have remained within this initial
conception are threefold and stress an improvement in physical structure, a strengthening of the
economic base and opening opportunities for all within the city (Chicago Public Library, 1997).
Despite large scale population loss and mass demolition in the 1960s, there are now population
plans to reach 3 Million in the city of Chicago (Associate Professor (1), 2006). City government
efforts are overseen at large by the current Mayor Daley and through elected Alderman who have
the power over the ‘purse strings’ in a ward (City of Chicago, 2007). A large amount of on-line data
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on the city is not made publicly available although a useful resource is through the various
(national) publications by CNT (Centre for Neighbourhood Technology) that provides the recent
housing and transportation affordability paper created by the Fannie Mae Foundation (CNT, 2006).
Detroit has experienced widespread neighbourhood decline and is an important example in
understanding economically restructuring cities (Figure 4.3). Important developments in the city’s
history will now be emphasised in order to bring out contextually relevant factors as well as
highlighting some neighbourhood concepts previously discussed. Detroit’s industrial growth in the
form of its pre-WW1 river factories drew from natural resources of the lakes rather than railroads or
the sea as in other major US conurbations. This industrial ‘accident’ was aided just as much
through luck and entrepreneurship. For instance the formation of Detroit as an automotive centre
was in part through entrepreneurship (e.g. Henry Ford, William C. Durant, and Walter Chrysler).
The resulting job opportunities drew a high level of foreign born workers creating numerous multinational and multi-ethnic communities, high levels of Irish born immigrants (a lower-class strata)
and German born immigrants (a higher-class strata) were visible in the late 1800s. The impact of
WW1 saw employers in the state of Michigan looking south for employees and acceptance of black
employees due to traditional recruitment being cut-off to enhance the war efforts. Changes in
recruitment demographics continued in the 1930s and the great depression where there was
increased employment in the automotive industry of female and southern white unskilled labour
force. This pre-WW2 context laid the foundations for the post-WW2 boom that acted as a driver in
spatial fragmentation and concentrations of disadvantage, especially for the communities and
neighbourhoods that formed and resided around the prior industrial developments.
Figure 4.3: Detroit - New Build House Adjacent to Vacant Property

Source: Author, November 2006
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Three key drivers associated with the boom and subsequent middle-class suburbanisation were the
impact of war bonds, government rationing and the returning of army personnel.

Post-WW2

experienced a widening of mortgage availability that was made through a reduction in the value of
down-payments and a reduction in the percentage rates in self-amortising loans (e.g. 40% to 10%).
This mortgage widening was strengthened further for returning war veterans as the VA (Veterans
Administration) and the FHA (Federal Housing Administration) provided insurance on mortgage
defaults. Mortgage lending for some groups was not available, for example due to redlining and
restrictive covenants, and thus formed a key part in spatial segregation of BME groups. As well as
a pattern of racial segregation the consequences from this boom and legislation was a suburban
‘white-flight’.

The population in Detroit city peaked in 1950 (approximately 1.8 Million) with a

continued decline to current levels at half of the 1950 population (approximately 0.9 Million).
Despite this city decline the Detroit region as a whole has remained a stable population, this
emphasises the resultant spatial inequalities and a racially biased emptying of the inner core
through the suburbanisation of majority white and minority black middle-class.
The city of St Louis has also experienced approximately 50% decline in population since the 1950s,
predominantly characterised by white suburbanisation and an emptying of the inner core. St Louis
‘white flight’ over the last 50 years has left a current distribution of approximately 80% AfricanAmerican predominantly poor population living in the central core (Assistant Professor (1), 2006).
Particularly distressed neighbourhoods of St Louis are those within East St Louis that has
experienced heavy decline up to the 1990s. Revitalisation projects over the last decade include
new retail developments, housing initiatives and Metrolink Lightrail transport access (Figure 5.4).
Neighbourhood projects are active such as the UIUC (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)
work in four adjacent neighbourhoods as part of ESLARP (East St-Louis Action Research Project).
The project aims to integrate and create a partnership with both neighbourhood revitalisation in
distressed areas with academic objectives of research, teaching and service missions.

For

example in creating a mutually beneficial project, individuals from the campus learn from community
residents who have intimate and extensive knowledge of their community. In exchange for access
to this knowledge, students and staff work on projects that enhance and build community (ESLARP,
2007). Further university engagement with neighbourhood renewal in St Louis is enhanced through
GIS expertise and systems development projects such as LEAM (Land-Use Evolution and LandImpact Assessment Model) based at UIUC.
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Figure 4.4: East St Louis Metrolink Lightrail Transport Access

Source: Author, November 2006

4.7. Implications for Manchester from US housing and GISc in
neighbourhood renewal
From the understanding formed from US neighbourhood GIS and regeneration the implications
directly applicable to the Manchester case will now be discussed.

Firstly, in terms of

neighbourhoods and GIS, the use of the TNC in Manchester could be more productive for
understanding neighbourhood change and use in policy such as strategic implementation by
engaging with approaches of triage, spill-over effects and transitory analysis. Limited and restricted
indicator choice in the TNC system should be recognised, and to assimilate qualitative
understandings would be desirable, as for instance neighbourhood groups or actors cannot contest
or give advice on the indicators or rankings used. An improved understanding of neighbourhood
change through narrative may also be useful especially if used in conjunction with GIS.

For

instance, low demand neighbourhoods could be more easily located through cluster analysis that
could then use and integrate qualitative understanding of the dynamics that create such clustering.
With reference to a digitally networked ubiquitous environment, the city of Manchester may benefit
from having a fully wireless internet infrastructure (Carter, 2008; MDDA, 2008). The increase in
social and economic networking may as a result improve community social and economic capital
and aid in neighbourhood stability. For instance, awareness of on-line advertised job opportunities
may be more easily accessed.

It should be noted though that computer hardware ownership

inequalities may make wireless availability unnecessary for disadvantaged areas where public
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libraries are the main point of accessing on-line resources.

With respect to spatial data

infrastructures, improved data networking horizontally (between local gatherers and holders) and
vertically (between scales of data gatherers – local, national and global) may provide improved
analysis and understanding of housing and neighbourhood decline and renewal within Manchester.
Horizontal and vertical networking of data and indicators could be enhanced through improved
collaboration and work with citywide non-profit organisations, city and state government agencies,
neighbourhoods, foundations, businesses and universities.

In using neighbourhood GIS in the

Manchester case the impact of transport routes will need to be considered in relation and not in
isolation to other complex drivers that impact on neighbourhood change.
From demonstration, observation and discussion of the LEAM, GeoDa and NIS systems various
attributes can be drawn that may enhance LIS used in Manchester for tracking housing and
neighbourhood change. A process driven rather than static timeframe approach may be one such
method that should be considered. A process driven tracking system in this way would therefore be
able to simulate future projections for improved planning of housing needs and neighbourhood
renewal. More advanced tools could also aggregate and scale up to visualise regional patterns of
change as well as providing a more defined resolution. The integration of statistics and probabilities
into a neighbourhood GIS for Manchester may also provide improved foresight. The addition of
statistical weighting to different indicators (e.g. higher weights to those indicators that are
considered more relevant) may also improve spatial visualisation in a LIS. The hybrid approach of
using both probabilities and change may also be enhanced by visualising policy response, such as
the impact of housing and neighbourhood decline and renewal in a HMR area. Public participatory
elements also need to be assimilated into neighbourhood GIS if a local model for Manchester is to
be sensitive to community and neighbourhood inputs and outputs (Kingston, 2007). Elements used
in the Philadelphia NIS may aid in providing improved policy initiatives such as HMR areas in
Manchester, these include: researching individual properties; running queries to locate
comparables; plan, site and evaluate housing development programs; and study neighbourhood
conditions with user-defined maps, charts and reports.
Implications can be drawn from US renewal experiences for housing and neighbourhood
regeneration in low demand areas of Manchester. Firstly, issues of race should be analysed for
Manchester in order to uncover to what degree race has a strong correlation with income and
neighbourhood spatial disadvantage.

This analysis of race and neighbourhood spatial

disadvantage may give an indication as to what level race acts a driver in neighbourhood decline
and renewal that is widely regarded as more pronounced in the majority of US cities.

The

intertwined drivers of working-class groups and immigration should similarly be analysed and
acknowledged in relation to housing and neighbourhood decline and recovery.
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Research into

practices as similar to redlining may provide further substance in arguing if lending has any impact
on housing mobility for minority groups in neighbourhoods.
In terms of creating more desirable housing tenure in mixed tenure low demand neighbourhoods in
Manchester, there may be improved stability through an upgrading of social housing if the selected
neighbourhood has degenerated too far past its tipping point. Further social housing manipulation
techniques may be through a development of social housing nodes that surround low demand
private property. This tenure manipulation may ensure resident occupancy remains whilst allowing
residents to leap tenancy from social-rented to owner-occupier. Despite this, in heavily abandoned
areas far past their tipping points the demolition of some houses in neighbourhoods may be the last
option.

This type of tenure manipulation may also raise insight to methodological research

opportunities in understanding housing demand, for instance by analysing social rented or housing
association queue times rather than sales price of dwellings.
Drawing from the US cases historical population decline from the urban centres with some current
repopulation means that for the Manchester case the patterns and dynamics of population drivers
will be considered as important for understanding neighbourhood decline and recovery.

The

management of regional and city-regional growth boundaries may partly help in reducing population
loss by higher income earners. An understanding of what neighbourhoods could be considered
strong and their ability to remain so throughout industrial restructuring should also be sought.
Learning from US experience it may also be useful to acknowledge the wider structure and agency
of labour flows, such as whether skilled labour change residence and follow industry and firms in
other regions or vice versa.

As a smaller national geographical space in the UK it may be

reasonable to argue that firms and industry in the service sector may not be under as much
pressure to move to where skilled labour resides. From this wider scale beyond the neighbourhood
scale an insight into the use of tax breaks for industry in the region may give improved context to
labour migration and neighbourhood decline and renewal.
The demographic re-sorting of neighbourhoods in Manchester and the UK will need consideration
for understanding housing and neighbourhood decline and recovery. Understanding demographic
re-sorting in Manchester should take into account buyer’s considerations of physical housing
tenure, attached school system rights, liability of tax, the right to vote and the property investment
as an asset. The significance of education as a driver needs to be addressed, and in reference to
education correlations with housing and neighbourhoods should be understood.

This

understanding could also be expanded on using categories considered in terms of school
catchment areas, household family/sibling connection to a school, parental secular or religious
views on their child’s education and the ability to pay. Analysis such as this may provide arguments
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that favour a de-linking of school catchment areas with geographical residency, especially if there is
a disproportionate level of investment and standard of education between areas in the city. Drivers
of neighbourhood spatial disadvantage should further take into consideration elements such as
household access to credit and predatory lending practices that may affect a neighbourhood’s
desirability as well as increase risk and vulnerability in low demand neighbourhoods.
The implications for Manchester housing and neighbourhood initiatives can gain insight from US
federal initiatives. Positive outcomes to consider from such initiatives are those such as a renewal
for the greater good of the community or neighbourhood (such as increased jobs and a tax base for
local services). Outcomes of such private-public transfer initiatives should also consider ethical
concerns. For example, the reclamation of private property will need to be balanced against a
positive increase in state power if the erosion of public funds is becoming problematic within the
particular context of dwellings and neighbourhoods in Manchester. Initiatives that focus on New
Urbanism should also be considered, as housing and neighbourhood design may improve
desirability or demand through being pedestrian friendly and having an ease in access for public
transport. The degree of defensible space may also be a dynamic on housing and neighbourhood
change as engagement with private property may enhance security and ownership. Initiatives that
incorporate economic assistance such as Housing Benefit need to be considered in neighbourhood
change as the regulatory benefits from RSLs (Registered Social Landlords) may assure
environmental quality for residents (as found in the Section 8 (Housing) initiative). Drawbacks of
voucher dependency, lack of full ownership and long property waiting lists need to be considered as
there have been criticisms directed at similar US housing voucher schemes.

From a supply-side

and developer perspective, initiatives that provide incentives and regulations in promoting mixed
and sustainable neighbourhoods should be considered for neighbourhood renewal. Schemes that
need to be highlighted in the Manchester case are those such as incentives through tax reductions
for developers. For instance, tax reduction initiatives that provide a percentage of low-income
housing, and regulations through inclusionary zoning may improve neighbourhood sustainability by
increasing affordability for lower income groups in new developments.
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4.8. Chapter summary
In conclusion, it has been revealed that US urban renewal approaches to housing in
neighbourhoods and GISc can give some insight for the Manchester case. The strategic benefits of
using LIS give a strong case for the use and development of systems such as TNC. Citywide datanetworking, improvements in data infrastructures and increased sharing of data may enable an
improvement of such systems. Incorporation of indicator projections, statistical weighting and public
participation may further enhance the system. With regards to the renewal of US housing and
neighbourhoods, the research has strengthened awareness that there is a need to understand the
many interlocking drivers that operate within and between neighbourhoods.

These drivers in

spatially disadvantaged neighbourhoods include a balanced tenure mix, population retention,
improvements in education resources and standards, access to responsible lending, ethically
balanced stock transfer for the public good, secure urban design with a sense of ownership and
pride, non-dependent public support, and mixed income inclusionary zoning. The driver of transport
should also be considered as neighbourhood access to jobs, services and recreation are
paramount to neighbourhood ‘desirability’.

Whilst considering these drivers for the renewal of

housing and neighbourhoods in low demand areas, the specific local spatial and temporal dynamics
are also essential to the decisions that are made in required policy initiative. Quantitative ‘hard
data’ techniques applied to the Manchester case in the UK in selecting neighbourhoods and to
provide more empirical evidence are the focus of chapter 5.
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Chapter 5: Inter-Neighbourhood Analysis at City-Scale for
Manchester

5.1. Introduction
This chapter aims to select two neighbourhoods for case study analysis, provide an introductory
comparison of the data important in the two case study selections, and undertake exploratory
analysis within the administrative boundary of Manchester.

The first part of the process in

neighbourhood selection outlines the choice of variables available for analysis. The data used for
selection is to be extracted from the TNC (Tracking Neighbourhood Change) in order to develop an
understanding of the advantages, disadvantages, and further uses of data used in GISc
(Geographic Information Science) and GIS (Geographic Information Systems) based LIS (Local
Information Systems). The spatial scale for analysis (e.g. Point, COA, LSOA, Ward) is considered
as the mixing of spatial scales may create results that are skewed or statistically incorrect. For
instance, the results of percentages may experience problems of MAUP (Modifiable Arial Unit
Problem) if the percentage at COA (Census Output Area) is aggregated up to LSOA (Lower Super
Output Area) covering different area and attributes (Openshaw, 1984).
The second part of the process in selecting the neighbourhoods is to reduce the number variables
to those that have the most significance and avoid duplication when identifying explanatory
variables that impact on house price in neighbourhoods. Following manipulation and provision of
significant variables, neighbourhood selection is made by running the overall average house price
dependent variable against the other selected independent variables at the chosen spatial scale in
a multivariate regression model. The model provides values for a constant house price and the
magnitude of each of the remaining selected independent variables that increase or decrease the
constant house price. The model also generates a regression standardised residual scatterplot to
display the areas as points on the graph and a line of best fit plotting the expected house price
considering the impact of all the other selected independent variables. From this graph outliers are
selected at points furthest away from the line of best fit that represent areas with less than or more
than expected property prices.
The outlier status case study selections generate a starting point to understand the reasons causing
neighbourhoods to be located as outliers. The narrowing down of selections are formed from those
neighbourhoods that have lower than expected property prices, especially as the central focus of
the research is to give a better picture of housing market renewal in unpopular neighbourhoods.
Further criteria may be added to narrow down the selection whilst meeting the objectives of the
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study. For instance: selection of neighbourhoods at a distance from the city centre may allow
inclusion of geographically and socially excluded neighbourhoods; selection of neighbourhoods
contained in a particular intervention programme such as HMR (Housing Market Renewal) allow
understanding of policy impacts of neighbourhoods allocated as low demand. The selection of two
neighbourhoods sharing the same ward is carried out to provide interesting different results in each
neighbourhood whilst they share a similar ward context.
Further work using data within the administrative boundary of Manchester is carried out in order to
justify the case study selection and provide further exploration. An application of more robust
statistical techniques is used through factor and principal component analysis in order to reduce the
chosen indicators to more condensed and succinct drivers. The component drivers are run in a
second regression model as independent variables against the overall house price average
dependent variable in order to display the impact of components on house prices within the
administrative framework of Manchester. The regression model standardised residual scatterplot is
used to identify and justify the case study selections in the first multi-indicator (rather than multicomponent) regression model. Extreme outliers below the line of best fit in the scatterplots in both
models aid in locating lower than expected demand levels (using price) that are considered as
statistical ‘oddities’ that require closer case study analysis. Z-Scores of the overall house price
variable are also calculated for neighbourhood selection justification purposes by visually displaying
numerically extreme (positive or negative) outliers in histograms with low frequencies against a
normal distribution. Further justification and exploratory work such as Z-score analysis provide
benchmarks and measures to discuss in more depth when exploring renewal in the selected case
study neighbourhoods.
Following the initial outline and analysis of the case study neighbourhood selections further
exploration is made using the LIS data. Data is used to outline the differences in the case studies
and in the first instance by displaying comparative statistics for the two selected neighbourhoods.
Exploration of the case studies is made with reference to interventions such as HMR.

Other

neighbourhood regeneration and housing renewal initiatives will be discussed in more detail within
the specific case studies in proceeding chapters (Chapters 6 & 7), the initiatives include projects
such as PFI (Private-Finance Initiatives), NDC (New Deal for Communities), housing estates,
development sites, and other additional regeneration initiatives (e.g. Surestart, education, health,
transport and community initiatives) (Section 6.3 and 7.3). Within this chapter, longitudinal analysis
within the case studies is made to incorporate the temporal dynamic by showing the changes in
house prices and sales from the available data between 2000 and 2006 (Section 5.5).

Final

empirical analysis is the application of GWR (Geographically Weighted Regression) that
incorporates a spatial dynamic by applying a weight to the dependent house price and independent
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neighbourhood characteristic indicator relationship magnitudes (Section 5.6). This weight therefore
depends on how far geographically each neighbourhood is from all of the other 258
neighbourhoods in the city. The chapter is then concluded by drawing together all findings from the
case study selection methods and empirical inter- and intra-neighbourhood analysis for the case of
Manchester and in the MSP (Manchester Salford Pathfinder) area.

5.2. Selection of neighbourhoods & inter-neighbourhood analysis at the city scale

5.2.1. Variables considered at LSOA
Analysis was made at LSOA as this smaller spatial scale is less general than ward level at a larger
spatial scale as shown in the nested geography scales in Appendix A (Table A3).

Moreover,

analysis at LSOA was used as it made available more indicators than those available at lower
scales at COA (Census Output Area) and point level. For instance, the LSOA variables used in
TNC only contain certain key variables at LSOA geographic scale such as education (e.g. GCSE
results %) and employment (e.g. incapacity benefit %). Point level data were also aggregated to
LSOA due to issues regarding confidentiality of residents, for instance at point level identities may
be revealed on particular analysed dwellings. Further justification for using LSOA in the analysis is
due to the reasonable approximate average of 1500 people that reside in the neighbourhood
boundary.

The ONS (Office of National Statistics) qualification that LSOAs have a minimum

resident population of 1000 and a average of 1500 residents (ONS, 2007a) can provide some
justification that analysis at this spatial scale could be equated to the neighbourhood level. COA
level specific case study neighbourhood analysis may reveal less generalised results especially as
the minimum resident population is lower at 100 with a average of 300 residents (ONS, 2007b). As
highlighted above this spatial scale was dismissed as limited data is available for many indicators at
COA in the LIS. Analysis at this scale can be further developed as data becomes available and
more widely used in LIS, potential point and COA data sets for appropriation have been researched
and highlighted (Appendix C). 57 indicators (Appendix A: Table A.5) were created by manipulating
the raw data from the TNC datasets by splitting out the variables (e.g. Council Tax Bands into A,B,C
etc), aggregating up to LSOA, and applying a percentage where a count was not possible. The
timeframe of 2004 was selected, with records aggregated to 2004 if quarterly or monthly at source.
2004 was the only initial annual time period where all variables used in the system matched.

5.2.2 Selection of significant variables
In order to build a regression model and scatterplot to explore and select neighbourhood cases, the
57 indicators were reduced to variables that were significant to neighbourhoods and avoided double
counting.

A total of 23 significant variables at LSOA were chosen that best represented the
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indicators for neighbourhood change including overall house price averages that was initially used
as the dependent variable (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1: Codes and Indicator names at LSOA used in Analysis
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Code
OP_2004
TNP_2004
TNC_2004
TNR_2004
CBA_2004
TO3_2004
VPL_2004
HPR_2004
AB_2004
BR_2004
VC_2004
GC_2004
EN_2004
MA_2004
SC_2004
IB_2004
IS_2004
JS_2004
Dper2004
Sper2004
Tper2004
Fper2004
Nper2004

Indicator Names
Overall Price Average – DEPENDENT VARIABLE
Private Tenure %
Council Tenure %
RSL Tenure %
Council Tax Band A %
Turnover 3 Times or More %
Void Long-Term %
Housing Benefit Received by Property %
ASBO Counts on Properties %
Burglary Rate per Thousand Properties
Vehicle Crime per Thousand Properties
Secondary School Key Stage 4 - GCSE (5 + Grades A-C) %
Primary School Key Stage 2 – English %
Primary School Key Stage 2 – Maths %
Primary School Key Stage 2 – Science %
Incapacity Benefit %
Income Support %
Job Seekers Allowance %
Detached Sales Percentage of Overall Sales at LSOA
Semi-Detached Sales Percentage of Overall Sales at LSOA
Terraced Sales Percentage of Overall Sales at LSOA
Flat Sales Percentage of Overall Sales at LSOA
New Build Sales Percentage of Overall Sales at LSOA

5.2.3. Regression modelling of selected variables
A multivariate regression model for Manchester in 2004 was constructed that incorporates the
overall average house price dependent variable and the other 22 selected independent variables.
The standard linear regression equation that is modelled for Manchester LSOA neighbourhoods is
provided below (Figure 5.1). The equation is constructed by calculating a house price (yi) that is
equal to a linear combination of parameters with a constant price (βo; e.g. £50,000) plus the
independent variable unit value (β1, β2, β3; e.g. 20% crime) that is multiplied against a fixed
independent variable price calculated in the model (xi; e.g. £1000). The equation uses a number of
independent variables that range from one variable (i=1) to a total number of variables (i=N), in this
case the total number of independent variables is 22.

From the model summary (Table 5.2) and

the R squared value of 0.711 it means that 71% of variability in the outcome is accounted for by the
selected predictors in the model. Conversely this also means that only 29% of the model has a
negligible impact on the results and that the coefficient values used in the model can be accepted.
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Figure 5.1: Standard Linear Regression Equation

Table 5.2: Regression Model Summary for 24 Variables in Manchester 2004
Model Summary
Model
1

R
.843a

R Square
.711

Adjusted
R Square
.684

Std. Error of
the Estimate
30672.388

a. Predictors: (Constant), NPER2004, BR_2004,
TO3_2004, GC_2004, DPER2004, TNR_2004,
VPL_2004, VC_2004, SC_2004, SPER2004, JS_2004,
AB_2004, TNC_2004, FPER2004, EN_2004,
MA_2004, CBA_2004, IB_2004, IS_2004, TPER2004,
HPR_2004, TNP_2004

From the Anova table (Table 5.3) the strength of the model was acceptable as the Sig. gave a zero
value. The model is accepted from the zero Sig. value because the individual components are
uncorrelated and therefore do not influence each other in a statistically significant way.

Table 5.3: Anova of Regression Model for 24 Variables in Manchester 2004
ANOVAb
Model
1

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
5.47E+11
2.22E+11
7.69E+11

df
22
236
258

Mean Square
2.485E+10
940795377.4

F
26.409

Sig.
.000a

a. Predictors: (Constant), NPER2004, BR_2004, TO3_2004, GC_2004, DPER2004,
TNR_2004, VPL_2004, VC_2004, SC_2004, SPER2004, JS_2004, AB_2004,
TNC_2004, FPER2004, EN_2004, MA_2004, CBA_2004, IB_2004, IS_2004,
TPER2004, HPR_2004, TNP_2004
b. Dependent Variable: OP_2004

The constant and coefficients (Table 5.4 - B Unstandardised Coefficients) were extracted from the
coefficient regression model table and provided an equation that incorporated all 23 variables.
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Table 5.4: Coefficients of Regression Model for 24 Variables in Manchester 2004
Coefficientsa

Model
1

(Constant)
IB_2004
IS_2004
JS_2004
GC_2004
EN_2004
MA_2004
SC_2004
TNP_2004
TNC_2004
TNR_2004
CBA_2004
TO3_2004
VPL_2004
AB_2004
BR_2004
VC_2004
HPR_2004
DPER2004
SPER2004
TPER2004
FPER2004
NPER2004

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
33876.138
455382.9
-1360.357
817.198
-64.810
864.605
1894.265
1169.983
388.935
109.773
278.774
240.196
-184.198
223.060
309.243
214.750
134.899
4528.915
914.787
4516.151
804.172
4521.737
-671.525
131.969
6841.290
1975.629
-1467.739
636.786
60.172
40.293
-1076.328
641.414
-32.385
112.365
-912.656
795.976
1438.745
461.076
790.958
349.374
424.198
339.913
781.067
353.475
364.913
150.927

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.217
-.013
.110
.159
.085
-.060
.090
.065
.426
.270
-.381
.163
-.110
.072
-.070
-.013
-.279
.175
.369
.237
.373
.125

t
.074
-1.665
-.075
1.619
3.543
1.161
-.826
1.440
.030
.203
.178
-5.089
3.463
-2.305
1.493
-1.678
-.288
-1.147
3.120
2.264
1.248
2.210
2.418

Sig.
.941
.097
.940
.107
.000
.247
.410
.151
.976
.840
.859
.000
.001
.022
.137
.095
.773
.253
.002
.024
.213
.028
.016

a. Dependent Variable: OP_2004

The equation was constructed by using the constant B unstandardised value (£33,876) plus the B
Unstandardised Coefficients multiplied by each independent variable (e.g. -£1360 * IB_2004). The
full equation showing the impact on house prices from the dependent variables is shown in Model 1
below (Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2: Model 1 of House Price in Manchester at LSOA 2004
Overall Average Property Price =

[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[
+[

Constant
Incapacity Benefit %
Income Support %
Job Seekers Allowance %
GCSE Results %
English Primary Results %
Maths Primary Results %
Science Primary Results %
Private Tenure %
Council Tenure %
RSL Tenure %
Council Tax Band A %
Turnover 3 Times or More %
Long-Term Void %
ASBO Counts
Burglary Rate (1000 houses)
Vehicle Crime (1000 houses)
Property in Receipt of Benefit %
Detached Type % of Overall
Semi Type % of Overall
Terraced Type % of Overall
Flat Type % of Overall
New Build % of Overall
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

£33,876

]

- £1360
- £65
+ £1894
+ £389
+ £279
- £184
+ £309
+ £134
+ £915
+ £804
- £672
+ £134
- £1468
+ £60
- £1076
- £32
- £913
+ £1439
+ £791
+ £424
+ £781
+ £365

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

From Model 1 (Figure 5.2), the equation showed that prior to any influence of variables the constant
starting house value in Manchester for 2004 was at £33,876. The impact on property values moved
in both negative and positive directions. The significant negative indicators on price are those such
as Incapacity Benefit % that reduce price by £1360 for every percentage point, long-term void %
that reduces price by £1460 for each percentage point, burglary rate that reduces price by £1076
for every house (per thousand) burgled, and receipt of housing benefit that reduces price by £1439
for every percentage point.

The significant positive indicators on price are those such as job

seekers allowance % that increases price by £1894 for each percentage point, council and RSL
(Registered Social Landlord) tenure % that increases price by £915 and £804 per percentage point
respectively, and type of property with detached type % being the highest with £1439 increase in
price for each percentage point. An Interesting driver is ASBO (Anti-Social Behaviour Order) counts
that increase in number as there are more people excluded from an area after being given an
ASBO. Using ASBO in Model 1 it shows that higher ASBO counts result in an increase in property
prices by £60 per count, this suggests that areas with high rates of exclusion via ASBO have higher
house prices.

Further drivers of interest involve educational attainment with secondary school

GCSE % having a greater impact on prices than primary school results. Within primary school
results English and Science attainment reflects positively on prices whereas Maths results reflect
negatively on prices. The later finding of Maths % increases associated with negative prices, may
present findings that underachievement in Maths is occurring in less affluent neighbourhoods of the
city.
Despite these indicator relationship results, awareness should be made of an ecological fallacy as
causality cannot easily be made from the findings. For instance, the increase in housing benefit
percentage and reduction in house price does not necessarily mean that receipt of benefit causes
house price decline. It should also be noted that the magnitude of each variable on house prices
cannot fully be recognised in this equation as there is a mixture of percentages, counts and rates
that when multiplied will create varying changes in prices. The equation does though have practical
use in calculating specific currency values depending on the indicator statistics at a given LSOA. In
order to understand the magnitude of the dynamics that operate in the model, t-test and Sig. values
may provide a more theoretical understanding of neighbourhood change on house prices.
Using the t-test values and sig. values, the magnitude of the contribution of each predictor in the
model itself can be shown, and in this model are displayed in Model 1 below (Table 5.5). The t-test
statistic is used to measure whether the predictor is making a small or large impact on the model.
The sig. value is used to show if the t-test associated with the b-value is significant in terms of
making a contribution to the model. In essence, the smaller the value of Sig. and the larger the
value of t the greater the contribution of that predictor. The t and Sig. values are divided by
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standard errors therefore show the magnitude of values across different samples and determine
whether the b values differ significantly from zero. This means that the magnitude value does not
consider units, and recognises the indicator impact on price whether the indicator is a percentage,
count or rate. Within the analysis of the 23 variables the highest indicators and the magnitude (ttest and Sig.), excluding the average property price constant, were as follows (Table 5.5):
Table 5.5: Model 1 of t-Test and Sig. Dynamics of Indicators
in the Overall House Price Model used for Manchester LSOA 2004
Indicator

t-Test

Sig.

1. Council Tax Band A %
2. GCSE Results %
3. Turnover 3 Times or More %
4. Detached Type % of Overall
5. New Build % of Overall
6. Long-Term Void %
7. Semi Type % of Overall
8. Flat Type % of Overall
9. Burglary Rate (1000 houses)
10. Incapacity Benefit %
11. Job Seekers Allowance %
12. ASBO Counts
13. Science Primary Results %
14. Terraced Type % of Overall
15. English Primary Results %
16. Property in Receipt of Benefit %
17. Maths Primary Results %
18. Vehicle Crime (1000 houses)
19. Council Tenure %
20. RSL Tenure %
21. Income Support %
22. Private Tenure %

-5.089
3.543
3.463
3.120
2.418
-2.305
2.264
2.210
-1.678
-1.665
1.619
1.493
1.440
1.248
1.161
-1.147
-0.826
-0.288
0.203
0.178
-0.075
0.030

0
0
0.001
0.002
0.016
0.022
0.024
0.028
0.095
0.097
0.107
0.137
0.151
0.213
0.247
0.253
0.410
0.773
0.840
0.859
0.940
0.976

From Model 1, in terms of magnitude of dynamics using t-test and Sig. it was uncovered that council
tax band A % had the largest impact. This factor is not considered in too much detail though as the
high percentage (130,981 of 193,861 properties in 2004) of 68% band A properties in Manchester
will mean that the results will always show a large impact from this indicator.

The next most

important variable impacting on house price is that of secondary GCSE results % closely followed
by turnover 3 times or more %.

These results firstly may show that secondary educational

attainment has a large connection with house price. Secondly, the high impact of turnover on
prices may reflect the model being based on sales which in turn connects with high turnover where
many sales are going through in a LSOA and are thus significant in terms of sales data counts in
that area. Tenure % is shown to have a low dynamic magnitude in all three tenures of private,
council and RSL. This low impact does not necessarily mean that tenure is irrelevant as impacts on
house prices and the market will not be reflected in social housing that is not sold in the housing
market unless properties are transferred as part of right-to-buy. The highest negative magnitude on
prices after council tax band A is void rate %, which tends to reinforce the idea that areas with high
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void rates will be situated in neighbourhoods that have low value properties. In terms of property
types the impact on house prices as represented by t-tests from highest to lowest are detached,
semi-detached, flat then terraced. If new-build was classified as a type the importance of the
attribute in the model is seen to be between detached and semi-detached variables.

5.2.4. Neighbourhood case study selections from regression model outliers
As well as the numerical regression model results, a regression standardised residual scatterplot
acted as a useful visual tool to mark the neighbourhood outliers. The scatterplot (Figure 6.3)
displayed average property prices against a multi-indicator residual (model less actual) value of the
other 22 variables for the whole of Manchester 2004. These plots then helped to identify the two
LSOA case study selections by identifying those LSOAs at the furthest points from the expected
model values, and are displayed as those points furthest from the line of best fit. The selection of
the two cases were initially pinpointed by looking at a prominent lower than expected outlier such as
case 143 (highlighted in blue in details – Figure 5.3) which is located in the Harpurhey Ward. The
extreme outlier of case 143 (Figure 6.3 - E01005203) had a average house price of £55,304 and
guided the ward selection of Harpurhey to contain two neighbourhood cases. Two neighbourhoods
in the same ward were also chosen in order to uncover potential political issues that may be
brought out when revealing neighbourhood differences in the same political boundary. Following
location of the extreme outlier (Figure 5.3 - Case 143), two case LSOA neighbourhoods within this
Ward were sought ensuring that the selections also displayed lower than expected house prices
below the line of best fit. As many other Harpurhey cases had lower than expected plots it was
decided to select two contrasting high and low value properties in the ward could be selected for
LSOA points below the expected property price line.
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Figure 5.3: Scatterplot and LSOA Point Details of Regression Standardised Residuals for
Manchester 2004

Scatterplot
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Regression Studentized Residual

Case
Number in
Scatterplot

LSOA
Number

Ward

Standard
Residual
Score

Overall
Average
House Price

Overall
Sales Count

113
112
21
144
147
3
109
143
116
71

E01005173
E01005172
E01005081
E01005204
E01005207
E01005063
E01005169
E01005203
E01005176
E01005131

4.92004
1.48570
1.86944
.30282
-.33952
.10979
4.01062
1.55183
.01399
-.85716

£366,057
£258,461
£163,269
£86,414
£28,654
£0
£320,519
£55,304
£193,425
£152,773

48
31
30
25
158
0
24
12
67
303

18
152

E01005078
E01005212

Didsbury West
Didsbury West
Chorlton Park
Harpurhey
Harpurhey
Ardwick
Didsbury East
Harpurhey
Didsbury West
City Centre /
Ancoats
Didsbury West
Hulme

-2.95707
-3.08525

£140,126
£99,528

110
2

LSOA case study numbers of 144 and 147 were chosen as they are outliers in the ward but also
had contrasting property values when correlated between property price by type and regression
residual value. From Figure 5.3 it can be seen that Case 144 (E01005204) and 147 (E01005207)
both have lower than expected price outliers for Manchester (Figure 5.3) and also have the highest
and lowest average LSOA property prices for the same ward of Harpurhey at £86,414 and £28,654
respectively (Table 5.6).
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Table 5.6: Harpurhey LSOA Selections (some basic demand related information)
LSOA
Number

Ward

LSOA
Population

E01005204
E01005203
E01005206
E01005223
E01005205
E01005225
E01005224
E01005202
E01005227
E01005226
E01005228
E01005207

Harpurhey
Harpurhey
Harpuhey
Harpurhey
Harpurhey
Harpurhey
Harpurhey
Harpurhey
Harpurhey
Harpurhey
Harpurhey
Harpurhey

1463
1518
1488
1467
1511
1633
1470
1503
1411
1476
1433
1351

Turnover 3
or More
Times %
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
1
2
2

Long-Term
Void %

Council
Tenure %

4
15
3
17
56
6
16
9
13
12
17
12

75
64
0
14
4
16
8
42
5
0
65
2

Overall
Property
Price 2004
£86,414
£55,304
£50,394
£40,236
£39,168
£37,503
£35,945
£33,975
£33,933
£34,810
£29,902
£28,654

Overall
Sales Count
2004
25
12
56
102
39
68
214
74
121
139
19
158

The selection of the two case studies were also selected depending upon a number of further
parameter restrictions formed through a mix of indirect and direct data analysis. One parameter
that guided selection of the two case study selections was that they both had an element of
turnover 3 times or more, and some long-term void rate relative to other LSOA in Manchester (note:
not significant values though at 4% in Case 1 and 12% in Case 2 compared to some at 56%). Case
1 (E01005204) had a turnover 3 times or more at 1% whereas case two (E01005207) was at 2%.
Another parameter considered for the two contrasting cases are those incorporating high and low
levels of social housing tenure in their selection. For example, case 1 had a high level of social
housing estates at 75%, whereas case two had a low level of social housing estates at 2%.
Dismissal of higher than expected price areas for Manchester was another parameter used to
ensure selection of low demand neighbourhoods. In adhering to this objective LSOA areas such as
West Didsbury and Chorlton Park were ignored as it was decided that they will provide little in
uncovering an understanding of changes within low demand neighbourhoods, especially as they
have small (if any) concentrations of low demand housing.
The extreme outlier neighbourhood case in the Ardwick Ward (Case 25 in Figure 5.3) was not
considered as there were no sales in 2004, thus providing an average house price of £0 and
difficulties in analysing and measuring housing markets. Difficulties in analyzing and measuring
housing renewal in low demand neighbourhoods using house prices encounter the problem when
no sales are made because other demand related activity may be occurring despite the stagnation
of the housing market. In this instance an alternative measurement or proxy may be needed via the
use of other indicators (e.g. number of abandoned properties) or through anecdotal evidence. It
was decided that this study would not select neighbourhood LSOA areas that have no house price
sales during the year due to the difficulty in measuring housing market change in stagnant house
price areas.
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Another parameter for selection was to include two examples of low demand neighbourhoods that
were within HMR areas, this was to enable analysis of decline or renewal of areas that were
identified by the HMR framework (Figure 5.4) to contain high concentrations of low demand
housing.

In adhering to selections within the HMR framework higher than expected demand

selections, such as Didsbury, Chorlton Park and Hulme also fall outside of the HMR frameworks. A
final parameter was that the cases were to be selected outside of the city centre, especially as the
HMR framework excludes city centre areas (See Figure 5.4). This case selection outside of the city
centre was to allow analysis of low demand areas that were not highly affected from warming or
shadow effects by current high value city centre developments.

City centre overspill effecting

disparities in housing values was to be avoided for the central focus of this study, especially as this
would allow study of exclusion through geography as well as exclusion through income discussed
through processes of gentrification. The case selections were not located directly adjacent to the
city centre and could be described as geographically or socially excluded, with limited access to
employment and services for those without adequate social or physical mobility.
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Figure 5.4: Neighbourhood Case Study LSOAs within HMR ADF Framework in Manchester
Collyhurst Neighbourhood (E01005204) & Trinity Neighbourhood (E01005207)

Source: Crown Copyright. National Statistics
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Complementing the geo-statistical approach, other reasons based more on area significance and
research gaps in the case study provided guidance in the neighbourhood selection. For instance,
the high level of institutional investment in North Manchester HMR framework may also justify the
selection of neighbourhood cases, especially if physical regeneration policy may have a large
impact on neighbourhood realities. A high concentration of HMR resources have been outlined in
relation to North Manchester, with £44 million expenditure from 2006 to 2008 out of the Manchester
Salford Pathfinder £125 million budget (EKOS 2006).

With regards to research gaps in the

Manchester case study, justification for the selection of the two neighbourhoods in North
Manchester may build on the small amount of research relative to other area development
frameworks such as East Manchester.
In summary, the two case study neighbourhood selections are based on LSOA E01005204
(Collyhurst) and LSOA E01005207 (Trinity). These two selections were guided by being contained
in the same ward as the most extreme lower than expected LSOA outlier for Manchester in 2004
with a house price sale.

The two selections were also justified in terms of pre-determined

parameters that would allow the study of low demand neighbourhoods. Parameters that these two
selections met were those such as having the highest and lowest average prices in the same
political ward boundary, some long-term void and high turnover characteristics, and contrasting
levels of social housing.

Large institutional capital investment and a research gap in

neighbourhoods in north Manchester prompted the desire to select neighbourhoods that are within
the North Manchester Strategic Framework. Finally, parameters included those from secondary
analysis such as selecting neighbourhoods within HMR areas, as these areas were considered to
contain high concentrations of low demand neighbourhoods at the national scale. The choice of
neighbourhoods in HMR areas also enabled the analysis of fringe neighbourhoods that may be
considered more geographically excluded.
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5.3. Case selection justification & further exploration

5.3.1. Extracting principal components using factor analysis
Extraction of 6 Components from 22 Independent Factors Using Eigenvalues Above 1.0 in
Orthogonal (Varimax) Rotation
Applying factor analysis to the TNC local information system data was carried out to allow
justification of case study selections and to explore whether the number of variables used could be
condensed. In essence, principal component analysis is a popular statistical method which tries to
explain the covariance structure of data by means of a small number of components (Hubert et al,
2003). Justifying the case study selections and exploring the neighbourhoods in Manchester at
LSOA were undertaken by creating principal components that can be analysed by correlation and
regression models/scatterplots.

As per the regression model for 22 significant independent

variables at LSOA (Table 5.1), the same independent variables were chosen using eigenvalues
within factor analysis to provide principal components.

Eigenvalues are used to indicate the

substantive importance of a factor by representing the variance explained for that particular linear
component. The importance of the eigenvalue is developed by converting it to a percentage of all
factors (e.g. burglary rate) that expresses its impact on the total variance. It is recommended that
all factors are retained with eigenvalues greater than 1 as this represents a substantial amount of
variation (Jolliffe 1986; Field, 2005). Within this analysis from the selected 22 key independent
variables entered, the result was 6 principal components identified as having eigenvalues above 1.0
and were therefore considered as components for use in the case justification and neighbourhood
exploration (Table 5.7).
The content of the components were analysed when discussing the component matrices, and the
strengths of each of the 6 extracted components through a rotation of the loadings were outlined
using the eigenvalues re-aligned and re-calculated relative to each other (Table 5.7). The rotation
approach is used to discriminate between factors that have been classified by plotting variables on
an axis.

The factor rotation effectively rotates these factor axes so that variables are loaded

maximally to only one factor (Field, 2005). Furthermore, in this research the rotation of component
eigenvalues were made because prior to rotation the first component had a greater than
proportionate loading than the other factors.

The extracted principal component values were

therefore rotated and recalculated in order to allow the other factors to provide a larger part in
providing part of the variance in the other 5 extracted components. Within this analysis using
orthogonal rotation (varimax) to extract the components it was found that prior to rotation
component 1 had a percentage variance of 31% (Table 5.7 - Extraction Sums of Squared
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Loadings), then following rotation the percentage variance was 27% (Table 5.7 - Rotation Sums of
Squared Loadings). Furthermore, the first 6 components have an important impact on the model as
cumulatively they take up 75% of the variance of all 22 factors entered in the model.

Table 5.7: Variance of Variables and Extraction of Factors Identified whilst using Factor Analysis
(Orthogonal-Varimax)
Total Variance Explained

Component
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Initial Eigenvalues
% of Variance Cumulative %
30.817
30.817
13.600
44.417
10.832
55.249
8.249
63.498
6.245
69.743
5.078
74.821
4.198
79.020
3.660
82.680
3.264
85.944
2.857
88.801
2.359
91.159
2.277
93.436
1.679
95.116
1.426
96.541
.983
97.524
.897
98.421
.722
99.144
.565
99.709
.165
99.874
.065
99.938
.061
100.000
.000
100.000

Total
6.780
2.992
2.383
1.815
1.374
1.117
.924
.805
.718
.629
.519
.501
.369
.314
.216
.197
.159
.124
.036
.014
.013
.000

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Total
% of Variance Cumulative %
6.780
30.817
30.817
2.992
13.600
44.417
2.383
10.832
55.249
1.815
8.249
63.498
1.374
6.245
69.743
1.117
5.078
74.821

Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
Total
% of Variance Cumulative %
5.983
27.195
27.195
2.780
12.638
39.833
2.511
11.412
51.245
2.188
9.947
61.191
1.635
7.433
68.625
1.363
6.197
74.821

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

The eigenvalues and principal components were also graphed using a scree plot in order to display
the 6 principal components with Eigenvectors above 1.0 (See Figure 5.5). From this graph it can be
seen that as component numbers increase the value of the eigenvalues diminish with a flattening
out in the significance of components after component 6 when eigenvalues fall below 1.0. This
horizontal flattening out of eigenvalues after 6 components display the high significance of the 6
components (at 74% in the loadings) within the whole model that includes all 22 factors entered.
Figure 5.5: Scree Plot Identifying 5 Principal Components Displaying Eigenvalues above 1.0 from
the 16 factors
Scree Plot
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Categorising 6 Components in a Pattern Matrix using Orthogonal (Varimax) Rotation
Using orthogonal rotation the Rotated Component Matrix was used (Table 5.8) to develop the
contents of the principal 6 components.

The orthogonal rotated component matrix (Table 5.8)

displays the 6 principal extracted components and the 22 factors used in order to construct
common themes and categorising each component.

The categories were constructed by

suppressing factors less than 0.4 and grouping them in a list for each component that allowed an
easier visual group selection. From the orthogonal rotated component matrix (Table 5.8) it was
revealed that many varied groupings in the first and second components centred on themes of
‘Benefits in Private and Council Tenure’ and ‘Education’ respectively.

Component 3 included

factors of ‘New Build Flat Sales and Vehicle Crime’. The fourth component theme was termed as
‘Resident Transience in Terraced and Semi-Detached Type’ with long-term void, turnover 3 times or
more, terraced and semi-detached types being grouped factors. The fifth component grouping was
categorised as ‘Detached Type, Burglary and Anti-social Behaviour Order’ with anti-social
behaviour order counts, burglary rates and detached property types grouped together. The final
component theme considered through a grouping of only two factors of council and RSL tenure was
termed ‘Social Related Tenure’.
Table 5.8: Rotated Component Matrix from Orthogonal Rotation (Suppressing Factors less than
0.4)
Rotated Component Matrixa

IB_2004
IS_2004
JS_2004
GC_2004
EN_2004
MA_2004
SC_2004
TNP_2004
TNC_2004
TNR_2004
CBA_2004
TO3_2004
VPL_2004
AB_2004
BR_2004
VC_2004
HPR_2004
DPER2004
SPER2004
TPER2004
FPER2004
NPER2004

1
.912
.933
.741
-.493

2

3

Component
4

5

6

.429
.873
.886
.888

-.923
.743

-.587
.900

.845
.554
.696
.423

.674
.709

.563
.956
-.607
-.596
.908
.780

-.847
.599

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 7 iterations.

Confirmation of Extraction of 6 Factors in a Pattern and Structure Matrix using Oblique Rotation
Oblique rotation as well as orthogonal (known as varimax) rotation was also carried out in order to
confirm and amend construction of the previously developed common themes.

In relation to

oblique and orthogonal rotation the former is split into two factor matrices of a pattern matrix and a
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structure matrix, and the latter has a single component matrix used above (Table 5.8). For oblique
rotation the factor loadings in the pattern matrix (Table 6.9) and structure matrix (Table 5.10) are
seen as theoretically comparable to the factor loadings in the orthogonal (verimax) rotated
component matrix. The addition of a structure matrix in oblique rotation takes into account the
relationship between the factors. For instance, it is argued that the structure matrix should be used
as a useful double-check as ‘there are situations in which values in the pattern matrix are
suppressed because of relationships between factors’ (Field, 2005, p.660). Using the structure
matrix to double-check and explore the relationships between the factors forming the components,
the analysis resulted in similar grouping as the orthogonal rotated matrix (Table 6.8) but with
different component orders. The new set of component categories and factors attached in their
construction can be seen in Table 5.11 below in the overview of the component themes selected.
Table 5.9: Pattern Matrix from Oblique Rotation (Suppressing Factors less than 0.4)

Pattern Matrixa

IB_2004
IS_2004
JS_2004
GC_2004
EN_2004
MA_2004
SC_2004
TNP_2004
TNC_2004
TNR_2004
CBA_2004
TO3_2004
VPL_2004
AB_2004
BR_2004
VC_2004
HPR_2004
DPER2004
SPER2004
TPER2004
FPER2004
NPER2004

1
.902
.909
.718
-.409

2

3

Component
4

5

6

.410
.895
.906
.922

-.923
.804

.590
-.910

.815
-.521
-.698
-.679
-.728
.539
.949
.610
-.605
.911
.799

.862
-.577

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 18 iterations.
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Table 5.10:

Structure Matrix from Oblique Rotation (Suppressing Factors less than 0.4)
Structure Matrix

IB_2004
IS_2004
JS_2004
GC_2004
EN_2004
MA_2004
SC_2004
TNP_2004
TNC_2004
TNR_2004
CBA_2004
TO3_2004
VPL_2004
AB_2004
BR_2004
VC_2004
HPR_2004
DPER2004
SPER2004
TPER2004
FPER2004
NPER2004

1
.921
.946
.751
-.534

2

3

Component
4

5

6

.503
.914
.924
.904

-.926
.746

.532
-.917

.861
-.577
-.705
.431

-.699
-.710

.567
.965
.624
-.604
.914
.773

.856
-.619

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

Overview of Component Themes Selected
A final summary of the selected component themes can be seen (Table 5.11) and are grouped as:
(1) Receipt of Benefits in Private and Council Tenure Status
(2) New Build Flat Types & Vehicle Crime
(3) Resident Transience in Terraced and Semi-Detached Types
(4) Education
(5) Social Related Tenure
(6) Detached Type & Burglary & Anti-Social Behaviour Order
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Table 5.11: Component Themes Considered
Component
Number
1

Component Theme

Factors Included

Receipt of Benefits in Private and
Council Tenure Status

2

New Build Flat Types and Vehicle
Crime

3

Resident Transience in Terraced
and Semi-Detached Types

4

Education

5

Social Related Tenure

6

Detached Type, Burglary and AntiSocial Behaviour Order

Tenure Private %
Tenure Council %
Housing Benefit Receipt on Property %
Incapacity Benefit %
Income Support %
Job Seekers Allowance %
Council Tax Band A %
Flat Sales Percentage of Overall Sales at LSOA
New Build Sales Percentage of Overall Sales at LSOA
Vehicle Crime per Thousand Properties
Turnover 3 Times or More %
Long-Term Void Property %
Terraced Sales % of Overall Sales at LSOA
Semi-Detached Sales % of Overall Sales at LSOA
Secondary School Key Stage 4 - GCSE (5 + Grades A-C) %
Primary School Key Stage 2 – English %
Primary School Key Stage 2 – Maths %
Primary School Key Stage 2 – Science %
Tenure Council %
Tenure RSL %
Burglary Crime per Thousand Properties
ASBO Counts on Properties %
Semi-Detached Sales % of Overall Sales at LSOA

5.3.2. Justification of the selected principal components

The Use of Oblique Rotation
It is noted that the justification of the selected principal components in this section is rather detailed.
Despite this, this section will enable any further statistical analysis of drivers in neighbourhoods
(e.g. in another city) to be guided and further justified via this technique. The Component
Correlation Matrix (Table 5.12) was used to assess and justify the use of oblique (rather than simple
orthogonal) rotation and the subsequent use of component factor groupings. The strengths of the
coefficients in the component correlation matrix are used to determine whether the components are
interrelated, and thus whether independence existed between the components. If interrelations
exist between the components the correlation coefficients are at values that differ greatly from zero.
This interrelation means that ‘orthogonal rotation should not be trusted: the obliquely rotated
solution is probably more meaningful’ (Field, 2005, p.663). Within this research, the values in the
component correlation matrix (Table 5.12) showed that all components were related to some
degree with all figures differing from zero. The most significant interrelation was with component 1
and component 4 that produced a correlation coefficient of -0.276 (Table 5.12). This meant that
orthogonal rotation could not be relied on and it was thought to be more prudent using the
components in the pattern and structure matrices from oblique rotation, as has been selected for
the final component themes in Table 5.11.
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Table 5.12: Component Correlation Matrix
Component Correlation Matrix
Component
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
1.000
-.067
-.027
-.276
-.089
-.114

2
-.067
1.000
-.015
-.123
.016
-.032

3
-.027
-.015
1.000
.174
.131
.235

4
-.276
-.123
.174
1.000
.019
.170

5
-.089
.016
.131
.019
1.000
.016

6
-.114
-.032
.235
.170
.016
1.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

Communality – Is there Sufficient Variance in Common for Extraction of Components?
Tests were made to see how much variance was in common by analysing commonalities in order to
draw conclusions as to whether the model and its components were acceptable. When extracting
factors it was assumed that the communalities between the factors were 1, this meant that as
factors were extracted the percentage for each factor would reduce from full communality. The
extraction column in the communalities table (Table 5.13) identifies how much as a percentage the
variance of a factor has in common or is shared following extraction. It has been suggested that ‘if
these values are all 0.7 (70%) or above and you have less than 30 variables then the default option
for extracting factors is fine’ (Field, 2005, p. 656). Analysis showed that the lowest extraction
variable was detached type with 45% of the variance being common, and as a result of lower than
70% extraction figure may have compromised the extraction of the variables (Table 5.11). Despite
this, it was decided that re-running the analysis was not too critical as a sufficient number of 22
variables were used that are less than the 30 variables recommended (Field, 2005).
Table 5.13: Communalities Identified whilst using Factor Analysis
Communalities
IB_2004
IS_2004
JS_2004
GC_2004
EN_2004
MA_2004
SC_2004
TNP_2004
TNC_2004
TNR_2004
CBA_2004
TO3_2004
VPL_2004
AB_2004
BR_2004
VC_2004
HPR_2004
DPER2004
SPER2004
TPER2004
FPER2004
NPER2004

Initial
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Extraction
.881
.923
.723
.465
.855
.856
.825
.915
.936
.919
.810
.509
.533
.718
.550
.460
.943
.452
.809
.836
.863
.679

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
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Model Acceptability – Are the Residuals in the Reproduced Correlation Matrix Low Enough?
In order to confirm the acceptability of the model the reproduced correlations table (Appendix B)
was used to show representative correlation values (first half section) and the residual values
(second half section) where the actual correlations are taken away from the model correlations for
each pair of factors. The residual value section of the matrix therefore was used to indicate how
good a fit the model was to the actual observed correlations. Smaller residual values (model less
observed values) would indicate that the model is acceptable using a recommended guideline. The
guideline states that in the footnote summary of the Reproduced Correlation Matrix the ‘nonredundant residuals with absolute values >.05 should have a percentage of less than 50% and the
smaller it is the better’ (Field, 2005, p.656).

In this analysis there were 25% percent of non-

redundant residuals with absolute values greater than 0.05, meaning that the use and accuracy of
this model was acceptable.

5.3.3. Scatterplots of overall average house price and 6 component scores
The component scores from the factor analysis were calculated and summarised against each
LSOA area case number revealing case scores for the 259 LSOA cases in Manchester. Table 5.14
shows the first ten LSOA cases with the highest combined factor scores.

Table 5.14: Component Score Case Summaries
Case Summariesa

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

N

Benefit P&C
Tenure
-1.49369
-1.58131
-1.37225
-1.52642
-1.32653
-1.69942
-.56410
-1.55596
-1.49788
-.72749
10

New Build Flat
& VCrime
.97832
.71480
1.34564
.34386
.23005
.40029
-.00667
.12486
.42205
.75831
10

Transience
in T & SD
.15518
.21712
-.67620
.56378
.82567
-.96145
1.21852
.92633
-.95924
-.85731
10

Education
1.16662
.83094
1.73038
1.57470
1.47668
-.86136
-.71914
1.69683
1.57913
1.02758
10

Social Tenure
.45355
.84752
.15742
.02364
.29671
-.19681
.73200
.30201
-.15593
-.42567
10

Detach,
Burglary
& ASBO
1.63215
1.63676
1.58466
-.54488
.62076
.63882
.76642
.31116
.23124
.32438
10

a. Limited to first 10 cases.

Scatterplots were then constructed plotting the component scores against overall property prices in
order to analyse the strengths and direction (positive or negative) between them. The two outlier
cases were also marked within the scatterplots (Figure 5.6) in order to display under which
component the cases are at their widest outlier position in relation to the expected property price.
From the scatterplots it was found that ‘Receipt of Benefits in Private and Council Tenure’ had the
only negative relationship with ‘Overall Average Property Price’ and can be seen as a downward
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sloping curve (Figure 5.6). Furthermore, the ‘Receipt of Benefits in Private and Council Tenure’
component had the steepest line of best fit curve meaning that it was the strongest component that
correlated with ‘Overall Average Property Price’. From this scatterplot it could be inferred that the
lower the property price the greater the receipt of benefits in private or council tenure. This inverse
relationship appears to be valid if government assistance is expected to be found in those areas
with lower house prices.
With respect to the two case study selections marked in the plotting of ‘Receipt of Benefits in
Private and Council Tenure’ and ‘Overall Average Property Price’ it was found that they had the
furthest outlier position (Marked 142 & 144) in comparison to the other property price and
component plots. The other 5 house price and component plots had positive correlations with less
strength represented by flatter lines of best fit. As displayed by the steepness of the curves in
Figure 5.6 (and calculated Pearson Correlation Score) the order of correlation strength for overall
average house price and the 6 principle components were as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Component

Pearson Correlation Score

Receipt of Benefits in Private and Council Tenure Status
New Build Flat Types and Vehicle Crime
Education
Resident Transience in Terraced and Semi-Detached Types
Detached Type, Burglary and Anti-Social Behaviour Order
Social Related Tenure

(Negative)
(Positive)
(Positive)
(Positive)
(Positive)
(Positive)

-0.617
0.412
0.329
0.259
0.229
0.114

The resulting weak relationships in the correlations of components and average house prices were
accepted in this section of the study. As a result further exploration of driver impacts of factors and
components are not carried out more fully. Despite this, the techniques of correlating components
and overall house prices could be relevant for future research of a similar nature carried out in
different cities. The use of components in a regression model as carried out in the next section
could similarly be applied to research in other city cases. This component regression model in
addition is used to justify the case study selections originally chosen via a regression model
developed from standard variables (i.e. not factors or components).
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Figure 5.6: Scatter plots of Overall Average Property Price and 6 components with two
neighbourhood selections marked
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5.3.4. Regression model of overall average house price and 6 component scores
A multivariate regression model for Manchester in 2004 was constructed to incorporate the 6
principal components in understanding house price change. This was to allow the model results to
be used as a benchmark in exploring housing market drivers at the city scale or when analysing the
selected neighbourhoods in more detail. The regression standardised residual scatterplot of overall
average house price and the 6 components also acted as a useful visual tool to mark and justify the
outliers that have previously been selected using the 22 independent indicators in a regression
standardised residual scatterplot (Figure 5.3). In the model the ‘property price by type’ indicator
was the dependent attribute followed by the other 6 components as independent variables. From
the model summary it can be seen that with an R squared value of 0.625, 63% variability in the
outcome is accounted for by the selected predictors in the model (i.e. not influenced by the model
itself). As this percentage is relatively high without being too close to 100% the coefficient values
were accepted.
Table 5.15: Model Summary for Overall Average Property Price and 6 Components
Model Summary
Model
1

Adjusted
R Square
.616

R
R Square
.790a
.625

Std. Error of
the Estimate
33826.051

a. Predictors: (Constant), Detach & Burglary & ASBO,
Social Tenure, New Build Flat & VCrime, Benefit P&C
Tenure, Transience in T & SD, Education

The strength of the model was considered acceptable as the Sig. value in the Anova table (Table
5.16) was zero. Acceptance could be given due to reliance on the Sig. value because the zero
value meant that the individual components were uncorrelated and therefore not affecting each
other.

Table 5.16: Anova of Regression Model for Overall Average Property Price and 6 Components
ANOVAb
Model
1

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
4.80E+11
2.88E+11
7.69E+11

df
6
252
258

Mean Square
8.005E+10
1144201730

F
69.961

Sig.
.000a

a. Predictors: (Constant), Detach & Burglary & ASBO, Social Tenure, New Build Flat &
VCrime, Benefit P&C Tenure, Transience in T & SD, Education
b. Dependent Variable: OP_2004

The coefficients of the constant and components were analysed with regards to the Unstandardised
Coefficients B and Std. Error (Table 5.17) in order to construct a prediction of average house prices
for a LSOA in Manchester for 2004 depending upon the component scores. The t and Sig. values
(Table 5.17) were also analysed in order to produce a ranking and magnitude of each component
as a driver in influencing the overall average property price at LSOA for Manchester in 2004.
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Table 5.17: Coefficients of Regression Model for Overall Average Property Price and 6 Components
Coefficientsa

Model
1

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
(Constant)
109426.0
2101.849
Benefit P&C Tenure
-28338.7
2219.990
New Build Flat & VCrime 22110.014
2134.758
Transience in T & SD
10335.430
2209.657
Education
10043.825
2261.912
Social Tenure
1710.916
2133.767
Detach & Burglary &
5829.382
2193.989
ASBO

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.519
.405
.189
.184
.031

t
52.062
-12.765
10.357
4.677
4.440
.802

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.423

.107

2.657

.008

a. Dependent Variable: OP_2004

From the constant and coefficients (Table 5.17) the B unstandardised values were taken and used
in the model (Model 2 – Figure 5.7) equation that could construct a predicted average house price
at LSOA for 2004 in Manchester depending on the component score for each of the 6 components.
From constructing the Model (Figure 5.7) it was found that the constant price of £109,426 could
decrease by £28,339 as a multiple of the ‘Receipt of Benefit in Private or Council Tenure’
component score that varied from -2.23494 and 3.09074. Increases in prices from the other 5
components were found to range from £22,110 for ‘New Build Flat Types and Vehicle Crime’
scores, down to £1171 for Social Related Tenure scores. As a result significant impacts were
considered in terms of price reduction if more benefits were present, and price increases if there
were new build flats and higher counts of anti-social behaviour exclusions in the area.

The

magnitudes of the components on the model itself were further explored when analysing the t-test
and Sig. values.

Figure 5.7: Model 2 of House Price in Manchester at LSOA 2004 using Principal Components (from
B Coefficients)
Overall Average Property Price =

[ Constant

£109,426 ]

+ [ Receipt of Benefit in Private or Council Tenure Score
+ [ New Build Flat Types and Vehicle Crime
+ [ Resident Transience and Terraced and Semi Type Score
+ [ Education Score
+ [ Detached Type, Burglary and ASBO Component Score
+ [ Social Related Tenure Score

*
*
*
*
*
*

- £28,339 ]
+ £22,110 ]
+ £10,335 ]
+ £10,044 ]
+ £5,829 ]
+ £1,711 ]

From the t-test and Sig. values it was found that the impact in terms of magnitude of each predictor
on the model itself was as expected, in the same order and rank as the property price B values. As
displayed in Model 2 (Table 5.18), the two most important drivers is that of a negative impact on
prices from ‘Receipt of Benefit in Private or Council Tenure’ (t = -12.765) and positive impact on
prices from ‘New Build Flat Types and Vehicle Crime’ (t = 10.357). Small drivers on overall average
house prices were the components of ‘Detached Type, Burglary and ASBO’ along with ‘Social
Related Tenure’ as the t-test scores for each were 2.657 and 0.802 respectively.
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Table 5.18: Model 2 of t-Test and Sig. Magnitudes of Principal Component Drivers in the Overall
House Price Model used for Manchester LSOA 2004
Principal Component

t-Test

Sig.

1. Receipt of Benefit in Private or Council Tenure Score

-12.765

0

2. New Build Flat Types and Vehicle Crime

10.357

0

3. Resident Transience and Terraced and Semi Type Score

4.677

0

4. Education Score

4.440

0

5. Detached Type, Burglary and ASBO Component Score

2.657

0.008

6. Social Related Tenure Score

0.802

0.423

For further analysis, overall average house prices were plotted against a combination of all 6
components as a multi-variable in a regression residual statistics scatterplot (Figure 5.8).

By

plotting the residuals (total model component score minus actual LSOA component score) as a
multi-variable for the whole of Manchester 2004 it could highlight outliers that mirror outliers in the
indicator regression residual statistics scatterplot (Figure 5.3) and in turn justify the two LSOA case
study selections. In plotting the previously selected LSOA case study numbers of 144 and 147 it
emphasised their outlier status when correlated between property price by type and multi-variable
component regression residual values (Figure 5.3). Both LSOA case 144 (E01005204) and case
147 (E01005207) as prominent outliers in this scatterplot show they have a lower than the expected
value that is represented by the line of best fit. The furthest outlier (case 143) is marked in blue in
the scatterplot table detail, and is the same LSOA (E01005203) in Harpurhey that targeted the ward
that would select two contrasting average house price case studies.
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Figure 5.8: Scatterplot of Overall Price and Regression Standardised Residual Components
Manchester 2004

Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: OP_2004
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Regression Studentized Residual

LSOA
Order
Number in
Scatterplot
113
112
21
144
147
3
109
143
116
71

LSOA
Number

Ward

Standard
Residual
Score

Overall
Average
Price

Overall
Sales
Count

E01005173
E01005172
E01005081
E01005204
E01005207
E01005063
E01005169
E01005203
E01005176
E01005131

4.99791
1.78848
1.81909
1.11127
-1.33568
-1.68966
3.81053
1.07070
1.01685
-2.16776

£366,057
£258,461
£163,269
£86,414
£28,654
£0
£320,519
£55,304
£193,425
£152,773

48
31
30
25
158
0
24
12
67
303

18
152

E01005078
E01005212

Didsbury West
Didsbury West
Chorlton Park
Harpurhey
Harpurhey
Ardwick
Didsbury East
Harpurhey
Didsbury West
City Centre /
Ancoats
Didsbury West
Hulme

-2.35935
-2.39180

£140,126
£99,528

110
2

5.3.5. Overall property price Z-scores of neighbourhood cases
As a final justification of the two neighbourhood case study selections Z-scores of overall average
house price at LSOA were calculated and applied to a histogram with a normal distribution overlay
in order to see whether the case selections were also significant outliers though this method. Zscores are the value of an observation expressed in standard deviation units and are calculated via
an equation that is the actual value minus the average of all observations divided by the standard
deviation of all observations.

The conversion of a distribution into Z-scores creates a new

distribution that has an average of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. In this analysis the frequencies
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of the Z-scores were displayed visually in histograms and the outliers noted from the extreme cases
of Z-score data component variables.
The results as displayed in the accompanying Z-score histogram table detail (Figure 5.9) showed
the selected two neighbourhood LSOA outliers in the Ward of Harpurhey (Marked in Yellow). The
Z-score for the first selected LSOA case study (E01005204) showed an overall average house price
value at -0.42 indicating that it is not a significant outlier area, especially as it had a high frequency
of approximately 25 occurrences in the 0.5 blocks of values. This middle ranking of 164 out of 259
Z-score overall house price for case study 1, meant that the case may only be used in analysis as a
high price comparator in the same Ward as case two. It should be remembered that despite this
middle ranking, case 1 is still a significant lower than expected outlier when regressing with other
variables or components.

For the second selected LSOA case study (E01005207) it was a

significant outlier with a Z-score of -1.47 ranked 257 out of 259. This high negative outlier Z-score
value, also visualized as a single frequency in the second bar to the far left of the histogram,
maintains that the case study selection requires further exploration in the case study itself to
determine what drivers are present in producing this outlier.
In justifying the Z-scores and histogram display of them, outlining the probability of generating the
scores is also useful. Probabilities using confidence intervals can be determined when analysing
the frequencies of the Z-scores via the normal distribution, displayed as the bell shape curve
(Figure 5.9) that displays scores where conversion is made to an average of zero and a standard
deviation of one. In a normal distribution (the bell curve) confidence intervals are as follows: 95% of
Z-scores lie between -1.96 and 1.96; 99% of Z-scores lie between -2.58 and 2.58; and 99.9% of Zscores lie between -3.29 and 3.29. With this analysis the Z-scores of overall house prices for both
selected LSOA outliers were at -0.42 and -1.47 (Figure 5.9), meaning that they fell within + or -1.96
providing a 95% probability that the selected value is representative of the model (and 5% by
Chance).
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Figure 5.9: Distribution of Z-Scores (and Normal Distribution) for Overall Average House Prices
(OP_2004)
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LSOA Number

Ward

Overall Average
House Price Z-Score

Z-Score Rank out of 259
LSOAs

E01005173
E01005172

Didsbury West
Didsbury West

4.7174
2.73047

1
3

E01005081
E01005204

Chorlton Park
Harpurhey

.98646
-.42160

40
164

E01005207
E01005063
E01005169

Harpurhey
Ardwick
Didsbury East

-1.47983
-2.00480
3.86744

257
259
2

E01005203

Harpurhey

-.99157

221

E01005176

Didsbury West

1.53895

21

E01005131

City Centre /
Ancoats

.79416

52

E01005078

Didsbury West

.56246

67

E01005212

Hulme

-.18134

136
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5.4. Summary of the neighbourhood selections, justification and exploration
In summary, from the 22 independent variables reduced from 57 initial indicators, the regression
model using overall average house prices as the dependent variable revealed a price constant at
£33,876 that increased or decreased depending upon the multiple (%, rate or count) of the
independent indicators ranging from ‘% Job Seekers Allowance’ ( * + £1894) to ‘Vehicle Crime Rate
per Thousand Households’ ( * - £32). The magnitudes of influence on house prices were the most
revealing results from the regression model that saw the following importance in the top 5
indicators:
Indicator

t-Test

Sig.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

-5.089
3.543
3.463
3.120
2.418

0
0
0.001
0.002
0.016

Council Tax Band A %
GCSE Results %
Turnover 3 Times or More %
Detached Type % of Overall
New Build % of Overall

Neighbourhood selection using outliers in a scatterplot graphing overall average house prices
against combined multi-indicator residuals (model less actual) initially showed an LSOA in the ward
of Harpurhey with a less than expected price and multi-indicator independent residual.
Furthermore, the two neighbourhood selections were made from the Harpurhey ward that had
contrasting highest and lowest overall average house prices. The selections were from LSOA
E01005204 named Collyhurst, and LSOA E01005207 named Trinity that had the highest and
lowest prices of £86,414 and £28,654 respectively. These two selections were made as they also
fit pre-determined parameters that would enable more interesting and relevant analysis with regards
to housing market renewal in low demand neighbourhoods.
These parameters included the two case selections:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In the same ward (as pinpointed by the initial price/residual outlier)
Having less than expected price/multi-indicator residual points to represent low-demand
neighbourhoods (below line of best fit)
Contrasting tenure status (Case 1 Council Tenure 74%; Case 2 Private Tenure 96%)
An element of Turnover 3 times or more and high long-term void rates
At least one property sale in the year
Within the HMR framework that was selected to contain low demand neighbourhoods
Within the North Manchester Strategic Framework containing high level of institutional
capital investment and a research gap
Not in the city centre to consider geographically excluded areas

In justifying and exploring the neighbourhoods within the boundary of Manchester, Factor and
Principal Component Analysis revealed 6 underlying themes could be considered in analysing
overall property prices in relation to key components. The magnitudes of importance for each
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individual component against overall average house price using Pearson correlations were as
follows:

Component

Pearson Correlation Score

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

-0.617
0.412
0.329
0.259
0.229
0.114

Receipt of Benefits in Private and Council Tenure Status
New Build Flat Types and Vehicle Crime
Education
Resident Transience in Terraced and Semi-Detached Types
Detached Type, Burglary and Anti-Social Behaviour Order
Social Related Tenure

Correlation of the components against overall average house prices justified the selected case
studies as outliers, as when plotting prices against the ‘Benefits in Private and Council Tenure’
(strongest negative correlation) the case points were at the extremes of the line of best fit. From the
multivariate regression model for Manchester in 2004 constructed using 6 independent principal
components against the dependent overage average house price the results showed a constant
price of £109,426 that increased or decreased depending upon the multiple independent
component scores ranging from ‘Receipt of Benefit in Private or Council Tenure Score’ ( * £28,339) to ‘Social Related Tenure’ ( * + £1711). The magnitudes of influence on house prices
were the most revealing results from the indicator regression model that saw the following
importance in the 6 components:
Principal Component

t-Test

Sig.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

-12.765
10.357
4.677
4.440
2.657
0.802

0
0
0
0
0.008
0.423

Receipt of Benefit in Private or Council Tenure Score
New Build Flat Types and Vehicle Crime
Resident Transience and Terraced and Semi Type Score
Education Score
Detached Type, Burglary and ASBO Component Score
Social Related Tenure Score

Evidence of interrelationships of factors in the Sig. values justified the use of orthogonal rotation in
the principle component analysis. The model itself was justified as communalities had extractions
that were close to 0.7 (lowest 0.45) with an acceptable low number of 22 factors used. Further
justification of the model was provided as the reproduced correlation matrix the non-redundant
residuals with absolute values >.05 had an acceptable percentage of less than 50% (at 25%).
Conformation of the case study selections was made by displaying the same outlier points for the
indicator regression residual statistics scatterplot when plotting the residual components (total
model component score minus actual LSOA component score) as a multi-variable scatterplot for the
whole of Manchester 2004. Neighbourhood case study justification was also made through overall
average house price Z-score histograms with a normal distribution overlay, as the Z-score of -1.47
for the Trinity case study (E01005207) revealed that it was a significant outlier ranked 257 out of
259 LSOAs.
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5.5. Comparing the 2 case study selections
5.5.1. Maps, explanations and differences
An in-depth analysis of neighbourhoods within Harpurhey will now be discussed. Firstly, the two
key LSOA within the Harpurhey ward are displayed (Figure 5.10) that have been a significant part
of the case study selection due to the LSOA factor components being highlighted as outliers in
overall average house price and multi-indicator residual scatterplots. These case selections were
further explored and justified through various parameters such as contrasting house prices in the
same ward, and using overall average house price plotted against 6 component scores as well as a
multi-indicator regression residual scatterplot. Geographically the case studies are located at the
outer edges of the Ward (Figure 5.10), with case study 1 (E01005204 - Collyhurst) to the south and
case study 2 (E01005207 - Trinity) to the north.
Figure 5.10: Selected LSOA used for Neighbourhood Case Studies

Source: Crown Copyright. National Statistics
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The southern case study is located north of the city centre and Miles Platting and covers parts of
Collyhurst, and as a result will be referred to as the Collyhurst Neighbourhood case study. Case
study 2 on the northern edge of the Harpurhey ward covers parts of Trinity and will therefore be
referred to as the Trinity Neighbourhood case study. From an Ordinance Survey map (Figure 5.11)
both cases touch the main Rochdale Road (A664) to the west that provides a direct link to the city
centre to the south and the M60 Motorway (ring road) to the north. Further transport links such as
rail and metrolink are limited, with no close metrolink access and a railway line running through the
Collyhurst case study but with no station, the closest station is Moston to the east of both cases.
From the land use map it can be seen that there are education infrastructure with a school (Moston
Brook High School) and college (MANCAT Moston Campus) located within the ward boundary but
outside of both case study boundaries. The location of infrastructure is not completely visualised
through this map with some other key institutions not recognised, these will be analysed in more
detail used further analysis when looking at the individual case studies in more detail (Chapters 6
and 7).
Figure 5.11: Case Study Neighbourhoods in Harpurhey Ward

Source: © Crown Copyright/database right 2007. An Ordnance Survey/EDINA supplied service
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5.5.2. Case study comparative statistics
When looking at the comparative statistics (Table 5.19) it can be seen that for the Collyhurst and
Trinity neighbourhood cases the population counts are 1463 and 1351 respectively. Variations with
regards to benefits are significant between the two cases in 2004 with the Collyhurst neighbourhood
case having higher percentage rates compared to the Trinity neighbourhood for incapacity benefit
(56% and 17%), income support benefit (66% and 16%) job seekers allowance (17% and 4%) and
housing benefit (62% and 13%). For education statistics Collyhurst has better secondary school
GCSE pass rates (17% and 9%), although interestingly has worse primary school pass rates (60%
and 74%). Differences in tenure rates vary considerably between the two cases with Collyhurst in
comparison to Trinity having low private tenure (12% and 96%), high council tenure (74% and 2%)
and high RSL tenure (14% and 2%).
Comparative statistics relating to resident transience show that turnover and void rates are lower for
Collyhurst compared with Trinity, with the most significant difference being long term void properties
in Trinity as high as 12%. The comparative statistics also indicate that crime levels are higher
within Collyhurst with anti-social behaviour counts (228 – 155), burglary rates (14-12) and vehicle
crime (23-12) rates per thousand households rates all at higher levels compared to Trinity. Property
type differences also have significant variances for each case study. Higher prices were found for
all property types in Collyhurst compared to Trinity. With respect to the overall average house price
for all types, variance between the two neighbourhoods is significant with Collyhurst at £86,414 and
Trinity at £28,654. As previously discussed, the overall average house price and benefits variance
between the two cases were one of the key parameters that provided direction in their selection as
case studies.
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Table 5.19: Key Statistics at LSOA for Case Study 1 & 2 in 2004
Case Study Number
LSOA
Neighbourhood Name Allocated
Ward
OAs

Population
Incapacity Benefit
Income Support Benefit
Job Seekers Allowance Benefit
GCSE A* - C Pass Rate
Combined (Maths/English/Science) Primary School (KS2 Pass
Rate)
Private Tenure
Council Tenure
RSL Tenure
Council Tax Band A
Turnover 3 Times or More
Long Term Void Properties
Properties Receiving Housing Benefit
Anti-Social Behaviour Counts on Properties
Burglary Rate per Thousand Properties
Vehicle Crime per Thousand Households
Overall Average Property Price
Detached Average Property Price
Semi-Detached Average Property Price
Terraced Average Property Price
Flat Average Property Price
New-Build Average Property Price
Property Sales

1
E01005204
Collyhurst
Harpurhey
O3BNFU0002, 0003,
0026, 0027, 0028, 0029,
0030
1463
56%
66%
17%
17%
60%

2
E01005207
Trinity
Harpurhey
03BNFU0004, 0005, 0006,
0008, 0034

12%
74%
14%
97%
1%
4%
62%
228
14
23
£86,414
£121,995
£92,042
£59,499
£87,995
£91,819
25

96%
2%
2%
80%
2%
12%
13%
155
12
12
£28,654
0
£44,364
£27,925
0
£35,000
158

1351
17%
16%
4%
9%
74%

5.5.3. Property prices
From the chart plotting property sales prices between 2000 and 2006 (Figure 5.12) it can be seen
that the average for Harpurhey and the two neighbourhood cases they are significantly below the
averages for Manchester and Greater Manchester. When comparing the property prices for the two
cases, case 1 (Collyhurst) has always been above case 2 (Trinity), except at the point in 2005
(Quarter 4) where they briefly converged at approximately £65,000. This higher price average in
case 1 will be interesting to observe and find the underlying reasons for the difference as in Figure
5.12 it can be seen that case 1 has constantly sold less properties than case 2. This would suggest
that sales in case 1 are high value, low volume, new build properties that have possibly been
introduced through intervention schemes. It should also be noted that in terms of sales both cases
are below the average for the Harpurhey ward. Despite this, in terms of property price case 1 has
been above the ward average, whereas case 2 has been below the ward average until 2005 where
it had a spell above the ward average. Further analysis within and between the cases will have to
be made in order to uncover reasons behind these fluctuations.
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Figure 5.12: Average House Prices of the 2 cases within Greater Manchester 2000-2006

Source: Land Registry

5.5.4. Property sales
With respect to property sales, it can be seen that in Harpurhey (Figure 5.13) overall average
property sales are considerably lower than Manchester sales that were approximately 2000 sales
that are even lower than the approximately 14,000 sales for the Greater Manchester area in 2006.
Analysis in this way will not have too much significance as Harpurhey, Manchester and Greater
Manchester will have rising numbers of sales as the spatial scales are aggregated. Comparisons of
the two cases in relation to the Ward they are contained in may have more significance.
Figure 5.13: Overall Property Sales for Greater Manchester, Manchester and Harpurhey Ward
2000-2006

Source: Land Registry
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From Figure 5.14 that displays changes in property sales for Harpurhey and the two case studies it
shows that the Trinity (Case 2) has consistently had higher sales than Collyhurst (Case 1) between
2000 and 2006. This is interesting and should be analysed further as these higher sales contrast
with the high long-term void rates as highlighted in the comparative statistics table (Table 5.19). A
peak spike of sales in Harpurhey and the two cases occurred 2004 (Quarter 2) with sales in Trinity
(Case 2) having over 50 properties and Harpurhey having over 300 sales. In looking at property
sales if adding both number of sales for the case studies they are of a considerably lower
percentage of all sales in the Harpurhey Ward. This low level of sales in the cases would be
expected as the neighbourhood selections were chosen to represent residual extremes defined as
low demand neighbourhoods. More detailed longitudinal sales trends for both case studies will be
highlighted in the individual case study analysis chapters (Chapters 6 & 7).

Figure 5.14: Overall Property Sales of the 2 cases within Harpurhey 2000-2006

Source: Land Registry

5.6. GWR (Geographically Weighted Regression) analysis for Manchester city
neighbourhoods
As a final element of inter-neighbourhood analysis at the city-scale the use of GWR (Geographically
Weighted Regression) is used in order to uncover the dynamic of space as part of regression
techniques. An outline of GWR is given in the methodology chapter (Chapter 3) and has been
defined as a method that considers localised elements as it acknowledges the nonstationarity and
locality of relationships within space (Fotheringham et al, 2002). In essence it is a multivariate
regression model technique to understand how strong each independent variable parameter (e.g.
education) is, when regressed against the dependent variable (e.g. average house price). These
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relationships are mapped but also calculate the weight of each relationship value depending on the
distance between the centroids (centre points) of each LSOA that has the various indicator values
attached to its geographical position. This analysis uses the key dependent indicator of average
house prices at LSOA, prior to modelling this the basic averages for the city are mapped below as
an initial reference point for understanding housing values (Figure 5.15).
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Figure 5.15: Dependent Variable Average House Price at LSOA in Manchester 2004

Source: Crown Copyright. National Statistics / Land Registry
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The independent variables using data within the TNC system include: socio-economic
considerations such as crime (e.g. burglary, vehicle and ASBO); employment (e.g. Incapacity
Benefit, Income Support, Job Seekers Allowance and Worklessness), education (e.g. Primary and
Secondary School pass rates) and property related variables including type (e.g. terraced,
detached, semi-detached, flat or new build), tenure status (e.g. private, council or RSL owned),
property status (e.g. occupied, void, long-term void), housing turnover rate and housing benefit
attached to a property. The compete set of independent variables used in the global multivariate
global regression analysis and GWR are detailed below (Table 5.20).
Table 5.20: Independent Data Variables for Exploration at LSOA
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Code
IB_2004
IS_2004
JS_2004
GC_2004
EN_2004
MA_2004
SC_2004
TNP_2004
TNC_2004
TNR_2004
TO3_2004
VPL_2004
AB_2004
BR_2004
VC_2004
HPR_2004
DPER2004
TPER2004
FPER2004
NPER2004
SPER2004

Description
Incapacity Benefit
Income Support
Job Seekers Allowance
GCSE Pass A* - C
KS2 (Primary) English
KS2 (Primary) Maths
KS2 (Primary) Science
Private Tenure
Council Tenure
RSL Tenure
Turnover 3 Times or More
Long-Term Void
ASBO
Burglary Rate
Vehicle Crime
Housing Benefit - All
Detached Sales %
Terraced Sales %
Flat Sales %
New Build Sales %
Semi-Detached Sales %

Type
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
Count
Rate
Rate
%
%
%
%
%
%

In order to reduce and simplify the key GWR parameters to analyse, the 5 most significant
indicators were selected from the 5 highest city boundary global regression t-values (Table 5.21),
although it should be noted that all 21 independent variables (Table 5.20) are operating within the
model.

T-values were selected rather than parameters in order to overcome the statistical

irregularity of comparing percentages, rates and counts in relation to house price values. In short,
the uniform numerical typology of t-values will allow a like-for-like comparison for each indicator
rather than for instance comparing an indicator percentage to an indicator count. The highest 5
global regression indications found were that average house prices have strong positive
relationships with GCSE results, turnover, detached Type, new build and a strong negative
relationship with voids. These results suggest for example that high value neighbourhoods have
higher secondary school results %, higher turnover %, higher detached type %, higher new build %
and lower long-term void %. Conversely, the results suggest that low value neighbourhoods have
lower secondary school results %, lower turnover %, lower detached type %, lower new build % and
higher long-term void %.
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Table 5.21: t-Test Magnitude and Sign of Independent Variables on Overall House Price for
Manchester at LSOA in 2004
Indicator

t-Test

1. GCSE Results %
2. Turnover 3 Times or More %
3. Detached Type % of Overall
4. New Build % of Overall
5. Long-Term Void %
6. Semi Type % of Overall
7. Flat Type % of Overall
8. Burglary Rate (1000 houses)
9. Incapacity Benefit %
10. Job Seekers Allowance %
11. ASBO Counts
12. Science Primary Results %
13. Terraced Type % of Overall
14. English Primary Results %
15. Property in Receipt of Benefit %
16. Maths Primary Results %
17. Vehicle Crime (1000 houses)
18. Council Tenure %
19. RSL Tenure %
20. Income Support %
21. Private Tenure %

3.543
3.463
3.120
2.418
-2.305
2.264
2.210
-1.678
-1.665
1.619
1.493
1.440
1.248
1.161
-1.147
-0.826
-0.288
0.203
0.178
-0.075
0.030

In interpreting the results the GWR maps produced show variations over 10 colour classifications
that range from strongest magnitude of relationship to house price in dark green to weakest
magnitude of relationship to house price in dark red. 10 classifications have been used in order to
bring out a greater definition for interpretation rather than a standard 5. Maps have also been
interpolated creating raster maps that assign values to unknown points by using values from the
known points that are the LSOA centroids (Vichiensan et al, 2006). The IDW (Inverse Distance
Weighted) technique has been used in the calculation by assigning a value where the weight
decreases as distance increases from the interpolated points (Fotheringham et al, 2001). Note that
the detached property variable has been ignored as the relationship between detached properties
and house price can be explained by the very low number of detached properties percentages in
the city (4% in 2004) that will be of high value.
Firstly, in mapping the education parameter using GWR the strong relationship between low value
neighbourhoods and low educational attainment as seen in the global regression (Table 5.21) also
has spatial dynamics acting at the city-scale. In comparing the indicator maps (Figure 5.16) of
basic education, the averages show that there is a patterning of low city centre attainment and high
attainment along a southern spine of Rusholme, Fallowfield, Withington and Didsbury.

In

comparison to the education parameter t-values (Figure 5.16) using GWR it can be seen that if a
spatial weight is applied, where closely located clusters of points will have a greater weight, there is
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a clear north-south split with GCSEs having a far greater correlation on house prices in the south.
Assumptions to be made from this comparison is that in the north of the city low value
neighbourhoods have less of a relationship with low educational attainment considering the local
proximity to other neighbourhoods (i.e. urban density). This means that the further south of the city
a pupil resides, the greater chance of achieving higher results. In policy terms this may endorse
greater public resources for education to be directed to the North of the city.
Figure 5.16: Average and GWR for Education Parameter
1. GCSE Pass A*- C
Coefficient: GWR Interpolation – 23
Variables

1. GCSE Pass A*- C – Average
%

Source: Crown Copyright. National Statistics

Focussing on the turnover parameter that has the second strongest relationship with average house
prices in the global regression model (Table 5.21), the map of basic average values (Figure 5.17)
show that the main hot-spots for turnover are in the city centre (7 times per year), parts of Bradford
(5-6 times per year) and parts of Didsbury (5-6 times per year). In comparison, the GWR map of
turnover parameter shows positive relationships with average house prices in all areas of the city as
there is a positive t-value whether shaded red or green. Strong relationships between turnover and
house prices when applying the spatial dynamic are located to the south of the city along an eastwest axis band including Didsbury, Withington and Chorlton (more affluent areas).

Weaker

relationships when applying the spatial dynamic are located in the city centre radiating outwards
with stronger relationships. This weaker GWR t-value relationship of turnover and house price is
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interesting as the city centre averages have the highest rate of turnover. It would have been
expected that the city centre neighbourhoods with high turnover and high value (as for Didsbury – a
more affluent neighbourhood) would have a strong localised relationship. This tends to show the
greater localised issues at play in neighbourhoods in and surrounding the city centre such as the
mass building of high density flats sold to investors, renters and home-owners at the higher end of
the housing market, especially those built adjacent to and within ‘inner-city’ deprived areas.
Conclusions drawn from the turnover parameter is that it has low significance in understanding the
relationship with the value of areas, spatially or temporally, as neighbourhoods with high % of high
value flats also have high % turnover and vice versa. For instance, the more affluent Didsbury
suburb neighbourhood has high rental turnover due to students and young professionals, whilst the
poorer Bradford ‘inner-city’ neighbourhood has high rental turnover due to being an initial cheap
investor and rental option for those at the lower end of the income scale.
Figure 5.17: Average and GWR for Turnover Parameter
2. Turnover 3 Times or More
Coefficient: GWR Interpolation – 23 Variables

2. Turnover 3 Times or More – Average %

Source: Crown Copyright. National Statistics

The new build parameter when mapped as averages (Figure 5.18) showed that the higher
percentages were located in the city centre (1-2 Bedroom high value apartments) and in the far
south of the city in the Sharston area (family housing near motorway transport links and deprived
outer social housing estates). Lower new build percentages are located more as an arc out from
the city centre although in-between the other high percentage new build neighbourhoods around
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Sharston. When adding the GWR spatial dynamic, the t-values have magnitudes that are positive
(red and green shading) for all neighbourhoods in the city indicating that there is a relationship
between the value of house prices and the % of new build. The stronger positive relationships
between house price and new build, indicating higher value from new build, are located in
Northenden (South of city) and Newton Heath (North of city) rather than city centre. Potential
conclusions drawn from these spatial dynamic patterns are that there is a saturation of new build in
city centre. For instance, due to the large geographical concentration of new build in the city centre,
there is less of an impact on house prices locally (city-centre) than new build impact on house
prices on the periphery (e.g. Newton Heath). The implications for policy may be that it may be
better for the city as a whole if new build occurred outside of the city to the peripheral
neighbourhoods (e.g. Newton Heath).
Figure 5.18: Average and GWR for New Build Parameter

4. New Build Sales
Coefficient: GWR Interpolation – 23

4. New Build Sales – Average

Source: Crown Copyright. National Statistics

As a final parameter to focus on out of the 21 independent variables in the model, void rates show
some interesting inter-neighbourhood relationships with house price values. Void averages to
compare with GWR spatial dynamics when mapped show that highest void percentages are in
Ardwick and Ancoats, and more generally east and north of the city centre concentrating in the case
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study neighbourhoods in Harpurhey demonstrated by the largest ellipse shape (Figure 5.19). In
considering spatial dynamics, the void parameter mainly has a negative impact on house prices,
indicating that low value neighbourhoods have greater percentages of void properties. In terms of
strength of relationships, a stronger negative relationship occurs more in the north of the city. A
conclusion to be drawn from this is that in the north the surrounding geography is more unstable
with neighbourhoods having a closer proximity to greater void concentrations. This may have
implications that in the north as voids increase this may have a greater negative impact on property
prices, or as property prices increase this may be more effective in reducing void rates.

Figure 5.19: Average and GWR for Long Term Void Parameter
5. Long Term Void
Coefficient: GWR Interpolation – 23
Variables

5. Long Term Void – Average

Source: Crown Copyright. National Statistics

By comparing maps of indicator averages and GWR findings a discussion involving the influence of
the local and the global can be made. Positioning of local neighbourhoods brings in the proximity of
each neighbourhood to each other, and as each centroid represents on average 1500 people the
urban density of each neighbourhood can be brought in to the analysis.

With regards to the

proximity of low value neighbourhoods and relations with other neighbourhood characteristics this
means that vulnerability can be studied if spillover of variables (e.g. crime) can be seen as diffusing
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between neighbourhoods in close proximity. More simply, this analysis has aided understanding of
how local geographical influence of significant indicators such as education, turnover, new build and
voids can relate to the market value of neighbourhoods.

In interpreting the relationships the

ecological fallacy argument should be noted as correlations between house prices and other
indicators do not necessarily indicate causality but can be used to strengthen evidence as part of
the argument, narrative and case study knowledge in revealing neighbourhood realities.

This

evidence element of GWR links in to research and policy implications of how the research can be
taken forward (Chapter 10). For instance, the use of GWR may provide policy makers with a better
understanding of local neighbourhood housing markets and there interaction with other
neighbourhood characteristics rather than having to rely upon global, district wide models of
housing drivers. Also, GWR analysis could be developed by adding indicators such as health,
transport, population and ethnicity, as well as adding further aggregated years to create a temporal
dynamic. These limitations and potential for further modelling of data using GIS and GISc are
covered further in Chapter 8. In summary, the key points identified from the GWR analysis and the
brief discussion points on the use of this method in uncovering the neighbourhood spatial dynamics
are outlined in the table below (Table 5.22).
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Table 5.22: Main points of inter-neighbourhood GWR analysis in terms of key indicator relationships
with house price and further discussion points
Indicator Relationship with
Neighbourhood Value

Key Point Identified from GWR
•

Education
•
Turnover
•
New Build
•

•
Voids
•

•
Further Points on the GWR
Analysis
•
•

•

•
•

Clear North to South split with GCSEs (the highest
magnitude from the city wide statistics) having a far
greater relationship with house prices in the south
Turnover average high in city centre, but GWR turnover tvalue in city centre has less of an association with price
New build has a greater impact on house price outside of
city centre despite large geographical area of new build in
the city centre.
Indicate a saturation of new build in city centre, meaning it
may be better for the city as a whole if new build occurred
outside of the city to the periphery neighbourhoods (e.g.
Newton Heath)
Voids low on average in far North, but as voids increase
this may have a greater negative impact on property
prices
Surrounding geography is more unstable / Closer
proximity to greater void concentrations in the north
Understanding how local geographical influence of
significant indicators such as education, turnover, new
build and voids can relate to the market value of
neighbourhoods
Understanding vulnerability in locality of neighbourhoods
from using GWR
Using distance between centroids (approx. 1500 people)
mean that urban density of each neighbourhood can be
brought in to the analysis
Ecological fallacy argument should be noted as
correlations between house prices and other indicators do
not necessarily indicate causality
Importance of case study knowledge when using GWR to
understand housing and neighbourhood change
Further indicators (e.g. health, transport, population,
ethnicity ) and years (e.g. 2005 – 2008) could be added to
the GWR model

5.7. Drawing together statistical findings for Manchester
The application of a house price and explanatory multi-variable regression residual scatterplot,
using 22 selected indicators from an initial number of 57 variables manipulated from TNC data,
produced the furthest lower than expected outlier LSOA point in the ward of Harpurhey.

The

specific two case studies that were selected from this ward were Collyhurst (LSOA: E01005204)
and Trinity (LSOA: E01005207), that were both also outliers in the multi-variable regression residual
scatterplot, as well as having the highest and lowest mean house prices at LSOA in the same ward
(Harpurhey). Other parameters that were met in guiding this neighbourhood selection decision
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were: contrasting tenure status percentages; an element of Turnover 3 times or more and long-term
void rates; at least one property sale in the year; within the HMR framework that was selected to
contain low demand neighbourhoods; within the North Manchester SRF (Strategic Regeneration
Framework) containing high level of institutional capital investment and a research gap; and at a
distance from the city centre to consider geographically excluded areas that did not benefit too
much from city centre development warming (or shadow) effects or spillover.
The regression model (Model 1) formed from the 22 explanatory independent variables resulted in
house price changes of greatest magnitude (top 5) from council tax band A %, GCSE results %,
turnover 3 times or more %, detached type % of overall, and new build % of overall. In reducing the
22 variables to 6 principle components, a new regression model (Model 2) showed the magnitude
of influence on house prices from strongest to weakest of ‘Receipt of Benefit in Private or Council
Tenure’, ‘New Build Flat Types and Vehicle Crime’, ‘Resident Transience and Terraced and Semi
Type’, ‘Education’, ‘Detached Type, Burglary and ASBO’ and ‘Social Related Tenure (including
RSL)’. The 6 multi-component regression residual and overall average house price scatterplot
further justified the two case selections as outliers they were very similar to the initial 22 multiindicator to house price selections.
As an introduction and exploration of the selected case studies, comparative statistical analysis
revealed different characteristics in each neighbourhood. The comparative statistics showed that
both case selections had similar population counts in each neighbourhood of approximately 1500
residents. Statistical differences occurred in terms of other indicators, not just in the Collyhurst case
for average house price and social (council and RSL) tenure.

For instance, Collyhurst scored

higher percentages in all benefit categories, secondary school education exam results, and crime
(burglary, vehicle crime and ASBO counts). Lower values for Collyhurst in comparison to Trinity
were with regards to primary school exam results, and turnover and void rates. Interestingly, house
price sales within Collyhurst were far lower than Trinity despite higher average house prices, with
figures showing 25 compared to 158 sales for the neighbourhoods during 2004. This suggested
that high value properties with low numbers of sales may have been driving the overall average
house prices in Collyhurst that contains a large percentage of social housing.
Further understanding of trends such of this will be considered in the specific intra-neighbourhood
case analysis (Chapters 6 & 7) by applying contextual and longitudinal data to them.

Initial

introductory longitudinal analysis showed that for Harpurhey and the two neighbourhood cases they
are significantly below the averages for Manchester and Greater Manchester. Furthermore there is
a wider gap of overall average house prices between the greater Manchester averages and the
Harpurhey ward and cases over the period from 2000 to 2006.
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Between 2000 and 2006 the

Collyhurst case has consistently been above Trinity in terms of house prices, except at the point in
2005 where they briefly converged at a value of approximately £65,000. With regards to house
sales the city of Manchester had higher sales than Harpurhey (14,000 compared to 2000 approx.)
as would be expected when aggregating sales to different spatial levels. With regards to sales at
between the two cases both at the same LSOA spatial scale the Collyhurst sales were consistently
lower than Trinity over the period 2000 to 2006. The contrast of high average prices and low sales
for Collyhurst, with low average prices and high sales in Trinity further produced justification that the
two cases needed deeper specific analysis to reveal the renewal of housing demand in low demand
neighbourhoods.
GWR analysis showed that in considering the spatial dynamics and regression magnitude there is a
clear weaker relationship of house price value and educational attainment in the north of the city.
This may provide an indication that the further south of the city a pupil resides the greater chance of
achieving higher results, and justifying further educational resources to the north of the city. The
turnover parameter in the GWR model showed a weak relationship with price in the city centre
despite the high turnover in the city centre. Explanations for this anomaly when adding the spatial
dynamic were thought to be due to turnover and house price being less related locally.

For

instance, high turnover is found both in affluent (e.g. Didsbury) and poorer neighbourhoods (e.g.
Bradford) with differing reasons for turnover such as young professional and students renters
amongst high value property sales, and cheap rental units amongst low value property sales. New
build GWR showed a greater impact on house price outside of the city centre despite large the
geographical area of new build in the city centre. This indicated a saturation of new build in the city
centre, meaning it may be better for the city as a whole if new build occurred outside of the city to
the peripheral neighbourhoods. The final parameter showed that in the north as voids increase it
may have a greater negative impact on property prices in comparison to the south. This may be
because the surrounding geography in the north is more unstable due to neighbourhood’s closer
proximity to greater void concentrations.
In using GWR some advantages of its use were recognised such as neighbourhood vulnerability
and density with the location of centroids representing an average resident value within its
proximity. A note of caution was given due to the ecological phallacy of location based statistical
conclusions drawn as to causality from the strength of relationships. This stresses the importance
of using the findings to support other techniques to uncover neighbourhood realities such as
interviews that draw on those with knowledge as brought out in the intra-neighbourhood case
studies (Chapters 6 & 7) and discussions (Chapters 8 & 9). For instance, in discussing the GWR
analysis data limitations are recognised although discussed in more detail in proceeding chapters
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(Chapter 8) such as missing data incorporating other indicators (e.g. health, transport, population,
ethnicity) and aggregated years (e.g. 2005-08).

5.8. Conclusion
In summary, the empirical statistical analysis has produced robust regression models for the
selection of the two neighbourhood case studies, and explored global and local relationships
between House Price and other Neighbourhood Characteristics at the city-scale. Furthermore, the
empirical analysis produced a second regression model that explored principal component
variables against the overall house price average dependent variable. This second regression
model further justified the initial case study selections in the first multi-indicator (rather than second
multi-component) regression model as do the Z-score histograms.

Improved understanding of

drivers of neighbourhood change is introduced empirically through introducing the neighbourhood
case studies and comparing descriptive statistics. Temporal dynamics are also introduced in the
two case study neighbourhoods by providing graphs of house price and sales between 2000 and
2006. With respect to spatial dynamics, the GWR model explores the local spatial dynamic of key
relationships between house price and neighbourhood characteristics.
The approach in this chapter, drawing on quantitative analysis of data, is intended to demonstrate
the benefits of using visual means to communicate the patterning of indicators across
neighbourhoods. Equally, this approach can throw only limited light on the empirical questions
explored in the thesis because of constraints on the availability of ‘hard’ data. For instance the
missing data and indicators in TNC do not track: migration patterns; the residential patterns of BME
(Black Minority Ethnic) households; the use of housing and neighbourhoods by incoming groups
such as asylum seekers/refugees and economic migrants; and the historical legacy of past regional
and local planning policies and regeneration initiatives. Because of this lack of information from
quantitative methods, neighbourhood analysis can benefit further by using qualitative methods and
case studies for additional data. This qualitative data provides causation into inter-neighbourhood
declining and recovery such as input from regeneration professionals that have knowledge of
interventions that span several neighbourhoods.
Intra-neighbourhood case studies can also provide more localised understanding of what is causing
change within a specific neighbourhood. In the following two chapters, intra-neighbourhood data is
generated from qualitative methods including interviews, locally published archive material (e.g.
local maps, photos and archives), observations and interactions during RAG (Research Advisory
Group) meetings with key officers interested in HMR progress in MSP, and desk work at the HMR
MSP office. Qualitative data is also generated via this case study approach to provide an informed
account of neighbourhood regeneration experienced by residents as expressed in TARA (Tenants
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and Resident Association) meetings and by community leaders.

Furthermore, interviews with

stakeholders involved in HMR and neighbourhood regeneration can provide qualitative data from
the perspective of ‘experts’ and ‘professionals’ that work in this field. As well as casting more light
on answering the empirical questions, the qualitative data generated within the intra-neighbourhood
cases aid further via synthesis and triangulation to confirm (or reject) the quantitative findings. As
emphasised, the qualitative methods within the case studies also provide more intensive depth of
findings that can explore causation as sought within a critical realist philosophy. For instance,
interviews with community leaders can provide information on the causes of neighbourhood decline
such as the perceived level of crime that make a neighbourhood unpopular.
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Chapter 6: Collyhurst Intra-Neighbourhood Case Study
6.1. Introduction
This chapter focuses on the renewal of housing markets and neighbourhood regeneration for
recovery within the case study of Collyhurst. A brief overview of the initial rationale for the case
study selection is made, including its interconnection with the HMR (Housing Market Renewal)
policy framework area.

Placing the neighbourhood in its historical and spatial context is then

discussed with reference to changes in demographics and boundaries at the city and city-regional
scale. The neighbourhood is also situated within the political context of the local authority plans
and strategic frameworks. A deeper awareness of the perceived (and real) sub-neighbourhoods in
Collyhurst is demonstrated from interviews and meetings with tenants and residents association
representatives.

These findings are supplemented by the analysis of maps and pictures

appropriated during field work assessing the physical form of the neighbourhood. Placing the form
of the neighbourhood in context is followed by an analysis of housing market changes and
attributes. In doing so, the state of the housing market is formed from initial descriptive statistics
followed by a display of changes in neighbourhood house prices and sales between 2002 and
2007.

This analysis is discussed in terms of the influence from private owned new build property

and wider North Manchester regeneration. Further discussion of housing markets in relation to
neighbourhood decline and recovery is then provided. The discussion uses evidence from elite
interviews with representatives, practitioners, decision makers and experts that have informed
knowledge of the Collyhurst case study.
In reintroducing the Collyhurst neighbourhood case study it has been selected as per the initial
methodology criteria that focussed on policy, resource investment, and statistical selection of
extreme outliers.

The case falls geographically within the HMR MSP (Manchester Salford

Pathfinder) area and contains a high concentration of low demand neighbourhoods. Other political
area frameworks are bounding the case study such as the North Manchester HMR ADF (Area
Development Framework) and North Manchester SRF (Strategic Regeneration Framework).
Emphasis on North Manchester was selected as this is a less intensively researched area in
Manchester, particularly in comparison to East Manchester. North Manchester also has had high
levels of investment with £44M of £125M MSP budget going to the North ADF (Compared to East,
South and Salford ADFs). The Collyhurst case was also selected from a regression model (Section
5.2.4) as a LSOA (Lower Super Output Area) with a ‘less than expected’ house price average value
at a point far from the line of best fit.

Both cases have been selected in the same ward of

Harpurhey in order to extract interesting differentials for small scale geographies in close proximity.
For instance, in 2004, Collyhurst had the highest average house price value in this ward at £86,414
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in 2004 compared with lowest for Trinity at £28,654.

Moreover, Collyhurst had the highest

concentration of Social Housing at 75% compared to the Trinity case that had 2%.

Finally,

neighbourhood cases are compared in relation to the HMR North Manchester ADF and the city
centre. In doing so, geographical exclusion can be researched as Collyhurst is at the southern
edge of the ADF boundary and closer to the city centre, whereas Trinity is located at the northern
edge of the boundary and considered on the fringe (Figure 5.4).

6.2. Neighbourhood context, sub-neighbourhoods and relation to the SRF (Strategic
Regeneration Framework)
Almost all pre-1960s residential properties in Collyhurst were of terraced stock and often referred to
as back of pavement terraces (Chair, Monsall Resident Association, 2007; MEN, 2003; Figure 6.1).
Following subsequent industrial decline and suburban drift by those residents that were willing and
able to move from the inner neighbourhoods, a programme of demolition began on those buildings
uninhabited or seen as unfit. The terraces demolished in the 1960s slum clearance were in the
Collyhurst area.

To the north, demolition and new build was in areas around Sheridan and

Sanderson Streets where traditional ‘two-up two-down’ slums were located (Figure 6.3). In the
southern part of Collyhurst, the flats built from the first round of slum clearance were later
demolished in the late 1960s to make way for the 1970s large scale council estate that exists today
known as Collyhurst Village.
Figure 6.1: Terraces on Limer Street, Collyhurst 1953

Source: Cooper, 2007
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During the 1970s, the Turkey Lane area of Collyhurst experienced pre-war terraces being replaced
with public project properties. This was referred to as the Monsall Estate and includes social
housing such as flats, maisonettes and cottages (Makepeace, 2007; Figure 6.2).

The social

housing built in the 1970s in Collyhurst prompts mixed feelings amongst those that have experience
of the area. The Monsall residents association representative saw their initial building as a good
idea but has reservations in their design. For instance, the physical Radburn layout left a feeling
that was very inward looking for many residents that spent the majority of their time on the estate
(Chair of Monsall Resident Association, 2007). More positively, it is argued that:
‘Originally the Radburn design on paper aimed to provide a traffic free community where parents
could keep an eye on their children playing’ (Director of Housing at MCC, 2007).

Figure 6.2: Monsall 1970s Tower, Maisonettes and Cottages

Source: TLM Centre Archive
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In 1985 work was carried out in Collyhurst’s distressed sub-neighbourhoods such as the Monsall
Estate where the three multi-storey blocks, maisonettes and cottage flats were in need of
regeneration. The problems highlighted in the area at the time were those related to: bad housing
management; lack of policing; jobs moving out of the area (e.g. Wilsons Brewery on Monsall Road);
closure of Monsall Hospital; migration of people out of the area; and poor performing schools linked
to poor job prospects (Chair of Monsall Resident Association, 2007). It was these key difficulties in
the Monsall area that formed the basis for the Monsall Estate Action Scheme that set out to
transform the area (Monsall Community Forum, 1999). Monsall Estate plans drawn up in the 1960s
were used as part of the Monsall Estate Action Scheme and the North Manchester regeneration
initiatives in the 1980s and 1990s. From these plans a reduction in the social disarray was sought,
for instance the finer grain detail in the plans sought to design out the original walkways for the
estate that could reduce the social problems that they enhanced. The high density social housing
blocks in Collyhurst have now been demolished to be replaced in the early 2000s by the Bellway
homes private development now known as Victoria Park. The former council housing in the area is
now managed by Northwards (Northwards, 2007), an ALMO (Arms Length Management
Organisation) of MCC (Manchester City Council) operating in the Collyhurst Village area.
In order to contextualise with broad brushstrokes the current perceptions of residents in Collyhurst,
it is argued that under representation is provided by the city.

For instance, Collyhurst as

Manchester’s ‘forgotten neighbourhood’ is expressed by a resident representative when he states
that:
‘The money runs out when it reaches Collyhurst as they (Public-Private Developers) don’t have
anything in the middle, it is a forgotten piece and they (general public) want it to be niceNthe
commonwealth games were brilliant except that there were no flags for Collyhurst at the opening
ceremony and there were no flower baskets given unlike other areas’ (Chair of Collyhurst Village
Resident Association, 2007).

From this, in analysing housing and neighbourhood regeneration this case study shows varying
levels of representation, investment, and sub-neighbourhoods needing to be taken into
consideration. With regards to sub-neighbourhoods, this case study can be used to demonstrate
non-technical perceived neighbourhood boundaries encapsulated within the LSOA (E01005204) as
shown within the Ordnance Survey (Figure 6.3) and Google maps (Figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.3: LSOA Boundary for Collyhurst Neighbourhood Case (E01005204)

Source: © Crown Copyright/database right 2007. An Ordnance Survey/EDINA supplied service
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Figure 6.4: Map 4 of LSOA Boundary in Raster Ariel View of Collyhurst Neighbourhood Case Study

Source: Google Earth / Maps
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The Collyhurst neighbourhood defined by the LSOA boundary can be subdivided into four other
perceived sub-neighbourhood areas. These are marked on the map below and are referred to as
the Monsall Estate, Collyhurst Village, Victoria Park and Lathbury Estate (Figure 6.5). A fifth subneighbourhood referred to is Collyhurst South that falls outside of the LSOA but can contribute to
understanding the renewal of housing markets and regeneration in the case study.
Figure 6.5: Collyhurst Neighbourhood Boundary and Sub-Neighbourhoods

Source: © Crown Copyright/database right 2007. An Ordnance Survey/EDINA supplied service

For the Monsall Estate sub-neighbourhood (Figure 6.6), several differing neighbourhood identity
perceptions are pertinent. For instance in highlighting several different neighbourhoods perceived
as ‘Monsall’, it is highlighted that:
‘There are half a dozen or so areas in the Monsall Estate that people would consider their
neighbourhood area, you need to look at the finer detail of areas as even areas within Monsall are
considered more as MonsallNpeople don’t relate to Harpurhey in elections even though when things
are done in the Harpurhey ward it includes Moston, Lightbowne and Monsall’ (Chair of Monsall
Resident Association, 2007).
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In discussing neighbourhood identity for local residents of Monsall a collective historical memory is
entrenched in residents minds (Robertson et al, 2008). For instance, Monsall, historically gained its
name from the large Monsall Hospital located nearby.

This sub-Neighbourhood identity has

fragmented though as Collyhurst and Harpurhey has undergone large scale regeneration and
housing renewal over the last 50 years (TLM Centre, 2006). As a result, it is argued that political
affinity to the ward of Harpurhey is not apparent despite Monsall being bounded by the ward of
Harpurhey (Chair of Monsall Resident Association, 2007).
Figure 6.6: Monsall Estate; Ridgewood Avenue View of Tower Blocks and Maisonettes

Source: Author, November 2007

The Collyhurst Village Estate sub-neighbourhood (Figure 6.7) has a high concentration of council
owned properties, 100 percent of them were council owned when it was originally built. Those
properties that are now privately owned are those that have been taken up in the right-to-buy
options and have not been taken up to a large extent. Buoyant demand for public sector housing in
Collyhurst Village is apparent with minor concerns over a few vacant properties. Furthermore, it is
argued that variations in demand can be localised with demand varying from street to street. For
instance, it is argued that:
‘Carslake Road is a dreadful place used for drinking’ whereas in contrast in the same subneighbourhood it is thought that ‘the 10 flats behind here (place of interview) on Lashbrook
Road are absolutely brilliant’ (Collyhurst Village Resident, 2007).
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Figure 6.7: Collyhurst Village; Thornton Street; View North Towards Monsall Estate Towers

Source: Author, November 2007

The Victoria Park sub-neighbourhood is now where the new Bellway Homes development has been
constructed in an area previously known as Turkey Lane (Figure 6.8 & 6.9). This area had 2000
properties demolished mainly due to the concentration of low demand vacant terraced properties.
Demolition was agreed as the majority of the properties were considered unfit for living in and
attracted further vandalism. A representative from the local tenants and residents association
recalls the unfit properties and damage to them, along with vandalism of the empty properties prior
to demolition. The representative states that:
‘On Chichester Drive there was mould growing on the wallsNprior to this demolition the buildings
were being set on fire and vandalised. This is not happening, mainly because the buildings aren’t
there’ (Chair of Monsall Resident Association, 2007).
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Figure 6.8: Victoria Park (Bellway Homes); Signal Drive View of New Build and Monsall Estate
Tower Blocks

Source: Author, March 2007

Figure 6.9: Victoria Park (Bellway Homes); Silchester Drive View of New Build and Monsall Estate
Tower Blocks

Source: Author, November 2007

Fringe sub-neighbourhoods are demonstrated in the Lathbury and Collyhurst South Estates. The
Lathbury estate, located within the far north-west of the Collyhurst LSOA neighbourhood boundary
is defined by its predominantly social housing stock and is not considered typically as Collyhurst
(Figure 6.10 & 6.11). Conversely, the Collyhurst South sub-neighbourhood is a locally perceived
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part of the Collyhurst case study that falls outside of the predefined LSOA (Figure 6.5).

The

Collyhurst South neighbourhood sub-division is also known as the Talgarth/Whitley Road Estate
recognisable from its council owned housing blocks (Figure 6.12). From this, sub-neighbourhoods
are in part perceived from their social housing ‘estate’ labels as seen in the map showing housing
estate boundaries for Collyhurst (Figure 6.13).

Figure 6.10: Ruskington Drive on Lathbury Estate in Collyhurst

Source: Author, November 2007

Figure 6.11: Shops on Fernclough Road on Lathbury Estate in Collyhurst

Source: Author, November 2007
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Figure 6.12: Whitley Road Estate Council Housing in Collyhurst South

Source: Author, November 2007

Figure 6.13: Housing Estates in Collyhurst Case Study Neighbourhood

Source: © Crown Copyright/database right 2007. An Ordnance Survey/EDINA supplied service
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In order to demonstrate the political context of Collyhurst within the ward of Harpurhey, the
neighbourhood is subject to both individual ward and local authority plans. The North Manchester
SRF (Strategic Regeneration Framework) that guides investment of HMR funds states that
Collyhurst is projected to become an ‘edge of centre community that benefits from the outward
growth of the city centre and the ease of access to it’ (MCC, 2006, p.93).

For the ward of

Harpurhey in which Collyhurst is located, it is marked in local authority plans as a MIA (Major
Investment Area) as well as being within a cosmopolitan spine and east-west corridor (Figure 6.14).
The neighbourhood area selected in this case study is highlighted within the SRF as having a poor
physical (built) and social environment.

For instance, the North Manchester SRF (Strategic

Regeneration Framework) states that Collyhurst ‘suffers from high property turnover and an over
provision of single person accommodation, poor environment and lack of shops and community
facilities’ (MCC, 2006, p. 93). Key triggers are considered for neighbourhood change in the North
Manchester SRF and can be considered for inclusion as neighbourhood drivers (Figure 6.16). The
triggers are those such as: the Housing Market Renewal Fund; Spill over demand from the city
centre economy; North City Centre; North Manchester’s parks and natural features; Central
Business Park; MANCAT (Manchester College of Arts and Technology); Cheetham Hill Centre;
New Private Sector Housing; Manchester Fork Shopping Park; Salford Renewal Area and Sport
City.

These neighbourhood drivers for regeneration need to be considered in relation to the

housing market changes that have been experienced in Collyhurst.
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Figure 6.14: MIA (Major Investment Areas)

Source:
MSP HMR Annual Review 2005-06 (MSP, 2006)
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Figure 6.15: North Manchester SRF: Context (2006)

Source: Manchester City Council
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Figure 6.16: North Manchester SRF: Key Triggers (2006)

Source: Manchester City Council
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6.3. Neighbourhood house price and sale changes (2002 – 2007) from
private owned new build and wider regeneration
The case study context, sub-neighbourhoods and relation to the SRF may interact with the housing
market price trends since the inception of HMR in 2002.

Analysis of housing market trends

between 2002 and 2006 are covered prior to a brief overview of the neighbourhood characteristics
as defined by key descriptive statistics. Firstly, the housing tenure balance is skewed in 2004
towards a high Council Tenure percentage of 74% (Table 6.1) as reflected in the post-war public
sector housing developments in the neighbourhood. State benefit dependency is also high in the
neighbourhood with income support at 66% and housing benefit at 62%.

High Anti-Social

Behaviour is present in the neighbourhood as there are large amounts of ASBO counts at 228
th

which is the 7 highest LSOA in the city out of 257 LSOAs. Low secondary educational attainment
is prevalent in the neighbourhood with 17% pass rate for 5 or more A*-C grades at GCSE. With
regards to demand for housing the void rate is fairly low at 4% (5% city global average) despite
having a ‘lower than expected’ value when modelling against the combined neighbourhood
characteristics in selecting the case study.

Table 6.1: Key Descriptive Statistics for Collyhurst Case Study in 2004
LSOA
Ward
OAs
LSOA Population
Incapacity Benefit
Income Support Benefit
Job Seekers Allowance Benefit
GCSE A* - C Pass Rate
Combined (Maths/English/Science) Primary School (KS2 Pass Rate)
Private Tenure
Council Tenure
RSL Tenure
Council Tax Band A
Turnover 3 Times or More
Long Term Void Properties
Properties Receiving Housing Benefit
Anti-Social Behaviour Counts on Properties
Burglary Rate per Thousand Properties
Vehicle Crime per Thousand Households
Overall Average Property Price
Detached Average Property Price
Semi-Detached Average Property Price
Terraced Average Property Price
Flat Average Property Price
New-Build Average Property Price
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E01005204
Harpurhey
O3BNFU0002, 0003,
0026, 0027, 0028, 0029,
0030
1463
56%
66%
17%
17%
60%
12%
74%
14%
97%
1%
4%
62%
228
14
23
£86,414
£121,995
£92,042
£59,499
£87,995
£91,819

The low void rate but lower than expected value outlines the case study less so as a ‘low demand
neighbourhood’ but more of a ‘low value neighbourhood’ or ‘dysfunctional neighbourhood’. These
concepts will be discussed further in the subsequent discussion chapter (Chapter 9). What is of
interest here in the case study is that the descriptive statistics show interestingly high values for its
overall average (£86,414) and new-build prices (£91,819) whilst being an area with predominantly
social housing not typically on the market.

Property types sold included all designs including

detached, semi-detached, terraced and flat types. It is initially inferred that high prices were formed
from either right-to-buy sales or through housing renewal development activities that raised the
aggregate prices in the area. These sales and prices are further investigated longitudinally using
the data, through interview data and from field visits to the neighbourhood.
Analysis of house price changes in the Collyhurst neighbourhood are split into two distinct time
st

periods, pre (Figure 6.17) and post (Figure 6.18) 1 January 2003, to demarcate the annual start at
which HMR policy was announced in April 2002.

Prior to 2003 house price sales were not

accounted for in flats. Furthermore, new build properties were being sold from 2000 Q1 (point of
starting data analysis) and stopped at 2001 Q1 (Figure 6.17). After 2003, it can be seen that newbuild sales began to appear again 2003 Q1 to 2005 Q1 along with incidents of flats being sold in
Collyhurst from the point of 2003 Q1 to the last data period noted at 2006 Q4 (Figure 6.18). When
analysing the new-build properties, which are in the majority of cases higher priced flats, the high
sales prices appear to play a large part in increasing the overall property prices for all tenures.

Figure 6.17: Average House Price Change by Property Type in Collyhurst (LSOA E01005204) Prior
to 2003

Source: Land Registry
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Figure 6.18: Average House Price Change by Property Type in Collyhurst (LSOA E01005204) for
2003 Onwards

Source: Land Registry

Significant aspects of property sales in Collyhurst is the large increase in new build properties from
2003 (Q3) with no sales to a peak in 2004 (Q2) of 30 sales then back down to no new build sales in
2005 (Q2) (Figure 6.19). The peak of new build sales in 2004 (Q2) can be broken down into an
equal split of 15 flats and 15 semi-detached properties. The discussion and findings in Chapter 9
attempt to uncover reasons behind this rise in sales. For instance, investigation is made as to
whether rises in the property market from new build flats and semi-detached properties have
occurred due to HMR intervention. For instance it is likely that the sales of new build there may be
via interventions (and stimulating markets) in the building of both flats and semi-detached houses
as part of a renewal programme. Furthermore, the terraced sales spike in this period (no new build)
are analysed and may be linked to right-to-buy, new build or CPO (Compulsory Purchase Order)
sales.
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Figure 6.19: Property Sales in Collyhurst (LSOA E01005204) from 2000 (Q2) Onwards

Source: Land Registry

The significant aspect in the analysis of new build impact on average house prices in the
neighbourhood is that it has a significant impact on increasing the average of overall sales. In
doing so, there is some vagueness whilst trying to separate new build from each tenure of terrace,
semi-detached, detached and flats as data marks a sale in both new build and a tenure type
somewhat inconsistently. When price is marked in the data both in new build and a tenure column
this highlights an issue of double counting that is unavoidable but necessary to include if some
grasp of new build impact is to be recognised. Also, there is the problem of new build sales only
being recognised once when the new build property is sold. Once a property has been sold on for a
second time it does not appear in the data as a new build sale even though it is a relatively new
dwelling compared to surrounding stock in other parts of the neighbourhood.
For Monsall, interviewee evidence suggests that private house prices in 2008 were going for
approximately £100,000 compared to £50,000 five years ago (Chair of Collyhurst Village Residents
Association, 2007).

With regards to demand and take up of the properties, the Victoria Park

neighbourhood new build properties have had some letting of blocks of property to companies. The
Bellway homes development (Victoria Park) is thought to have boosted average house prices at the
LSOA since 2003 when the HMR programme started, and the new build properties that took the
place of the low demand terraces were of higher values and therefore contributed to the higher
housing market averages (Head of North Manchester Regeneration at MCC, 2007). The new build
properties as part of the HMR programme can be seen (Figure 6.20) in the area marked for
residential development (shaded pink) to the northwest of the case study boundary. This area is the
Bellway homes new-build development in the Victoria Park sub-neighbourhood of Collyhurst.
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Figure 6.20: Development Sites in Harpurhey Affecting Collyhurst and Trinity Case Studies

Source: © Crown Copyright/database right 2007. An Ordnance Survey/EDINA supplied service
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Figure 6.21: Additional Regeneration in Harpurhey Affecting Collyhurst and Trinity Case Studies

Source: Crown Copyright. National Statistics. Tracking Neighbourhood Change

As well as new build housing raising aggregate neighbourhood prices, wider regeneration initiatives
may also improve economic investment confidence into the area.

For instance, future

improvements from PFI (Private Finance Initiatives) south of Collyhurst may provide a warming
effect.

At present despite various seedling developments the warming effect is argued to not

significantly have made an impact as yet. In reference to the warming effect on Collyhurst it is
argued that:
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‘The effect is starting to creep up the Rochdale Road and stops at the Collyhurst police station at the
bottom of the Rochdale road’ (Head of North Manchester Regeneration at MCC, 2007).

Other physical infrastructures in regeneration initiatives needed in this case study are to meet
difficulties such as a job centre being two miles to the east and the nearest high school being two
miles to the north. A North Manchester high school has a proposed relocation (Figure 6.21) that
would be served by the two primary schools (St Augustines and St Edmunds) - a third closed due to
falling pupil numbers. Four secondary schools are currently available in North Manchester with two
Catholic Schools (St Matthews and Our Ladies) and two North Manchester Schools (Boys and
Girls) - a fifth mixed gender secondary school (Planthill) that closed due to falling pupil numbers.
The new MANCAT education institute is available for further education and sixth form study as an
institutional asset to Collyhurst and surrounding area.

Other wider regeneration initiatives that

should be considered to have an impact on the case study are those such as commercial and retail
developments, community facilities, as well as education, health, Surestart and transport initiatives
(e.g. Metrolink extension). Specific examples within the Harpurhey ward are those such as the
public library, Surestart children’s centre and leisure centre, new medical centre, industrial park
development and Harpurhey district centre redevelopment. These regeneration initiatives and HMR
efforts are now discussed to find if there are further neighbourhood drivers to consider in its decline
or recovery.
Figure 6.22: Central Business Park Development (View South with Monsall Towers in Background)

Source: Author, November 2007
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6.4. Underlying social and economic issues in regeneration and HMR efforts
Despite the raised aggregate market prices for Collyhurst some social problems are thought to be
deep rooted and partly attributed to poor neighbourhood design. For instance, local councillor Pat
Karney states that ‘Collyhurst Village was the last big council estate to be built in Manchester and
the layout is deplorable. It just allowed crime and criminality to go on‘ (The Advertiser, 2006). Social
unrest is one of the key problems in Collyhurst Village with high incidents of vandalism, car
speeding, and a culture which mitigates against reporting criminality and ASB (Anti-Social
Behaviour). Attempts to reduce apprehension and repression in voicing concerns have been made
through installing CCTV (Closed Circuit Television), although the scale of mistrust of authority and
desire to be self governed by some residents resulted in the CCTV equipment being sawn down.
Social control using CCTV is thought to be constructive for neighbourhoods when a resident
believes that:
‘Those that think it (CCTV) is an infringement of civil liberties are the ones doing so’ (Resident of
Collyhurst Village, 2007).

Similar social problems are apparent in the Monsall sub-neighbourhood although the initial concept
of ASB behaviour is fuzzy, with the boundary between crime and ASB a blurred distinction. For
instance ASBO (Anti-Social Behaviour Order) is argued to have served as a decriminalization of
crime when it is stated that ‘crime is now seen as anti-social behaviourNwhat is crime? Even I don’t
know’ (Chair of Monsall Residents Association, 2007). As well as having concentrations of social
problems, Monsall has a high level of deprivation compared to other sub-neighbourhoods within the
Harpurhey ward. It is argued that:
‘Monsall and Vine Estates are the most deprived in the Harpurhey ward. Typically these areas have
high worklessness, poor health and education, and a concentration of white working class groups’
(Head of North Manchester Regeneration at MCC, 2007).

Ethnically, the Collyhurst case study area is predominantly white ‘working class’ areas, with some
ethnic tensions and concerns over community cohesion (NRU, 2008b). Recent incoming residents
are seen to include incoming asylum seekers, refugees and economic migrants that are argued to
be ‘willing to take up inadequate cheap housing and are prepared to work’ (Chair of Monsall
Residents Association, 2007).
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6.4.1. Design, mono-tenure & affordability
As previously mentioned improving design of inward looking council estates can help low demand
neighbourhoods recover (Section 6.2). For instance designing out walkways that attracted crime
and intimidating areas can improve the built environment of a neighbourhood design. Improving
design as a complete solution for regeneration should be held with caution though as the underlying
socio-economic problems may still remain. An example is affordability problems that are prevalent
in the Monsall sub-neighbourhood, it is argued with reference to new build properties that:
‘The housing could initially keep local residents, now I am not so sureNThe houses are not affordable
for some local residents, we seem to have gone from one extreme to another’ (Chair of Monsall
Residents Association, 2007)

Despite the affordability risk, it is conversely argued that changing the physical housing stock of
concentrated mono-tenure social housing is necessary on certain estates. For instance it is claimed
that:
‘One of the problems affecting Harpurhey is the monolithic poor quality estates from Collyhurst
northwards that include the Monsall, Collyhurst and Sharadale estates. To change these will take
more than the market to move it although there are plans to do thisNThe project should be referred to
as ‘Hulme Two’ as there is a need to tackle these estates first’ (Acting Chief Executive for New East
Manchester, 2007).

Reference to Hulme is significant to Harpurhey regeneratoin as it had a large programme of public
housing that was demolished. Furthermore, some comparison to Hulme could be made as it was
one of the first housing market experiments in the city of Manchester that tried to turn a
dysfunctional social-rental market into a more balanced mixed market. Market imbalance rather
than a complete market collapse in this case study area is stressed by the Regional Director of
English Partnerships when he states that:
‘In Harpurhey the market is characterised by housing market imbalance not failure.

There is a

problem of poor scale public housing that has not seen a significant tenure change’ (Director of
English Partnerships, 2007)

6.4.2. Resident value in employment and education
The role of education and employment in turning areas around is thought to be restricted due to a
low inter-connected work ethic culturally conditioned in some residents. A low value placed on work
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both in school and employment is argued to be in part from high benefit dependency and a poverty
trap that provides incentives to stay out of the labour market. For instance, it is stated that:
‘For the one person that has gone in to work the rest won’t work for £5 an hour (approximate value
for minimum wage)N they don’t want to change as they have a few jobs on the side, selling drugs or
whatever’ (Chair of Monsall Residents Association, 2007).

Connectivity to the job market for Collyhurst’s residents due to its geographical advantage of being
close to the city centre has been alluded to (Section 6.3). The need for area improvements to
engage with city centre opportunities for Collyhurst’s residents is emphasised with caution though
when it is reasoned that:
‘In improving Collyhurst it needs to be mindful of past activities.

Any future projections and

improvement needs connectivity, it is this connectivity that depends on access to a booming city
centre and a reduction in worklessness. Collyhurst needs management otherwise the city centre
growth will create areas with high value housing to the detriment of existing communities (Deputy
Chief Executive MCC, 2007).

This point stresses the need for social and economic connectivity in neighbourhood regeneration
both in terms of the labour market and in housing choice.

Despite potential employment

opportunities from city centre growth, the management of housing is thought to be needed.
Potential increases in property prices from a city centre warming effect may also risk shadow effects
in terms of affordability problems for less affluent residents.

6.4.3. Crime and ASB (Anti-Social Behaviour) neighbourhood drivers
In discussing the impact of crime in the neighbourhood a police presence is welcomed by many
residents. In arguing in favour of PCSO and police presence, particularly in reducing intimidation by
problem families and gangs, it is thought that:
‘The neighbourhood doesn’t need a we just look after ourselves type of attitude’ (Chair of Monsall
Residents Association, 2007).

Despite this, PCSO (Police Community Support Officers) are seen by some as a waste of time due
to their restricted powers. Alternatively, others feel that their presence has had a positive impact on
the neighbourhood. Links between social problems of crime and the renewal of housing through
new build properties are also particularly relevant when discussing the building of gated
communities. An example of a large scale gated community is found in the sub-neighbourhood of
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Victoria Park in the Collyhurst neighbourhood case (Figure 6.23). Gated communities are not a
central concern of this study, although an acknowledgement for further study could explore the
central conflicting issues that appear to be raised. These are that the gated building design is on
the one hand an imposing development that may do little for community cohesion for those outside
of the gates. Despite this, arguments are raised that gated communities are the only option to aid
in retaining a population that would otherwise leave the area if there is a (feared or real) high crime
rate.

Figure 6.23: Gated Community in Victoria Park Sub-Neighbourhood in Collyhurst

Source: Author, November 2007

6.4.4. Improving aspirations in addressing a cultural problem?
For some residents outside of the gates, raising attitudes and aspirations are also needed. For
instance it is argued that:
‘It is the people in the area that bring an area down, there is no excuse for the way people treat where
they live. We need to change people’s aspirations and attitudes as it all comes down to the people.
We need to work with the most disillusioned people and encourage them’ (Chair of Monsall Residents
Association, 2007).

Aspirations appear to vary in the neighbourhood and play a large part in the potential fortunes of
households and the wider neighbourhood. Three categories of aspiration are recorded that can
support understanding of neighbourhood household recovery, they are: (1) Low aspiration work
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ethic in schools and employment from families in the neighbourhood; (2) Low aspiration work ethic
from extended families with inter-generational worklessness in the neighbourhood; and (3)
Residents with the will and ability moving on and out of the neighbourhood. The importance of
residence mobility as well as community affinity to a neighbourhood is needed, especially if inward
looking places and communities are to be avoided. It was found that advantages can be made if
initiatives promote a reduction in tensions between community residents choosing to leave or stay
in a neighbourhood. For instance, a Director of Housing expresses that:
‘The city encourages the movement of people with their friends and family although this has
downsides if there are large problem families. Tensions with problem families and other groups
enhance inward fear by newcomers and outward fear of criticism if aspiring to leave a neighbourhood’
(Director of Housing at MCC, 2007)

From this, the presence of ‘problem’ families often described as carrying out anti-social behaviour is
another social driver that needs to be considered in neighbourhood decline and recovery. It is
argued that the presence of certain intimidating groups in criminal gangs or families that have
driven out more indigenous residents. For example it is highlighted that:
‘There is anecdotal evidence of a lawless element where streets in Cheetham Hill that were taken
over in a couple of weeks when drugs gangs scared everyone out’ (Head of Housing at SCC, 2007).

Alcohol and substance abuse is another driver that needs to be considered in understanding
neighbourhoods with respect to resident aspirations. Neighbourhoods that have declined will more
than likely have experienced social problems associated with alcohol and drugs, either as an
ongoing legacy of the 1980s or an increase in availability and use. Two key issues are raised in the
continued problem of drug misuse for communities involving (a) initial lack of knowledge or defence,
and (b) a cyclical inter-generational presence. Consideration of the influence of parental attitudes
need to take into account cycles of behaviour that may be past down through several generations.
Specific measurement of such generational parental influence may as a result be difficult, although
its awareness is a critical factor in understanding household mobility and concentrations of
disadvantage.

A demonstration of substance misuse concern is provided by a resident

representative:
‘When heroin came in to the communities there was little knowledge of what it was so there was no
defence or a programme to reduce or control the problem. Drug problems are now in the home rather
than openly out on the street, a family cycle of abuse continues as kids just see their mum and dads
and nothing else’ (Chair of Monsall Residents Association, 2007).
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6.4.5. Neighbourhood social connection: Community cohesion and ownership
As a fifth aspect in uncovering the underlying social and economic issues in regeneration and HMR
efforts, representation and cohesion of residents in the neighbourhood should be considered.
There may be low inclusiveness by residents in the formal strategies of neighbourhood progress if
attendance at meetings is by only certain sections of the community. This difficulty of community
representation in the Monsall sub-neighbourhood is recognised by community leaders:
‘The problem with tenants groups is that it is hard to get young people to care about where they
liveNbut we need to work with the most disillusioned people and encourage them’ (Chair of Monsall
Residents Association, 2007)

Enhancing community cohesion is thought to be improved if there is an incentive for the residents to
get together (NRU, 2008b). An example of Collyhurst Village residents largest ever attendance was
when proposals for a road through the village were being discussed. This example showed that
residents are willing to attend such meetings for more immediate personal and local concerns. In
areas with concentrated social housing incentive issues relate in part to property ownership. For
example, it is argued that the lack of ownership in a socially rented property may give little incentive
to maintain its upkeep. This lack of ownership may be extended to the private rented sector where
low household maintenance may result in a more unstable and vulnerable area with the potential for
rapid degeneration of an area. This difficulty of neighbourhood stability with lack of ownership is
echoed in that:
‘In some parts of Harpurhey with 40% private landlords it has meant that there is no incentive to look
after the property or the residents. The result is a fall in community cohesion’ (HMR Consultant,
2007).

6.4.6. Marketing and re-branding: Reducing stigma or playing the deprivation game?
Initiatives in providing neighbourhood recovery need to consider its unpopularity as a negative
stigma or as a feature in appropriating resources for improvement. For instance it can be argued
that a neighbourhood has to be seen as a problem area in order to turn it around. Reference is
made by the Monsall resident chair that a BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation) documentary on
Monsall in 1990s was used to try and campaign for money to demolish some vacant houses. The
result of the broadcast demonstrated there was something radically wrong with the estate and led to
the neighbourhood being renewed in 1996-9. Despite this action, a return of social problems is
thought as:
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‘Profound changes were made to the physical environment, the area was opened up and transformed
but there are still the same underlying problemsNthe moral fabric just isn’t there’ (Chair of Monsall
Residents Association, 2007).

More positively, this regeneration work enables some improvement to neighbourhoods that would
not have occurred if no action was taken. Furthermore, neighbourhoods of low demand and value
such as this case study need continued support until they have the strength to function in a ‘normal’
way. In providing support to neighbourhoods the importance of not stigmatising this case study is
also echoed.

In reference to the Monsall sub-neighbourhood, it is accepted by a resident

representative that:
‘Monsall is not as bad as it used to be but it has a reputationNpreviously Monsall was difficult to walk
through’ (Chair of Collyhurst Village Residents Association, 2007).

6.5. Chapter summary
In summary, the Collyhurst neighbourhood case study raises the issue of high average house
prices (2004) in the ward despite having a high concentration of social housing.

In order to

understand the reasons behind this contradiction the case needs to be placed in its own temporal
and spatial context. The neighbourhood history is one marked with heavy interventions with three
key waves of physical projects including: 1960s terrace slum clearance; building of social housing
such as high density blocks in the 1970s that are now demolished; and high rise flats and
maisonettes and large scale housing estates that exist today. From 2000s to the current situation,
the LSOA off-the-shelf neighbourhood boundary recognises sub-neighbourhoods such as Victoria
Park that is characterised by new build private owner-occupied and rented properties. Further subneighbourhoods are those such as Collyhurst Village, Monsall and Lathbury that are
characteristically large scale social housing estates.

In the context of policy intervention, the

neighbourhood is part of the North Manchester SRF and part of the HMR area. Interventions in
Collyhurst have centred on the new build properties mainly built north of Queens Road on the site
of the former demolished public housing in the form of semi-detached, detached and a gated
community of flats. The result from such new build showed that they had a significant impact on
raising aggregate property prices in the neighbourhood between 2000 and 2006. The major spike
in sales largely came from new build sales of over £80,000 between 2003 (Q3) and 2005 (Q2) with
a maximum of over 30 properties sold in 2004 (Q2).
The descriptive statistics showed significant extreme socio-economic neighbourhood characteristics
in 2004 such as income support at 62%, GCSE (5 or more) attainment at 17%, council tenure at
74%, long-term voids at 4% and high ASBO counts (areas offenders are excluded from) at 228.
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From interview data, social problems are thought to continue although at a slightly lower level since
2002. The case study discussions centre on the need to move beyond simply raising aggregate
housing markets (or market introduction) via private housing development. Approaches such as
physically designing out crime are thought to be saturated in the neighbourhood. Furthermore,
affordability may become an issue for existing residents that experience surrounding properties that
have rising values. A switch to owner-occupation by residents may also further compound personal
circumstances if housing security is risked via the need to keep up with mortgage payments.
Despite private development risks on residents, the neighbourhood housing market is still highly
tenure imbalanced with large scale poor quality monolithic social housing. Social and economic
connectivity needs improvement as local education demand and employment are limited. This is
enforced by neighbourhood resident’s low attainment rates and low-skilled work providing limited
career prospects.
Crime and anti-social behaviour is continually seen as a real or perceived problem for many
residents, this is manifest in the construction of a gated community of flats in this particular case
study.

In some instances social mobility difficulties are thought to be formed from an

intergenerational aspiration problem that may be culturally embedded. These aspiration problems
may be linked to neighbourhood recovery through the location (and relocation) of problem families.
Arrested recovery may be further compounded in some instances due to attitudes and education
towards substance misuse. Community cohesion is another weak aspect of the neighbourhood that
could be improved to drive neighbourhood recovery. Lack of community group attendance as well
as lack of ownership in the large private and social rented sector tends to uncover this weak
community cohesion. The drivers of stigmatisation and re-branding exercises play a part in driving
the ability for neighbourhood recovery.

Contradictions often arise in issues surrounding

neighbourhood image as the need for grant money relies on a high deprivation score and claims of
being poor. This neighbourhood case study hopes not to stigmatise Collyhurst by emphasising
some of the improvements that may not have occurred without intervention. This Collyhurst case
study will now be compared to the Trinity case study (Chapter 7) in order to reveal neighbourhood
decline and recovery interacting with regeneration and renewal attempts at a sub-ward spatial
scale.
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Chapter 7: Trinity Intra-Neighbourhood Case Study
7.1. Introduction
In understanding the decline and recovery of ‘low demand neighbourhoods’ a second case study
further emphasises local particularities. This chapter introduces the Trinity case study followed by a
demonstration of housing market change and the influence of regeneration initiatives.

In

introducing the case study an overview is made on the history, demographics, layout and tenure
mix.

These attributes are made with reference to the city and local plans such as the North

Manchester SRF (Strategic Regeneration Framework). Specific analysis within the neighbourhood
reveal the statistical neighbourhood characteristics and housing market temporal dynamics, as
indicated by price and sales of properties from 2000 up to 2006. Following statistical analysis of the
neighbourhood characteristics and housing market the results are further understood through
interview data and fieldwork.

Two varying physical regeneration approaches that have been

introduced to the neighbourhood are those involving construction and deconstruction. Construction
interventions for discussion include street-scaping, housing face lifts, alley-gating and the building
of new properties.

Demolition and development in the Bute Street area are shown as it has

relevance to the local housing market and wider regeneration of its surrounding neighbourhoods.
Interaction with wider regeneration includes improvements to schools, employment opportunities
and other services such as public transport. This construction and destruction discussion will stress
the tension between emerging dysfunctional neighbourhoods set against the creation of the
neighbourhood as an emerging liveable area with rising demand.
In reintroducing the case study, Trinity is selected methodologically from parameters that focus on
policy area, resource investment, and statistical selection of extreme outliers.

The case falls

geographically within the North Manchester HMR (Housing Market Renewal) ADF (Area
Development Framework) and North Manchester SRF. This area contains a high concentration of
low demand neighbourhoods, high HMR institutional investment and is an original area for
research. Statistical selection is in part made from off-the-shelf neighbourhood LSOA (Lower Super
Output Area) that have ‘less than expected’ (furthest from line of best fit) house price average value
in a regression model that includes all other neighbourhood characteristic independent variable
residuals (for 2004). Further rationale includes Trinity being a case with the lowest average house
price in 2004 at £28,654 for the ward of Harpurhey. Other extreme aspects that aided in the Trinity
selection are that it has a comparatively low tenure mix with only 2% social housing in 2004.
Furthermore, Trinity is geographically located to the far north of the North Manchester HMR ADF
and thus represents a more fringe neighbourhood in relation to the city centre (Figure 5.4).
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7.2. Neighbourhood context, boundaries and relation to the SRF (Strategic
Regeneration Framework)
In providing historical context, in the 1960s residential properties in Trinity were predominantly a
heritage of property types such as 1919 Victorian Terraces and 1930s Semi-detached houses.
Following extreme house price changes in the late 1950s interventions in the trinity neighbourhood
were large scale CPO (Compulsory Purchase Orders) (MEN, 2007).

This led to wide scale

demolition of terraced stock as part of the ‘1960s slum clearance’. This clearance resulted in rehousing and displacement of those remaining less mobile residents to public housing projects in
fringe location areas such as Handforth (Cheshire) and Langley Hill (Middleton – Figure 7.1).
Figure 7.1: Langley Middleton ‘Overspill’ Estates

Source: Cooper, 2007

For Manchester during the 1970s and into the 1980s, deregulation of housing and aspirations of
larger properties for those that could afford to move had an impact on the neighbourhood
(Makepeace, 2007). The impact of deregulation and increasing de-population drivers are argued in
that:
‘Thatcher gave more leeway to landlordsNthe terraces were OK for small families but the majority of
families wanted semis (Semi-Detached) and left, resulting the boarding up of properties’ (Chair of
Trinity Resident Association, 2007).
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As well as housing demolition during the 1970s the demolition of St Anthony’s school occurred with
development taken up on the site more recently by Harron Homes (Harron Homes, 2007). The
1990s saw the council giving small frontal face-lifts to some of the properties as part of the
neighbourhood regeneration. This small local government regeneration response resulted in the
Trinity TARA (Tenants and Resident Association) being formed in 1999.

Since 2000, specific

physical results have been alley-gates and front facelifts to Lewis and Clough streets, as well as a
housing development project by Lowry Homes around Capstan Street and Moston Lane (Figure
7.3). Both positive and negative impacts of regeneration attempts in encouraging neighbourhood
recovery are recognised by the chair of the Trinity TARA. Positive impacts from this development
involve some neighbourhood sustainability as there was a fast take up of these properties followed
by a price rise. Negative impacts seen through these interventions and outcomes are those such
as overcrowding and community cohesion (NRU, 2008b). With regards to overcrowding, rising
prices in the neighbourhood are seen to encourage multiple occupancy of rented accommodation
where tenants split rents of approximately £400 to make the rent affordable for each individual. As
for community cohesion, the traditionally white working class neighbourhood appears to experience
some ethnic tensions. Apprehension by longer term predominantly white residents is highlighted by
the community representative:
‘Due to the take-up of housing by African and Eastern Europeans people were worried about who was
moving in’ (Chair of Trinity Resident Association, 2007).

Regeneration projects that went ahead were the opening-up of cul-de-sacs on Lee Grange Road
and Nepaul Road by providing face-lifts, chicane parking and a mosaic pattern of Boggart Hole
Clough (the nearby recreation area – Figure 7.2) as part of the street-scaping road design. This
project went ahead with a large amount of resident pressure and campaigning for investment along
with political support from Councillors (Patrick Karney, Paul Fairweather and Joanne Green). With
regards to CPO and demolition in the neighbourhood during the early 2000s some demolition was
sought by the tenants and residents. One specific example is the TARA wanting a stretch of
housing demolished on Hamilton Street, although this was stopped by Basil Curley (Charlestown
Ward Councillor – MCC) from the Council who thought they would need to demolish the whole row
of terraces due to efficiency of cost and CPO legal reasons. Further demolition requests were
made by residents that included Beverley Street, Dollond Street and Melbourne Street (Figure 7.3).
These particular properties were not demolished mainly due to city council decision makers who
reported that there were not over 50% unfit properties that could allow demolition to go ahead both
financially and legally. Constructing and destructing towards renewal are discussed further in this
chapter (Section 7.4 and 7.5), as introduction and context the level of demolition it is stated that:
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‘In Harpurhey there were six housing CPOs that included 1200 properties in the last five years’
(Head of North Manchester Regeneration, 2007).

Figure 7.2: Boggart Hole Clough Park Adjacent to Trinity Neighbourhood

Source: Author, November 2007

In providing spatial context, the geographical location of the Trinity case study centre within the
Harpurhey Ward is closer to the suburbs than the city. This fringe location of the neighbourhood
within the Harpurhey Ward has some impact on the level of demand, especially for those that wish
to be closer to the northern suburbs. As well as inter-ward location disadvantages for fringe and
inner neighbourhoods, the ward itself has spatial disadvantages, for instance mobile residents may
prefer to move to the outer suburbs and thus by-pass the Harpurhey ward altogether. This bypassing of ‘inner-suburb’ and ‘inner-city’ neighbourhoods in the process of housing succession by
more mobile residents is highlighted:
‘This jump is seen to be represented in terms of the growth of city centres and in the outer suburbs
but not in-between’ (Head of North Manchester Private Sector Housing, 2007)

The neighbourhood case of Trinity (LSOA - E01005207) needs to be considered with respect to
different perceptions of neighbourhood boundaries (Robertson et al, 2008). The neighbourhood is
located in the postal sector of Blackley although this neighbourhood descriptor was avoided, firstly
to prevent confusion with Higher Blackley that is another political ward in the city of Manchester
(Blackley itself is not a Ward). Secondly, the selected neighbourhood is known locally by residents
as Trinity partly due to the Holy Trinity CofE Primary school located there. No sub-neighbourhoods
are referred to in this case as the neighbourhood has a smaller geographical area (relative to the
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Collyhurst Case) and the majority of residents refer to the neighbourhood as Trinity. With regards
to land use in Trinity, the Ordinance Survey map displays the mix of residential (predominantly
private tenure) housing contained within the neighbourhood boundary (Figure 7.3). A low level of
social housing tenure can be seen within the Trinity case. Despite this, tenure mix considerations
should be made aware from the high concentrations of housing estates surrounding the case
neighbourhood, these include: Baths Estate; Routledge Walk; Clough Road; Polden Walk; and
Winston Road Estate.
As Trinity lies within the North Manchester SRF the interventions outlined within the strategy need
to be recognised.

With respect to Housing and Education, the SRF map demonstrates the

concentration of efforts and resources to Harpurhey.

More specifically, the SRF epicenter for

radical intervention (shaded in orange) is located to the south of the Trinity case study and north of
the Collyhurst case study (Figure 7.5).

Interestingly, the areas marked as having sustainable

housing (light blue dashed line) in the framework are mainly further north of the Trinity case. Other
sustainable housing is located to the south, covering parts of the Collyhurst case that are north of
the Queens road (the Main A Road).

In considering transport connections to the Trinity

neighbourhood, road is the dominant physical link to other areas such as the city centre. As a
result, mobility for residents is through the use of private car or a bus service that operates along
the Rochdale road corridor.

Metrolink tram connection does not meet the Trinity case as the

network is located to the west of the North Manchester ADF.
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Figure 7.3: LSOA Boundary for Trinity Neighbourhood

Source Map: Ordinance Survey / MCC TNC
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Chapter 8: Case Study 2_Trinity Neighbourhood

Figure 7.4: Trinity Neighbourhood LSOA Boundary

Source: Google Earth / Maps
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Figure 7.5: North Manchester Strategic Regeneration Framework: Education and Housing
Strategies (2006)

Source: Manchester City Council
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7.3. Intra-neighbourhood house price and sale changes (2002 – 2007) within
the North Manchester plan
In discussing tenure in the Trinity neighbourhood case study, in 2004 it had a high level of private
tenure at 96% and low tenures of council and RSL (Registered Social Landlord) housing at 2% for
each tenure type (Table 7.1).

Other significant descriptive statistics in Trinity are the high

percentage of void properties at 12% and lower benefit dependency with Housing Benefit at 13%.
Education varies in the neighbourhood with low secondary educational attainment with five or more
GCSE pass rates at 9% but with contrasting primary school attainment much higher at 74%. This
variance between primary and secondary attainment may partly reflect housing choices in the area
depending on the life cycle of families. For instance, choice of housing location may change by
households if secondary education institutions for their children are located elsewhere (e.g. in this
case study Bury Grammar School was mentioned as a pull factor). Property types sold in 2004
were in semi-detached and terraced properties some of which were new build that contributed to
the overall average for the LSOA at £28,654. This low value property price in comparison to the
Collyhurst case average will be further analysed in the next section whilst looking at changing
prices in the housing market since 2000.

Table 7.1: Key Descriptive Statistics for Trinity Neighbourhood in 2004
LSOA
Ward
OAs
LSOA Population
Incapacity Benefit
Income Support Benefit
Job Seekers Allowance Benefit
GCSE A* - C Pass Rate
Combined (Maths/English/Science) Primary School (KS2 Pass Rate)
Private Tenure
Council Tenure
RSL Tenure
Council Tax Band A
Turnover 3 Times or More
Long Term Void Properties
Properties Receiving Housing Benefit
Anti-Social Behaviour Counts on Properties
Burglary Rate per Thousand Properties
Vehicle Crime per Thousand Households
Overall Average Property Price
Detached Average Property Price
Semi-Detached Average Property Price
Terraced Average Property Price
Flat Average Property Price
New-Build Average Property Price
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E01005207
Harpurhey
03BNFU0004, 0005,
0006, 0008, 0034
1351
17%
16%
4%
9%
74%
96%
2%
2%
80%
2%
12%
13%
155
12
12
£28,654
0
£44,364
£27,925
0
£35,000

With regards to house price changes in Trinity, the analysis has been split into two distinct time
periods, pre (Figure 7.6) and post (Figure 7.7) 2003, to demarcate the annual starting point at which
HMR policy was introduced in April 2002. From the two time periods it can be seen that prior to
2003 (Figure 7.6) house price sales were only accounted for by New Build once in 2000 (Quarter 3)
priced at approximately £50,000, and for flats once in 2004 (Quarter 4) priced at approximately
£6000 that was taken as an anomaly in the data set. Between 2000 and 2003 terraced properties
constantly averaged between £10,000 and £20,000, which is a similar price band for the overall
average price for all types. The highest value terraced property was approximately £23,000 in 2001
(Quarter 2).
Figure 7.6: Average Property Price Change per Quarter by Property Type for Trinity Neighbourhood
(E01005207) prior to 2003

Source: Land Registry Data

For 2003 onwards it can be seen (Figure 7.7) that new-build sales began to appear again from
2004 Q4 to 2006 Q3, these new build sales are likely to be flats as the appearance of flat sales
begin and match at the same time period. When analysing the new-build properties, which are in
the majority of cases higher priced flats, the high sales prices are playing a large part in increasing
the overall property prices for all tenures. The sales of some detached properties also begin to
occur in 2005 Q3 when previously there were no detached sales since 2000.

The upturn in

property prices in all tenures, such as terraced properties averaging over the £60,000 point from
2005 Q3, will need to be analysed further to determine how much the rise was accounted for by
high priced new build (possibly HMR) averages and/or whether the rise was due to other factors
such as property price booms within the Manchester and Greater Manchester larger spatial scales.
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Figure 7.7: Average Property Price Change per Quarter by Property Type for Trinity (E01005207)
for 2003 onwards

Source: Land Registry Data

When looking at the breakdown of sales for the Trinity case from 2000 (Q2) onwards (Figure 7.8) it
can be seen that the majority of property types sold are for terraces that peak to 70 in 2004 (Q3).
The terrace sales then fall and match the number of new build properties with 20 sales. This rise in
new-build sales occur mainly due to the rise in flats built and sold, displayed by the sharp peak of
new-build and flat sales in the second quarter of 2006. From this rise and fall of terraced properties
sales peak at 2004 (Q3), analysis of reasons causing the sales should be made in relation to
regeneration interventions as the sales may be part of CPOs (Compulsory Purchase Orders)
possibly on concentrated low demand properties that had been allocated for demolition.
Furthermore, explanations will need to be sought for the rise in new build flat sales during 2006
(Q2), especially as the building may be part of a government intervention such as HMR initiatives.
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Figure 7.8: Property Sales in Trinity Neighbourhood from 2000 (Q2) Onwards

Source: Land Registry Data

Neighbourhood recovery in Trinity can be discussed in relation to public and private sector projects
such housing development sites and additional regeneration activities. Housing development sites
(shaded pink) are located to the south of the case study that overlap and occur further beyond the
boundary (Figure 6.21). No additional wider regeneration activities can be seen within the Trinity
case study (Figure 6.22) although as noted for the Collyhurst case study (Chapter 6) surrounding
activity in the ward will impact on demand for housing within the case study.

As previously

mentioned specific projects include the new MANCAT (Manchester College of Arts and Technology)
and public library, Surestart children’s centre and leisure centre, new medical centre, industrial park
development, Harpurhey district centre redevelopment and Rochdale Road Quality Bus corridor
(Figure 6.22).

Furthermore, in contrast to the Collyhurst neighbourhood case study there are

currently no recognized PFI (Private Finance Initiative) initiatives identified for the Trinity
neighbourhood case.
In looking at the local plans (MCC, 2007a) within the Trinity case study boundary the varying
gradations in sustainability of housing can be seen (Figure 7.9). The neighbourhood contains a
large amount of sustainable properties coloured in dark blue. Sustainable housing needing some
development work are marked in light blue and are located to the west of the case and in the centre
such as the frontal face-lifts that have and are being carried out on Goodman Street. Public sector
housing marked in pink mainly surround the case with a small amount to the south that are
managed by Northwards ALMO (Arms Length Management Organisation). Unsustainable housing
in the neighbourhood is marked in yellow in the centre of the case. It is highlighted in the plan that
they need some demolition or significant development in certain cases following from resident
consultation. Unsustainable housing that have CPO for demolition and redevelopment are marked
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in dark brown and do not feature within the Trinity area of the local plan. Surrounding areas do
have CPO/demolition plans and it is highlighted in the plan that redevelopment on the sites are for
new family housing. In further setting the neighbourhood regeneration in spatial context, the land
use fabric is brought out in the local plan with the two primary schools, the local police station and
district centre to the south of the neighbourhood boundary.

The changing fabric of the

neighbourhood will need to be further assed in relation to interview data from key agents with
knowledge of the area and from field work carried out within the case.
Figure 7.9: Trinity Neighbourhood Local Plans (2004)

Source: Manchester City Council
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Figure 7.10: Key to North Manchester Local Plans and Trinity Neighbourhood Plans (2004)

Source: Manchester City Council
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From interview information it is quoted that current house prices are at approximately £85,000 for a
terrace in Trinity in November 2007 (Chair of Trinity Resident Association, 2007). These values are
noted as being significantly higher in value than those sold in London auctions in the late 1990s
(values as low as £2000 were mentioned in interview). The current values in October 2007 at
£85,000 are also far higher than the averages in the descriptive statistics data analysis valued at
£28,654 in 2004 (Table 7.1). This rapid rise in house price and neighbourhood demand for Trinity is
a key feature that is discussed further in a more general discussion of HMR (Chapter 9). With
regards to why house prices are rising and the impact on the neighbourhood, the case study will
now discuss the role of construction and deconstruction in the regeneration process. Prior to this,
an Illumination of the changes in demand for Trinity is made when it is argued that:
‘The rising prices and housing take up in Trinity has dissolved the high concentration of low demand
terraced properties, these were as high as 55% void 5 years ago (Head of North Manchester
Regeneration for MCC, 2007).

7.4. Intra-neighbourhood construction: Street-scaping, housing face lifts, alleygating & new build
As well as demolition and new build considerations in HMR areas, the Trinity neighbourhood can be
used to show recent construction developments that involve refurbishment, street-scaping and facelifts (Figure 7.11). Specific refurbishment projects are those such as Gleeson Homes (Gleeson,
2008) that are refurbishing homes from September 2007 in streets previously considered for
demolition such as Joule Street, Dollond Street and Melbourne Street. Further specific face-lifts
(Figure 7.12) have been added to the scheme in Cobden and Goodman streets along with streetscaping (Figure 7.13) in the same streets between Lewis Avenue and Glen Avenue. Property
facelift results are seen as positive, although there are concerns over the rear of properties (e.g.
Joule Street) if these parts of are neglected. For legislative powers in housing renewal it is argued
to be helpful that the local authority can take over long-term vacant properties. For Trinity, any
long-term vacant properties are passed over to Northwards Housing, the privately out-sourced
ALMO. Other physical projects in the neighbourhood include alley-gating at the rear of terraces
where residents each own a key to the communal area (Figure 7.15). The creation of communal
areas using alley-gating is argued to be a successful initiative with the example of a Mediterranean
style garden being built. Despite the successes of alley-gates there are still some issues that arise
such as who are responsible for the communal area’s upkeep, grant funding to develop current and
future areas, and problems of pets (such as aggressive dogs) taking use of the communal area.
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Figure 7.11: Map for Trinity Neighbourhood Current Developments

Source: © Crown Copyright/database right 2007. An Ordnance Survey/EDINA supplied service

Figure 7.12: Building Facelifts on Goodman Street

Source: Author, November 2007
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Figure 7.13: Street Scaping on Legrange Road

Source: Author, November 2007

Figure 7.14: Boarded up Void Property on Cobden Street

Source: Author, November 2007
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Figure 7.15: Alley-gating in Trinity

Source: Author, November 2007

As previously highlighted, demolition did not occur in the Trinity neighbourhood despite void
properties. The surrounding area has experienced selective demolition and should be considered
in relation to the wider regeneration activity.

The largest geographical space proposed for

demolition was (in 2004) east of Trinity in the terraced area of Bute Street, marked in Dark Brown in
the local plans (Figure 7.18). Current housing trends in the Trinity neighbourhood include a few
sporadic void properties on a few streets such as Cobden Street (Figure 7.14). It was argued by
TARA that some demolition should have been carried out on Beverley, Dollond and Joule Streets.
This lack of demolition is thought to be due to a trade off in resources to other areas of North
Manchester such as Lightbowne. A reason for recent rapid house price changes is argued in part
due to Lowry Homes and Harron Homes construction development in the Trinity neighbourhood
(Chair of Trinity Resident Association, 2007). Tom Clarke and Co. is another local developer,
estate and letting agent that will have had an impact on house price change. Other estate agents
operating in the neighbourhood (Edward Mellor, Ryder and Dutton, and Hopkins & Henstock) will
have had an influence on rising prices by trying to get the highest market prices on new build and
older terraced stock. Examples of properties promoted include the sale of new build townhouses
and family homes near to the Harpurhey district centre, as a result these sales would have had a
large impact on raising the overall average house prices for the Trinity case (Figure 7.16 & 7.17).
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Figure 7.16: New Build Flats on Nepaul Road and Moston Lane

Source: Author, November 2007

Figure 7.17:

New Build Family Homes on Nepaul Road

Source: Author, November 2007

7.5. Spillover effects: Demolition (Bute Street area) and wider regeneration
Those areas marked in dark brown in the local plans (Figure 7.18) are those areas which have
been marked by the local authority for CPO for demolition and in some cases redevelopment of new
family housing. An example of such demolition close to the Trinity neighbourhood to focus on is
Bute Street and its surrounding streets located on the local plan (Figure 7.18 - circled in Purple) and
from field work visiting the area (Figure 7.19 and 7.20).
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Figure 7.18: North Manchester Local Plans (2004)

Source: Manchester City Council

Figure 7.19: Bute Street Area CPO and Demolition

Source: Author, November 2007

Figure 7.20: Bute Street Area CPO and Demolition (R&M Developments)

Source: Author, November 2007

Other areas are marked for demolition in the MIA (Major Intervention Area) of Harpurhey such as
the Kingsley Street area circled in Green in the local plans (Figure 7.18). Harpurhey and the North
Manchester ADF area have had many CPO and demolitions although it is expressed by the Head
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of Private Sector Housing Regeneration for Manchester that the number is to be scaled back, he
states:
‘Demolition in the area has been up to 1000 properties with a further 200 being proposed. This is
probably the limit now that the (local) markets show signs of improvement.

This market upturn

demonstrates that more money at the start of the project may have helped more. Any further CPOs
have now been withdrawn as the cost is very expensive and is to be avoided. Protecting new
developments is the major criteria at the moment with street-scaping, widening of pavements, facelifts and defendable space’ (Head of North Manchester Private Sector Housing for MCC, 2007).

From this, the withdrawal of CPOs and few remaining demolitions are raised for the area mainly on
account of a local market upturn. Intervention work for correcting housing markets in near collapse
is thought not to be over, particularly as the area is still vulnerable to economic (market downturn)
and social (community unrest) problems.
Properties and the housing market in Trinity also need to be assessed against the wider
regeneration of the neighbourhood, especially in relation to key areas such as education, crime,
employment, health and transport. For education, the neighbourhood is currently served by primary
schools (Holy Trinity), secondary schools (North Manchester High School for Boys / Girls) and
th

colleges (Mancat 6 Form College). The new college has been integral to the regeneration of the
area as it has a library with community access to enable personal development of IT and other
skills. Free internet is also available at the library to aid those households without access. The
importance of the regeneration of the surrounding area of Trinity is stressed by the North
Manchester Regeneration Manager. For instance, the economic strategy has been to provide a
clustering of shops and facilities to provide focus and confidence in the area. Examples include the
leisure centre, police station and sixth form that have provided an interest in attracting and retaining
residents.

The wider regeneration of Harpurhey is thought to have benefited from these

interventions in raising housing demand when it is argued that:
‘In Harpurhey there was a need to arrest the decline to start with. This has begun with investment in
the district centre and has provided a focus for other work’ (Acting Chief Executive for New East
Manchester, 2007)

In revealing neighbourhood recovery, there is a widespread resident and local authority acceptance
that crime is still a problem albeit at a reduced rate in the Trinity Neighbourhood (Trinity Residents
Representative, 2007). For employment, the neighbourhood is connected to wider employment
regeneration opportunities in North Manchester, specifically in the creation of some local jobs.
Examples of local retail employment include predominantly part-time work in ASDA (Figure 7.21)
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and in the shops adjacent, a ‘traditional’ market (Figure 7.22) and a corner store. Employment
further from the neighbourhood area is in the city centre and in larger corporations located in
Manchester such as Fujitsu (Figure 7.23). Health facilities connected to Trinity neighbourhood are
seen to have improved with a new leisure centre that replaced the old baths built through PFI
finance (Figure 7.24). Public transport options for residents of the neighbourhood are limited to
travelling on the bus (First Northern and Blue Bus) as there is no immediate rail or metrolink (tram)
station. For car users, Trinity is in the zone for the proposed congestion charge. Another aspect of
the current neighbourhood situation and housing market recovery is the take up of properties by
economic migrants (Robinson, 2007; Simpson et al, 2006). The TARA representative argues short
term property up-take by some economic migrants by stating that:
‘A lot of housing has been taken up by immigrationNPolish people tend to do six months work at a
time then return’ (Trinity Residents Representative, 2007).

Figure 7.21: Harpurhey District Centre: ASDA

Source: Author, November 2007
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Figure 7.22: Harpurhey District Centre: Manchester Market

Source: Author, November 2007

Figure 7.23: Central Business Park Station (Access to Fujitsu etc.)

Source: Author, November 2007
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Figure 7.24: Harpurhey District Centre: (Health and Fitness Centre)

Source: Author, November 2007

7.6. A new dysfunctional neighbourhood or an emerging area in demand?
Problems of neighbourhood dysfunctionality in the Trinity case study that are raised for discussion
despite the rise in house prices are those such as affordability and overcrowding. In order to tackle
these problems, improved landlord regulation and incentives have been suggested and piloted.
Addressing landlords is argued as critical from both a public policy and neighbourhood cohesion
perspective:
‘The council is doing the dirty work of the landlord and there is now a campaign to deal with the them
(landlords)N government (central) needs to do more and Graham Stringer (Leader – MCC) has
clashed with them as they (central government) need to do more’ (Trinity Residents Representative,
2007).

As well as problems from the private rental market, the risks of recreating a dysfunctional
neighbourhood are still an area of concern despite the upward housing market trends.

For

instance, the MSP HMR director feels there is more of a haphazard investment approach in this
area in comparison to the more direct off-plan approach in the city centre. This may result in a
more serious impact with a wider economic downturn to vulnerable areas such as Trinity. For
instance it is thought that:
‘There is a distinction between the private rented and the private owner-occupied sectors that is not
picked up in the data. The private rented sector needs to be tackled, especially if property investor
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portfolios by investors in this market (Trinity area) are developed rather haphazardly and by groups of
investors that join to make short term investment profits.

In these areas it is not just off-plan

investment as for the city centre, this is a more ramshackle approach to investing’ (MSP HMR
Director, 2007).

More positively, the rise in house prices in the Trinity neighbourhood may have provided renewed
equity in some homes. This can allow funds and resources for home-owners to improve and invest
in their houses to provide more stable households and stability in the wider neighbourhood. This
will again depend on issues of tenure and the balance of rented (public or private) accommodation,
rather than other tenures such as owner-occupied or even the proportion of buy-to-let properties in
the neighbourhood (CLG, 2007f; Figure 7.25). Interestingly on visiting estate agents located on
Moston Lane opposite the Bute Street demolition area, property sales and the market is regarded
as buoyant (as would be expected by estate agents talking up the area). There is also a significant
buy-to-let sub-market in operation and is openly promoted, in discussion with a manager of one
estate agent it was expressed by him that:
‘You won’t struggle to find a property for buy-to-letNeverywhere round here is an up and coming
area’ (Estate Agent Manager, 2007)

Figure 7.25: Buy-to-Let Properties on Dollond Street in Trinity Neighbourhood

Source: Author, November 2007
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The problems of private housing landlords are argued to be addressed by ‘forcing landlords to
make improvements using private sector housing legislation’ (Chair of Trinity Resident Association,
2007). In the past regulation of landlords in this way was carried out by a Civic and Amenity Act
1967 that provided the protection and improvement of buildings with architectural or historic interest
(Law Commission, 2005). As a result, this legislation enabled the Local Authority to intervene in
matters where tenanted properties became under disrepair. Current schemes are those such as
LLSA (Landlord Licensing Accreditation Scheme) that is being used as a pilot scheme in this area
(MCC, 2006c).
Difficulties in the rental market such as concentrated buy-to-let properties will have direct links to
the affordability of housing in a neighbourhood. In considering the affordability of housing in the
North Manchester and the Trinity neighbourhood, it is the influence of the neighbourhood physical
form rather than property affordability that are seen to be important. For instance, it is the wider
choice of property size available that may improve a neighbourhood’s liveability or desirability and
determine the property’s value. The Head of Regeneration at MCC argues:
‘There are houses available in Manchester that don’t lack affordability but it depends where you want
to live. There are houses in North Manchester going for sixty to seventy thousand pounds but they
are mainly back of pavement terraces. The aim is to provide an offer that is realistic in allowing
aspirations for people to have a 3 bed semi if they were trading up from a terrace’ (Head of
Regeneration at MCC, 2007).

As well as changes to the physical form, neighbourhood regeneration needs to consider other key
drivers such as education, crime, employment, health, transport and migration. With respect to
housing demand and education, the importance of school catchments and local sustainability are
raised. For Trinity, drivers of migration away from the neighbourhood are for households to be near
catchments of better performing schools. Construction of a local further education institution (e.g.
MANCAT) is hoped to reduce education pull factors from Trinity when it is thought that:
‘The idea is for residents go and get qualifications and stay in the areaNit is also trying to stop
secondary education aspirations that are pulling residents to Bury, Heywood and Chadderton’ (Trinity
Residents Representative, 2007).

In dealing with the problems of crime in the neighbourhood mechanisms are in place that tries to
deal with ASB (Anti-Social Behaviour) and crime. For example, Trinity has a neighbourhood policy
unit that holds monthly meetings allowing residents bring up incidents affecting them. Reductions in
crime are thought to have occurred though with the presence of PCSOs (Community Support
Officers) and the increased defensible space that street scaping has produced (Trinity Residents
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Representative, 2007). Furthermore, incidents of fly-tipping in the area are thought to have reduced
by the introduction of an active Street and Environment Manager and the power to issue £50 fines
for those residents (found with evidence) illegally littering. With regards to local employment, some
issues surround the ASDA led development in terms of a local monopoly on services. For instance
it is highlighted that two of the three adjacent shops (e.g. Butchers) in the complex owned by ASDA
are closed and now up for rent. A locally owned retail service is the corner store on Cobden Street
(mainly supplying alcohol) is also in threat of closure due to supermarket power to purchase and
distribute cheaper products.

In order to provide some ‘local’ service and retail competition a

‘traditional’ market has been built (Figure 7.22). For the provision of health services the Lloyds
pharmacy is thought to provide some loyalty to the community in the form of collection and delivery
of prescriptions.

A new health and leisure centre has also been built that should encourage

improvements in health and activity in local residents (Figure 7.24).
Transport drivers in wider neighbourhood regeneration and HMR focus on issues of access and
affordability. The consumer charge for the bus service is argued to be high, with difficulties made
more complex by a monopoly of private firms such as First Northern that is a conglomerate and
main supplier to GMPTE (GMPTE, 2008). Migration related issues are also relevant to the case
study such as emerging economic migration patterns both domestically and internationally.
Sensitive issues of in-migration are those surrounding strains on services that need to assimilate
with migrants needs (e.g. multi-lingual teachers). Despite this, regular in-migration may be needed
to provide household succession and stability as some households move out of a neighbourhood.
Drivers of education, crime, employment, health, transport and migration are argued to have
benefited from legislation such as tenancy agreements. Such tenancy agreements are thought to
have slowed the levels of speculation buying such as those made in auctions. This is due to
landlords having less power to let the property out to anyone and reducing the incentive to leave the
property abandoned.

Despite neighbourhood recovery from drivers such as legislation, a

stigmatisation of the neighbourhood may continue. More positively for Trinity, there is a belief that:
‘People before were ashamed of the area, now they lift their heads up’ (Trinity Residents
Representative, 2007).

7.7. Chapter summary
The Trinity neighbourhood case demonstrates many drivers that have had on impact on its
recovery, either organically or through HMR and regeneration intervention. As well as having low
average property prices, Trinity was seen more to characterise the problems of low demand with
high private tenure stock, high void rates and population loss. High institutional investment from the
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HMR program also provided an interesting case at the geographical fringe of a housing market
renewal area.

Trinity historically experienced problems of outward migration associated with

suburbanisation and economic restructuring due to intense industrial decline. Slum clearance in the
1960s led to re-housing and displacement of those remaining less mobile to public housing projects
in fringe location areas such as Langley Hill in Middleton.
Since 2000 there has been continued social problems along with large investment in physical
regeneration using HMR funds such as property facelifts, streetscaping, demolition and new build of
properties. The rising aggregate average house prices in Trinity partly occurred through new build
introduction between 2004 and 2006 that were priced at over £100,000. These properties were well
above the existing averages prior to the new build sales that were approximately £60,000.
Interestingly between 2000 and 2004 terrace sales continued to rise but at low levels below
£20,000. A maximum sales price of approximately £60,000 was reached between 2004 and 2006.
The impact of new build again played an impact on the housing market in this area although a lower
number over sales occurred in comparison to terraced type. Prices of new build between 2004 (Q4)
and 2006 were all over £100,000 and were of detached, semi-detached and flat type.
The desirability of Trinity through wider regeneration drivers beyond raising of aggregate prices
were also sought in understanding neighbourhood recovery.

The adjacent district centre and

MANCAT college and public library give symbolic regeneration confidence.

Within the

neighbourhood boundary, Trinity benefited from raised aggregate house prices via construction
efforts in streetscaping, building facelifts and new build properties.

Demolition centred on

properties becoming unfit for purpose and encouraged further visual degradation from vandalism.
Demolition activities to the east of the Trinity neighbourhood boundary are concentrated in the Bute
Street area in North Manchester. It was found that demolition such as this are to be scaled back
due to market upturn and costs of CPO and demolition. Furthermore, Trinity has seen a decline in
void rates to only a few properties due to a take up by domestic residents, investors and economic
migrants. Concern is still raised in discussion as to the vulnerability of neighbourhoods in this area
at the lower end of the housing price curve from a wider market downturn.
Despite this partial recovery, caution is held due to issues raised in affordability and overcrowding
problems. In the buy-to-let sector implementation of landlord licensing has been endorsed due to
the risks from haphazard approaches to investment in this area. Rising aggregate house prices
may risk affordability problems and displacement to unpopular neighbourhoods if rents become too
high to meet current income levels. The wider neighbourhood is seen as improving with education
infrastructure being built such as MANCAT. This may reduce the ‘brain-drain’ effect by residents
that would otherwise seek better school catchment areas. Crime and environmental degradation
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are seen to be reducing although still problematic for Trinity. Some local jobs and services are
available although there are issues of monopoly in the supply of services such as shops and
transport. Legislative powers in taking over long-term void properties and provision of tenancy
agreements have provided some protection from physical decay and short-term speculation. In
concluding the neighbourhood case studies, further intra-neighbourhood understanding can be
layered using quantitative techniques as more small scale data sets (e.g. COA) become available
and accessible. Assuming this, the implications of using quantitative secondary data sets will now
be discussed in the Chapter 8 to gain a clear picture of the merits and limits of their use in a HMR
area.
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Chapter 8: GISc (Geographic Information Science) and HMR
Policy Drivers in Neighbourhood Regeneration
8.1. Introduction
This chapter discusses the use of GISc (Geographic Information Science) in studying
neighbourhoods at the city scale and within a HMR (Housing Market Renewal) area. The chapter
initially focuses on the more technical research question that asks to what extent GISc, GIS and LIS
provide an effective means of understanding neighbourhood change. In considering more technical
applications, the chapter also addresses the more conceptual questions of uncovering the spatial
patterns, dynamics, and drivers that can influence the decline and recovery of low demand
neighbourhoods.

Firstly, an outline is given of the potential and limitation of using secondary

quantitative data to provide an understanding of neighbourhood change. The chapter explores
current data and GIS available, and more advanced GISc that try to address shortcomings in GIS
use. Alternative data and systems are discussed with reference to key missing data domains and
exploring potential data sets that could be used below ward level. In considering housing market
change in neighbourhoods, the use of alternative housing market and housing investment models
are also outlined.

Interviews bring out other important neighbourhood drivers that have been

missed when using quantitative data in the study. Alternative drivers are explored that were not
available in the Manchester case study TNC (Tracking Neighbourhood Change) system include
health, transport, and ethnicity. Alternative data, indicators and boundaries from the US are also
discussed such as the use of block geographies and the current network of US data systems.
The final part of the chapter brings out discussion and findings to the policy question that looks at
the impact of area based policies such as HMR.

There is firstly a discussion of the use of

information in policy followed by a discussion on the effectiveness of HMR policy by non-measured
drivers. In the use of quantitative data, the policy design and delivery process may aid the cycle of
strategy development, operations and service delivery, and performance monitoring (CLG, 2000b).
Furthermore, policy drivers to be explored from interview data on HMR areas are those such as
local authority co-operation, political cycles, funding constraints and political boundaries.

Main

points from the interviews within this research seek to demonstrate that a blend of data sources can
provide a useful insight into the wider policy drivers in neighbourhood study. Effectiveness of policy
as a driver in itself in an HMR area will consider cross cutting relations to PBIs (People Based
Initiatives), Strategic Frameworks, Area Agreements, and Regional Growth. The research for this
chapter was formed from secondary sources either from literature searches or from interview data
formed from semi-structured interviews. Interviews were with experts and practitioners in the public
and private sector with knowledge of neighbourhood regeneration and/or HMR policy.
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8.2. The potential and limitations of secondary data used in GIS and GISc
The data initially analysed from the TNC LIS (Local Information System) used by MCC (Manchester
City Council) identifies some of the key indicators as a proxy to understanding spatial and temporal
dynamics in physical, social and economic neighbourhood drivers.

Housing indicators allow

understanding of markets with respect to price, along with other housing related factors such as
voids, turnover, tenure and type. Other data domains brought out changes in social and economic
characteristics such as worklessness, education and crime. Worklessness enables an overview of
the degree of state support in the form of benefit towards income, housing and unemployment (job
seekers). The education domain using LEA (Local Education Authority) data brought out localised
performance pass rates at LSOA although it does not take into consideration school catchment
area. A distortion of the education driver therefore occurs if a student is privately schooled and
therefore not relevant to catchment impact, or if there is a spatial mismatch between a student’s
neighbourhood (as an LSOA) and their catchment area.

The crime domain data allows

understanding of social deviance from ASB (Anti-Social Behaviour) counts through the issue of an
order that spatially locates where an offender is restricted. Other crime domain data recorded in the
LIS that can provide an initial proxy for neighbourhood drivers that could impact on neighbourhood
change are the location of recorded crime on vehicles and houses. Data relating to crime on a
person are not initially given in TNC and could be added to provide an improved understanding of
safe areas that potential house buyers would move to.
Short and long run drivers can be displayed depending on the length of time taken in the collection
of geographically referenced data. Census data is updated every 10 years meaning that analysing
temporal dynamics can only be used to show broader long-term neighbourhood decline or recovery.
For more short term analysis other non-census indicators can be used assuming they are available,
measurable, recordable and updated on a regular basis. The dynamic display of available data is
limited as maps in GIS generally show static unrelated layers. Most of these systems are not very
analytical and do not explore spatial relationships. Lack of temporal dynamism is a limitation in this
study as only static timeframes are used meaning that only a snap-shot can be visualised to
represent spatial patterns. Attempts at mapping temporal dynamics could draw on the work that
approaches population dynamics using spatial micro-simulation techniques such as those used in
SimBritain (Ballas et al, 2005; Ballas et al 2006) and Micro-MaPPAS (Ballas et al, 2007). These
techniques use census SAS (Small Area Statistics) from Office of National Statistics (ONS, 2008)
and British Household Panel Survey (BHPS, 2008) data to visualise socio-economic variables and
their potential for policy analysis.

The research in this thesis shows patterns for 2004 as the

maximum number of indicators from the available datasets in the LIS at LSOA were in this year.
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Data permitting, further research could replicate this model using the same aggregated variables
enabling further visualisation showing percentage changes or dynamic, non-static changes within
the map boundary in video format.
A further temporal based limitation of LIS is that they may not be rapidly adaptive to change. With
respect to LIS not rapidly displaying all change an academic argues that:
‘The Local Information Systems are sometimes sophisticated but the options for interventions are
difficult. There may be an over-elaborate local information system that does not meet the timings of
change that can occur rapidly’ (Professor (7), 2007)

As well as problems of dynamics caused from an inability to fully capture temporal elements,
tracking trajectories as well as tracking change also need to be addressed. For instance in one
neighbourhood, house prices are improving annually at a uniform rate, whereas in another
neighbourhood house prices are improving annually at an accelerating or decelerating rate. The
need to understand trajectories of change in a neighbourhood could be further nuanced for instance
in highlighting which areas need to be stabilised and which areas need to be stimulated. Possible
solutions to this extra dimension in rate of change could be visualised using 3-Dimensional maps
displaying peaks and troughs of a particular variable such neighbourhood house price change that
considers 3 dimensions of time, speed and distance.

8.3. What alternative data sources, GIS and GISc can be used?
In understanding neighbourhoods by filling the quantitative gaps or adding value by blending
qualitative methods, research improvements can be made by adding further domains. In drawing
on the 179 key variables as shown in the document titled Local Information Systems: A Review of
there Role, Characteristics and Benefits (CLG, 2007b) key domains, indicators and sources of data
can be considered for neighbourhood analysis.

For most of the datasets highlighted in this

document, data sharing concerns are not flagged for most domains except sensitive data such as
records of Youth Offending and the Child Protection Register. Despite sharing potential, obtaining
the data needs to be negotiated with the appropriate organisation, institution or authority. A table of
potential indicators to use at a spatial scale below ward level is in the appendix outlining the time
period considerations, source organisation, sharing issues and the online reference (Table 4:
Appendix A). The additional domains and indicators at a spatial scale below ward level include
those originally used in TNC of Crime, Education, Worklessness and Housing with the potential
addition of domains of Health, Environment and Transport, and Population (Including Migration and
BME). Similarly, another table for reference in this research has been created that outlines the
organisation sources of datasets by domain along with the associated online website reference
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(Appendix: Table A.5). Both these reference tables enable any potential expansion of models and
information systems that wish to further research neighbourhoods at a spatial scale below ward
level.
It should be noted that the data sources, variables and organisations are highlighted (Appendix:
Table A.5) from the CLG (Communities and Local Government) LIS document (CLG, 2007b) that
also highlights 69 currently active local LIS.

Despite these emerging GIS, further quantitative

analysis on neighbourhoods such as housing markets could also focus on economic models; these
could be hedonic house price models and other models (Chapter 2) such as cellular automata
approaches that link space and the housing market (Cheshire & Sheppard, 1998; Meen, 1994;
Allmendinger et al, 2004; Leishman, 2007). These models have not been a focus in this study due
to a focus on the regression equations (as similar to hedonic models) used in analysing sale price
against other neighbourhood characteristics (Chapter 5). Market change at LSOA neighbourhood
scale can also be graphed and broken down in to tenure and new build as per the two
neighbourhood case studies (Chapters 6 & 7). Lessons can be learned from the research that tried
to measure housing market demand in a JRF (Joseph Rowntree Foundation) study that looked at
housing investment and neighbourhood market change (Bramley et al, 2007). Problems of funding
and the complexity of licensing stopped the project although the associated paper highlights
potential further indicators with respect to demand such as time on the market and time to sale.

8.4. What other neighbourhood drivers are important: Potential for advanced GIS
and GISc
The data contained in the LIS used in the Manchester case lack some key domains and indicators
and need to be considered if a successful understanding of neighbourhoods are to be attempted
though measured and geo-referenced means. Key domains highlighted above that are missing
from systems such as TNC include health, transport, population and ethnicity. Indicators that could
be used within the health domain at LSOA neighbourhood level are those such as teenage
conception rates, mortality ratios and birth weights.

Using the existing worklessness data an

understanding of the neighbourhood changes in health could be partly measured by calculating the
% of residents on incapacity benefit. Other alternatives in measuring health change are those such
as measuring access to health facilities and quality of life and (Audit Commission, 2005b). In
association with housing, a measure of the amount of unfit housing could bring out the quality of life
for residents within a particular neighbourhood. For the transport domain indicators missing that
could be used are those surrounding issues in access either in the public or private sector. Public
sector related transport measures that could be used are those such as number of public transport
changes, and in the private sector a percentage of households without a car could be another
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potential indicator. One key issue with regards to housing demand and neighbourhood choice is
access to work both in time and ease, especially if in general a mortgage value is formed from
income and in turn influence the resident demographic in a particular neighbourhood. Transport is
an important cross-cutting issue against area effects as transport routes act as a link and have a
relationship between points, places and neighbourhoods.
Ethnicity domains could use indicators such as changes in international in and out migration, or the
mix and concentration of BME (Black Minority Ethnic) groups. Ethnicity integration is argued as
important and problematic as missing data and indicators do not track ‘migration patterns, the
residential patterns of BME households, the use of housing and neighbourhoods by incoming
groups such as asylum seekers/refugees and economic migrants, and the historical legacy of past
regional and local planning policies and regeneration initiatives’ (Ferrari, 2004, p.7). Incorporating
elements of BME, international migration and the private rented picture are argued by an HMR
Consultant in improving the evidence base and strengthening the housing strategy (HMR
Consultant, 2007). Alternatives to the current housing economic models may be required if richer
narratives explain what is happening in neighbourhoods. For example, limitations of demographic
representation in current economic models for neighbourhood change are seen in the Making
Housing Count (AGMA, 2006; AGMA, 2007) strategy when it is claimed that:
‘Making Housing Count is inadequate as there are a number of simplistic assertions. One a reliance
on economic growth, and two it has to fit into the RSS (Regional Spatial Strategy). I was involved with
the OEF (Oxford Economic Forecasting) Model but I found that BME input was difficult to enter and
therefore compromised the model, especially as people will come to the city (Manchester)
independent of economic growth. Housing shortage is now the problem partly due to international
migration, the idea that a white middle class would move into these areas is not happeningNI think
there will be a growth in the private rented sector and more transient neighbourhoods. Manchester
city centre is a transient area and there is not much movement to areas such as Gorton, some of the
housing in Gorton has been taken up by European migrants for example’ (HMR Consultant (1), 2007).

An economic domain is also significant to understanding low demand neighbourhoods and includes
drivers such as resident income and the local economy. An income driver is absent in many LIS
and could be possibly sourced from a limited sample within the British Household Panel Survey
(BHPS, 2008) or as a proxy from organisations that collate data on weekly expenditure (CACI,
2008). An income driver could be seen as a significant factor that influences the housing market in
low (or high) demand neighbourhoods. Those households with rising incomes have the opportunity
to leave an unpopular area as they chose to move out of a low demand neighbourhood.
Furthermore, rising incomes by those in a more affluent area can reinforce housing market
inequalities and further neighbourhood polarisation. For instance, inequality may be reinforced with
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residents of rising income in affluent areas being retained whilst in poorer income areas they may
further lose more affluent residents. In neighbourhoods that were previously of low demand and
now attracting and retaining wealthier residents, the processes of gentrification can also be
observed by exploring changes in income.

Income levels further uncover a relationship with

education disadvantage, as it could be argued that poor schooling and skills would lead to lower
paid employment. The relationship with benefit dependency could be further understood with the
application of income data, and in turn assess how much the poverty trap is significant where the
income from benefit acts as a disincentive for those active and willing to seek employment. With
respect to affordability and inequalities in the ability to reside within a certain neighbourhood income
data could be measured against neighbourhood housing market indicators such as neighbourhood
average house price as a % of the regional average price.
The local economy as a driver within the economic domain has factors that act locally within the
neighbourhood.

Employment by residents is crucial for the long term viability of low demand

neighbourhoods, and these jobs need to be more localised as residents in these areas would tend
to have less mobility socially, economically and physically. A measure of available jobs by adjacent
employers and a percentage of those local residents taking the work could potentially assess the
local economy driver. The buoyancy of a neighbourhood economically could also be identified by
displaying the amount of public investment, as well as the amount of private investment by
individual(s) and companies in the housing and labour market. Related to investment could be a
geographical display of fiscal economic incentives that show areas of tax breaks for developers.
These areas of varying developer tax breaks could be used to uncover areas that have improved or
declined due to such incentives. An example in practice is the use of Planning Policy Guidance and
Statements such as PPG 5 that refers to SPZs (Simplified Planning Zones) in which helps to
provide authorities with development or redevelopment in parts of their areas (CLG, 1992). The
SPZs operate by providing areas that have less planning restrictions in order to encourage
developers as manifest in the development of UDCs (Urban Development Corporations) that are
non-departmental public bodies tasked to secure regeneration of designated areas (English
Partnerships, 2008).
Community domain drivers also impact on neighbourhood decline and recovery and include
services, perceptions (CRESR, 2005; ECOTEC, 2005b) and attitudes (by resident and nonresidents), and the ‘sense’ of community. Qualitative evidence has shown that access to services
can play a minor part in the housing and neighbourhood demand, for instance an academic
expresses quite simply that:
‘People with cars can drive to services and those that want peace and quiet would not want to be
near the shops’ (Professor (5), 2007).
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Despite this, the role and presence of community organisations can aid as a social safety network
and enhance the social capital of residents and thus stabilise the demand to stay in an area.
Attitudinal evidence can help to reveal neighbourhood decline and renewal but are mainly
represented in softer qualitative interview data. Principal attitudinal causality includes the level of
household aspiration that is closely tied to the parenting role that is learned culturally over
generations.

This household cultural impact extends to the life skills and knowledge that are

inherited beyond those learned in the classroom.

Also the presence of role models in

neighbourhoods can culturally imbue a sense of aspiration as well as adding social capital if
interactions between residents occur. Attitudinal drivers also stretch to the perception and stigma of
neighbourhoods that play a part in their desirability and are reinforced if stigmatised areas,
positively or negatively, are maintained over long periods of time.

As further importance to

community drivers is the depth of a feeling or ‘sense’ of community that acts as a stabilising
influence and shape the inward or outward looking perception of residents within a neighbourhood.
This stabilising impact from community is referred to with reference to the Collyhurst subneighbourhood case study of Monsall where it is recalled by an academic that:
‘Monsall was a basket case for Manchester with 30% void rates and 50% transitional groups including
drug-users, ex-offenders etc. What was holding this community together though was the other third
that were more stable residents that wanted to stay in the neighbourhood as they had ties of family
and community despite problems in the area’ (HMR Consultant (2), 2007).

Demographic and population drivers in an area are important when looking at the changing
temporal and spatial neighbourhood decline and recovery. Within this study it should be noted that
the analysis used LSOAs that have a similar population average (1500 residents) which dictated the
geographical shape of the neighbourhood. This meant that population change analysis for each
neighbourhood would not be possible in the model, and therefore could have compromised the
research as depopulation and unpopular neighbourhoods were critical factors to low demand and
low value.

Inadequacies of selecting low demand neighbourhoods not on the basis of low

population was overcome by using the lower than expected value approach that selected on those
areas furthest from the line of best fit. As mentioned previously with reference to an emerging low
value concept in locating areas of vulnerability, a low value neighbourhood (lower than expected) in
the city boundary can be argued as symptomatic of low demand and from the analysis contained
concentrations of void properties and were unpopular areas for buying or renting. In short, in order
to uniformly group a neighbourhood, the use of off the shelf LSOAs incorporating a similar number
of residents, enabled analysis of area effects of place and spatial dynamics whilst holding the
population constant. Further analysis could display percentage changes in population in and outmigration for each ‘off-the-shelf’ LSOA neighbourhood modelled.
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More macro-economic measures such as interest and inflation rates are important to the wider
impact on the many neighbourhoods encased at larger spatial scales but the impact is manifest
more locally in terms of development proposals within a neighbourhood. Changes in interest and
inflation rates have to be placed in context of housing market and neighbourhood change rather
than being directly attributable as an internal driver of housing market and neighbourhood change.
A final driver that could relate to changes in the housing market is resident’s accessibility to credit.
This is especially relevant to the low demand phenomenon as population loss from such
neighbourhoods were compounded by the extension of credit to some groups contributing to an
exodus to more popular areas and larger properties in the suburbs. The US and subsequent UK
‘credit crunch’ from late 2007 has showed how restrictions in credit is playing a part in the slowing
down of housing sales that can hit housing in low demand and low value neighbourhoods hardest.

8.5. Integrating US data and information in understanding neighbourhoods
In aiding a bridge to qualitative findings by adding further quantitative indicators, some of the US
approaches to visualising neighbourhood decline and renewal could be adopted. In understanding
change in neighbourhoods that centre more on physical geography rather than a relatively fixed
demographic determined by political-geography such as LSOA, approaches using block
geographies are an alternative. As outlined in the methodology chapter (Chapter 3) LSOAs may
hold some advantages as they were developed in consultation with local authorities and have
reduced some bias by holding population constant (Martin, 1998). The use of block geographies
may be more successful than LSOA analysis if it can be argued that this alternative puts less
emphasis as a top down modelling exercise that have little representation of local neighbourhood
realities. An alternative neighbourhood geography such as blocks still provide conceptual criticism
due to its geographical bias over more subjective neighbourhood perceptions such as a collective
memory of what the neighbourhood is. Moreover, a political-geography bounded approach was
necessary in this study if hard data analysis was to be carried out to further understand multiple
neighbourhood realities (e.g. crime, education, worklessness) both between and within a given
boundary. Future research using such block geographies as an alternative which is holding the
physical environment constant is endorsed by an academic:
‘The UK is not alone in such considerations. National Mapping and National Statistical agencies in
many European countries, and in North America, are all implementing, or experimenting with
geographical referencing frameworks in which Buildings, Street Segments and Blocks are playing a
large part. The United Kingdom is unusual, however, in having failed, so far, to seriously consider the
roles of these entities in a general-purpose scheme for geographical referencing’ (Barr, 2001).
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Advantages can be gained by referring to the research conducted in the US on data and
information systems in understanding neighbourhoods in low demand and abandoned
neighbourhoods. In doing so, reference to a ubiquitous environment where there is an increase in
social and economic networking for neighbourhoods can result in an improvement in community
social and economic capital (Chapter 4). Furthermore, in US spatial data infrastructures it was
highlighted that improved data networking horizontally (between local gatherers and holders) and
vertically (between scales of data gatherers – local, national and global) provide improved analysis
and understanding of housing and neighbourhood change. A European initiative that promotes this
ethos is INSPIRE (Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe) that allow the users to identify
and access spatial information from a wide range of sources, from the local level to the global level,
in an inter-operable way for a variety of uses (INSPIRE, 2008). More specific data sources and
systems provided by networks such as NNIP (National Neighbourhoods Indicator Partnership) can
provide a useful starting point for networking (NNIP, 2008). More advanced data and information
availability provide improved projections and better foresight for improved public policy
recommendation and planning. Key domains are the use of ethnicity and investment data used in
the US cases improve understanding of neighbourhood cohesion (NRU, 2008b) and restrictions on
lending and subsequent ‘credit crunch’. Incorporating US use of racial and ethnic data can add
insight to the UK cases in low demand and low value neighbourhoods. For instance there is a need
to observe ethnic tensions in areas of low racial mix. Specific sensitive ethnicity research could
then be applied to neighbourhoods where there is a diversification of monoculture traditionally white
working class social housing estates, predominantly white middle class neighbourhoods, and
neighbourhoods with a concentration of BME groups.
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8.6. Comparing drivers from policy literature, US literature and empirical work
In analysing low demand neighbourhoods the research uncovered a wide array of physical,
economic and social drivers of regeneration. These drivers are grouped into domains and
summarised in Table 8.1.

The table also shows comparatively how these drivers have been

identified within this study in terms of UK policy literature, US literature and empirical research (both
quantitatively and qualitatively).
Policy literature covers all of the domains although there are gaps in policy literature that discuss
neighbourhood drivers of education, community, economy, demographics and the environment.
Missing education drivers in policy literature are those such as the influence of school catchments
and the proportion of pupils opting for private education in a neighbourhood.

The community

domain misses drivers such as the importance of community networks, although wider policy
literature places community in the context of the Sustainable Communities Plan (CLG, 2003a).
Missing economy drivers in the policy literature are those such as access to credit by residents in a
neighbourhood, although some economy drivers are covered in economic policy at the city scale
(MCC, 2007a). Demographic driver information is lacking in policy when considering the impact of
refugees, displacement and gentrification. Drivers in the environment (built and natural) that are not
covered in the policy literature are those such as noise levels. Further study is needed to find
whether this lack in policy information is due to drivers that have been deemed: (a) unimportant, (b)
unfounded in this study or (c) in need of attention by policy makers.
As similar to policy literature, US literature research in this study also did not cover potential
neighbourhood drivers of school catchments, the proportion of pupils opting for private education,
community networks, refugees and noise levels. Unfounded housing drivers in the US literature are
those such as secure design, quality design, tenure and property type. Crime literature in the US
do not to a large extent cover drivers of anti-social behaviour mainly due to the term and associated
policy (ABSO) not being translated from the UK. Benefits have also not translated from the UK to
US literature in the form of public subsidies from income support, job seekers allowance and
incapacity benefit. Health drivers unexplored in the US literature was equally unacknowledged in
the UK literature, such as access to health facilities and uninhabitable housing. Coverage in US
literature was lacking in the community driver of social cohesion, as were attitude drivers such as
neighbourhood perceptions, stigmas, and aspirations.

Further unexplored drivers in the US

literature were those such as visual blight (environment), access to shops (services) and the
influence of political parties in a neighbourhood boundary (political geography). Despite this lack of
driver literature from the US, this research has taken strong consideration of neighbourhood effects
covering many issues in all of the domains considered in Table 8.1 (Bauder, 2002; Friedrichs, 2005;
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Iaonnides, 2003). Furthermore, exploration of US literature that uncovers any missing drivers can
be augmented with empirical findings that have been unearthed in this research.
The empirical findings in this study bridge gaps in the highlighted policy documents and US
literature (Table 8.1) with the exception of two drivers. The first exception not considered in the
empirical research is the balance of public school (government socially funded) and private
(individual privately funded) pupils in a neighbourhood. Second, mortgage loan rates were not
covered in the empirical findings that could show aspects of affordability from the monthly payments
required by the owner of a property. Data and information on public-private school differentials
were difficult to find, as was finding data on mortgage values. This initial lack of data availability
meant that research was weaker in the Manchester cases of low demand neighbourhoods. Further
research could be undertaken and integrated in this area though and it has been found that the
MSP is beginning to use ‘mortgage monthly payments’ and ‘earnings to payment ratio’ information
in its HMR internal ‘dashboard’ reports.
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Table 8.1: Domains and drivers in analysing changes in low demand neighbourhoods
Domains

Drivers

UK Policy
Literature

US
Literature

Empirical
Research

Housing

Property Price
Design: Security & Quality
Tenure
Property Type
Ownership
Affordable Housing
Voids
Turnover
Local School Performance
School Catchments
Public (Social) School Percentage
Anti-Social Behaviour
House and Vehicle Crime Levels
Unemployment
Worklessness and Benefits
Income Support
Job Seekers Allowance
Incapacity Benefit
Poverty Trap
Access to Health Facilities
Inadequate housing
Access to Shops
Technological changes
Access to Private and Public Transport
Travel to Work Distances / Times
Social Cohesion
Community Networks
Strength of Local Economy and Jobs
Employment tax breaks outside city
Access to Credit, Redlining, Lending
Mortgage rates (Interest rates and inflation)
Investment Potential of Neighbourhood
Population Movements
BME
Refugees / asylum seekers
Economic migrants
Displacement and Gentrification
City Centre Living Trends
Suburban Drift
Political boundary (e.g. Ward, LSOA, OA)
Neighbourhood Perceptions
Stigma of Neighbourhoods
Household Aspirations
(Role models, Parenting, Life Skills)
Quality of Built and Natural Environment
Pollution Levels (Fly Tipping etc)
Noise Levels
Area Based Initiatives (ABI)
People Based Initiatives (PBI)

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
X
X
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
X
O
O
X
X
O
O
O
X
O
X
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
X
X
X
O
O
O
O
O
X
X
X
O
O
O
X
X
X
O
X
X
X
O
O
O
X
X
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
X
O
O
O
O
X
X
X
X

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
X
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
X
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O
X
O
O

O
X
X
O
O

O
O
O
O
O

Education

Crime
Unemployment and
Benefit

Health
Services
Transport
Community
Economy

Migration and
Demographics

Political-Geography
Attitudes

Environment
Policies

O = Covered in this study
X = Not covered in this study
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Recommended drivers for practitioners to consider in neighbourhood regeneration are provided
(Table 8.2). These recommendations were generated from the drivers used quantitatively within the
TNC (Tracking Neighbourhood Change) system and expressed qualitatively during the semistructured interviews with all professional types (experts, decision makers and residents). Available
and used indicators are marked in the table to show where measured datasets were quantified and
used in policy (e.g. for monitoring purposes).

Limitations in these recommendations from

quantitative empirical findings are that even if measurements can be recorded, the values attached
to them may not be directly relevant to the question of what drives neighbourhood regeneration.
For instance, measures such as high turnover percentages may not necessarily indicate if a
neighbourhood is in decline or in low demand. The qualities of the datasets are therefore important.
For instance, neighbourhood perception findings may need methods that allow new categories of
perceptions (e.g. fear of crime) to be teased out rather than quantifying and analysing preconceived
categories for the research.

To demonstrate the benefits from qualitative research, the

neighbourhood drivers found from qualitative and case study research are marked on the table
(Table 8.2). The next section takes further this discussion of benefits and disadvantages in using
‘hard’ and ‘soft’ data and information by demonstrating how it can be applied to a policy area.
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Table 8.2: Driver recommendations for practitioners in neighbourhood regeneration
Domains

Drivers

TNC Measured
Indicators Used

Housing

Property Price
Design: Security & Quality
Tenure
Property Type
Ownership
Affordable Housing
Voids
Turnover
Local School Performance
School Catchments
Public (Social) School Percentage
Anti-Social Behaviour
House and Vehicle Crime Levels
Unemployment
Worklessness and Benefits
Income Support
Job Seekers Allowance
Incapacity Benefit
Poverty Trap
Access to Health Facilities
Inadequate housing
Access to Shops
Technological changes
Access to Private and Public Transport
Travel to Work Distances / Times
Social Cohesion
Community Networks
Strength of Local Economy and Jobs
Employment tax breaks outside city
Access to Credit, Redlining, Lending
Mortgage rates (Interest rates and inflation)
Investment Potential of Neighbourhood
Population Movements
BME
Refugees / asylum seekers
Economic migrants
Displacement and Gentrification
City Centre Living Trends
Suburban Drift
Neighbourhood Perceptions
Stigma of Neighbourhoods
Household Aspirations
(Role models, Parenting, Life Skills)
Quality of Built and Natural Environment
Pollution Levels (Fly Tipping etc)
Noise Levels
Area Based Initiatives (ABI)
People Based Initiatives (PBI)

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
X
X
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Education

Crime
Unemployment and
Benefit

Health
Services
Transport
Community
Economy

Migration and
Demographics

Attitudes

Environment

Policies

X
X
X
X
X

O = ‘Hard Data’ Measured Indicators Used from TNC (Tracking Neighbourhood Change System)
X = ‘Hard Data’ Measured Indicators to be considered from qualitative and case study findings
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8.7. Considerations for applying data and information to neighbourhoods in a policy
area
The scope for developing data and information in uncovering neighbourhood patterns, dynamics,
and drivers has been highlighted.

An important question to also ask is what to do with the

information. This section of the chapter demonstrates how the data and information can be applied
to a policy area, namely that of HMR area with a focus on the MSP (Manchester Salford
Pathfinder). In looking at information use in policy design this chapter section draws insight and
recapitulates from US application of data and information used in US urban policy in addressing low
demand, low value and abandoned neighbourhoods.

UK application and use of data and

information is discussed with reference to PAT reports such as PAT 17 (CLG, 2000b) that display
approaches in integrating strategy development, operations and service delivery, and performance
monitoring. Data difficulties in exploring the policy design process involve risks of evidence based
policy being to the detriment of other policy information. Furthermore an outline of other difficulties
to address in using data and information is discussed such as cost, accessibility, ethical and
confidentiality constraints.

With respect to HMR areas these more specific data issues are

discussed prior to outlining non-measurable policy dynamics that also have an impact. A final part
of this chapter section looks at what other policy drivers in a HMR area impact on neighbourhoods
beyond what can be displayed by data, GIS and GISc. Policy drivers to be discussed include: cooperation between local authorities in pathfinders; funding restrictions; political cycle and time
constraints; boundary selection; and relation to other ABIs (Area Based Initiatives), PBIs (People
Based Initiatives), strategic frameworks, area agreements, and regional growth boundaries.
The importance of a focus on gathering data and information should be met with an emphasis on
what to do with it, especially if the acquisition and visualisation of data and information becomes an
end in itself. This caution is initially drawn from US use of data and GIS that are more advanced
than many of the UK neighbourhood tools. From the literature (Chapter 2) it is argued that the use
of neighbourhood indicators are important for researching and measuring social, physical and
economic neighbourhood change in cities throughout the United States (Sawicki and Flynn, 1996).
Areas of caution and lessons learned through indicator analysis are highlighted, such as an
imperative that the numerical results have a specific policy purpose, and that geographic indicators
play a special role as policy gets tied to geographic units such as neighbourhoods. US application
of GISc for policy was discussed in the Chapter 5 with reference to housing related policy that
sought to revitalise disadvantaged neighbourhoods such as Hope VI, Eminent Domain, Section 8
(Housing) and LIHTC (Low Income Housing Tax Credits).
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To recapitulate, the Hope VI plan was adopted to revitalise the worst poor public housing projects
partly using physical approaches such as improving housing and neighbourhood design for a
pedestrian friendly environment with easier access in public transport. Secondly, Eminent Domain
issues involved the legal transfer of private housing stock to the public sector for the use in private
sector redevelopment. Thirdly, policy drivers in the US of Section 8 (Housing) and LIHTC (Low
Income Housing Tax Credits) are approaches to socio-economic difficulties of affordability in US
neighbourhoods. Implications for low demand and low value neighbourhoods at the city scale and
in a HMR area in the UK include the largely physical regeneration approach, issues of stock transfer
for the greater good of the community, and legislation that encourages affordable housing through
development of more affordable units and raising income through tax credits. What is of relevance
from US policy insight here is how data and GISc can be used to design and deliver policy
objectives. For instance as highlighted in the US findings (Chapter 4) at a strategic level, mapping
of void and abandoned properties could determine which neighbourhoods need greatest assistance
by using various approaches such as: the most distressed having most resources; a system of
triage to maximise well-being at the city scale; or protecting vulnerable neighbourhoods at tipping
point. In further strengthening this need for improved GISc in US public policy and decision making,
more recently it has been highlighted in the literature that:
‘Unrealised promises are technical and logistical ones: Different information is needed, catchment
area must be better aligned, hardware needs to be upgraded, and new software needs to be
developedNIt (federal leadership) could also help by providing support to build the infrastructure of
equipment and personnel that many distressed cities need to collect and use information effectively’
(Weitzman, 2006).

In the UK, when answering the question of ‘what to do with the information?’ in applying the data
and information gathered, the process of policy design and delivery has been guided by literature
referring to LIS and their relation to ‘the bigger picture’ (CLG, 2007b). Furthermore, from the PAT
Report 18 discussing better information in the National Strategy for Neighbourhood Renewal (SEU,
2000) it promotes guidelines for good practice in the use of information centred on a cycle involving
three key processes of strategy development, operations and service delivery, and performance
monitoring (Figure 8.1).

If a more defined strategic approach such as PAT18 is used for

improvement in low demand and abandoned neighbourhoods in economically restructuring cities,
improvements in the visualisation of data could provide some of the evidence for this change. As a
further point in using and engaging with the information, the real improvements (and decline) in
neighbourhoods are in part formed using evidence, provided that agents such as decision makers
know how to engage with and use the information. For instance, information and neighbourhood
improvements can be formed from institutional and informal political actions in formal strategic
policy making that use spatial approaches such as planning and area based initiatives.
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Figure 8.1: Diagram of Role of Information in the Policy Design and Delivery Process
The role of information in the policy design and delivery process

Source: SEU, 2000

Tracking policy impact in reality is difficult due to time lags that occur in strategy, delivery and
performance monitoring. Furthermore, the multi-dimensional neighbourhood decline and recovery
occurs at differing speeds and trajectories. This time lag in policy and neighbourhood change is
also difficult to track spatially as activities in HMR areas vary spatially over time. For instance,
some neighbourhoods may have new build and other neighbourhoods may be demolished at
different time periods.

Furthermore, mapping such physical neighbourhood change is unclear

unless an up to date, regular and accurate geo-referenced information database is kept.
Understanding the degree of impact of the HMR programme itself on neighbourhood change is
limited. Especially as with respect to understanding policy impacts, and more specifically HMR
policy, the use of census data is immediately 2 years out of date as HMR commenced in 2002 and
the closest census data is in 2001. In addressing this shortfall, studies in to the Measuring the
Outcomes of Spatial Planning in England can begin to address some of the difficulties in
understanding the impact of policy via planning practice (RPTI, 2008).
Funding implications in policy application may also have difficulties when using quantitative
indicators in addressing neighbourhood change. As funding for research projects have constraints
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it can be argued that easily accessed secondary quantitative data should be supplemented with an
appropriate blend of qualitative research methods. Research carried out on the quantitative data
and GIS can keep costs down by focussing on data access and hence data sharing is of
importance. In principle the free access and cost of data for use in LIS in understanding wider
neighbourhood change would be ideal although in reality constraints occur. For instance, the legal
and economic constraints of institutions holding data mean that access is restricted. Using an
example, the distribution of council tax or other government data records have to consider the
ethical and confidential ties that should aim to protect citizen’s human rights. As a final point,
recognition should be made of the paradox formed where the merits of improved policy evidence for
better foresight is to the detriment of other policy information available. For example, forgone policy
information through too much weight applied to an evidence base could be directed more
advantageously towards good practice information in areas such as housing allocation,
management and participation. Examples of this over emphasis on an evidence base is found in
the CLG Housing Market Assessment (CLG, 2007c) that is argued to be weak in providing its goal
of a model that informs policy and intervention despite the large data collection and possibly overinformed contents (Professor (7), 2007).
From this it has been shown that data, GIS and GISc in policy is a useful aid although recognition of
its limitations for providing a complete evidence base for policy action is acknowledged. Limitations
of engaging residents with the political process could be in part improved via public participation
GIS (Sieber, 2006). In doing so, narratives and experiences by neighbourhood resident actors
could be mapped via a bottom-up process (Talen, 1999). Top down public participation GIS could
also be of advantage in considering the benefits from improving public administration to serve the
public (Sieber, 2006). From a more top-down policy perspective, mapped or otherwise, the next
section discusses policy drivers of change that operate beyond quantitative data by presenting
qualitative elite-interview data used to blend understanding of neighbourhood decline and recovery
in a HMR area.

8.8. Beyond the quantitative data: Other HMR policy drivers
In continuing with the question of policy, the focus of discussion now more qualitatively (from
interview findings) brings out the non-measured aspects of the policy itself that act as a driver of
change. Policy drivers that have an impact on the success of neighbourhood change firstly depend
upon the degree of co-operation and competition between local authorities that administrate funds.
For Manchester and Salford authorities there is a feeling that the MSP brought co-operation,
although this has raised some tensions in the other administrative authorities in Greater Manchester
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such as Trafford Borough Council. The receipt of HMR funds for only Manchester and Salford in
the Greater Manchester Metropolitan Borough is argued to be justified in terms of need by SCC
Head of Housing:
‘The issue has been in incorporating the other 8 administrative areas as there has been some
jealousy there, but Manchester and Salford have larger problems although the others would argue
they also have the same problems. If the project has done anything it has allowed the two cities to
work together better in areas of policy and practice’ (Head of Housing at SCC, 2007)

At a national government level the HMR programme is thought to have enabled an initial objective
of trying to get local authorities working together to further enhance constructive attempts at
housing market led neighbourhood regeneration. With reference to the East Lancashire and New
Heartlands pathfinders, emphasis on co-operation is brought out when the CLG HMR Team
Leaders comments that:
‘Initially the main feature was to get local authorities together. In East Lancashire this has brought 6
Local Authorities togetherNThe three Local Authorities of Sefton, Liverpool and Wirral have been
working together well. It has been encouraging that that they have (1) been working together, and (2)
working together better’ (CLG Leader of HMR, 2007).

Further political drivers in increasing neighbourhood demand and value depend on the policy focus
when distributing investment grants for intervention. In the case of HMR areas, grant acquisition
and outputs focus on improving and measuring housing market change rather than neighbourhood
change. The emphasis on the economic objectives are manifest in the HM Treasury’s Review of
Sub-National Economic Development and Regeneration that highlights investment for the HMR
programme based on market stabilisation, the review states:
‘HMR pathfinders which are designed to tackle problems associated with weak housing markets, a
problem that, despite recent house price rises, continues to affect a number of areas in the North and
the Midlands. The government is investing over £1.2 billion in the programme to 2008’ (HM Treasury,
2007, p.34).

From this, high institutional investment in HMR is considered crucial, although the focus on the
housing market may be detrimental to neighbourhood regeneration with a greater percentage of
social housing. For example neighbourhoods in a HMR area with high concentrations of social
housing would have less financial support through this programme means. Furthermore, the ability
to measure and evaluate housing market correction in HMR area neighbourhoods is problematic
due to the high level of public funds that permeate the market.
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In an interview a consultant

questions whether measuring success of market correction in cities such as Liverpool and
Manchester are accurate, he states:
‘The problem in the measurement of markets in Manchester and Liverpool is because there is not a
free market operating because of all the investment and public spending. 40% of investment in
Liverpool was public sector investment such as arranging CPOs or development by Housing
Associations’ (HMR Consultant (2), 2007).

Effectiveness of neighbourhood recovery from policy drivers in a HMR area are in relation to the
political cycle and time constraints held by decision makers and departments. Central funding to
the HMR pathfinders for example are on the basis that results can be measured and seen within a
limited period of time. This short-term limitation can encourage short-term solutions to problems
and causes that need a more longer-term vision. This longer-term strategy enables a strengthened
position for unpopular neighbourhoods that reduce their vulnerability to an economic downturn and
provide assistance to neighbourhoods that take longer for market correction. Market restructuring is
discussed further in the proceeding chapter (Chapter 9) when considering neighbourhood renewal
beyond the housing market.

For instance, longer term strategies are needed due to the

geographically fixed housing and land supply set against more rapid demand changes in
neighbourhood popularity.

In short, households can move quickly but void physical housing

experiencing some market failure cannot be moved quickly even through CPO (Compulsory
Purchase Order) and demolition.
It can be argued that it is more economical in the long-run and to reduce community anxiety if
demand was stimulated over the longer-term such as by raising household incomes in a
neighbourhood.

Income could be raised through raising benefits or by creating incentives to

residents in order to get them back into the labour market if they are willing and able to work.
Discussion of the labour market in this instance then becomes crucial but is not the central aim of
this study. What is important to note is that household income also relates to the supply of jobs
available that could be crucial to regeneration of low demand neighbourhoods as industrial decline
and loss of employment was one of the key reasons for decline (Power and Mumford, 1999). This
research has held constant the context of economically restructuring cities in order to improve
understanding of low demand neighbourhoods and in turn strengthen the resilience of these
neighbourhoods to wider social and economic downturn.
The political cycle is another important policy driver that operates beyond (and whilst using) the use
of data in GISc and GIS in strategy, delivery and monitoring neighbourhood decline and recovery.
For example, the needs of political parties to display results near to elections also have an impact
on the policies that are being implemented. This political cycle may run counter to economic cycles
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that need to measure success for future funding. As a result objectives of political gain could
impede more logical strategies for timing in any interventions that are necessary. With regards to
intervention in the HMR areas, praise is given to the way the programme met time pressures when
it is argued that:
‘The programme did provide money and engaged with a long time-scale unlike many other schemes.
Time is needed as housing takes time to implement and build. The long-term outlook has been good,
if there was no CPO and demolition there may have been a greater need for money in 3 to 4 years
timeNHMR has attracted people to areas that it would not have done before’ (Housing Association
Director, 2007).

The boundary selection process is another policy driver of low demand neighbourhood recovery in
a HMR area. The intervention boundary selection is critical to where funds and implementation are
carried out. Arguments of scale are raised as to whether selection should be made by governments
internationally (e.g. through the EU), nationally (e.g. in the UK), regionally (e.g. Government Office
for North West), or locally (e.g. Local Authority).

Difficulties in intervention selection arise as

research intelligence may not be disseminated or accepted by decision makers.

As a result

neighbourhood representation may be problematic as there are some voices in the community that
cannot be heard. In this study focus on HMR areas their selection was formed from nationally
selected decisions, namely ODPM (Office for Deputy Prime Minister) now CLG that selected the
nine pathfinders identifying urban conurbations that had physical manifestations of housing market
collapse. As market recovery has occurred to a certain extent in some key conurbations, funding is
still needed in areas that still show signs of housing market weakness on the periphery.

For

instance HMR continuation is argued for areas on the periphery of large core conurbations that still
have signs of market weakness (e.g. Rochdale) or those areas with housing market weakness
initially too small to gain the first round of funds (e.g. Teesside). Shifts in policy focus will impact on
drivers of recovery if for instance the Growth Point Agenda (CLG, 2008a) takes precedence over
HMR. This may depend on levels of housing market correction and a movement to intervention in
more peripheral conurbations as part of the RSS (Regional Spatial Strategy), for instance a senior
regional official claims that:
‘Nationally the house building programme has had an impact. This may be the last stab at the cherry
for Manchester with HMR, from this is the emergence of the Growth Point Agenda as part of the
Regional Spatial Strategy for Manchester-Salford’ (NWDA Policy Manager, 2007).

Issues involving political-geography also play a part in the policy drivers of neighbourhood
regeneration. In particular the selected areas for intervention based on wards drawn with respect to
formal political representation mean that local party politics have some influence. It can be argued
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that political boundaries can be redrawn through the construction and demolition of housing and in
turn changes the demographic profile of voters in a neighbourhood. For instance, the construction
of an affluent gated community in a former deprived neighbourhood changes the voting
constituency profile. This change is especially significant if the change in the demographic profile of
the neighbourhood could change an elected party leader who makes decisions in local or national
government. Resident inclusion or exclusion from area improvement or neglect therefore depends
upon which boundaries they currently reside and in which policies imposed, as well as who
represents that bounded area to serve the needs of its residents. It is argued that the question of
political-geography is important with reference to economic tax base incentives for urban areas
such as HMR. For example, elsewhere with reference to political-geography, new build and the
green-belt it is stated that:
‘Nin Midlothian there are old labour politics going on. Also in Glasgow there are examples of building
on greenbelt to boost conservative votes.

Using fiscal motives like this would draw greater tax

revenues for the local authority in the greenbelt area’ (Professor (5), 2007)

With regards to political-geography in terms of public-private ownership of housing it is often legally
structured that any demolition with or without replacement has to be for the greater good of the
community. Using the example of Manchester the reduction in social housing for private housing in
concentrated social housing estates runs contrary to a political will to maintain traditional labour
constituency political support. A dismissal of political-geography voter manipulation via regeneration
is made by the Director of Housing at MCC:
‘Why is Manchester successfully knocking down council houses if labour is their electoral base?’
(Director of Housing at MCC, 2007).

The relationship between the HMR pathfinder programme and other ABIs has had an impact on
whether it can aid in neighbourhood renewal. For instance, the interaction with and strengths of
initiatives such as NDC (New Deal for Communities) and the SRB (Single Regeneration Budget)
would have had some impact on the effectiveness in driving change in low demand
neighbourhoods. As well as highlighting ABIs interacting with HMR as a policy driver in renewing
housing markets and regenerating neighbourhoods there is also a need to acknowledge the
interaction with the various PBIs (People Based Initiatives).

PBIs that act as a driver of

neighbourhood renewal despite the efforts of ABIs such as HMR are those programmes such as
Sure Start that focuses on resident childcare, health and family support in England (Sure Start,
2008). In this study PBIs are not as central to neighbourhood policy drivers as the neighbourhood
concept used is more linked to political-geographies using LSOAs rather than neighbourhood
perceptions and collective memory of what the neighbourhood is.
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Other strategic frameworks and area agreements also need to be acknowledged when considering
policy drivers that can interact with HMR areas in attempts to revive low demand and low value
neighbourhoods.

For instance LSPs (Local Strategic Partnerships) aiming to create resident

empowerment (Manchester Partnership LSP, 2008), and SRFs (Strategic Regeneration
Frameworks) play a part in determining when, where and what resources are allocated to
neighbourhoods. Also, the roles of area agreements largely set by local authorities interact and to
some extent have a political effect on neighbourhood recovery. Area agreements that have a
significant role are those such as LAA (Local Area Agreements) and MAA (Multi Area Agreements).
As per the PBIs, the impact of strategic frameworks and area agreements are more peripheral and
not directly significant to this study that focuses on patterns, dynamics and drivers of change in low
demand neighbourhoods in a HMR Area.
As a final point of discussion in relation to political drivers, wider factors at a higher geographical
scale above the neighbourhood are seen to have an impact, although analysis in this study at the
neighbourhood scale held these larger spatial scale factors on the periphery. This difficulty of
ascertaining and integrating the larger scale factors into neighbourhood analysis is countered by the
advantages of focussing on neighbourhood drivers in understand neighbourhood vulnerability. For
example:
‘Neighbourhood effects are somewhat akin to the drivers of change that affect housing markets, and,
as such, include wider sub-regional, regional, regional, and national impacts and macroeconomic
forcesNDespite this loss in wider understanding, in adopting this more ‘bottom-up’ approach ‘we can,
and should, consider how different local factors differentiate between areas and make them more or
less susceptible to wider drivers of change’ (Ferrari, 2004, p.2).

Despite this focus on local neighbourhood drivers, wider drivers of change should set the study in
context by considering neighbourhoods in relation to growth boundaries held at the regional or cityregional spatial scale. With reference to regional growth boundaries, growth can be constrained by
promoting and providing investment within a fixed urban core. Advantages of growth boundaries
are argued to be those such as reviving urban core areas that have large concentrations of decay,
and disadvantages such as restricting the growth and regeneration in other smaller urban areas.
This point of a trade off through a policy of growth boundaries is highlighted by a senior regional
government official:
‘Growth boundaries are helpful as they have constrained the urban core. The growth of housing in
the urban core has provided confidence although there is a need to ask whether this growth is going
to undermine the indigenous growth of areas such as Preston and CarlisleNFor economic growth in
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Warrington there is a need to allow equal housing growth but the government is not interested in this.
It needs to grow (in housing) in order to consume its own smoke’ (Head of Housing at GONW, 2007).

The Warrington example argued above displays how the growth of areas outside of major
conurbations enable regional growth in areas such as housing and the economy, whilst
simultaneously easing transport pressures of those now resident in the major conurbations
commuting to employment areas elsewhere.

On balance and with reference to the HMR

programme the initial strengthening of core conurbations in serious decline in the late 1990s would
have been necessary to try and reduce growing inequalities. Furthermore, growth boundaries have
been necessary to tackle the perceived knock-on impact of neighbourhood decline from high void
rates in the UK and fears of widespread neighbourhood abandonment as experienced in many of
the economically restructuring US city cases.

8.9. Chapter summary
In conclusion, the data and information used from the Manchester LIS allowed a useful starting
point to study spatial patterns of drivers in neighbourhoods. It has been discussed that temporal
dynamics could be applied to uncover trajectories of neighbourhood change, as the system
currently displays static two dimensional snap-shots. The data used within the system allowed a
study of housing markets via price and other housing related factors such as voids, turnover, tenure
and type. Other data domains brought out social and economic neighbourhood characteristics such
as worklessness, education and crime. Within the detail of such domains limitations are apparent,
such as education not considering school catchments, and worklessness not including important
drivers such as household income.

Other alternative data domains and systems can be

incorporated such as health, transport, ethnicity and population indicators as highlighted in the 69
systems in a LIS review (CLG, 2007b). Measuring health enables an understanding of the quality
of life and access to health facilities. Transport measurements such as access to work help to link
relationships between places such as neighbourhoods. Ethnicity adds to understanding of mix and
concentration of minority and transient groups - such as BME and economic migrants. Population
can aid in uncovering both domestic and international changes of in and out migration. Importance
of household income is also required as it uncovers whether neighbourhoods retain affluent
residents. Income can in turn address issues of gentrification, explore links of education, and
understand the poverty trap via interrelation with welfare.
Economic and employment considerations displaying neighbourhood buoyancy could be integrated
into data and GISc by showing the percentage of residents taking locally provided work. In HMR
areas relevance to the promotion of new business on re-developed land should be shown, for
instance the level of tax incentives as manifest in schemes such as SPZs. Final neighbourhood
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drivers to consider are with reference to services, the community and resident (and non-resident)
attitudes. Services were not considered crucial to neighbourhood drivers due to transport factors
and a low desire for residents to be directly near to shops. The degree of ‘sense of community’ is
important but may be difficult to measure although quantification of perception and attitudes of
residents may be geographically attached. Stigmatisation and attitudes towards a neighbourhood
may have an impact from those outside of the neighbourhood and in visualising this a sample of
such opinions could be mapped on to the particular neighbourhood being addressed. Population
change is difficult to measure when using similar population counts in the off the shelf boundaries
such as LSOAs.
Adoption of US approaches to block geographies may enable research of population change using
physical neighbourhood boundaries such as roads, despite this popular use in the UK of census
LSOAs currently make the use of block geographies unfavourable. Insight from the US on data
management showed that improved data networking horizontally (between local gatherers and
holders) and vertically (between scales of data gatherers – local, national and global) provide
improved analysis and understanding of housing and neighbourhood change.

Other US

approaches that can be brought in to data and GISc in understanding neighbourhood change could
be from the wealth of data and systems networked as part of the NNIP. Strategic use of the data
and GISc has been used in the US neighbourhood revitalisation projects such as Hope VI, Eminent
Domain, Section 8 (Housing) and LIHTC (Low Income Housing Tax Credits) that can draw insight
for low demand and low value neighbourhoods. Strategic level mapping of void and abandoned
properties can determine which neighbourhoods need greatest assistance by using various
approaches such as the most distressed neighbourhoods having most resources, a system of triage
to maximise well-being of neighbourhoods at the city scale, or protection of vulnerable
neighbourhoods at tipping point.
In addressing policy measured data in policy, what to do with the data and information is critical.
For instance, policy design can use interrelated elements in the development of strategy, operations
and service delivery, and performance monitoring. Caution needs to be made as emphasis on
evidence may be to the detriment of providing other useful policy information such as
implementation guidelines. Costs of holding data and sharing restrictions may further restrict the
development of a robust evidence base using GISc. Maintaining ethical commitments such as data
confidentiality is important and aggregated neighbourhood analysis should help to not directly single
out individuals at point level.

Data in a HMR area has similar constraints and difficulties to

overcome such as problems of policy time lags where the impact occurs at a later date from
commencement. Furthermore, data and policy timing may not directly match, such as the use of
census data that is recorded every 10 years and is 2 years before the HMR policy inception. Non-
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measured policy drivers can also act as drivers in themselves when studying a HMR area. These
include: the co-operation between local authorities; the level of funding that provides both an
incentive and distortion of housing markets in a neighbourhood; and a relatively longer timescale
that can avoid political milestones such as elections. Further policy drivers in a HMR area are
boundary issues due to national selection of the pathfinders, and local political demographic
concerns as regeneration can re-draw the political geography; and further evidence uncertainty on
the causes of neighbourhood change in the a HMR area due to its relation to other ABIs, PBIs,
strategic frameworks, area agreements, and regional growth boundaries.
In summary, it can be seen that there is scope for using data and GIS in understanding
neighbourhood change in a HMR area.

Limitations must be qualified though, along with the

identification of the non-measurable policy drivers that dictate how the foresight and knowledge is
used in practice. Use of data and information in HMR area will also need to consider the wider
policy debate, such as those identified in Chapter 9 involving factors in neighbourhood regeneration
that operate beyond the renewal of housing markets.
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Chapter 9: Beyond the Renewal of Housing Markets in
Neighbourhood Regeneration
9.1. Introduction
This chapter brings out findings on the wider urban regeneration policy and HMR debate. This is
carried out whilst addressing questions on the impact of renewing housing markets in the recovery
of low demand neighbourhoods. In doing so, the chapter explores the potential to re-conceptualise
low demand neighbourhoods, such as the use of low value neighbourhoods in statistical analysis
(Chapter 5). The research case study focus of Manchester is maintained along with continued
insight gained from the other HMR pathfinders in the UK and findings from neighbourhood change
in the US (Chapter 4).

As per the research framework outlined in the methodology chapter

(Chapter 3), the research for this chapter was formed from semi-structured elite interviews (see
Appendix), spatial analysis between neighbourhoods (Chapter 5), and research within the 2
neighbourhood case studies (Chapters 6 & 7). The interviewees included experts and practitioners
in the public and private sector that work in neighbourhood regeneration and have an association
with HMR.

Interviewee professional roles include academics, government officials (national,

regional and local), private developers and development agency officials.
The content of the chapter firstly explores questions relating to neighbourhoods in HMR pathfinder
areas in terms of supply, demand, and low derived demand. The housing market itself is then
discussed in terms of market failure and externalities that prompted HMR as an area based policy
to stimulate markets. Analysis in this chapter also uses the concept of low value neighbourhoods
that have less than expected value in relation to a ‘normal’ neighbourhood characteristic. The
chapter discusses issues that are raised from market renewal within low value neighbourhoods
contained in a HMR area.

This is in addition to considering all interactions between

neighbourhoods at a wider city administrative scale. In doing so, the chapter uncovers to what
extent neighbourhoods in HMR areas are functioning in what could be seen as ‘normal’ for any
given neighbourhood. The discussion considers interviewee and housing market data that shows
market recovery in some pathfinders. Housing market data should be considered along with other
environmental (built), economic and social indicators of recovery. Key areas for debate include
masking true recovery from price aggregation, affordability, inequality and neighbourhood sorting.
Other key issues discussed are neighbourhood mix and social exclusion, as well as the impact of
investment and the impact of the city centre market. Neighbourhood decline and recovery are
elaborated further to consider spatially concentrated inequality, deprivation and poverty.
Conclusions are drawn as to what extent vulnerability and dysfunctionality is being (re)created as
housing markets rise or fall in low demand neighbourhoods.
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9.2. Market failure and neighbourhood regeneration: A low demand problem?
As highlighted in the Literature review (Chapter 2), low demand neighbourhoods were conceived
and defined in the late 1990s as ‘neighbourhoods where housing is difficult to let or sell because
there are not enough households in the area looking for homes’ (Bramley and Pawson, 2000, p.6).
Supply factors also need to be considered when researching neighbourhoods at the city scale with
a focus on HMR areas. Inappropriate supply of housing could be argued to be problematic in the
same neighbourhoods as there is only a restricted choice of low value and poor quality monotenure housing stock (Bramley and Pawson, 2000). For instance, high voids in the terrace types of
housing in the pathfinder areas could be due to too high a number and concentration of the terraced
stock. This line of argument means that ‘neighbourhoods of choice’ are for residents in areas with
mixed or less concentrated terrace stock. The quality of the stock also needs to be considered
when applying arguments of inappropriate supply as housing needs to be ‘fit for purpose’, habitable
and not threatening to health. With regards to quality of stock in HMR area neighbourhoods the
effects of CPO (Compulsory Purchase Order) and demolition of terraces need to be considered and
are made if over 50% of the street is not ‘fit for purpose’ (Chapter 7). Housing supply factors also
need to be factored in as the physical decay can have an impact on neighbourhood value albeit
over a longer period.
Demand aspects of housing also need to be understood as the supply of housing is geographically
fixed to the land it is built on resulting in slow response to market change. This slow response
means that supply upkeep and intervention by either demolition or new build is required to meet the
changing level of demand. These different temporal aspects highlight the central tensions of supply
of housing being related more to the (slower changing) physical built environment, and demand
being linked more to (faster changing) human social imperatives. Consumer demand shifts tend to
consider changes in either increasing or decreasing income, prices of related goods, consumer
preference (i.e. fashion) or total number of consumers (i.e. population). From these aspects of
consumer demand, aspects are covered further in the chapter when discussing neighbourhood
affordability, overcrowding and sorting (Section 9.3).
Beyond raising the demand for housing to stimulate markets there could be a widening towards
neighbourhood demand drivers of change such as raising ‘derived demand’ where the demand of
one good or service for consumers or producers occurs as a result of demand for another. For
instance, producers have a derived demand for employees, the employees themselves are not
demanded, rather the skills and productivity they bring. A reversal in the low level of derived
demand is important for neighbourhoods such as those in North Manchester (especially if compared
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to South Manchester) that lack higher paid jobs matched with better value stock for employees to
reside. This wider neighbourhood regeneration driver of derived demand impacting on the housing
market is argued with reference to HMR when it is argued that:
‘Housing as derived demand has been ignored in the economic argument. If you want to stimulate
demand there is a need to get people in to jobs but applied with an improvement of housing stock.
There is a north/south divide in Manchester with different stock in each area but they sell for a fraction
in the north compared to the south.

It is the supply of residents in Chorlton and Didsbury in

professional jobs that are putting pressures on the south Manchester housing market which needs to
be transferred to the northNThe programme (HMR) seems a bit cart before the horse, had there been
a more comprehensive approach to these areas there would have been more broader regeneration
rather than housing being the dominant approach’ (Professor (7), 2007).

Other drivers of the housing market rather than the supply and demand for housing also have an
impact on neighbourhood change. For instance by studying the housing market itself, other key
issues may be brought out such as access to finance. Furthermore, the perceived and actual
housing offer that is manifest in the neighbourhood aggregate value, as well as regeneration
projections affect what further investment is attracted to the neighbourhood. The importance of the
housing market itself in determining neighbourhood regeneration is argued when it is stated that:
‘It may not be inappropriate supply as there are areas of terrace concentration in which people are
buying. It is important to look at what the housing market is doing, for instance looking at how easy it
is to get access to mortgage finance. There is a need to find out why people choose to look for
housing elsewhere and understand the broader perception of housing that is on offer’ (Professor (7),
2007).

The impact of housing ‘market failure’ may be more appropriate in understanding neighbourhood
change. This is important for HMR areas that had signs of market failure with large concentrations
of void properties. In recognising market failure as a key problem for neighbourhoods that triggered
the need for intervention, it was not just in the falling costs of housing but due to the wider cost of
the negative externalities that were putting a strain on public resources. In discussing market
failure, the cost of negative externalities, and the wider problem of neighbourhood decline a HMR
consultant believes:
‘Market failure brings about a discussion of the costs of failure and the higher public costs that have to
be met by poor areas. For example there are high refuse costs in transient areas where people leave
their furniture when moving. Police costs are also higher in areas of high vacancy as there will always
be a correlation between vacancy rates and crime. The result may be a misallocation of resources in
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these areas and in some instances these costs are out of controlNMarket failure is a real issue
irrespective of house prices’ (HMR Consultant (1), 2007).

If there should be a focus more on problems of market failure in neighbourhoods, an alternative to
analysing neighbourhood housing markets by price could be through the processes of housing
market change in a particular neighbourhood. For instance, Road to Renewal (Cole and Nevin,
2004a) draws on the Government’s Sustainable Communities Plan (CLG, 2003a) as a way to
understand change in the local (neighbourhood) housing market from three analytically distinct
processes of stock obsolescence, surplus housing stock and an unpopular neighbourhood.

In

outlining these three processes: stock obsolescence is seen as caused by property characteristics
that have outstripped changing tastes, aspirations and income levels; surplus housing stock caused
by the economic base of area changing, leading to out-migration, and supply and demand
mismatch; and thirdly, unpopular neighbourhoods caused by a reduction in demand from outside
the area and existing residents wanting to leave due to range of factors such as unpopular design,
stigma and high crime and ASB (Anti-Social Behaviour). In considering these three processes of
housing market change it is argued that, the greater the concentration in combination, the more
likely the prevalence of void properties (see Figure 9.1).

Figure 9.1: Processes of Housing Market Change

Source: The Road to Renewal (Cole and Nevin, 2004a)
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To further analyse housing market change in neighbourhoods, the thesis re-conceptualises low
demand neighbourhoods for low value neighbourhoods. In doing so, the low value neighbourhood
concept was developed for housing market neighbourhood analysis and case study selection
(Chapter 5).

Justification in using low value neighbourhoods using aggregate price allows

consideration of the market itself as the value has many elements including neighbourhood demand
and supply. Low Value ideas and research extends to housing in the social and private rented
sector as well as the privately sold housing that appears in the initial data and models sourced from
the Land Registry (Land Registry, 2008). For instance, low value neighbourhoods could be located
when focussing on the average rental costs per person within different sectors such as private,
public and housing associations. The use of a low value neighbourhood concept and framework
also helps further research and intervention in areas that have occupied housing but with deep
entrenched socio-economic problems in the neighbourhood. The application and research within
and between low value neighbourhoods are now discussed in relation to deeper underlying
dysfunctional neighbourhood problems with an initial focus on neighbourhood affordability,
overcrowding and neighbourhood sorting.

9.3. Rising neighbourhood values: Affordability, overcrowding, and neighbourhood
sorting
In considering low value neighbourhoods, this section discusses with insight from interviewees the
issues of affordability, overcrowding and neighbourhood sorting. Firstly, the impact of new build
housing in raising aggregate prices in HMR neighbourhoods is argued to be problematic as it
masks the deprivation experienced within the neighbourhood even when considering small spatial
scales at LSOA to demarcate neighbourhoods. Examples within neighbourhoods from the impact
of new build on property prices in a rising market are seen in two case study chapters (Chapters 6
and 7). Within the Collyhurst neighbourhood case study (Chapter 6) it was seen that the high value
new build properties within a predominantly social housing neighbourhood meant that when
aggregated the value of the neighbourhood was significantly higher than the value of the
surrounding housing. Detailed analysis showed that the number of house price sales in 2004 within
Collyhurst (25) were far lower than Trinity (158). This runs conversely to house prices with higher
average house prices in Collyhurst (£86,414) compared to Trinity (£28,654). Low numbers of high
price properties in Collyhurst were due to the new build semi-detached, detached and a gated
community of flats in a largely social housing neighbourhood.
It was argued that for Collyhurst significant socio-economic problems would still need to be
addressed as the neighbourhood has a legacy in 2004 of income support at 62%, GCSE attainment
at 17%, Council Tenure at 74%, long-term voids at 4% and high ASBO counts at 228. Evidence of
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intergenerational socio-economic problems were also outlined in both case studies (Chapters 6 &
7), where cycles of underachievement persist within the area due to parental and peer influence
and culture that can affect community cohesion.

The cultural geography of a neighbourhood

demonstrates the need to consider other (possibly un-measurable with regards to culture) drivers
that impact on neighbourhood change and demand from current residents and potential in-comers.
The risk of overlooking other non-market related problems in a neighbourhood by focussing on
house price indicators is highlighted by a developer and HMR board member:
‘Despite market price rises this might only have a short-term impact.

Price rises may not be

conducive to sustainable communities and not good for the longer-term impact.

If people think

markets have increased there is still a need to regenerate, especially as there will always be a
potential drag from the areas in need of development. There is drag as the pathfinder areas are
usually in the lower leagues where education is poor and health is not good’ (Developer and HMR
Board Member, 2007).

Continued socio-economic problems were stressed in the Trinity neighbourhood case (Chapter 7)
with a concern over the vulnerability and risk of neighbourhoods that contain a concentration of
properties at the lower end of the market should there be a national economic downturn. This is
especially pertinent for low value neighbourhoods in the case studies (Chapters 6 & 7) and other
HMR areas where a boom-bust pattern could emerge where neighbourhood average prices drop
more in a slump and rise more in a boom. The issue of underlying social problems and low value
neighbourhood vulnerability to a potential economic downturn is raised in that:
‘There are superficial increases with some housing markets turning the corner and now recovering.
There is a risk though, if there is a national fall the recovery will probably go into reverse with those
vulnerable areas experiencing the worst of itNThere are still social problems even if the housing
markets are looking OK, for example in Upper Broughton and Seedley/Langworthy there are tales of
some social problems even 10 years after intervention’ (Professor (5), 2007).

Affordability is another key issue raised in the literature and interviews conducted.

From this

research it can be argued that unaffordable housing as well as social problems in a low value
neighbourhood could be compounding problems.

Affordability difficulties as highlighted in the

gentrification literature (Smith, 1996; Lees, 2000; Slater, 2004) discussed how housing in a
particular neighbourhood is unaffordable for incumbent residents. The Trinity neighbourhood case
(Chapter 7) with activities of CPO (Compulsory Purchase Order) and demolition of stock adjacent to
the neighbourhood may further show that affordability is compounded as there is a reduction in the
number of cheaper housing units supplied.

Furthermore, new build properties sold above the

neighbourhood average market rate will also compound affordability problems as the result will be a
greater proportion of higher valued housing in the neighbourhood. An affordability consideration in
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terms of a widening inequality of low income households and high property and neighbourhood
values in a HMR area is raised at national government level by the CLG (Communities and Local
Government) HMR Team leader when he states:
‘There is a need to ask as house prices are recovering, what is happening to the local population?
Research in some pathfinders has shown that as incomes have increased by 20% whilst the house
prices have doubled. There is a growing gap between resident income and the properties in HMR
areas’ (CLG Leader of HMR, 2008).

Overcrowding issues also need to be discussed, as for neighbourhoods to function in a ‘normal’
way the household composition should not be to the detriment of occupier’s health. Unaffordable
properties and the impact of raised house prices from new build and rising markets have strong
links to household numbers and overcrowding. For example, to meet higher rents demanded by
landlords in the private-rented market a concentration of overcrowded housing in a neighbourhood
result, with multiple-occupancy in housing units by low income economically active residents (i.e.
not families). This situation was found in the Trinity neighbourhood case study (Chapter 7) where it
was argued that there had been multiple-occupancy housing units taken up by economic migrants.
This case study neighbourhood found that it is within the private-rented sector where there is a
letting of properties increasing in occupation per dwelling. Limited research in this area means that
it is too early to tell whether those renting in multiple-occupancy disperse and stay in the particular
or surrounding neighbourhoods more permanently.

A concentration of multiple occupancy

economic migrants in the private rented sector need to be assessed in relation to the balance of
other household categories such as occupancy by singles, couples, single and both parent families.
Assessing the impact of the neighbourhood concentrations of buy-to-let landlords and multipleoccupancy of economic migrants could vary as multiple-occupancy also occurs in more affluent
areas.
The level of ‘neighbourhood sorting’ in relation to the level of affordability also helps to identify
neighbourhood vulnerability such as underlying social problems and overcrowding despite raised
house prices increasing neighbourhood value.

Neighbourhood sorting can be adopted as it

considers both the physical and demographic profile in a HMR area. Literature in this area is limited
although there have been some attempts such as work on a Neighbourhood Sorting Index
(Jargowsky and Kim, 2005). Spatial sorting in a neighbourhood is the gradation of properties that
are available to buy according to the income and wealth levels of the current population.

As

discussed in the literature review (Chapter 2) the idea of spatial sorting of residents in a
neighbourhood is due to the properties available and their affordability. In analysing affordability
and sorting in low demand neighbourhoods the following diagram (Figure 9.2) shows how varying
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gaps in affordability and spatial sorting and affordability could be visualised in order to bring out the
different driver scenarios that occur:
Figure 9.2: Displaying Drivers in Spatial Sorting and Affordability
High Sorting

•

Small Property Conglomerates

High Affordability

Low Affordability

•

Community Priority Housing

•

Key Skill Workers

•

Community Living Together Disregarding Sorting
Low Sorting

The neighbourhood sorting model enables tenure mix with Local Authority and RSL (Registered
Social Landlord) housing stocks to be prioritised and brought into the analysis. A neighbourhood
example of this is the Collyhurst case that is in a HMR area and contains a large percentage of
social stock (Chapter 6). From Figure 9.2 neighbourhood characteristic scenarios of low sorting
and low affordability are of equal relevance to neighbourhood characteristic scenarios of high
sorting and high affordability for neighbourhoods in a HMR area. For example, in areas of low
affordability with low sorting (i.e. limited property mix and property ladder limiting movement in a
neighbourhood) neighbourhood regeneration needs to make allowances for social phenomenon
such as communities living together, including key workers and encouraging community priority
housing. A scenario of affordable and high sorting neighbourhoods could be seen as more typical
of low demand neighbourhoods characterised by high voids and low house prices. The affordable
and high sorting (free movement between properties) neighbourhood scenarios have characteristics
that may include small property conglomerates where landlords club together to shape the
character of the neighbourhood.
What is of relevance in this discussion is the movement from a high affordable and low sorting
neighbourhoods to low affordable and high sorting neighbourhood as property values rise and a
diverse tenure mix is built. This movement towards low affordability and high sorting in former low
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value neighbourhoods may as a result reduce problems such as creating social mix but compound
affordability problems for close knit communities that currently live together and have less regard for
different available stock in the neighbourhood. As a final note, the neighbourhood sorting model
does not assume that high sorting is good and low sorting is bad although a sorting balance would
be encouraged if a desirable aim is to provide a mix of price, tenure, type and design with mix of
residents that span ethnicity, age and socio-economic status.

In summary, sorting levels in

combination with affordability levels provide a way to plot neighbourhoods in a HMR area that have
differing needs that are social and physical rather than just economic.

Examples might be

consideration of social inclusion minority groups or the need for a mix of key skilled residents such
as teachers in an unaffordable neighbourhood.

9.4. Neighbourhood mix and social inclusion in a HMR neighbourhoods
Ideas of neighbourhood sorting incorporating affordability and tenure mix are expressed further with
respect to the question of what extent the physical design of buildings and the public realm has
enhanced a neighbourhood mix and social inclusion. Approaches in addressing social mix and
social inclusion through physical means such as the quality of urban design have been highlighted
in the literature (Lupton and Power, 2002; Atkinson and Kintrea, 2000; Allen et al, 2005). Physical
urban design approaches were shown in the case study neighbourhoods depending on many
factors (Chapters 6 & 7). Selected interventions incorporated a combination of demolition, face-lift
improvements, new house building and streetscaping. Due to these different gradations of physical
regeneration activity within different locations within and between neighbourhoods it is difficult to
assess the success in terms of mix and social inclusion for an entire pathfinder area.
The extent to which mixed and sustainable communities have been promoted in a HMR area is
difficult to assert as there has not been enough time since its inception in 2002 to realise results.
What could be argued is whether the resulting urban design can be seen as promoting a mix and
allowing an improvement in the character of a neighbourhood. Within HMR areas it is argued that
the character of an area and resulting investment in it can be formed from physical as well as social
and economic elements (Developer and HMR Board Member, 2007). Furthermore it is argued that
neighbourhood developers are using mixed building that allow for different house prices and
household sizes and tenure. With reference to the example of Countryside Properties developing a
large site marketed as New Broughton in Salford with 5000 new homes it is agreed that they are
trying to design and build-in a mixed tenure, shared ownership, affordable and sustainable new
community. In arguing for physical build design in promoting social mix and inclusion it was said
that:
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‘Renewal is not just knocking down buildings as the approach is to try and change the character of
areas. This changing character is needed as some areas are no go areas that lead to people not
investing in the area. This is further compounded by problems of high crime, poor education and
disorderNThe buildings are designed so that you cannot recognise the difference between public and
privately purchased properties, or the difference between one and two bedroom houses from three or
four bedroom propertiesNan essential ingredient is choice, allowing people to move within the
neighbourhood as incomes rise and move up the property ladder’ (Developer and HMR Board
Member, 2007).

Physical design in neighbourhood regeneration including public realm such as street-scaping
outside and within the pathfinder areas can also directly and indirectly benefit from other physical
projects such as Homes Zones (DETR, 2005). Home Zones, originally developed in Holland, aim to
balance vehicular and other users of the neighbourhood through the physical alteration of the
streets and roads in order to improve its character (Home Zones, 2008). Home Zone projects in
Manchester are found in the Northmoor neighbourhood outside of the pathfinder area (DETR,
2005). Within the pathfinder area the street-scaping example in the Trinity case study was seen as
successful by community leaders (Chapter 7) and draws close comparison to the Home Zone
concept.
In addressing social exclusion, predominantly physical approaches such as Homezones and HMR
as well as social mix also need to be considered with regards to ‘normal’ neighbourhood
functioning.

With respect to the HMR neighbourhoods more generally it is thought that the

evidence and length of time in recognising a change in social exclusion from the inception of the
programme are limited. In considering social inclusion, racial mix was found to be an important
consideration in HMR area neighbourhood functioning especially in terms of community cohesion
(Simpson et al, 2006). For instance in the East Lancashire pathfinder sensitivity has been needed
due to some recent experience of poor race relations such as poor acceptance of new economic
migrants. This point was raised by a senior national government official involved in HMR:
‘It has been difficult in some cases, for example in Oldham and Rochdale, where community cohesion
has been restricted with racial tensions. There have been plans to meet these needs, for instance
project planning for redevelopment is done in a way to meet all types in the community’ (CLG Leader
of HMR, 2007)

As well as race and ethnicity considerations in physical regeneration projects, social and economic
mobility may also be restricted in HMR area neighbourhoods. Restrictions may be due to many
resident job options being low skilled and low paid jobs reducing incentives to work, as well as
some support gained in the informal economy.

Continued socio-economic problems were

highlighted earlier in this chapter with respect to rising markets masking underlying problems and in
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the neighbourhood case studies (Chapters 6 & 7).

With regards to social exclusion the key

emphasis is placed on social and economic mobility in what has been described as Thwarted
Mobility.

The need is expressed for further analysis of social and thwarted mobility when

understanding the drivers of social exclusion despite widespread physical regeneration. This
argument is made by an academic:
‘It is too soon to tell if there have been changes in social exclusion and there is no evidence to back
arguments up. Thwarted Mobility is sometimes the problem that should be looked at, for example
worklessness may exist due to thwarted mobility. The evidence is saying that thwarted mobility is not
the problem as people can just move or get work as there are jobs available. Mobility is restricted
because (a) people don’t move for low-paid short term jobs, and (b) people could be supported in the
informal sector. As a result this makes thwarted mobility arguments difficult to look at and research’
(Professor (7), 2007).
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9.5. The impact of intra- and inter-neighbourhood investment at the city scale
The impact of investment types whether public, private or public-private need closer analysis
especially if it can be argued that despite the apparent housing market recovery in some
neighbourhoods there are continued problems in the social fabric and neighbourhood functionality.
Investment by individual home owners need to be considered as well as buy-to-let investors that
purchase a property in order to rent out and make capital gains on the property if it goes up in
value. Housing investment in the buy-to-leave sector also need attention where units are not rented
but bought often off-plan as a physical asset for capital accumulation.

Positive impacts of

investment in a housing market renewal area may raise confidence in a neighbourhood as it
indicates that people willing to locate there. The impact of investment confidence is argued by a
senior regional government official involved with housing:
‘A lot of evidence is building in the way in which buy-to-let is having an impact. A concentration in this
area enables you to look at investor confidence in the area, plus it is easier to draw on sales rather
than the rental offer available’ (Head of Housing at GONW, 2007).

The above argument recognises that investor confidence is based on the sale and in turn may
ignore the needs of rental occupiers. Ignoring the impact of tenants can overlook the reduction in
emotional and psychological attachments to a neighbourhood for incumbent residents.

For

instance, if there is a large concentration of investor properties that are not owner-occupied it
means that the neighbourhood tenants have less of a financial incentive to look after and repair
their home. Low repair and responsibility incentives can also be considered for the case for other
rented properties such in varying housing tenures whether private, public or RSL.

The

psychological impact on neighbourhood cohesion from over investment is emphasised in that:
‘Analysis in investment in an area is done in a less emotional way and is different to understanding a
psychological connectionNThe problem of buy-to-let and investment is not considered by central
government at a significant scale and feels that it is just a transient problem. Ministers think they
have given local authorities the policy tools, and are not convinced that they need more powers to
tackle the issues in these areas. This means that Local Authorities need, one, a real evidence base if
they are to ensure they don’t encounter the results in 5 years time if investment properties are
offloaded onto the market, and two, more tools to deal with resulting phenomena’ (Head of Housing at
GONW, 2007).

City centre residential building and population growth since the 1990s has had an impact on
transforming the city centre property markets and neighbourhoods within the city and city-region.
City centre growth and its impact on surrounding neighbourhoods have concerns in the type of
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property and the intensity that are being invested in and encouraged to be developed. Many issues
regarding city-centre development incorporate the over-supply of 1-2 bed properties and low priority
for family housing. High rise developments are also held with caution due to risks of community
cohesion and promoting transient communities. For instance, buy-to-let and buy-to-leave markets
in city centre neighbourhoods are argued to promote resident transience and potentially provide
difficulties of vacancy if the housing market starts to become a less lucrative option for asset
accumulation.

These limitations of property investment-led regeneration in city centre

neighbourhoods are commented on:
‘Current problems of city-centre growth are encouraged by buy-to-let speculation. There is a problem
of a saturated market with too much of the same density one and two bedroom flats. This housing
product is not going to attract family-forming couples that give rise to issues of sustainability. It would
be preferable to have ground floor dwellings, and Manchester and Salford could be more conducive to
this rather than London that have less space’ (Professor (5), 2007).

Problems such as high turnover and transience within city centre market developments also have
an impact on neighbourhoods in HMR areas that radiate outside of the city centre. If the city centre
and housing market renewal areas are interconnected at the city scale there are positive impacts
such as a ‘warming effect’ radiating out from the centre to HMR area neighbourhoods and a further
encouragement of wealthier residents to remain in HMR area neighbourhoods. More critically,
‘shadow effects’ from the impact of higher value neighbourhoods in the city centre can have
negative impacts at the city scale.

For instance, the pull of the city for young wealthier

professionals may reduce the wealth and community cohesion in outer neighbourhoods such as
those in the Collyhurst case study (Chapter 6). Whilst considering the varying impacts there is a
need to appreciate that the city centre market has several different neighbourhoods operating and
they have varying aggregate values and different dynamics such as crime, education and
community cohesion (Chapter 8). In summary it is argued here that different drivers in different city
centre neighbourhoods have an indirect impact on the outer HMR neighbourhoods in processes
such as warming and shadow effects.
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9.6. Spatially concentrated neighbourhood inequality, deprivation and poverty
The spatial dynamics relating to inequality, deprivation and poverty in neighbourhoods beyond the
renewal of housing markets are now discussed. Firstly, the spatial dynamic of inequality within and
between neighbourhoods with a focus on housing market inequalities need to consider different
geographical neighbourhood sub-markets. For instance a neighbourhood with low demand and low
value housing in one part of a city can have a market that operates completely separately to other
neighbourhoods in the city that also contain low demand and low value housing.

Using the

individual case study neighbourhoods as examples, the housing market in low value
neighbourhoods with easy access to the city centre such as the Collyhurst Case (Chapter 6) has a
different geographically defined housing sub-market to a more peripheral neighbourhood such as
the Trinity Case (Chapter 7).
Varying neighbourhood housing market drivers with respect to geography are played out in the
case studies. For example as discussed with reference to investment, in the Collyhurst Case
warming effects of the city centre are negated by low attractiveness and liveability. The Collyhurst
case also shows a different housing market in geographical terms as the neighbourhood has limited
private investment opportunities for incoming, more affluent residents. Low opportunities for private
investment and a functioning market is highlighted in the Collyhurst case study (Chapter 6), as
without alternative intervention the neighbourhood is an unattractive option due to social problems
including poor crime and schools. The high concentration of social housing in the neighbourhood
also provides a limited housing offer in private housing and the opportunity for a desired mixed
community that can provide less inward-looking resident aspirations.
Further understanding of neighbourhood inequality needs to be carried out but held with caution
depending on whether markets are analysed at the higher or lower level. It has been argued that
spatial inequality does exist between neighbourhoods around the margins of higher and lower
levels (Dorling and Rees, 2003). In considering spatial inequalities, it is suggested that ‘it is easier
to spot spatial inequality at the higher end of the market but less so at the lower end’ (Professor of
Housing Studies, 2007). Some evidence of lower end of the market activity where residents work in
the informal economy is highlighted in the Collyhurst case (Chapter 6). The more technical analysis
in this study between neighbourhoods at the city scale did not pick up transient migratory
populations. Despite these limitations, the study of low demand and low value neighbourhoods in
relation to inequality, deprivation and poverty through mixed methods including interviews and
available literature can enable a wider understanding of complex reasons for neighbourhood
decline or recovery.
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Deprivation and poverty can add to problems of residents in neighbourhoods and therefore further
enhance spatial inequality (Friedrichs, 2005). In engaging with where multi-dimensional problems
of deprivation and poverty occur, links in this study of low demand and low value neighbourhoods
can be made to location deprivation measures such as the IMD (Index of Multiple Deprivation). It
has been outlined in the literature that deprivation measured studies such as the IMD can be linked
with low demand and value phenomena (CLG, 2004a; CLG, 2007a). For example, some of the
neighbourhoods in the Harpurhey Wards contain 4 of the top 10 most deprived LSOAs in England
as well as being a Ward that contains a high concentration of low demand neighbourhoods. In this
study the Collyhurst neighbourhood (E1005204) contains the 2nd highest IMD score in 2004 (TWFY,
2008) and in 2007 (GMCVO, 2007) but is not typical of a low demand HMR area as it has a large
concentration of social housing. From this neighbourhood regeneration beyond market renewal
should take into consideration neighbourhood improvements in terms of multiple-deprivation and
poverty in order to capture all economic, social and physical recovery.
Spatial distributions of poverty using multiple indicators were used in this study (Chapter 5) to
display where some of the multi-dimensional aspects of poverty occur. Exploring neighbourhood
poverty at the city scale was used in the global and GWR models that attempted to uncover
relations between low value neighbourhoods and low value in other indicators. From the global
model (not considering spatial weights) it was shown that there is a strong relation between low
house price neighbourhoods and low attainment in education, low turnover, low detached
properties, low new-build properties and high void rates.

When adding the spatial weight to

neighbourhoods in the city scale regression model using GWR the mapping showed significant
spatial differentials. Firstly, there is a clear North to South split with low GCSE magnitude of
attainment having a far stronger relationship with low house prices in the north of the city.
Secondly, there is a weak relationship of low turnover and low house price neighbourhoods of lower
magnitude radiating from the city centre, rendering turnover a poor indicator cause for
neighbourhoods in the pathfinder area. Thirdly, New Build has a stronger relationship with house
price outside of city centre despite a large geographical area of new build in the city centre, argued
to be due to a saturation of new build in city centre. A final key point that brings out multiple causes
of poverty between neighbourhoods when applying spatial weights is that there is a strong negative
relationship between high voids and high neighbourhood house price values with a clear North to
South spatial dynamic. This negative high void and high value neighbourhood relationship that is
spatially stronger in the North of the city is linked to the greater concentration of voids in the north of
the city. In revealing this spatial dynamic, the north may have a greater vulnerability to a downturn
in the housing market in comparison to the south of the city.
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Studies of poverty and deprivation should also consider tenure differences as the global regression
analysis between neighbourhoods at the city scale found that high value neighbourhoods had
higher concentrations of detached and semi-detached properties. This could be explained mainly
due to low percentage of desirable detached and semi-detached properties in Manchester (Chapter
5). As well as property type, multiple tenure analysis is needed as private housing neighbourhoods
with a collapsed housing market have residents in poverty as well as neighbourhoods of
concentrated social housing. Further tenure differentials are important for analysis as differences in
owner-occupier and private-rented tenures play out different social outcomes as per the buy-to-let
and buy-to-leave market.

The Collyhurst case study neighbourhood (Chapter 6) shows an

interesting case in terms of neighbourhood change, as this area underwent considerable demolition
and investment after 2004 when the work in this study and the IMD were carried out. Future
research could analyse if the Collyhurst neighbourhood IMD score reduces partly as a result of
being within a HMR pathfinder area with large scale regeneration activities occurring.
Further research within other HMR pathfinder neighbourhood case studies could be carried out in
order to reveal more general drivers of decline and recovery.

Research into the wider HMR

experience in other pathfinders could also augment the findings in this chapter, which discuss low
demand, affordability, neighbourhood mix, social inclusion, investment and spatial inequality.
Recent available evaluations are those by HCA (Homes and Communities Agency) and The Audit
Commission that monitor and track progress in all of the pathfinders (HCA, 2009; Audit
Commission, 2009). The HCA report on HMR options contends that the key problem in Pathfinder
areas continues to be seen as a low demand for housing. The programme impact so far is argued
as positive in terms of house price, but more limited in terms of economic and social change, which
reiterates a concern in this chapter over affordability and spatial inequality. For instance, HCA
(HCA, 2009) states that:
‘By the end of 2008, the housing market renewal programme had refurbished and improved around
40,000 homes, built 1,100 new properties and demolished just under 10,000 properties. Average
house prices in the nine pathfinder areas have doubled since 2002 and population decline is slowing
in many of the areas. Confidence is returning to the pathfinders but challenges remain to close the
economic and social gap between these areas and those around them. As part of our involvement in
the housing market renewal programme, we will be evaluating options for future interventions and
priorities beyond 2010/11’.

From performance monitoring reports by The Audit Commission, the most recent evaluation in
progress for each of the pathfinders can be found and the key points are highlighted (Audit
Commission, 2009). For Bridging Newcastle Gateshead, progress (to October 2008) is seen in
respect of well constructed governance arrangements and community representation at a strategic
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level. Tenure mix is being supported with decisions made for no net additional social housing within
the BNG area. Concern is apparent over housing affordability as BNG is engaged with developers
and housing associations to understand the current range of affordable housing products on offer.
Elevate (East Lancashire) progress is also improving its understanding of affordability through
commissioning a SHMA (Strategic Housing Market Assessment) and plans to develop a specific
policy on affordability following completion of this study. Elevate’s progress is seen as positive in
terms of community cohesion via HMR funded neighbourhood management services that are seen
to have performed an important function in supporting residents living through change (Audit
Commission, 2009). Challenges to Gateway (Hull and East Riding) appear to be the take up of new
build home ownership options that have generally been slow, with some homes lying empty for
several months. Social improvements are highlighted in Gateway with some demonstrable success
in tackling crime and anti social behaviour (Audit Commission, 2009).
Performance reports on New Heartlands (Merseyside) state that it continues to perform strongly in
its approach to affordable homes, mixed communities and community cohesion. Unlike many of the
other pathfinders, employment is a major issue in New Heartlands as it recognises that there is still
further work to be done to increase the take up of the employment opportunities created as part of
the wider regeneration of the area.

Partners in Action (Oldham and Rochdale) are seen as

progressing in terms of developing its strong role in community engagement and in helping to
address community cohesion. For Partners in Action the impact of its interventions are seen as
high given the lack of any large scale redevelopment in this area for many years. RENEW (North
Staffordshire) and its partners are stated to be engaged with affordable housing needs by providing
a range of affordable housing solutions and products to assist marginal owner occupation.
Participation in the development of pathfinder plans is seen as progressive for Transform (South
Yorkshire) by engaging with local communities. Further successes for Transform are in working
well with the private sector but it has yet to devise detailed marketing strategy to support home
ownership. Urban Living (Birmingham and Sandwell) has seen progress stifled in increasing the
number of owner-occupied homes due to reasons relating to the number of homes that have been
'bought to let' and effects of the ‘credit crunch’. Reservations are also made in terms of Urban
Living operating as a catalyst for regeneration as it is not clear how successful it has been in
attracting in new complementary investment in housing, employment and other services. From
these available evaluations on progress it can be seen that tackling low demand is beginning to
incorporate affordability issues for a greater neighbourhood mix and social inclusion. The declining
rate of investment in HMR areas are of concern though and in turn may have long term implications
for a widening spatial inequality within each city. Further study can build on these other pathfinder
evaluations of progress in a similar way to this study that focussed on developments in the MSP.
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9.7. Chapter summary
In conclusion, this chapter has provided findings on the wider policy debate involving HMR in the
recovery of low demand neighbourhoods. Furthermore, it has addressed conceptual questions on
low demand neighbourhoods by discussing alternatives such as low value neighbourhoods. Other
alternatives such as housing supply side approaches in HMR areas can be considered that focus
on the physical built environment. For instance drivers of decline could be from supply-led factors
such as poor quality mono-tenure housing stock. The chapter has demonstrated the need to raise
demand and derived demand as neighbourhoods in North Manchester lack higher paid jobs
matched with low value stock for employees to reside. Combined supply and demand elements as
manifest in the housing market may be another lens in which to understand neighbourhood change
that allows for other neighbourhood realities such as resident access to finance and credit.
In discussing questions on area based policies, HMR areas have as the policy would suggest
focussed on the renewal of housing markets. Market rises in some of the neighbourhoods need to
be held with caution as aggregate neighbourhood price recovery does not indicate that all
neighbourhood characteristics have recovered. It has been shown that rising aggregate values
mask lower values and any inequalities within a neighbourhood.

As a result this may ignore

affordability issues as linked to overcrowding and dependent on the level of neighbourhood sorting.
The impact of housing investment that partly give rise to raised values may also need to be more
closely scrutinised. For instance, an over-abundance of buy-to-let and buy-to-leave properties in a
low value area indicates confidence in an area but also reduce emotional and psychological
attachment to the neighbourhood by incumbent residents. City centre neighbourhoods also have
an impact on HMR area neighbourhoods due to their inter-connectedness at the city scale. For
instance the potential ‘warming effect’ radiating out from the city centre may be countered by
‘shadow effects’ pulling wealthier young professionals away from HMR area neighbourhoods.
Neighbourhood mix and social inclusion within HMR areas need to be considered despite some
market rise, especially if there are threats to BME (Black Minority Ethnic) community cohesion and
social mobility.

Deprivation and poverty also need to be addressed in HMR areas with rising

markets as neighbourhoods continue to score high in the IMD. Indicators in this study showed for
Manchester (2004) a correlation of low value neighbourhoods with low education, low turnover, high
voids, and low new build (Chapter 5). When applying a local spatial dynamic, it displayed a clear
north-south split when considering correlations of low neighbourhood value with low education and
high void rates. In addition, local spatial dynamics showed a greater neighbourhood value impact
from new build in neighbourhoods located outside of the city centre. In addition to the statistical
evidence base in relation to deprivation and poverty, interviewee data was blended to produce
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further findings on the decline and recovery of low demand neighbourhoods.

For instance,

problems in HMR areas were found with regards to affordability, overcrowding, social exclusion,
over-investment and inter-generational poverty. In summary, this chapter has shown that market
centred approaches to neighbourhood regeneration also need to factor in the risk of neighbourhood
dysfunctionality. These considerations are important if neighbourhoods in an HMR area are to have
the opportunity function equally as well as other neighbourhoods in a city. The proceeding chapter
will now draw together all sections of the thesis to give final conclusions, provide implications for
further research, and offer policy recommendations (Chapter 10).
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Chapter 10: Conclusion & Implications for Policy and Research
10.1. Introduction
In concluding the research this chapter links back to the philosophical approach, aims, objectives,
questions and techniques used in the study. In order to assess the appropriateness of the research
philosophy applied, a reflexive assessment of the method used in the study is provided. This is
done by stating how the approach met the aims and objectives of the neighbourhood research. A
demonstration is also given on the difficulties encountered and how findings can be refined and
taken further.

The chapter is divided into five parts.

First, it outlines conclusions on the

conceptualisation of the decline and recovery of low demand neighbourhoods.

Second,

conclusions are provided on the more technical questions regarding tracking neighbourhood
change in the use of GISc (Geographic Information Science), GIS (Geographic Information
Systems) and LIS (Local Information Systems). Third, the chapter gives the conclusions of the
research findings for policy to avert neighbourhood decline, with particular reference to Housing
Market Renewal (HMR). Fourth, the chapter outlines the implications for future research. Finally,
the chapter provides a summary of recommendations and original contribution to the technical
issues, the conceptualisation and the policy side in dealing with areas of low demand for housing.

10.2. A successful approach to neighbourhood research
The research undertaken for this thesis was undertaken from a critical realist philosophical
perspective (Bhaskar, 1989; Collier, 1994; Yeung, 1997; Sayer 2001; Fitzpatrick, 2005; Pratt,
2006). This approach incorporated multi-disciplinary strands that focussed on paradigms that were
social, economic and environmental (built).

Research focus on specific neighbourhoods was

framed in the context of the broader processes of economic restructuring and their impact across
and within cities (Peck and Ward, 2002). In terms of ontology, the research has tried to show that
neighbourhood realities operate independently of what is known or researched. If there is such an
independent reality the thesis tries to uncover the ‘truth’ about what is causing such realities. One
example of causality in this study is that low value neighbourhoods are in part caused by low
educational attainment. For these claims of causality, it is granted that determining the difference
between cause and effect is a difficult philosophical conundrum but a worthwhile endeavour. To
provide pragmatic research analysis and findings, the causes of recovery in low demand
neighbourhoods are mainly referred to as drivers, such as the driver of education. The research
epistemology used mixed methods to understand neighbourhood drivers within time and space,
either directly (as in Collyhurst, 2004) or in context (as in the emphasis on economic restructuring
since the 1970s as an influence on neighbourhood-level experience).
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Part of the assembly and analysis of empirical data was based on a case study approach. This
involved, firstly, an international comparative analysis at the city scale, assessing the consequences
of economic restructuring for neighbourhoods in broadly comparable cities in the US (Chicago,
Baltimore, Detroit, St Louis, and Philadelphia) and UK (Manchester). This was complemented,
secondly, by intensive research in two case study neighbourhoods in Manchester. The selection of
Manchester for neighbourhood case studies can be justified on account of the richness of
neighbourhood scale data, part of it made available by Manchester City Council, the sponsor for the
studentship. The sponsor helped to provide quantitative secondary data and the brokering of links
to allow assembly of qualitative primary data through a programme of semi-structured interviews.
The intra-neighbourhood case studies were intended to provide intensive analysis of qualitative
processes, complementing the earlier quantitative analysis of secondary data for neighbourhoods in
the city case of Manchester.

The research design was based on a central case study city,

augmented by further exploration of an HMR area and two specific neighbourhoods within it. The
inclusion of the two neighbourhood case studies was intended to allow a deeper understanding
than what could have been revealed had the analysis covered multiple cities and HMR pathfinders.
In recognising the limitations of the case study approach in terms of its external validity, it is not
being suggested that single case findings can be generalised to other cases (Yin, 2003b). Instead,
the single case study has enabled the generation of findings that can be explored further through
the application of the same methodology in other economically restructuring cities.
The aim of the research as outlined in the methodology (Chapter 3) was to examine the
regeneration of low demand neighbourhoods at the city scale and in a HMR area. This aim was
originally conceived from a research design that sought to meet themes relating to: (1)
neighbourhood decline and recovery; (2) quantitative and qualitative methods in understanding
neighbourhood change; and (3) area based intervention policy focussing on HMR. These themes
were then divided into the five objectives set out in the introduction and methodology chapters
(Section 3.4). In order to meet these objectives, three overarching questions were developed to
cover conceptual, technical and policy aspects of the research (Section 3.4). Specific conclusions
in answering these three questions are discussed below; prior to this is a more general outline of
how the questions were formulated.
The key questions pursued in the research (Section 3.4) were developed and refined in an iterative
process. Initially, the programme of semi-structured interviews in US cities served an exploratory
purpose, helping to inform the subsequent research questions. These interviews were based on
discussions in a semi-structured format that had three points of focus. Firstly, interviewees were
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asked for additional comments and suggestions to a neighbourhood domain and driver table
produced from the literature review (Appendix E: Table E.1). Secondly, questions to US
interviewees mainly sought answers on neighbourhood renewal relating to conceptual, technical
and policy matters (Appendix E). Finally, knowledge was shared by demonstrating the LIS used in
Manchester reciprocated by demonstrations by developers and researchers on US GISc methods
(Appendix E). From this US insight (Chapter 4), a wider range of questions could be explored
within the Manchester and HMR case studies, again under the same three headings of conceptual,
technical and policy matters.

These wider sets of questions for the UK interviewees were

developed further in light of the results of the analysis of neighbourhood scale secondary data
(Chapter 5), and subsequently through the two neighbourhood case studies (Chapters 6 & 7).
From this wider set of questions, themed questions were used to structure the discussion chapters
(Chapters 8 & 9).
The initial phase of the research explored the degree to which the notion of ‘low demand
neighbourhoods’ represented a useful concept. This in turn strengthened the focus on economic
factors as the cause of low demand for housing within and between neighbourhoods (Bramley and
Pawson, 2000; Nevin et al, 2001; Holmans and Simpson, 1999; Cameron, 2006).

This also

highlighted the importance of looking more broadly at the nature of local housing markets, and
considering issues of supply and the externalities resulting from market failure (Cole, 2007; Ferrari,
2007; Bramley et al, 2008).

This helped to identify the drivers of demand for housing and

subsequent neighbourhood fortunes (Table 8.1). This list of drivers was expanded through the
addition of new categories, and then consolidated through the use of Principal Component and
Factor Analysis to identify the main groups of driver impacting upon housing market fortunes
(Section 5.3; Jolliffe, 1986; Hubert et al, 2003).

The relationship between house prices and

neighbourhood characteristics was explored through regression equations and the use of
Geographically Weighted Regression (Section 5.6; (Fotheringham et al, 2002). Further quantitative
analysis was applied within the neighbourhood case studies to integrate longitudinal data on
changes in house prices and types (Section 6.3 and 7.3).
The use of data within the Tracking Neighbourhood Change (TNC) LIS meant that neighbourhood
analysis could be used at Lower Super Output Area (LSOA) scale, rather than the larger ward level.
The availability of quantitative data at this disaggregated level helped in respect of previous
criticism about the over reliance of some ‘neighbourhood’ studies on data at the ward scale
(McCulloch, 2001; Burrows and Bradshaw, 2001). LSOA was also used as the unit of analysis
because some indicators at smaller spatial scales (e.g. COA) were not available. Furthermore,
LSOA provided the maximum amount of indicators for a specific year as many of the key indicators
(e.g. education, worklessness and population) at source were LSOA and could not be
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disaggregated. Further finer grained neighbourhood studies could embrace smaller spatial scales
as more data becomes available at COA (Census Output Area) and point level (Vickers et al, 2003).
As one of the three research questions set out to improve understanding of GISc, GIS and LIS, the
data selection from an accessible LIS enabled deeper understanding of such systems, including
their limitations and potential in neighbourhood regeneration (Chapter 8).

For example, the

aggregation of data at LSOA scale in order to maximise the number of indicators meant that
exploring changes over time proved difficult. In the event, data was available for only 2004 and
2005 (Appendix A).

In order to gain a better understanding of change over time, longitudinal

analysis of house prices and sales volumes (broken down house type) at neighbourhood scale was
undertaken for the period between 2002 and 2006.

This was benchmarked against city and

metropolitan region scales (Sections 6.3 and 7.3). The use of house price data from 2002 was
significant as understanding could be gleaned of the changes since the inception of HMR in 2002.
Sampling issues relating to the source data used were also considered during the research process
(Sections 3.7). Some bias and sample error in the secondary data analysed from the LIS was offset
by other less widely utilised data relevant to the key drivers of neighbourhood change (e.g. ASBO Anti-Social Behaviour Orders; Flint, 2006).

Alternative secondary quantitative data from other

institutions for further neighbourhood research was also collated (see Appendix C) as were other
GISc methods for analysis (e.g. GeoDa).

The use of technical secondary GISc analysis

successfully blended with the primary interview data collected in this research. The interviewees
selected using a ‘snowball’ method covering a spread of professional profiles provided depth and
intensity of findings.

Moreover, the quality of elite interviewee contacts accessed via a good

working relationship with the CASE partner and breadth of interviewee types (Chapter 3: Table 3.2)
enabled knowledgeable insight into the case study and discussion chapters.
The US and UK elite-interviews provided valuable information by using a flexible semi-structured
approach (Strauss and Corbin, 2008; Denzin and Lincoln, 2003).

A conversational and non-

interrogative interview technique enabled interviewees to engage in dialogue that helped highlight
key issues.

Interviewees were also willing to offer advice, support and further contacts as a

consequence. The building of rapport allowed further opportunities for research as interviewees
encouraged repeat meetings and offers to contact them for any further information. Additional
research activity in the MSP offices and attendance at Research Advisory Group (RAG) meetings
further indirectly enhanced knowledge through question and answer sessions with decision makers.
Furthermore, attendance at tenants and resident association meetings meant that opinions by the
residents, police, councillors, wardens and the police (chaired by the community leader) could be
triangulated in formulating a more representative picture of the neighbourhood regeneration. This
synthesis of qualitative and quantitative techniques in answering the three key questions meant that
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the aims and objectives were met. The main conclusions drawn in answering the three central
research questions are now provided.

10.3. Patterns, dynamics and drivers in neighbourhood decline and recovery
The research produced strong findings to the first question that asked what were the patterns,
dynamics and drivers between and within low demand neighbourhoods.

Analysis between

neighbourhoods for Manchester used global regression using 22 explanatory independent variables
to explain different neighbourhood characteristic relationships with value (determined by house sale
price average). Different relationships emerged showing the greatest (top 5) neighbourhood values
correlating to higher magnitudes of GCSE results %, turnover 3 times or more %, detached type %
of overall, and new build % and long term void % (negative relationship) respectfully.
Refining and developing the GWR (Geographically Weighted Regression) model provided
understanding to spatial dynamics operating between neighbourhoods.

In doing so, the GWR

models explored the impact of local disadvantages (and advantages) of drivers such as education
that have a spatial or area effect (Smith et al, 2002; Buck and Gordon, 2004; Smith et al, 2007).
Specific GWR analysis has shown that when adding a spatial dynamic there is a clear North to
South split, with GCSEs having a far greater correlation with house prices in the South (Section 5.6)
of the city than in the North. This in essence indicates that there is a North-South city divide
expressed spatially with the North having a high correlation of low value neighbourhoods and low
educational attainment. For other indicators (considered as drivers) it was found that turnover
averages are high in the city centre.

When applying GWR and the local spatial weighting of

statistics the turnover magnitude (t-value) in city centre had less of an association with price. This
discrepancy could add weight to the argument that turnover is a less significant driver for low value
neighbourhoods, as other neighbourhoods with high percentage of high value flats also have high
turnover. This is not to say that high turnover in low value neighbourhoods is not problematic in
driving demand down further.
With regards to new build percentages in a neighbourhood there is a greater relation to
neighbourhood value outside of the city centre when adding the spatial dynamic. This result is
interesting as the basic new build average percentages show that a large geographical
concentration of new build in the city centre. From this, it was argued that the greater association of
new build with neighbourhood value outside of the city centre was possibly due to a saturation of
new build in city centre. Furthermore, it is suggested that building outside of the centre in the inner
suburbs could yield greater returns. The final focus on voids as an indicator driver has shown that
in far North of the city there is a strong relationship between high voids and low value
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neighbourhoods when considering the spatial dynamics. This is argued to suggest that as voids
increase it may have a greater negative impact on property prices. This is due to the surrounding
geography being more unstable as there is a closer proximity to greater void concentrations in
North Manchester.
Qualitative research methods produced findings to blend and add to the more technical outcomes in
answering questions on the patterns, dynamics and drivers between neighbourhoods.

For

instance, qualitative work on HMR policy in the case studies drew out some of the contentious
questions of neighbourhood regeneration when considering housing re-build (Section 7.4) and
demolition (Section 7.5). Interview and appropriation of local strategic maps showed that demolition
such as in the Bute street area was being scaled back due to renewed demand from a resurgence
of in-migration.

Caution was held to give definite evidence of neighbourhood revitalisation as

difficulties continue at the lower end of the housing price curve especially in a period of market
downturn. Importance was highlighted on the need for attention to physical, economic and social
connection and mobility for both new and existing residents. This is despite some private market
movement in new build in the Collyhurst case (Chapter 6) that is to a certain extent measuring
neighbourhood success by HMR pathfinders.
The research has also shown that there is scope for insight on UK neighbourhoods when
uncovering findings from US literature, interviews and field visits. For instance, studies can be
drawn on to learn from the wider experience of neighbourhood decline and public-led regeneration
programmes in the US (Accordino and Johnson, 2000; Shutt, 2000; Scafadi et al, 1998). With
regards to this thesis, the research explored race and ethnicity drivers in neighbourhood decline
and renewal that is widely regarded as more pronounced in the majority of US cities (Section 4.4).
This in turn provides insight to neighbourhood drivers of economic migration and community
cohesion within UK economically restructuring cities and pathfinder areas.
Physical neighbourhood layout and choice of physical housing structure drivers were brought in to
the research using ideas of neighbourhood sorting (Jargowski and Kim, 2005). This enabled low
demand neighbourhoods to take into account considerations of residents remaining or moving in to
a neighbourhood depending upon the variations of value and mix in the housing stock (Section 9.3;
Atkinson and Kintrea, 2001; Martin and Watkinson, 2003; Berube, 2005; Katz, 2004; Allen et al,
2005). It was found in the Collyhurst case that contains a high concentration of mono-tenure
council housing, that a small number of sales of high value new build properties drove up the
overall average house prices. The significance of this can be further analysed for market value
increases by property type, as rising aggregate neighbourhood prices of new build were mainly
from detached, semi-detached and flat types that surround terrace stock (Section 6.3 and 7.3). In
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exploring this issue, there is a need to understand social and economic implications of
neighbourhood realities by residents within neighbourhoods despite an aggregate rise in market
value. For instance, economically the majority of incumbent residents’ income is low, leading to
potential gentrification arguments if there are housing affordability and displacement issues for
some households (Section 6.4.1; Glass, 1964; Smith, 1996, Lees, 2000; Slater, 2004; Atkinson,
2003).

Other socio-economic considerations need to be made alongside housing type and

affordability, such as a take up of housing by investors and economic migrants in former low
demand neighbourhoods with high void rates (Section 7.5). Social implications are may also be
masked from rising market values, such as changes in the level of: social mobility; crime;
educational attainment and attitudes; problem families; substance misuse; community cohesion;
stigma; and aspirations (Sections 6.4.2 – 6.4.6; Mumford and Power, 2003).
When producing findings such as drivers operating within the neighbourhood regeneration case
studies, it was important to place the neighbourhood within its historical and spatial context. For
instance, waves of physical projects need to frame the particular case study, these include: 1960s
terrace slum clearance; 1970s building and demolition of social housing such as crescents, high
rise flats and maisonettes; large scale housing estates that currently exist; and the re-housing of
residents to public housing projects in fringe location areas (Sections 6.1 and 7.1). The spatial
context is important even at this micro-level as the neighbourhoods selected in this study at LSOA
will have resident perceptions of smaller sub-neighbourhoods.

Sub-neighbourhoods can be

constructed physically in terms of property tenure and type, as predominantly social housing
neighbourhoods could differ conceptually to those defined by new build private owner-occupied and
rented properties (Section 6.2).

The emphasis for this study was to analyse neighbourhoods at

LSOA so any future sub-neighbourhood analysis could be made geographically at a smaller scale
such as COA. The part of the study using more technical methods involving census boundaries
provided one advantage of a robust evidence base. In incorporating these technical methods into
the study, the objectives could be met that seek to uncover the extent to which GISc provide an
effective means of understanding neighbourhood change.

10.4. Making Use of GISc, GIS and LIS in tracking neighbourhood change
Useful findings were uncovered in addressing the second main research question that asked to
what extent GISc, GIS and LIS can track neighbourhood change (CLG, 2007b; Heywood et al,
2006; Longley et al, 2004). In providing knowledge of neighbourhood change using GISc there is a
need to rectify the problem of unavailable data (Section 8.5). By using more indicators to measure
drivers of neighbourhood change using tools such as GIS it is argued that a more defined picture of
society can be portrayed (Pickles, 1995; Goodchild, 1997; Martin, 1997). Furthermore, for more
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pragmatic reasons it is argued that using more data within such tools can improve policy decision
making (Campbell and Masser, 1995; Nedovic-Budic, 2002). Further indicator examples not found
in the TNC database that could improve visualisation are those such as health, transport, income,
ethnicity, population, and migration. For those domains used such as housing with an indicator of
house price sale, other housing indicators could be added such as rented housing or housing
association queue times. In using these unavailable housing indicators it would allow for better
understanding of demand in neighbourhoods with less bias to private tenure (Section 4.7).
The use of data in GIS neighbourhood visualisation tools could be improved by using video rather
than static two-dimensional maps (Ballas et al, 2005b). Using video aspects can display trajectories
of neighbourhood change. Trajectories are useful as this would incorporate rates of change, and
thus temporal dynamism, of different social and economic neighbourhood drivers. GIS tools will
also be of advantage if they can aggregate to visualise regional patterns of change.

These

developments in trajectories could then be further applied to early warning systems developing in
the UK (Holme, 2004a) and US (Hillier, 2003; NNIP, 2008). Neighbourhood change using GISc can
also be enhanced through the addition of statistical weighting to different indicators as carried out
within the GWR analysis (Fotheringham et al, 2002a; Rey and Anselin, 2006). This weighting can
improve visualisation of spatial and temporal dynamics by applying higher weights to those
indicators that are geographically local rather than global.
For neighbourhood regeneration and the policy design process GISc can aid in the development of
strategy, service delivery, and performance monitoring (Section 8.7; SEU, 2000). Despite this use
of GISc, caution needs to be made as an emphasis on evidence may be to the detriment of
providing other useful policy information such as implementation guidelines.

Furthermore, the

success of guiding policy will depend on resources and regulations in holding and sharing data. It
is suggested that tensions between ‘free’ data and confidentiality should err on the side of an ethical
commitment in protecting the individual (Section 8.7). The neighbourhood analysis in this study has
managed to work with small aggregate areas without directly displaying individuals at point level.
Smaller LSOA population average in understanding neighbourhoods will also help to improve the
assimilation of public participation into models and systems.

For instance, these off-the-shelf

boundaries are standards that residents and public authorities can focus in on, input information
and track over time.
In displaying GISc evidence of neighbourhood change there is a difference in when intervention
takes place and when social and economic results occur (Section 8.8). For instance in measuring
neighbourhood housing market rise attributable to HMR activities, a time lag will occur between
programme inception and a rise in market vale. Further complication is added as completions of
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housing units being sold at different periods may be either singular or numerous. Furthermore, data
available and policy timing do not always directly match, as in the case of census data that is
recorded every 10 years and is a year before the HMR policy inception in 2002. In integrating GISc
and organisations such as HMR pathfinders, issues of resources and regulation attached to the
programme were more difficult to represent. For instance, resource problems include the costs of
holding data whereas regulatory constraints are those such as sharing restrictions and ethical
commitments to data confidentiality.

It was also found that use of GISc and measurement of

neighbourhood change in policy areas could benefit via integration with narrative accounts. Benefit
is further made from deeper understanding of what other activities, issues and policy interventions
are occurring in a particular neighbourhood (Chapter 8.8).

10.5. HMR policy implications in neighbourhood regeneration and renewal
The third research question was to find what impact area based (as different to people based)
urban policies such as HMR act as a driver for neighbourhood regeneration in urban spaces. This
policy implications section therefore looks at what findings were prominent for urban regeneration
and what lessons can be learned for the future when conducting research that involves HMR.
Some policy insight was drawn from the US neighbourhood programmes that attempt to integrate
solutions via property based neighbourhood regeneration (Chapter 4; Accordino and Johnson,
2000). For instance, ideas can draw on the New Urbanism vision as part of Hope VI plan that was
adopted to revitalise the worst poor public housing projects (HUD, 2007; Williams, 2007). As part of
this plan, benefits were the building of environmentally improved neighbourhoods via the design of
pedestrian friendly spaces and easy access to public transport (Section 4.5). The ‘eminent domain’
law in the US applied to some low demand neighbourhoods can draw insight to HMR CPOs
(Compulsory Purchase Orders). Similarities are drawn as ‘eminent domain’ is a programme where
private housing stock is demolished by public resources for alternative future development.
Controversial legal powers in eminent domain that allow the state to seize a citizen’s property
without consent are often justified on the grounds of the public interest or economic development
(Kanner, 2006; Beliner, 2006). As found with HMR CPOs the public interest is difficult to determine
and cases are often resolved on ethical grounds, or as found in one of this research’s case study
with a street having over 50% housing deemed ‘unfit for purpose’ (Section 7.2 and 9.2).
With respect to economically based housing initiatives, insight from US adoption of the Section 8
(Housing) initiative and LIHTC (Low Income Housing Tax Credits) can be drawn (Section 4.5).
Fiscal benefits for low-income residents are provided in vouchers (e.g. Under Section 8) or credits
(e.g. LIHTC) as similar to housing benefit in HMR areas. Arguments for regulation under Section 8
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are that it can provide safe, healthy and affordable homes for vulnerable residents.

These

advantages are countered in terms of problems with long-term ownership, maintenance, fraud and
long-queue problems for tenants. Another implication for policy provided by US insight relates to
the level of lending attributed to certain neighbourhoods based on the neighbourhood value.
Lessons should be learnt from redlining practices that zoned mortgage lending depending on the
racial and demographic profile of households in neighbourhoods.

The result was further

concentration and restriction of social mobility for minority groups. In drawing on this, tightening of
credit and lending in the UK should not exclude residents depending on their residential area if
there is a risk of further concentrating poverty and polarising wealth (Section 4.7).
The policy driver of HMR acting in neighbourhoods needs to consider the governance scale of
decision making such as: the national selection of pathfinder boundaries (DETR, 1999; CLG,
2000a; SEU, 2001); integration into regional forecasts (GONW, 2007; NWRA, 2006; CLG, 2005):
and its part within city-region trajectories and frameworks (ECOTEC, 2007; CLG, 2006). These
varying governance scales also need to consider overlapping initiatives and strategies (NRU,
2008a).

These overlapping policies may diffuse the measure of success attributable to one

particular regeneration approach as programmes such as HMR will be part of various Strategic
Frameworks, Area Agreements and Regional Growth Boundaries (Section 8.8).

Despite this

overlap, more direct implications for HMR policy is that selective demolition and new build need to
be more carefully thought through. For instance, neighbourhood regeneration may suddenly occur
from organic economic and social changes. An example of this is a reversal of migration through
economic in-migration and economic upturn of rising values of housing.
HMR neighbourhood drivers also need to be evaluated strategically and spatially rather than simply
focusing on need, leading to intervention (or more conservatively - no intervention) directed to the
most ‘working class’ neighbourhood (Allen, 2008). Tackling neighbourhood problems at tipping
point before severe decline could safeguard some limited public resources and give maximum
benefit for all neighbourhoods in a city (Section 4.2). A system of triage or similar ameliorative
approaches may not be possible though if particular neighbourhoods are severely deprived and
repeatedly need intervention due to their continual demand for public support services. Funds for
intervention are important in addressing market renewal and wider neighbourhood regeneration.
The ability to regenerate neighbourhoods should therefore not be based purely on the capacity of
local authorities and their institutional weight to implement and manage funds (Section 8.8).
Further implications for policy are the needs to improve approaches to neighbourhood regeneration
that do not just centre on the housing market. For instance, findings showed strong relationships of
low educational attainment in low value areas (Section 5.2.3 and 5.6).
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Consequently, policy

implications are potentially de-linking school catchment areas with geographical residency. This is
especially relevant if there is a disproportionate level of investment and standard of education
between areas in the city.

Disproportionate incomes between neighbourhoods should also be

considered as new-build properties tend to have few affordable units (Section 6.4.1). Specific
policy legislation would be to strengthen the Section 106 Affordable Housing agreement (CLG,
2006d; Monk et al, 2006) by increasing the percentage of affordable units in a development
(currently on average 25% and generally negotiated to less once approved).
Investment and speculation difficulties in low value and low demand neighbourhoods also have
policy implications beyond renewing housing markets (Bramley et al, 2007a; Section 9.5). Risks of
the buy-to-let sector need continued scrutiny as low value and low demand neighbourhoods are
vulnerable to haphazard speculative approaches to investment.

Furthermore, where there are

incidences of long-term void properties legislative support for public control could be endorsed (e.g.
landlord licensing). This may protect from further physical neighbourhood decay and short-term
speculation by investors that have no interest in the long-term well-being of the neighbourhood
(Section 7.6).

To encourage sustainable neighbourhoods and communities (CLG, 2008a) it is

recommended that regeneration programmes such as HMR pathfinders should stimulate more
social and economic drivers of demand.

This is in order to support and give balance to a

predominantly supply focussed and property-led physical regeneration initiative (Raco and Imrie,
2003).

10.6. Implications for further research
Implications for further research are firstly that other cities and pathfinders areas could replicate the
concepts and methods developed in this study. The relationships in the regression model when
using principal component scores (Section 5.3.3) for the Manchester case could be applied to other
cities and may provide stronger findings.

Alternative models could be used to represent

neighbourhood realities such as hedonic house price models if they engage with housing market
change (Leishman, 2007).

Furthermore, use of LSOA as the neighbourhood unit could be

integrated or contrasted to concepts of the neighbourhood as perceived by residents such as the
sub-neighbourhoods discussed for Collyhurst (CRESR, 2005; Ecotec, 2005b; Section 6.2). Block
geographies used in the US could also be further researched as an alternative to conceptualising
neighbourhoods rather than LSOA. In doing so, block geographies could research and analyse the
more environmental (built) attributes of what a neighbourhood is (Barr, 2001).

Improved

neighbourhood research needs to engage with data that cannot easily be accessed and integrated
into the models. For example, the focus on the private sector with house price and low value
neighbourhoods could also incorporate the social sector (Council & RSL – Registered Social
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Landlord).

For wider neighbourhood regeneration, school catchment analysis could be better

analysed by incorporating non-spatial drivers such as household family/sibling connection to a
school, parental secular or religious views on their child’s education and the ability to pay (Section
4.4).
Low value neighbourhood technical research could be extended to further integrate resident
participation via methods such as Public Participation GIS (Sieber, 2006). As well as participation,
representation is a further implication for study if it is possible to access democratically elected
officials. Unfortunately for this study, case study neighbourhood councillors did not have time to be
interviewed although they were present at some of the residents association meetings attended
during research. Despite this, the results of the ‘hard data’ empirical work (Chapter 5) provided
interesting relationships that could be used as further discussion points with the selected elite
interviewees in the UK (Appendix E.1). The research as a collaborative CASE studentship also
highlights how advantages can be gained through interaction between academia and practice to
widen data sources available for improved research.
Further direction for research is incorporation of physical supply side approaches to neighbourhood
change, especially if there are concentrations of poor quality mono-tenure housing stock that
compound neighbourhood unpopularity. Physical supply side policies considered, this thesis more
critically argues for further raising of demand in order to regenerate neighbourhoods that were
initially recognised as in ‘low demand’ for housing (Bramley and Pawson, 2000; Holmans and
Simpson, 1999; Niner, 1999; Cameron, 2006; Section 9.2).

As well as researching housing

demand, derived demand is also important especially if neighbourhoods in HMR areas contain
residents in lower paid jobs matched with a lower value housing choice (if there is a choice).
Furthermore, neighbourhoods in an HMR area could be seen as experiencing market failure and
negative externalities, thus meaning that research should also explore non-market neighbourhood
drivers (Section 9.2). In researching neighbourhoods with elements of market failure, analysis
could use combinations of processes such as stock obsolescence, surplus housing stock and
unpopular neighbourhoods (Cole and Nevin, 2004). Furthermore, a market rise in some of the
neighbourhoods needs to be held with caution, as aggregate neighbourhood price recovery does
not indicate that all neighbourhood characteristics have improved (Section 9.3).
Further research could investigate the critique that market improvements may actually increase the
risk of (re)creating neighbourhood dysfunctionality.

For instance, risks of neighbourhood

dysfunctionality may be formed from the impact of housing investment (Section 9.5). An example of
this is an apparent over-abundance of buy-to-let and buy-to-leave properties in a low value
neighbourhood that at first glance indicates investor confidence in an area. This may alternatively
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reduce emotional and psychological attachment to the neighbourhood by residents.

Similarly,

implications for further research are in analysing city centre neighbourhoods that have an impact on
neighbourhoods in HMR areas due to their inter-connectedness at the city scale. For instance as
brought out in the discussion chapter potential ‘warming effect’ radiating out from the city centre,
this may be countered by ‘shadow effects’ where city centre domination may pull wealthier young
professionals and wealth away from HMR area neighbourhoods (Section 9.5).

Final key

implications for further research in understanding neighbourhoods are in uncovering patterns,
dynamics and drivers causing and affirming deprivation, poverty and social exclusion (Sections 9.4
and 9.6; SEU, 2001; Lupton and Power, 2002).
In the first instance, deprivation needs to be researched in HMR area neighbourhoods even though
there are rising housing markets, as the same neighbourhoods continue to score high in the IMD
(Index of Multiple Deprivation). Further neighbourhood poverty research could be carried out as
poverty (often inter-generational) is more prevalent in HMR area neighbourhoods. This research
could build on the evidence formed from interviewees as well as findings that were measured and
mapped from available indicators (e.g. low education, low turnover, high voids, and low new build)
that can reveal multi-dimensional neighbourhood poverty (Section 5.6; Lupton 2003b).

Low

neighbourhood mix and social exclusion are also implications for further research in low value
neighbourhoods. This is especially important as despite some housing market rise via a physical
regeneration strategy of new build housing, the risk of neighbourhood dysfunction needs to be
factored in to regeneration investment.

For instance, there is some evidence of problems in

affordability, displacement and social breakdown for incumbent residents, especially in the form of
BME (Black Minority Ethnic) community cohesion and social mobility that are still dominant issues in
low value neighbourhoods (Sections 9.4).

A key research proposal is to uncover the

neighbourhood risks from a housing downturn in a long-term economic recession, especially as it
has been argued in this study that low demand and low value neighbourhoods are more vulnerable
to wider economic changes.
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10.7. Thesis contributions, recommendations and reflections for the regeneration of
neighbourhoods in low demand
As a final summary, the contribution from this research is provided with regards to the initial aim of
the study, this was to understand the regeneration of low demand neighbourhoods with a focus on
HMR policy. Recommendations are also provided to summarise what could further be carried out in
research, policy and practice. In doing so, both contributions and recommendations provide further
reflection on the research. These are sub-divided into the initial three key question themes and
involve: (1) the conceptualisation; (2) technical issues; and (3) regeneration policy, with a specific
focus on HMR.
Thesis contribution into the regeneration of low demand neighbourhoods:

(1) Conceptualisation
Research contribution has been the development of low value neighbourhood concepts that can be
used to build on discussion of low demand neighbourhoods. In integrating ideas of demand, this
thesis more critically argues for further raising of demand rather than reducing supply in order to
regenerate neighbourhoods that were initially recognised as in ‘low demand’ for housing. Despite
this, neighbourhood layout and supply of physical housing structure were brought in to the research
using ideas of neighbourhood sorting.

This enabled low demand neighbourhoods to take into

account considerations of residents remaining or moving in to a neighbourhood depending upon the
variations of value and mix in the housing stock. Significant contribution has been in adding to an
emerging debate of neighbourhood functionality and discussing if market improvements may
actually increase the risk of (re)creating dysfunctional neighbourhoods. For instance, an apparent
over-abundance of buy-to-let and buy-to-leave properties in a low value neighbourhood may
indicate investor confidence in an area but may alternatively reduce emotional and psychological
attachment to the neighbourhood by residents.
(2) Technical issues
Technical contributions to the research are via global regression models for Manchester showing
relationships of the greatest (top 5) neighbourhood values correlating to higher magnitudes of
GCSE results %, turnover 3 times or more %, detached type % of overall, and new build % and long
term void % (negative relationship) respectfully. Conversely, GWR models explored the impact of
local disadvantages (and advantages) of drivers such as education that have a spatial or area
effect. For instance, there is an indication that there is a North-South city divide expressed spatially
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with the North having a high correlation of low value neighbourhoods and low educational
attainment. These neighbourhoods were studied at LSOA scale and have therefore provided new
research using small area statistics.

This ‘hard data’ empirical work provided interesting

relationships that could be used as further discussion points with the selected elite interviewees in
the UK. Advantages were also gained by obtaining publically unavailable data sources with the
CASE partner. E.g. Local Authority data such as benefit percentages and ASBO counts.
(3) Policy with focus on HMR
Contribution into policy from the research was a deeper understanding of what HMR policy
activities, issues and policy are occurring in neighbourhoods.

For instance, the case study

approach uncovered some of the contentious questions of neighbourhood regeneration when
considering housing new build and demolition in HMR areas. As a specific neighbourhood case,
Collyhurst contained a high concentration of mono-tenure council housing, meaning that a small
number of sales of high value new build properties drove up the overall average house prices.
Policy contribution was drawn from the US neighbourhood programmes that attempt to integrate
solutions via property based neighbourhood regeneration. A useful comparative example in the US
is the ‘eminent domain’ law that has had similar scrutiny to HMR CPOs (Compulsory Purchase
Orders). Final significant contribution to policy from the research, especially in relation to measured
tools for an evidence base, is that HMR neighbourhood intervention can be evaluated strategically
and spatially in addition to a more general focus on those neighbourhoods that are in most need.
Recommendations into the regeneration of low demand neighbourhoods:

(1) Conceptualisation
Conceptual recommendations are those in applying this research approach to other cities and
pathfinders areas that could replicate the methods developed in this study.

For instance,

relationships in the regression model when using principal component scores for the Manchester
case could be applied to other cities and may provide stronger findings. UK studies can also gain
from the wider experience of neighbourhood decline and public-led regeneration programmes in the
US. Exploring the issues of race and ethnicity are more prominent examples that can be drawn from
US experience and studies.

Recommendation to UK and US regeneration of low demand

neighbourhoods should be to place the neighbourhood within its historical and spatial context.
Spatial context is also important even at micro-level as the neighbourhoods selected in this study at
LSOA will also have resident perceptions of smaller sub-neighbourhoods. Block geographies used
in the US could also be further researched as an alternative to conceptualising neighbourhoods
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rather than LSOA.

In doing so, block geographies could research and analyse the more

environmental (built) attributes of what a neighbourhood is.
(2) Technical issues
Technical recommendations are to further provide sub-neighbourhood analysis at a geographically
smaller scale such as COA. In providing knowledge of neighbourhood change using GISc at any
scale there is a need to rectify the problem of unavailable data. The success of guiding policy will
depend on resources and regulations in holding and sharing data. It is suggested that tensions
between ‘free’ data and confidentiality should err on the side of an ethical commitment in protecting
the individual. LIS such as the TNC system could improve visualisation of neighbourhood change
by integrating health, transport, income, ethnicity, population, and migration. Other indicators could
be added to LIS such as rented housing or housing association queue times to allow for better
understanding of demand in neighbourhoods with less bias to private tenure. The use of data in
GIS neighbourhood visualisation tools could be improved by using video rather than static twodimensional maps to display trajectories of neighbourhood change. Neighbourhood change using
GISc can also be enhanced through the addition of statistical weighting to different indicators. E.g.
GWR analysis can improve visualisation of spatial and temporal dynamics by applying higher
weights to those indicators that are geographically local rather than global. In the policy design
process GISc can also aid in the development of strategy, service delivery, decision making and
performance monitoring.
(3) Policy with focus on HMR
Recommendations in policy for the regeneration of low demand neighbourhoods relate indirectly to
urban policy and more directly to the HMR programme.

There is a need for policy focus on

physical, economic and social mobility when connecting new and existing residents in HMR areas.
Policy suggestions to HMR acting in neighbourhoods needs to consider the governance scale of
decision making such as: the national selection of pathfinder boundaries, integration into regional
forecasts, and its part within city-region trajectories and frameworks. Overlapping policies may
diffuse the measure of success attributable to one particular regeneration approach. For instance,
programmes such as HMR will be part of various Strategic Frameworks, Area Agreements and
Regional Growth Boundaries. Selective demolition and new build in HMR areas need to be more
carefully thought through. For instance, neighbourhood regeneration may suddenly occur from
organic economic and social changes (e.g. a reversal of migration through economic in-migration).
With regards to resources the ability to regenerate neighbourhoods should not be based purely on
the capacity of local authorities and their institutional weight to implement and manage funds. As a
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final potential policy recommendation, risks associated with the buy-to-let sector need continued
policy support as low demand neighbourhoods are vulnerable to haphazard speculative approaches
to investment.
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Appendix A: Tracking Neighbourhood Change Data Sets
Assessing the ability to select neighbourhood case studies, map, and make statistical analysis between differing temporal
and spatial data sets.
Table A.1: Types of Data as per Macros set up for TNC
Domain

Indicator

Source

Dataset

Time-Period

Geographical
Scale

Housing

Average
Average House
Prices

Land
Registry

Overall Averages

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Land
Registry

Detached

Land
Registry

Semi Detached

Land
Registry

Terraced

Land
Registry

Flat/Maisonettes

Land
Registry

Overall Averages

Land
Registry

Detached

Land
Registry

Semi Detached

Land
Registry

Terraced

Land
Registry

Flat/Maisonettes

Quarterly from
03/2001 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
03/2001 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
03/2001 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
03/2001 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
03/2001 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
03/2001 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
03/2001 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
03/2001 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
03/2001 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
03/2001 to

House Prices
Compared to
the Greater
Manchester
Area

Geographical
Elements
Represented
Coloured Polygon

Statistical Units
Measured (as per
Legend)
Average Price within
particular postcode

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Polygon

Average Price within
particular postcode

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Polygon

Average Price within
particular postcode

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Polygon

Average Price within
particular postcode

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Polygon

Average Price within
particular postcode

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Polygon

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Polygon

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Polygon

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Polygon

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Polygon

% of Greater
Manchester Average
(<25% to >200%)
% of Greater
Manchester Average
(<25% to >200%)
% of Greater
Manchester Average
(<25% to >200%)
% of Greater
Manchester Average
(<25% to >200%)
% of Greater
Manchester Average

Individual
Property Prices

Empty
Properties

Turnover

Land
Registry

New Build

Land
Registry

All Property Sales

Land
Registry

Detached Property
Sales

Land
Registry

Semi Detached
Property Sales

Land
Registry

Terraced Property
Sales

Land
Registry

Flat/Maisonette

Land
Registry

Property Sales

Land
Registry

New Build Property
Sales

Council
Tax
Records
Council
Tax
Records

Void Rate

Council
Records

Turnover Rate

Council
Records

Turnover Status

Property Status

06/2005
Quarterly from
03/2001 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
06/2000 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
06/2000 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
06/2000 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
06/2000 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
06/2000 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
06/2000 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
06/2000 to
06/2005
Quarterly from
10/2003 to
07/2005
Quarterly from
10/2003 to
07/2005
Quarterly from
10/2003 to
07/2005
Quarterly from
10/2003 to
07/2005
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(<25% to >200%)
% of Greater
Manchester Average
(<25% to >200%)
Price within particular
postcode

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Polygon

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Point

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Point

Price within particular
postcode

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Point

Price within particular
postcode

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Point

Price within particular
postcode

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Point

Price within particular
postcode

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Point

Price within particular
postcode

Postcode (if sale
occurs)

Coloured Point

Price within particular
postcode

Postcode

Coloured Polygon

% void within
particular postcode

Uprn
(5, 6 or 7 digit
number e.g.
1000067)
Postcode

Coloured Point

1.Long-Term Void
2. Void
3. Occupied

Coloured Polygon

% Turnover Rate
within particular
postcode
1.Turned over 3 times
or more
2.Turned Over twice
or more
3.Turned Over once
or more
4. No Turnover

Uprn
(5, 6 or 7 digit
number e.g.
1000067)

Coloured Point

Council
Records

MCC Demand

Yearly from
04/1996 to
04/2004

Uprn
(5, 6 or 7 digit
number e.g.
1000067)

Coloured Point

Council
Records

RSL Demand

Yearly from
04/1998 to
04/2004

Uprn
(5, 6 or 7 digit
number e.g.
1000067)

Coloured Point

Tenure

Council
Records

Tenure status

Yearly from
04/2004 to
04/2005

Coloured Point

Council Tax
Band

Council
Records

Council Tax Band

Yearly from
04/2004 to
04/2005

Crime Vehicle
Rate

GMP
(Greater
Manchester
Police)
GMP
(Greater
Manchester
Police)
GMP
(Greater
Manchester
Police)
LEA (Local
Education
Authority)
LEA (Local
Education
Authority)
LEA (Local
Education
Authority)
LEA (Local
Education
Authority)

Crime Vehicle Rate

Quarterly from
03/2002 to
12/2004

Uprn
(5, 6 or 7 digit
number e.g.
1000067)
Uprn
(5, 6 or 7 digit
number e.g.
1000067)
COA
(e.g. 00BRFB0027)

Domestic Burglary
Rate

Quarterly from
03/2002 to
12/2004

Number of ASBOs
covering each
property
Primary School
Rolls

Demand

Crime

Domestic
Burglary Rate

Distribution of
ASBOs

Education

Primary School
Rolls
Educational
attainment at
KS2

Level 4+ English

Level 4+ Maths

Level 4+ Science

1. In Demand
2. Low
3. Demand
4. No Demand
Other
1. In Demand
2. Low
3. Demand
4. No Demand
Other
1.Private Sector
2.Council Owned
3.RSL Owned

Coloured Point

Band A-H

Coloured Polygon

Vehicle crime per
1000 households

COA
(e.g. 00BRFB0027)

Coloured Polygon

Burglary per 1000
households

Yearly 04/2005
only

No spatial reference
given in the table for
each property?

Coloured Point

0-13 ASBOs per
property

Yearly from
09/1993 to
09/2004
Yearly from
06/2002 to
06/2004
Yearly from
06/2002 to
06/2004
Yearly from
06/2003 to
06/2004

School at fixed point
(e.g. Old Moat
Primary School)
LSOA
(e.g. E01005273)

Coloured Point

Number enrolled 0799

Coloured Polygon

% Pass Rate

LSOA
(e.g. E01005273)

Coloured Polygon

% Pass Rate

LSOA
(e.g. E01005273)

Coloured Polygon

% Pass Rate
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Worklessness

Educational
attainment at
KS4
Households in
receipt of
benefits

Worklessness
Rate

LSOA
(e.g. E01005273)

Coloured Polygon

% Pass Rate

Postcode

Coloured Polygon

% Claimant within
particular postcode

Council
Records

Council Tax or
Housing Benefit
Claimant Levels
IB / SDA Claimant
Levels

Yearly from
06/2003 to
06/2004
Quarterly from
10/2003 to
07/2005
Yearly 05/2004
only

LSOA
(e.g. E01005273)

Coloured Polygon

Council
Records

Income Support
Claimant Levels

Yearly 05/2004
only

LSOA
(e.g. E01005273)

Coloured Polygon

Council
Records

JSA Claimant
Levels

Yearly 05/2004
only

LSOA
(e.g. E01005273)

Coloured Polygon

Council
Records

Properties in
Receipt of CT/HB

Quarterly from
10/2003 to
07/2005

Coloured Point

Council
Records

Private Properties
in Receipt of HB

Quarterly from
01/2004 to
07/2005

Council
Records

Worklessness Rate

Quarterly from
05/2004 to
11/2005

Uprn
(5, 6 or 7 digit
number e.g.
1000067)
Uprn
(5, 6 or 7 digit
number e.g.
1000067)
LSOA
(e.g. E01005273)

% Claimant within
particular 9 Digit
Reference
% Claimant within
particular 9 Digit
Reference
% Claimant within
particular 9 Digit
Reference
1.In Receipt of CT/HB
2. Not in Receipt of
CT/HB

LEA (Local
Education
Authority)
Council
Records

5+ GCSEs at
Grades A* - C
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Coloured Point

1. Point if in Receipt
of HB

Coloured Polygon

% Worklessness

Table A.2: Available .dbf and .shp files : Coding & Spatial Geography
File
1. SOA.dbf

Spatial Geography
LSOA (Lower Super Output Area)
(e.g. E01005273)

2. Wards.dbf

Wards
(e.g. Burnage)
Postcode
(e.g. M13 9PL)
COA (Census Output Area)
(e.g. 00BRFB0027)
XY Coordinate

3. City_triggers.dbf
4. Fb.dbf
5. Incident.dbf
6. Metro.dbf
7. Pc.dbf

8. Pc_mcc_scc.dbf

Postcode
(e.g. M13 9PL)
(for Manchester & Salford including
some for Oldham and Bolton)

Postcode
(e.g. M13 9PL)
(for Manchester & Salford)

Indicators
‘Population’ (Tot_Pop)
‘IB / SDA Claimant Levels’ (Lb)
‘Income Support Claimant Levels’ (Is)
‘JSA Claimant Levels’ (Js)
‘Worklessness Rate’ (Wl)
‘5+ GCSEs at Grades A* - C’ (Gc)
‘Level 4+ English’ (En)
‘Level 4+ Maths‘ (Ma)
‘Level 4+ Science‘ (Sc)
Names of Wards
7 Datasets given value of 1 or 0
‘Burglary Rate’ (Br)
‘Vehicle Crime’ (Vc)
‘Vehicle Incident’ (Vi)
‘Burglary Incidents’ (Bi)
Details on Metro link phases of operation, contract etc.
House Prices as:
‘Overall Average’(Oa)
‘Detached Average’(Da)
‘Semi Detached Average’ (Sa)
‘Terraced Average’ (Ta)
‘Flat Average’ (Fa)
‘New Build Average’ (Na)
‘Overall Average % of GM’ (Og)
‘Detached Average % of GM’ (Dg)
‘Semi-Detached Average % of GM’ (Sg)
‘Terraced Average % of GM’ (Tg)
‘Flat Average % of GM’ (Fg)
‘New Build Average % of GM’ (Ng)
House Prices as:
‘Overall Average’(Oa)
‘Detached Average’(Da)
‘Semi Detached Average’ (Sa)
‘Terraced Average’ (Ta)
‘Flat Average’ (Fa)
‘New Build Average’ (Na)
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9. Pc_sub.dbf

Postcode
(e.g. M13 9PL)

10. Propsales.dbf

XY Coordinate

11. Schools.dbf

XY Coordinate
(and Dfes School Number (e.g. 2048))

12. Street.dbf
13.
Triggered_areas_city.dbf
14.
Triggered_areas_ward.dbf
15. Uprn.dbf

16. Ward_triggers.dbf
17. Asbo.dbf

‘Overall Average % of GM’ (Og)
‘Detached Average % of GM’ (Dg)
‘Semi-Detached Average % of GM’ (Sg)
‘Terraced Average % of GM’ (Tg)
‘Flat Average % of GM’ (Fg)
‘New Build Average % of GM’ (Ng)
‘Void’ (Vo)
‘Turnover’ (Tr)
‘Council Tax or Housing Benefit Claimant Levels’ (Hb)
List of Sales by Date with ‘Overall Prices’ (Op)
‘Detached Price’ (Dp)
‘Semi-Detached Price’ (Sp)
‘Terraced Price’ (Tp)
‘Flat Price’ (Fp)
‘New Build Price’ (Np)
‘School Rolls’ (SR)
Street Name Attached to District Name
No Data just ‘Id’ Column with zero values
No Data just ‘Id’ Column with zero values

XY Coordinate
Uprn (Unique Property Reference
Number)

Postcode
(e.g. M13 9PL)
XY Coordinate

‘Tenure Status’ (Tn)
‘Council Tax Band’ (Cb)
‘Property Status’ (Vp)
‘Turnover Status’ (To)
‘Properties in Receipt of CT/HB’ (Hp)
‘Private Properties in Receipt of HB’ (Ph)
‘RSL Demand’ (Rs)
‘MCC Demand’ (Mc)
7 Datasets given value of 1 or 0
Number of ASBOs attached to Number of Properties (e.g. 3 ASBOs on 1000 properties)
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Table A.3a: Nesting of ‘Point, COA, LSOA, MSOA, USOA, Ward and District’ Geographies to Refer to in Lookup Tables
Point

COA

LSOA

Ward

MSOA

USOA

LA District

(Census Output Area)

Lower Super Output
Area

Ward

Middle – Super Output
Area

Upper - Super Output
Area

Local Authority District

(e.g. x= 35774, y=28673)

(e.g. 00BRFB0027)

(e.g. E01******)

(e.g. Harpurhey)

(e.g.E02******)

(e.g. E03******)

(e.g. Manchester)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

1.

1.

1. Ward nesting may
vary due to
overlapping of
boundaries – LSOAs
nest in ST Wards

1.

1.

1.

2.
3.

2.

(see notes below)
4.
5.

3.

2.

6.
7.

4.

8.

Table A.3b: Nesting of ‘Point, Postcode Unit, Postcode Sector, Postcode District’ Geographies to Refer to in Lookup Tables
Point

Postcode Unit

Postcode Sector

Postcode District

(e.g. x= 35774, y=28673)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(e.g. M11 4PT)
1.

(e.g. M11 4**)
1.

(e.g. M11 ***)
1.

2.
3.

2.

4.
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Notes to Census Geography Nesting
•

Output areas (COA): In total there are 175,434 OAs in England (165,665) and Wales (9,769). They have a minimum number of 40
resident households and 100 resident persons and they cover areas typically below what would be considered the neighbourhood level.

•

Lower Layer (LSOA): Minimum population 1000; average 1500. Built from groups of OAs (typically 4 to 6) and constrained by the
boundaries of the Standard Table (ST) wards used for 2001 Census outputs. There are a few cases where single LSOAs have noncontiguous parts. There are 34,378 Lower Layer SOAs (32,482 in England; 1,896 in Wales). They nest within ST wards.

•

Middle Layer (MSOA): Minimum population 5000; average 7200. Built from groups of Lower Layer SOAs and constrained by the 2003
local authority boundaries used for 2001 Census outputs. There are 7,193 Middle Layer SOAs (6,780 in England; 413 in Wales). They
nest within LAs.

•

Upper Layer (USOA): To be determined; minimum size c. 25,000 and around 2,000 USOAs in total are likely.

•

Districts: In England, there are a range of different types of local authority, from London Boroughs to relatively new Unitary Authorities. In
England there are a total of 354 local authorities (e.g. Manchester) of which 46 are Unitary Authorities, 33 are London Boroughs, 36 are
Metropolitan Districts (e.g. Greater Manchester) and 239 are Non-Metropolitan Districts. Whereas the different SOAs are of a fairly
consistent population size, local authority areas are not. Populations here range from fewer than 20,000 to nearly 1 million

•

Wards: Wards are of inconsistent size across the country, some have fewer than 100 residents and others have over 30,000. This makes
it almost impossible to compare areas nationally and policy formulation based on this geography very problematic. Furthermore, some
wards fall below the minimum threshold for data disclosure and they are subject to periodic boundary changes which makes comparison
over time rather difficult. Three ward geography types are considered:
1. Statistical wards: These no longer exist - the last set produced was 2005 statistical ward
2. Census Area Statistics (CAS) wards: These are used for 2001 Census outputs, including those available on the Neighbourhood
Statistics (NeSS) website (There are a total of 7969 CAS wards in England and 881 in Wales)
3. Standard Table (ST) wards: These are those for which the 2001 Census Standard Tables are available (There are a total of
7932 ST wards in England and 868 in Wales).
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Table A.4: Summary of Manchester Indicators Used and Manipulated to Use at LSOA in 2004 from TNC
Minimum
Spatial Scale
: Aggregated
COA
Upwards
Fixed Scale
COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

Aggregate
Available
Year

Aggregate
Available
Year

Aggregate
Available
Year

Aggregate
Available
Year

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

168,177

2004

2005

120,500

2004

2005

45,568

2004

2005

27,793

2004

2005

130,981

2004

2005

26,373

2004

2005

22,416

2004

2005

8,357

2004

2005

3,486

2004

2005

1,459

2004

2005

Number of Aggregate Aggregate Aggregate
Points and Available Available Available
Polygons
Year
Year
Year

Variable Type

Variable
Code

Variable
Name

Interval

OP

11173

2000

2001

No - XY Co-ord

Interval

DP

414

2000

2001

COA

No - XY Co-ord

Interval

SP

Overall Price
Detached
Price
SemiDetached
Price

2000

2001

COA

No - XY Co-ord

Interval

TP

Terraced Price

4843

2000

2001

COA

No - XY Co-ord

Interval

FP

3033

2000

2001

COA

No - XY Co-ord

Interval

NP

Flat Price
New-Build
Price

1839

2000

2001

COA

Yes - per 1000

Interval

BR

Burglary Rate

5364

COA

Yes - per 1000

Interval

VR

5364

COA

No - XY Co-ord

Interval

AB

COA

No - XY Co-ord

% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)

TNP

Vehicle Crime
ASBO Counts on
Properties in
COA
Tenure Status
% Private
Owned
Tenure Status
% Council
Owned
Tenure Status
% RSL Owned
Council Tax %
Band A
Council Tax %
Band B
Council Tax %
Band C
Council Tax %
Band D
Council Tax %
Band E
Council Tax %
Band F

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)
% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)
% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)
% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)
% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)
% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)
% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)
% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)

TNC
TNR
CBA
CBB
CBC
CBD
CBE
CBF

2793
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% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)
% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)

RSD

Council Tax %
Band G
Council Tax %
Band H
Property
Status %
Long-Term
Void
Property
Status % Void
Property
Status %
Occupied
Turnover
Status % 3
Times or More
Turnover
Status % 2
Times
Turnover
Status % 1
Time
Turnover
Status % 0
Times
Property
Receiving
Housing
Benefit %
Property Not
Receiving
Housing
Benefit %
Private
Property %
Receiving
Housing
Benefit
Private
Property %
Not Receiving
Housing
Benefit
RSL % In
Demand

RSL

RSL % In Low

COA

No - XY Co-ord

CBG

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)
% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)

COA

No - XY Co-ord

% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)

VPO

COA

No - XY Co-ord

% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)

TO3

COA

No - XY Co-ord

% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)

TO2

COA

No - XY Co-ord

% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)

TO1

COA

No - XY Co-ord

% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)

TO0

COA

No - XY Co-ord

% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)

HPR

COA

No - XY Co-ord

% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)

HPN

COA

No - XY Co-ord

% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)

PHR

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)
% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)

COA

No - XY Co-ord

% Interval from

CBH

VPL
VPV

PHN

703

2004

2005

86

2004

2005

9,451

2004

2005

5,229

2004

2005

179,181

2004

2005

3,136

2004

2005

11,824

2004

2005

21,720

2004

2005

157,181

2004

2005

138,657

2004

2005

55,204

2004

2005

185,995

2004

2005

7,866

2004

2005

18,847

2004

2005

5,669

2004

2005
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Ordinal (1, 0)
COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)
% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)
% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)
% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)
% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)
% Interval from
Ordinal (1, 0)

Demand
RSN

RSL % In No
Demand
RSL % In
Other
MCC % In
Demand
MCC % Low
Demand
MCC % No
Demand
MCC % In
Other

1,683

2004

2005

167,662

2004

2005

33,033

2004

2005

9,376

2004

2005

2,432

2004

2005

149,020

2004

2005

TN_2004 Tenure Status

11083

2004

2005

Council Tax
CB_2004 Band

193861

2004

2005

RS_2004 RSL Demand

193861

2004

2005

MC_2004 MCC Demand

193861

2004

2005

TN

11083

2004

2005

193861

2004

2005

193861

2004

2005

193861

2004

2005

193861

2004

2005

193861

2004

2005

RSO
MCD
MCL
MCN
MCO

Note: Have added New Fields for converting
Alphanumeric Variables to Numeric Variables

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

Ordinal (P,C,R =
0,1,2)
Ordinal
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H
= 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7)
Ordinal (O, D, LD,
ND = 0,1,2,3)
Ordinal (O, LD, ND
= 0,1,2,3)

Note: These are changed from
Categorical/Ordinal Data to % in each Category
COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

Ordinal (P, C, R)
Ordinal (A, B, C,
D)

COA

No - XY Co-ord

Ordinal (0, 1, 2)

VP

COA

No - XY Co-ord

Ordinal (0, 1, 2, 3)

TO

COA

No - XY Co-ord

Ordinal (0, 1)

HP

COA

No - XY Co-ord

Ordinal (0, 1)

PH

CB

Tenure Status
Council Tax
Band
Property
Status (Void)
Turnover
Status
Property
Receiving
Housing
Benefit
Private
Property
Receiving
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Housing
Benefit
COA

No - XY Co-ord

COA

No - XY Co-ord

Ordinal (O, D, LD,
ND)
Ordinal (O, D, LD,
ND)

RS

RSL Demand

193861

2004

2005

MC

MCC Demand

193861

2004

2005

259

2004

2005

2006

259

2004

2005

2006

259

2004

2005

2006

259

2004

2005

2006

2003

2004

2005

2006

Note: Fixed at a larger LSOA spatial scale

LSOA

Yes - %

Interval

IB

LSOA

Yes - %

Interval

IS

LSOA

Yes - %

Interval

JS

LSOA

Yes - %

Interval

WL

LSOA

Yes - %

Interval

GC

LSOA

Yes - %

Interval

EN

LSOA

Yes - %

Interval

MA

LSOA

Yes - %

Interval

SC

Incapacity
Benefit %
Income
Support %
Job Seekers
Allowance %
Worklessness
%
KS4 = GCSEs
5+ A* to C
KS2 = Primary
Education
English
KS2 = Primary
Education
Maths
KS2 = Primary
Education
Science

259

259

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

259

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

259

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Note: Cannot Add due to Postcode overlapping Manchester - Not Necessary - REPLICATING DATA
Postcode
Sector
Postcode
Sector
Postcode
Sector

Yes - %

Interval

VO

Void Rate

N/A

2003

2004

2005

2006

Yes - %

Interval

TR

N/A

2003

2004

2005

2006

Yes - %

Interval

HB

Turnover Rate
Housing
Benefit
Claimant Rate

N/A

2003

2004

2005

2006
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Table A.5: 57 Variables to be Considered at LSOA in Analysis
Variable
Code

Variable Name

Lowest
Geographical
Scale

1
2
3
4
5
6

OP_2004
DP_2004
SP_2004
TP_2004
FP_2004
NP_2004

Overall Price - Average at LSOA – DEPENDENT VARIABLE
Detached Price - Average Price at LSOA
Semi-Detached Price - Average Price at LSOA
Terraced Price - Average Price at LSOA
Flat Price - Average Price at LSOA
New Build – Average Price at LSOA

Point
Point
Point
Point
Point
Point

Number of
Records
Aggregated for
2004
11171
414
2793
4843
3033
1839

7
8
9
10
11
12

Osal2004
Dsal2004
Ssal2004
Tsal2004
Fsal2004
Nsal2004

Overall Sales Count at LSOA
Detached Sales Count at LSOA
Semi-Detached Sales Count at LSOA
Terraced Sales Count at LSOA
Flat Sales Count at LSOA
New Build Sales Count at LSOA

Point
Point
Point
Point
Point
Point

11171
414
2793
4843
3033
1839

13
14
15
16
17

Dper2004
Sper2004
Tper2004
Fper2004
Nper2004

Detached Sales Percentage of Overall Sales at LSOA
Semi-Detached Sales Percentage of Overall Sales at LSOA
Terraced Sales Percentage of Overall Sales at LSOA
Flat Sales Percentage of Overall Sales at LSOA
New Build Sales Percentage of Overall Sales at LSOA

Point
Point
Point
Point
Point

414
2793
4843
3033
1839

18
19
20

TNP_2004
TNC_2004
TNR_2004

Tenure Status % Private Owned
Tenure Status % Council Owned
Tenure Status % RSL Owned

Point
Point
Point

120,500
45,568
27,793

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

CBA_2004
CBB_2004
CBC_2004
CBD_2004
CBE_2004
CBF_2004
CBG_2004
CBH_2004

Council Tax % Band A
Council Tax % Band B
Council Tax % Band C
Council Tax % Band D
Council Tax % Band E
Council Tax % Band F
Council Tax % Band G
Council Tax % Band H

Point
Point
Point
Point
Point
Point
Point
Point

130,981
26,373
22,416
8,357
3,486
1,459
703
86

29
30
31

VPL_2004
VPV_2004
VPO_2004

Property Status % Long-Term Void
Property Status % Void
Property Status % Occupied

Point
Point
Point

9,451
5,229
179,181
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32
33
34
35

TO3_2004
TO2_2004
TO1_2004
TO0_2004

Turnover Status % 3 Times or More
Turnover Status % 2 Times
Turnover Status % 1 Time
Turnover Status % 0 Times

Point
Point
Point
Point

3,136
11,824
21,720
157,181

36
37

HPR_2004
HPN_2004

Property Receiving Housing Benefit %
Property Not Receiving Housing Benefit %

Point
Point

138,657
55,204

38
39

PHR_2004
PHN_2004

Private Property % Receiving Housing Benefit
Private Property % Not Receiving Housing Benefit

Point
Point

185,995
7,866

40
41
42
43

RSD_2004
RSL_2004
RSN_2004
RSO_2004

RSL % In Demand
RSL % In Low Demand
RSL % In No Demand
RSL % In Other

Point
Point
Point
Point

18,847
5,669
1,683
167,662

44
45
46
47

MCD_2004
MCL_2004
MCN_2004
MCO_2004

MCC % In Demand
MCC % In Low Demand
MCC % In No Demand
MCC % In Other

Point
Point
Point
Point

33,033
9,376
2,432
149,020

48
49

BR_2004
VC_2004

Burglary Rate - per 1000 at COA
Vehicle Crime - per 1000 at COA

Point
Point

5,364
5,364

50

AB_2004

ASBO - Counts on Properties in COA

Point

168,177

51
52
53
54

GC_2004
EN_2004
MA_2004
SC_2004

Secondary School – Key Stage 4 (5+ GCSEs at Grades A* - C %)
Primary School – Key Stage 2 English
Primary School – Key Stage 2 Maths
Primary School – Key Stage 2 Science

LSOA
LSOA
LSOA
LSOA

259
259
259
259

55
56
57

IB_2004
IS_2004
JS_2004

Incapacity Benefit / Severe Disability Allowance Claimant Levels %
Income Support Claimant Levels %
Job Seekers Allowance Claimant Levels %

LSOA
LSOA
LSOA

259
259
259
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Appendix B.1: Reproduced Correlations and Residuals Identified whilst using Factor Analysis
Table B.1: Reproduced Correlations and Residuals Identified whilst using Factor Analysis
Reproduced Correlations
Reproduced Correlation

Residual a

IB_2004
IS_2004
JS_2004
GC_2004
EN_2004
MA_2004
SC_2004
TNP_2004
TNC_2004
TNR_2004
CBA_2004
TO3_2004
VPL_2004
AB_2004
BR_2004
VC_2004
HPR_2004
DPER2004
SPER2004
TPER2004
FPER2004
NPER2004
IB_2004
IS_2004
JS_2004
GC_2004
EN_2004
MA_2004
SC_2004
TNP_2004
TNC_2004
TNR_2004
CBA_2004
TO3_2004
VPL_2004
AB_2004
BR_2004
VC_2004
HPR_2004
DPER2004
SPER2004
TPER2004
FPER2004
NPER2004

IB_2004
.881b
.896
.717
-.489
-.380
-.320
-.230
-.836
.631
.330
.814
-.193
.172
-.115
.080
-.050
.883
-.085
-.225
.325
-.149
.116
.055
.008
-.018
-.009
.025
.015
.055
-.042
-.020
-.050
.008
.023
.001
-.013
.071
-.031
-.006
.046
-.015
-.015
.003

IS_2004
.896
.923b
.756
-.525
-.408
-.357
-.258
-.865
.633
.367
.849
-.180
.174
-.047
.143
-.015
.913
-.150
-.229
.339
-.144
.128
.055
.032
.018
-.008
.014
.002
.040
-.030
-.016
-.048
.025
.001
.026
-.008
.023
-.011
.018
.039
-.015
-.015
-.004

JS_2004
GC_2004
.717
-.489
.756
-.525
.723b
-.386
-.386
.465b
-.306
.480
-.278
.477
-.182
.417
-.656
.524
.421
-.430
.362
-.158
.742
-.477
.024
.135
.295
-.027
.117
-.118
.280
-.114
.073
-.078
.719
-.543
-.274
.156
-.401
-.014
.432
-.111
-.056
.104
.131
-.044
.008
-.018
.032
.018
.047
.047
.014
-.071
-.025
-.094
-.026
-.087
.049
-.053
-.019
.070
-.043
-.020
-.084
.038
.066
-.008
-.043
-.042
-.023
-.011
.018
.058
-.005
-.086
-.029
.059
.045
-.096
.072
.064
-.060
-.038
-.002
.012
-.030
.000

EN_2004
MA_2004
-.380
-.320
-.408
-.357
-.306
-.278
.480
.477
.855b
.848
.848
.856b
.824
.831
.336
.304
-.241
-.216
-.150
-.139
-.362
-.324
-.157
-.177
-.255
-.227
-.166
-.255
.051
-.001
-.161
-.218
-.363
-.325
.132
.177
.216
.195
-.169
-.127
-.038
-.079
-.068
-.090
-.009
.025
-.008
.014
.014
-.025
-.071
-.094
-.021
-.021
-.059
-.045
-.017
.005
.006
-.012
.016
.009
-.007
-.016
.025
.039
.053
.016
.035
.025
-.065
-.056
-.013
.055
.007
.003
-.008
-.005
.013
.017
-.020
.008
.001
-.017
-.040
-.024

SC_2004
TNP_2004
-.230
-.836
-.258
-.865
-.182
-.656
.417
.524
.824
.336
.831
.304
.825b
.215
.215
.915b
-.154
-.696
-.097
-.353
-.221
-.762
-.198
.279
-.208
.030
-.224
.000
.072
-.088
-.214
-.075
-.226
-.918
.115
.074
.177
.066
-.063
-.054
-.122
-.016
-.099
-.287
.015
.055
.002
.040
-.026
.049
-.087
-.053
-.059
-.017
-.045
.005
.008
.008
-.018
-.054
.012
-.047
.003
-.003
.025
-.041
.017
-.027
.013
-.034
-.069
.032
.092
.030
-.010
-.049
.007
.016
.011
.006
.004
.010
-.023
-.008
-.028
.068

TNC_2004
.631
.633
.421
-.430
-.241
-.216
-.154
-.696
.936b
-.296
.547
-.353
-.019
.071
.074
.113
.707
.094
.011
.018
-.070
.081
-.042
-.030
-.019
.070
.006
-.012
-.018
-.054
-.011
.007
.065
-.016
-.023
-.020
-.088
.035
-.104
.002
-.013
.033
-.013

TNR_2004 CBA_2004 TO3_2004 VPL_2004
.330
.814
-.193
.172
.367
.849
-.180
.174
.362
.742
.024
.295
-.158
-.477
.135
-.027
-.150
-.362
-.157
-.255
-.139
-.324
-.177
-.227
-.097
-.221
-.198
-.208
-.353
-.762
.279
.030
-.296
.547
-.353
-.019
b
.919
.339
.089
-.015
.339
.810b
-.112
.226
.089
-.112
.509b
.363
-.015
.226
.363
.533b
-.097
.033
.272
.095
.025
.242
.068
.117
-.048
.003
.228
.041
.341
.825
-.258
.053
-.237
-.234
-.156
-.149
-.112
-.273
-.502
-.583
.052
.420
.168
.526
.122
-.174
.321
-.029
.302
.067
.147
-.093
-.020
-.050
.008
.023
-.016
-.048
.025
.001
-.043
-.084
.066
-.043
-.020
.038
-.008
-.042
.016
-.007
.025
.053
.009
-.016
.039
.016
.012
.003
.025
.017
-.047
-.003
-.041
-.027
-.011
.007
.065
-.016
-.006
-.029
.060
-.006
.006
-.009
-.029
.006
-.095
.060
-.009
-.095
.080
-.012
-.019
.034
-.017
.006
-.030
-.001
.077
-.019
-.038
.039
.021
-.002
.072
-.013
.119
-.004
.019
-.005
-.012
-.005
.151
.170
.004
-.005
-.097
-.169
-.034
.007
-.024
-.028
-.079
.018
-.130
.006

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
a. Residuals are computed between observed and reproduced correlations. There are 58 (25.0%) nonredundant residuals with absolute values greater than 0.05.
b. Reproduced communalities
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AB_2004
-.115
-.047
.117
-.118
-.166
-.255
-.224
.000
.071
-.097
.033
.272
.095
.718b
.426
.505
-.003
-.360
-.217
-.046
.351
.229
.001
.026
-.023
-.011
.035
.025
.013
-.034
-.023
.080
-.012
-.019
.034
-.154
-.047
.014
.133
-.006
.025
-.065
-.058

BR_2004
.080
.143
.280
-.114
.051
-.001
.072
-.088
.074
.025
.242
.068
.117
.426
.550b
.155
.142
-.441
-.113
.309
-.139
-.108
-.013
-.008
.018
.058
-.065
-.056
-.069
.032
-.020
-.017
.006
-.030
-.001
-.154
-.147
-.026
.235
-.022
-.061
.038
.115

VC_2004
HPR_2004 DPER2004 SPER2004 TPER2004 FPER2004 NPER2004
-.050
.883
-.085
-.225
.325
-.149
.116
-.015
.913
-.150
-.229
.339
-.144
.128
.073
.719
-.274
-.401
.432
-.056
.131
-.078
-.543
.156
-.014
-.111
.104
-.044
-.161
-.363
.132
.216
-.169
-.038
-.068
-.218
-.325
.177
.195
-.127
-.079
-.090
-.214
-.226
.115
.177
-.063
-.122
-.099
-.075
-.918
.074
.066
-.054
-.016
-.287
.113
.707
.094
.011
.018
-.070
.081
-.048
.341
-.237
-.112
.052
.122
.302
.003
.825
-.234
-.273
.420
-.174
.067
.228
-.258
-.156
-.502
.168
.321
.147
.041
.053
-.149
-.583
.526
-.029
-.093
.505
-.003
-.360
-.217
-.046
.351
.229
.155
.142
-.441
-.113
.309
-.139
-.108
.460b
.040
-.127
-.226
-.216
.498
.386
.040
.943b
-.122
-.124
.189
-.076
.204
-.127
-.122
.452b
.142
-.305
.100
.065
b
-.226
-.124
.142
.809
-.417
-.312
-.217
-.216
.189
-.305
-.417
.836b
-.507
-.438
.498
-.076
.100
-.312
-.507
.863b
.704
.386
.204
.065
-.217
-.438
.704
.679b
.071
-.031
-.006
.046
-.015
-.015
.003
.023
-.011
.018
.039
-.015
-.015
-.004
-.005
-.029
.045
.072
-.060
-.002
-.030
-.086
.059
-.096
.064
-.038
.012
.000
-.013
.007
-.008
.013
-.020
.001
-.040
.055
.003
-.005
.017
.008
-.017
-.024
.092
-.010
.007
.011
.004
-.023
-.028
.030
-.049
.016
.006
.010
-.008
.068
-.088
.035
-.104
.002
-.013
.033
-.013
.077
.021
.119
-.012
.004
-.034
-.079
-.019
-.002
-.004
-.005
-.005
.007
.018
-.038
.072
.019
.151
-.097
-.024
-.130
.039
-.013
-.005
.170
-.169
-.028
.006
-.047
.014
.133
-.006
.025
-.065
-.058
-.147
-.026
.235
-.022
-.061
.038
.115
-.006
.096
.048
.064
-.135
-.123
-.006
-.017
.007
-.006
.003
-.061
.096
-.017
-.010
.004
-.123
-.039
.048
.007
-.010
-.117
-.049
-.015
.064
-.006
.004
-.117
-.040
.073
-.135
.003
-.123
-.049
-.040
-.059
-.123
-.061
-.039
-.015
.073
-.059

Appendix C: Alternative Indicators and On-Line Reference
Table C.1: Alternative Indicators to potentially add with available data at LSOA (and lower) 2007
Domain and Indicator

Geographic Scale

Crime & Safety
Fire statistics
Point
Road Traffic
Point
Accidents
Education
Households with Full
COA
Time Students
Educational
Point
Establishments
Highest Qualification
COA
by Age, Sex and
Ethnicity
Worklessness and Employment
Employment by
COA
Occupation
Weekly Expenditure
COA
Data
Firms by Employment COA
Sector
Firms by Employment COA
Size
% Share by Business
COA
Units in Employment
% Share by Size of
COA
Firm
% Share of
COA
Employees by Size of
Firm
Health Data
Dentists
Point
General Practices
Point

Time Period

Source Organisation

Sharing Issue

Online Reference

Monthly
Annually

Area Fire and Rescue Service
Local Road Safety Partnership

No
No

-

Ten Yearly

Census: ONS

No

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census

Quarterly

Local Authority

No

-

Ten Yearly

Census: ONS

No

-

Ten Yearly

Census: ONS

No

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census

Annual

CACI UK Ltd

Yes

http://www.caci.co.uk

Annually

ONS

No

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/abi

Annually

ONS

No

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/abi

Annually

ONS

No

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/abi

Annually

ONS

No

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/abi

Annually

ONS

No

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/abi

Monthly
Monthly

Primary Care Trust
Primary Care Trust

No
No

http://www.nhs./uk/england
http://www.nhs./uk/england
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Hospitals
Point
Opticians
Point
Adult Social Care
LSOA
Ambulance Data
LSOA
Children’s Social Care LSOA
Registered Special
LSOA
Needs by Category
Economic Activity by
COA
Long Term Illness
Housing and Homelessness
Household Income
COA
Council Tax
LSOA
Claimants
Homelessness
LSOA
People on the
LSOA
Housing Register
Dwelling Stock by
COA
Tenure and Condition
Household
COA
Composition
Occupancy Rating
COA
% with Central
COA
Heating
Environment and Transport
Public Transport
COA
Users in Household
Means of Travel to
COA
Work
Population
Children in Care
LSOA
Age Structure
COA
Ethnicity
LSOA
Religion
COA
Living Arrangements
COA
Marital Status
COA
Lone Parents
COA

Monthly
Monthly
Annually
Annually
Annually
Annually

Primary Care Trust
Primary Care Trust
Council Social Care Department
Local Ambulance Service
Council Social Care Department
Council Social Care Department

No
No
-

http://www.nhs./uk/england
http://www.nhs./uk/england
-

10 Years

Census: ONS

No

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census

Annually
Annually

CACI UK
Council Housing Department

Yes
-

http://www.caci.co.uk
-

Annually
Annually

Council Housing Department
Council Housing Department

-

-

Annually

ONS

No

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/

10 Years

Census: ONS

No

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census

10 Years
10 Years

Census: ONS
Census: ONS

No
No

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census

10 Years

Census: ONS

No

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census

10 Years

Census: ONS

No

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census

Annually
Annually
10 Years
10 Years
10 Years
10 Years
10 Years

Council Social Care Department
ONS
Census: ONS
Census: ONS
Census: ONS
Census: ONS
Census: ONS

No
No
No
No
No
No

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census
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Table C.2: Organisations by Domain with Online Reference (if Available)
Domain and Organisation
Crime
Local Police Force
ONS, Census
Area Fire and Rescue Service
Local Road Safety Partnership
Local Youth Offending Team
Local Authority
Audit Commission
Education
Local Authority
NOMIS
PLASC (Pupil Level Annual School Census)
LEA – Local Education Authority
Connexions
LSC (Learning and Skills Council)
ONS, Census
UCAS
Worklessness, Employment and Economy
Local Authority
NOMIS
ONS, Census
DWP (Department for Work and Pensions)
CACI UK
DTI (Department for Trade and Industry) now BERR
(Department for Business Enterprise and Regulatory Reform)
CLG (Communities and Local Government
Experian
Health
ONS, Census
DWP (Department for Work and Pensions)
PCT (Primary Care Trust)
Council Social Care Department
Ambulance Service

Online Reference (If Available)
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census/default.asp
http://audit-commission.gov.uk/performance
http://www.nomiseb.co.uk
http://www.teachernet.gov.uk/management/ims/datacollections/
http://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadHome.do?bhcp=1
http://www.connexions-direct.com/
http://www.lsc.gov.uk/
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census/default.asp
http://www.ucas.ac.uk/
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/
http://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/
http://www.dwp.gov.uk/
http://www.caci.co.uk
http://www.dtistats.net/sd/rci/
http://www.communities.gov.uk
http://www.experian.co.uk/corporate/index.html
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census/default.asp
http://www.dwp.gov.uk/
http://www.nhs.uk/Pages/homepage.aspx
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Regional Health Observatory
Hospital Episode Statistics
Labour Force Survey
Housing
CACI UK
Local Authority
ONS, Census
Land Registry
Council of Mortgage Lenders
Halifax Bank of Scotland
ESDS (Economic and Social Data Service
Environment and Transport
Local Authority
Utilities and Water Services
ONS, Census
Environment Agency
Natural England
GMPTE (Greater Manchester Passenger Transport Authority)
Dft (Department for Transport)
Population
ONS, Census
Council Environment Directorate
NHSCR (National Health Service Central Register)

http://www.nwph.net/nwpho/default.aspx
http://www.hesonline.nhs.uk/Ease/servlet/ContentServer?siteID=1937&categoryI
D=537
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/STATBASE/Source.asp?vlnk=358
http://www.caci.co.uk
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census/default.asp
http://www.landreg.gov.uk/
http://www.cml.org.uk/cml/statistics
http://www.hbosplc.com/economy/HousingResearch.asp
http://www.esds.ac.uk/findingdata/snDescription.asp?sn=5299
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census/default.asp
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/
http://www.gmpte.com/
http://www.dft.gov.uk/
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census/default.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/STATBASE/Source.asp?vlnk=1317
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Table C.3: Data and Information Available in HMR Pathfinders
Pathfinder
Elevate
(East Lancashire)

New Heartlands
(Merseyside)

Type
Information

Reference
Burnley Action Partnership. (2008). Better Burnley http://www.betterburnley.org.uk

Data & System

Lancashire City Council. (2008). Lancashire MARIO http://mario.lancashire.gov.uk

Data

Liverpool City Council. (2008). Key Statistics and Data.
http://www.liverpool.gov.uk/Business/Economic_development/Key_statistics_and_data/index.asp
DTZ Pieda Consulting. (2002). Liverpool Asset Management Project.
http://www.liverpool.gov.uk/Images/tcm21-32674.pdf
Oldham Metropolitan Borough Council. (2008). Oldham Info. http://www.oldhaminfo.org/

Report
Oldham and
Rochdale

Manchester-Salford
Hull-East Riding

Data & System
[Password Protected]
Data & System

System
[Not Available On-line]
Data & System
Data & System

BirminghamSandwell

Reports and Information
Information

Data & Information
NewcastleGateshead

System
Data

North Staffordshire

None

South Yorkshire

System
[Password Protected]
System
[Not Available On-line]

Rochdale Metropolitan Borough Council. (2008). Rochdale Statistics & Maps.
http://www.statsandmaps.org.uk/StatsAndMaps/default.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2fstatsandmaps%2ffrmMai
n.aspx
Manchester City Council. (2008). Tracking Neighbourhood Change.
East Riding of Yorkshire Council. (2008) East Riding Data Observatory.
http://www.goferinfo.com/dataobs/index.aspx
Hull City Council. (2008). One Hull Knowledge. http://hull.localknowledge.co.uk
Birmingham City Council. (2008). Birmingham Economy.
http://www.birminghameconomy.org.uk/index.htm
Birmingham City Council. (2008). Birmingham Population Information.
http://www.birmingham.gov.uk/GenerateContent?CONTENT_ITEM_ID=13705&CONTENT_ITEM_TY
PE=0&MENU_ID=122
Research Sandwell. (2008). http://www.researchsandwell.org.uk/research/navigation/home.asp
Newcastle City Council. (2008). Newcastle Neighbourhood Information System (NNIS)
http://www.newcastle.gov.uk/nnis.nsf/
TWRI (Tyne and Wear Research and Information). (2008). http://www.tyne-wearresearch.gov.uk/core.nsf/a/twri_home
None
Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council. (2008). Doncaster Dsmart.
https://maps.doncaster.gov.uk/DSmart/
Sheffield City Council. (2008). Sheffield Neighbourhoods Information System.
http://www.sheffield.gov.uk/your-city-council/council-meetings/scrutiny/strategic-resources-andperf/agenda-9th-january-2006/sheffield-neighbourhood-information-system

Source: (CLG, 2007b).
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Table C.4: Data and Information Systems in US by City
City

Data and Information System

Website Link

Atlanta

Data and Policy Analysis Group (DAPA).

http://www.coa.gatech.edu/crp/research/data_center.htm

Baltimore

Baltimore Neighborhood Indicators Alliance (BNIA).

http://www.ubalt.edu/bnia/

Boston

Boston Community Building Network (BCBN).

http://www.tbf.org/

Camden

CAMConnect.

http://www.camconnect.org/

Chattanooga

Community Research Council (CRC).

http://www.setnis.org

Chicago

Metro Chicago Information Center (MCIC).

http://info.mcfol.org/www/index.aspx

Cleveland

Center on Urban Poverty and Social Change (CUPSC).

http://povertycenter.cwru.edu/

Columbus

Community Research Partners (CRP).

http://www.communityresearchpartners.org/

Dallas

Foundation for Community Empowerment (FCE).

http://www.fcedallas.org/

Denver

The Piton Foundation.

http://www.piton.org/

Des Moines

Child and Family Policy Center (CFPC).

http://www.cfpciowa.org/

Grand Rapids

Community Research Institute (CRI).

http://www.cridata.org/

Hartford

HartfordInfo.

http://www.hartfordinfo.org/

Indianapolis

The Polis Center.

http://www.savi.org/

Los Angeles

Advanced Policy Institute (API).

http://nkca.ucla.edu/

Louisville

Community Resource Network (CRN).

http://www.crnky.org/

Memphis

Center for Community Building and Neighborhood Action (CBANA).

http://www2.urban.org/nnip/desc_mem.html

Oakland

Urban Strategies Council (USC).

http://www.urbanstrategies.org/

Miami

Community Services Planning Center.

http://www.dcf.state.fl.us/commserv/

Milwaukee

The Nonprofit Center of Milwaukee.

http://www.nonprofitcentermilwaukee.org/index.php

New Orleans

Greater New Orleans Community Data Center.

http://www.gnocdc.org/

Philadelphia

Metropolitan Philadelphia Indicators Project.

http://www.temple.edu/mpip/

Providence

The Providence Plan.

http://provplan.org/matriarch/default.asp

Sacramento

Community Services Planning Council (CSPC).

http://www.communitycouncil.org/

Seattle

Epidemiology, Planning and Evaluation Unit's (EPE).

http://www.metrokc.gov/health/
Source: NNIP,
2008
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Appendix D.1: Interviewee List
Table D.1: Interviewee List
Interviewee
Number

Code

Job Title and Organisation

Professional Role

Area of Expertise or
Knowledge

Date of Interview

Academic

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

12.10.06

Academic

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

17.10.06

Researcher

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

19.10.06

Academic

Conceptual & Policy

20.10.06

Academic

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

25.10.06

Academic

Conceptual & Policy

27.10.06

Academic

Conceptual & Technical

31.10.06

Academic

Conceptual & Technical

31.10.06

Academic

Conceptual & Policy

08.11.06

Academic

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

14.11.06

Academic & Consultant

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

14.11.06

Academic & Consultant

Technical

16.08.07

Local Government Official

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

03.08.07

Local Government Official

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

10.07.07

Academic

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

07.08.07

Consultant

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

14.08.07

Academic & Consultant

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

10.08.07

US Interviews (October 2006 to December 2006)
1

A_US_1

2

A_US_2

3

A_US_3

4

A_US_4

5

A_US_5

6

A_US_6

7

A_US_7

8

A_US_8

9

A_US_9

10

A_US_10

11

C_US_1

Associate Professor 1,
UIUC (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Professor 1,
UIUC
Research Fellow 1,
UIUC
Assistant Professor 1,
UIUC
Assistant Professor 2,
UIUC
Professor 2,
UIUC
Associate Professor 2 and LEAM Team,
UIUC
Associate Professor 3 and LEAM Team,
UIUC
Professor 3,
Wayne State University, Detroit
Professor 4,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
Lecturer and Urban Renewal Consultant 1,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia & Avencia Consultancy

UK Interviews (July 2007 to January 2008)
12

A_UK_1

13

LG_UK_1

14

LG_UK_2

15

A_UK_2

16

C_UK_2

17

A_UK_3

Director,
Manchester Geomatics
Director of Housing,
Manchester City Council
Director,
MSP (Manchester Salford Pathfinder) HMR
Research Fellow 2,
University of Sheffield
HMR Consultant 1,
Nevin Leather Associates LLP
Professor 5,
Heriot-Watt University
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18

LG_UK_3

19

LG_UK_4

20

LG_UK_5

21

LG_UK_6

22

LG_UK_7

23

RA_UK_1

24

RA_UK_2

25

C_UK_3

26

A_UK_4

27

RA_UK_3

28

HA_UK_1

29

PD_UK_1

30

A_UK_5

31

DA_UK_1

32

LG_UK_8

33

EA_UK_1

34

A_UK_6

35

RG_UK_1

36

DA_UK_2

37

NG_UK_1

Deputy Chief Executive,
New East Manchester
Deputy Chief Executive (Regeneration),
Manchester City Council
Head of North Manchester Regeneration Team,
Manchester City Council
Head of North Manchester Private Sector Housing Team,
Manchester City Council
Head of Regeneration,
Manchester City Council
Chair,
Monsall Estate Residents Association
Chair,
Trinity Estate Residents Association
Chairman and HMR Consultant 2
EKOS Consulting
Professor 6,
University of Manchester
Chair,
Collyhurst Village Residents Association
Director,
Adactus Housing Association
Executive and HMR Board Member,
Countrywide Properties
Professor 7,
Sheffield Hallam University
Executive Director and HMR Board Member,
English Partnerships
Head of Housing,
Salford City Council
Estate Agents
(Case 1 & 2)
Professor 8,
University of Manchester
Head of Housing,
Government Office for North West
Policy and Partnerships Manager and HMR Strategy SubCommittee Member,
Northwest Regional Development Agency
CLG HMR Team Leader,
CLG (Communities and Local Government)
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Local Government Official

Conceptual, Technical & Policy l

31.07.07

Local Government Official

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

27.07.07

Local Government Official

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

08.08.07

Local Government Official

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

04.07.07

Local Government Official

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

20.08.07

Resident Consultation Group
Member (Case 1)
Resident Consultation Group
Member (Case 2)
Consultant

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

18.09.07

Conceptual, Technical & Policy
Conceptual, Technical & Policy

19.09.07 and
12.11.07
21.09.07

Academic & Consultant

Conceptual & Policy

24.09.07

Resident Consultation Group
Member (Case 1)
Housing Association Official

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

25.09.07

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

03.10.07

Property Developer

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

05.10.07

Academic & Consultant

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

18.10.07

National Regeneration
Development Agency Member
Local Government Official

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

22.10.07

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

30.10.07

Property Developer/
Estate Agent
Academic

Conceptual & Policy

19.11.07

Conceptual & Policy

21.11.07

Regional Government Official

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

21.11.07

Regional Development Agency
Member

Conceptual & Policy

20.11.07

National Government Official

Conceptual, Technical & Policy

09.01.08

Appendix E: Interview questions including findings discussed
Part A: US
Initial Categories: Domains and Drivers
Table E.1: Initial Domain and Driver Categories to be Considered in US Neighbourhood Study
Domain
Education
Crime
Worklessness
Health
Services
Transport
Economy
Migration and Demographics
Attitudes

Policies

Driver
Local School Performance
Access to Schools
Anti-Social Behaviour
Strength of Local Economy
Access to Employment
Access to Health Facilities
Access to Shops
Quality of Public Transport
Strength of Local Jobs
Level of Institutional Investment
Population Movements
City Centre Living Trends
Perceptions and Stigma of Neighbourhoods
Household Aspirations
Tenure and Ownership Desires
Area Based Initiatives (ABI)
Housing Market Renewal (HMR)
New Deal for Communities (NDC)
Building Schools for the Future
Health Investment Facilities
Additional Regeneration Activity
People Based Initiatives
Sure Start (Resident Education, Childcare, Health
and Family Support)
Local Strategic Partnerships (LSP) (Resident
Empowerment)

Initial Question Areas:
1. Conceptual
What US insight can be gained when exploring the patterns, dynamics and drivers within and
between low demand and low value neighbourhoods?
2. Technical
From an overview of the TNC (Tracking Neighbourhood Change) LIS (Local Information System)
used in Manchester what other tools and research methods can be used and are being developed
in the US?
3. Policy
In discussing the HMR (Housing Market Renewal) programme as a policy driver in correcting
neighbourhood decline in the UK, what similar policies are used in the US to address
neighbourhood decline manifest in low demand or abandoned neighbourhoods?
Demonstrations:
Objective to discuss and demonstrate the TNC (Tracking Neighbourhood Change) LIS (Local
Information System) in order to compare, contrast and discover other available and developing GIS
used in the US
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Part B: UK
Interview Question Bank:
1. Conceptual: Case Specific and/or Broader
[Introductions]
1. What are your immediate thoughts on my current thesis title of ‘understanding housing
market renewal in low demand and low value neighbourhoods’?
2. Should focus on neighbourhood change centre on the ‘low demand’, ‘inappropriate supply’
or alternative concepts (e.g. change in restructuring markets)?
3. What are the current housing renewal trends and patterns in Manchester and Nationally?
[Discussion of Domains and Drivers]
4. What drivers have the largest magnitude in reducing or increasing demand for housing in
low demand neighbourhoods (i.e. those areas where housing is difficult to sell or let)?
5. What other categories would you add to this table (Table 1) in uncovering drivers that
change housing and neighbourhood demand?
Table E.2: Domains and Drivers in Analysing Changes in Low Demand and Low Value
Neighbourhoods (Shown to Interviewee)
Domains
Housing

Education
Crime
Unemployment and Benefit

Health
Services
Transport
Community
Economy

Migration and Demographics

Drivers
Property Price
Design: Security & Quality
Tenure
Property Type
Ownership
Affordable Housing
Proximity to Void and High Turnover Properties
Local School Performance
Access to Schools – Catchments
Anti-Social Behaviour
House and Vehicle Crime Levels
Unemployment
Level of Benefit Dependency (Income Support, Job Seekers Allowance,
Incapacity Benefit)
Poverty Trap
Access to Health Facilities
Poor health from inadequate housing
Access to Shops
Technological changes
Quality and Access to Private and Public Transport
Travel to Work Distances / Times
Community and Social Cohesion
Support Networks
Strength of Local Economy and Jobs
Level of Institutional Investment
Employment tax breaks outside city
Access to Credit, Redlining, Lending Practices
Macro changes in interest rates and inflation
Investment Potential of Neighbourhood
Population Movements
BME, refugees / asylum seekers, economic migrants
City Centre Living Trends
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Suburban Drift
Inclusion and exclusion of neighbourhood residents in political boundary
(e.g. Ward, LSOA, COA)
Perceptions and Stigma of Neighbourhoods
Household Aspirations (Link to Culture – Role models, Parenting,
Knowledge for Mobility, Life Skills)
Area Based Initiatives (ABI)
Housing Market Renewal (HMR)
New Deal for Communities (NDC)
Building Schools for the Future
Health Investment Facilities
Additional Regeneration Activity
People Based Initiatives
Sure Start (Resident Education, Childcare, Health and Family
Support)
Local Strategic Partnerships (LSP) (Resident Empowerment)

Political-Geography
Attitudes

Policies

[Discussion of Manchester Findings]
6. Regression results show certain variables (at LSOA) as key for the dynamics of house price
change for Manchester, what explanations can you account for and enhance on these
results?
Model 1: t-Test and Sig. Dynamics of Indicators in the Overall House Price Model used for Manchester LSOA
2004
Indicator

t-Test

Sig.

1. Council Tax Band A %
2. GCSE Results %
3. Turnover 3 Times or More %
4. Detached Type % of Overall
5. New Build % of Overall
6. Long-Term Void %
7. Semi Type % of Overall
8. Flat Type % of Overall
9. Burglary Rate (1000 houses)
10. Incapacity Benefit %
11. Job Seekers Allowance %
12. ASBO Counts
13. Science Primary Results %
14. Terraced Type % of Overall
15. English Primary Results %
16. Property in Receipt of Benefit %
17. Maths Primary Results %
18. Vehicle Crime (1000 houses)
19. Council Tenure %
20. RSL Tenure %
21. Income Support %
22. Private Tenure %

-5.089
3.543
3.463
3.120
2.418
-2.305
2.264
2.210
-1.678
-1.665
1.619
1.493
1.440
1.248
1.161
-1.147
-0.826
-0.288
0.203
0.178
-0.075
0.030

0
0
0.001
0.002
0.016
0.022
0.024
0.028
0.095
0.097
0.107
0.137
0.151
0.213
0.247
0.253
0.410
0.773
0.840
0.859
0.940
0.976

7. Are the 6 principal component dynamics (at LSOA) revealed in Factor Analysis the most
important in understanding the demand for housing and locating low demand
neighbourhoods?
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Receipt of Benefits in Private and Council Tenure Status
New Build Flat Types and Vehicle Crime
Education
Resident Transience in Terraced and Semi-Detached Types
Detached Type, Burglary and Anti-Social Behaviour Order
Social Related Tenure
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(Negative)
(Positive)
(Positive)
(Positive)
(Positive)
(Positive)

-0.617
0.412
0.329
0.259
0.229
0.114

8. Does the pre-defined LSOA geographical boundary accurately locate what is perceived as
the case study neighbourhoods?
[Exclusion, Inequality, Affordability and Poverty]
9. What levels of spatial inequality exist within and between neighbourhoods?
10. Are residents in low demand neighbourhoods disadvantaged by where they live?
11. Does the renewal of housing markets provide access to affordable housing?
12. As housing markets improve are lower income residents displaced to areas of concentrated
deprivation?
13. Is the buy-to-let market undermining the purchase of affordable housing in low demand
neighbourhoods?
14. To what extent does the renewal of housing markets improve social and geographical
mobility?
15. Are improvements in the housing market in areas reducing elements of social exclusion?
[Migration and Spillover]
16. What is the impact of migration patterns of Black Minority Ethnic (BME) households, asylum
seekers / refugees and economic migrants in reviving the demand for housing?
17. What are the past and present migratory spatial patterns within and between
neighbourhoods? (What has been the demographic sorting of neighbourhoods?)
18. Is there a recognised management of regional and city-regional growth boundaries that aim
to reduce population loss by higher income earners?
19. Has there been a spillover into other neighbourhoods or households in close proximity to
locations where housing demand recovery interventions have taken place?
2. Technical: Case Specific and/or Broader
20. To what extent can local information systems address strategic demand management in the
renewal of desirability in low demand neighbourhoods?
21. How can the example of Tracking Neighbourhood Change used in Housing Market
Renewal be improved?
22. Is it possible to visualise areas at tipping point?
23. Is strategic (possibly triage) selection for intervention to maximise public spending to
increase demand possible?
24. Can spillover effects and clustering of housing demand related indicators be seen when
mapping change?
25. Are temporal aspects for neighbourhood change used?
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26. How could the ability to forecast changes in demand (e.g. early warning systems) be
integrated into local information systems?
27. What are the limitations of using GIS to track neighbourhood change?
28. Does the use of pre-defined geographies LSOA accurately locate what is perceived as
neighbourhoods?
29. How would it be best to integrate neighbourhood participation and narratives (such as
accumulation of social capital and migratory housing chain explanations) into GIS
highlighting changes in demand?
30. How accessible are the local information systems and what is the scope for their use in
reviving low demand neighbourhoods?
31. To what extent are house prices a useful indicator to track the regeneration of low demand
neighbourhoods? What would be the ideal set of indicators? (Out-Migration, Turnover,
Empty or Void Properties, Social Housing Queue times)
3. Policy: Case Specific and/or Broader
32. What is the impact of policies such as HMR (and policies in table above) in the renewal of
housing demand in low demand neighbourhoods?
33. Are properties receiving CPO (Compulsory Purchase Order), demolition and housing
improvements having a positive impact in reviving low demand neighbourhoods?
34. What is the relationship of housing benefits with low desirability for housing?
35. Are current policy attempts to revive low demand neighbourhoods enhancing desires of
sustainable communities?
36. Where are resources being allocated to improve housing demand in low demand
neighbourhoods?
37. Is housing market renewal retaining higher income earners or attracting residents from
outside of the area?
38. Is reclamation of private property by the government for housing market renewal balanced
against the greater good of the community or neighbourhood (such as increased jobs and a
tax base for local services)? What ethical questions are being raised?
39. Is speculation (e.g. from CPO) having a significant impact on the renewal of housing
markets?
40. What are the key opportunities and threats at present in renewing the demand for housing
in unpopular low demand neighbourhoods?
41. Is HMR developing mixed communities in renewing the demand for housing?
[Conclusion]
Further suggestions for Interviewees, questions and points to add?
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Appendix F: HMR Budgets 2006-08
Table F.1: HMR Pathfinder Budgets (06-08), Target Number of Homes and Sub-Pathfinder Areas
for Target Intervention.
North West
1

East Lancashire

£412m from all
sources including
a bid for £104m
from CLG

around 85,000
homes in urban
areas

2

Merseyside

Bidding for £110m
from CLG and a
further £125m for
2008-10

123,000 homes

3

Oldham and
Rochdale

£224m including a
bid for £70m from
CLG

70,000 homes

4

Manchester/Salford

£482m from all
sources, including
£110m from CLG

120,000 properties

£16m from CLG
with further £35m
set aside
£55 from CLG

115,000 homes

Throughout Hull

60,000 homes

Birmingham city
centre to West
Bromwich town
centre
Parts of Newcastle
including Kenton
and Byker and
areas of
Gateshead along
its boundary with
Newcastle
Stoke-on-Trent city
centre, the city’s
six towns,
peripheral estates
and parts of
Newcastle-underLyme
Parts of Sheffield,
Barnsley,
Doncaster and
Rotherham

Blackburn,
Burnley, Darwen,
Accrington,
Nelson, Colne,
Padiham and
Bacup
Liverpool’s inner
city along with
Birkenhead,
Wallasey, Bootle
and Litherland
Central Oldham,
Milkstone and
Deepish in
Rochdale and the
Langley estate in
Middleton
Inner city areas of
north, south and
east Manchester
and central Salford

Outside of North West
5

Hull/East Riding

6

Birmingham/Sandwell

7

Newcastle-Gateshead

£451m from all
sources, including
a bid for £70m
from CLG

77,000 homes

8

North Staffordshire

£492m from all
sources including
a bid for £70m
from CLG

67,000 homes

9

South Yorkshire

£60-100m from
CLG

140,000 homes

Source: (Macauley, 2006).
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